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8 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1 Containment l e G n e s r -

BASES

BACKGROUND The containment is a free standing steel pressure vesselth~a~t 4s surrounded by a reinforced concrete shield building.
The con~tainment vessel, including all its penetrations, is alow-leakage stee-l she]] th-i designed to contain theradioactive material that may be released from the reactorcore following a Design Basis Accident (DA c haeffsite radiatien 'pz"urs are mai itained -ithir, 44Imi I.QAdditionally, the containment and shield building provideshielding from the fission products that may be present inthe containment atmosphere following accident conditions.
The containment vessel is a vertical cylindrical steel ,pressure vessel with hemispherical dome and a concrete &isemat with steel membrane. It is completely enclosed by'. .reinforced concrete shield building. An annular space exi4s~between-the walls and domes of the steel containment vesseland the concrete shield building to provide for thecollection, mixing, holdup, and controlled release ofcontainment out leakage. Ice Condenser containments utilizean outer concrete building for shielding and an inner steel
co ntainment for leak tightness. ý'- fa
Containment piping penetration assemblies rovide for thepassage of process, service, sampling, and ntunain
pipelines into the containment vessel while fmaintaining
containment integrity. The shield building provides
biological shielding and allows controlled, elease of theannulus atmosphere under accident conditions, and- o~s *-6 qZenvironmental missile protection for the containment vesseland. Nuclear Steam Supp1 System,Vrhe inner steel
ýco inme and its penetrations establish the leakage
.lfmiting boundary of the containment. Maintaining thecontainment OPERABLE limits the leakage of fission productradioactivity from the containment to the environment. 6hesofLconainmet OPEPAflIL-TY couli+ cause site boundary doses,,in thq event ^-f n OBA, toece a vGa' h u gI. n h
liccnin bazi:. SR 3.6.1.1 leakage rate requirementsare -cempýyiin :onon.4-iize with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 1), as
modified by approved exemptions.

Tne tr±,/9

(conti nued)
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Insert A

The isolation devices for the penetrations in the containment boundary a~re tomaintain this leak tight barrier.

a.* All penetrations required to be closed during accident conditions
are either:

1. capable of'being closed by' an OPERABLE automatic containment
isolation system, or,

2. closed by manual valves, blind flanges, or deactivated
automatic valves secured in their closed positions, except
as provided in LCO 3.6.3.

b. Each air lock is OPERABLE except as provided in LCO 3.6.2.



Containment ý;eeed-

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The safety design basis for the containment is that theSAFETY ANALYSES containment must withstand the pressures and temperatures ofthe limiting OBA without exceeding the design leakage rates.

The DBAs that result in a challenge to containment (SLB~)
OPERABILITY from high pressures and temperatures are a los461ofetiblant accident (LOCA), a steam line dbrealt~ and a rodejection accident (REA) (Ref. 2). In addition, release ofsignificant fission product radioacti vity within containmentcan occur from a LOCA or a REA. In the OBA analyses, it isassumed that the containment is OPERABLE such that, for theDBAs involving release-of fission product radioactivity,,release to the environment is controlled by the rate ofcontainment leakage. The containment was designed with, anallowable leaka e aeof ' of containment air weightper day Rf3.Ths Teakage irate, used in the evaluttionof offsite doses resulting from accidents, is defined
1.0 CFR 50, Appendix J '(Ref. 1), as L,: the maximumallowable containment leakage rate at the calculated peakcontainment intern 'al pressure (P ) resulting from thelimiting OBA. The allowable leAzage rate represented by L aforms the basis for the acceptance criteria imposed on allcontainment leakage rate testing. L, = r31-per day', and

psig wncn-ýý rom tle limiting designasis LOCA (Ref. 3). Sa ~sfactory leakage rate test resultsare~ 4-s-5a requirement for the(6stabli sh
OPERABILITY. 6otLa49 Jshe CA/qm4A1e peAk

The containment satisfies Cri rontAowh e N R /ePolt4ic re s JreStatement. eon o e o icy r1a

LCD -Th: rgic nts stated in this LCD9 defline the pefr~tof hczotainment-fi::ion pvroduet barvrizr. The eeta~ntýnm
des49n 1 eakag: rate' (L, Q1~. -asmdin ;;t i a -a..d i t i oBy limiting leakage to within the acceptance criteria of10 CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 1.), containment OPERABILITY ismaintained.

Compliance with-+#te- LCD will ensure a containment
configurationE~including equipment hatchesbthat isstructurally soun4 nd will limit leakage to those leakage
rates assumed in Vtl¶e safety analysis.

(continued)
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® Containment 8ýlm @a .6.1. BASES (continued)

J-nVjdUol Ie2QU.oS he containment LCO requires that containment OPERABILITY"ý{Z Zsjý/ fed -ft. ( 3je m tamned. Other LCOs support this LCO by ensuring:
lbdtii~nmer)i- r IxtL L. A enetrations required to be closed durnnLCO d~~~),cnc puse.acci tconditions are either:

(ejtý1. capa of being closed by an OP BLE automatic(e~j ~contain nt isolation system, r

i~ nic tilerd 2. closed by ma al valves, ind flanges, or.c~jin3c~r~rnfl~fltdeactivated aut atic alves secured in'their
JpQS ~closed positions, ept as provided in

lb. Each airlock is ERA LE. exce as provided in
I LCD 3.5.2.

:-~ ~£R +Ppen~diXT c. The pre rized sealing mechanism asso 'ated with
~~#ce~,I~.~a~e. rte•penet tion except as provided in LCO 3. ]is

C1iThse rdvldu T Required Actions when other containment LCOs are t met
aye been specified-in these LCOs and not in LCO 3.5.1.

SAPPLICA8ILIT In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a OBA could cause a release ofradioattive material into containment. In MODES 5 and 6 heýFn4kii eo..a9 e rr,,u1 probability and consequences of these events are reducedl
'iýýthe pressure and.-temperature limitations of these(ixceedl'3 ceMODES. Therefore, con~tainment is not required to beji-Pcric' of Afypendj~7 OPERABLE in MODE 5 to prevent leakage of radioactive______________________material from containment. The requirements for containmentdeduring MODE 6 r-ul ng op ration: are addressed inLCOý 3.9.4, "Containment Penerains."

ACTIONS

With the secon containment bypass 1 rate not-. Mo~~d +0within limits, the as *on s 0 radiological analysis(Ref.-) are not met, Th the leakage must bedlm 'restored to within i s within 4 13Restoration canbe accompl* y isolating the penetratilo~n caused theli e exceeded by use of one closed and deact1

(conti nuea'
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~Containment (ie -eCeii+
8 3.6.1

BAS ES (continued

aut ic valve, closed manual valve, or blind flange. Whenapenetr n is isolated, the leakage rate for the isolatedpenetration 1 s umed to be the actual pathway leakagethrough the isolati evice. If two isolation devices areeused to isolate the pene ion, the leakage rate is assumeddto be the lesser actual pathW eakage of the two devices.The 4 hour Completion Time is reas le considering thetime required to restore the leakage by ilating thepenetration and the relative importance of se darycontainment bypass leakage to the overall contain
function.

Abý-_
In the event containment is inoperable, containment must berestored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour. The 1-hour A.Completion Time provides a period of time to correct the-ýPproblem commnensurate with the importance of maintaining jcontainment during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. -This time perfiodalso ensures that the probability of an accident (requiringcontainment'OPERABIILITY) occurring during periods wherecontainment is-i noperable-is minimal.

SURVEILLA~
REQUIREMENTS*

C

ý6e must be p..aU 4.4n. a MODE in wh ich the LCO does no t-
appl~ containment can not be restored to OPERABLE status 't.\r~ .Yi

- WJ4'+nat least MODE 3 'within 6 hours and .44'MODE 5
withn 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times arereasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the±gqiedG6 from full power conditions in an orderlymanner and without challenging ow systems.

-SR 3.6.1.1

maintaining the containment OPERABLE requires compliance
with the visual examinations and leakage rate testrequirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix.J (Ref. 1), as modifiedby approved exemptions.,r-w 3:Mn~ h a Nm:4tI A 9 ~~ .2 f . -

rat: testing requirements with regard to x.ycrall containment.

(continued)
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Containment peg~ele
B 3.6.1

BASES (continued)

FQ duretokrneeL E~t fo iFT

n~xý,arlly re-ýl4t in 0

ir'~p lu (e he c ~ a es

0ý th -hpiAd -b

* -4 . -

the cnainetlekg raeydes-! not exceed the leakagý

leakage ~ ~ ~ ~ ý raFhspovdsasranc ne s tharte assupin

inoth radolo. *cale pevaluatetions ofrefeiremnce veref met. Thlekae ronaineteochbps leakage paedosnth isxssued toe beka
rthe maximume inathwaeakae (lakagethouhshewoseo

manual valve, orbidhat. ntiscs the leakageraeoscndy

laaerate of thcsoae bypass lakage path is assumed to be
the mactmual pathway leakage (laaethrouh the isltonrdvie. ofbthe w isolation valves) inls the penetration arlsed islthe
aytual leakage ratsedi the lessaer 1ageoratc ofathe, twosvanal aves. Ths methd of quantIfyng tis pasethwa leakage
ist onl tohe usoaed for ths SR (ie. Apatndix assme maximu
teculpathway leakage liitre to beqatife isoain acodanice.I
with ioappend 5.)ve Thte [18] month Freqencyoed develoe
acnsidleringe iate isprdn that thise ISueraeielanctbetw

performed only during pTar' outage. Operating ex rienceehas shown that these components usuall psthsS en
performed on the [18] month Frequency. Therefore, the
,Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliabilj

(conti nued)
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Containment i 8
B 3.6.1-

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES ý

standpoi . note has. been added to th is SR requ iring theresults to be eva ainst the acceptance criteria ofSR 3.6.1.1.1. This ensures eld building bypassleakage is properly accounted fforr in e 11the overallprimary containment leakage rate.

mer* tg --esýirn fDr2. FSAý Set-f4 " /
3. -&~fl-E ,j\ ter- 4 P er R."

~2*<~of ~AP,

(conti nued)
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Containment Air Locks ( ~p e ed

3.6 CONTAINMENT 'ýY'ýTPW
-.. L E¶@I

3.6.2 Containment Air Locks©c
,I ... . 0- 

I- -

LCO 3 .6.2 ttof containment air lock~s)7 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

0ý -3, &if-rA. App1~cplKt COýJbF-TioNj 9,vd REQU19ED ACT70AJS
ACTIONS oý LCO 3.GC.I/j"CNA1I /, \eJAR1c eq~

1. Entry and exit is permissible to perform repairs of the affected air lock
c m p o n 

e n s

C2. Separrate Condition entry is allowed for each air lock.
----------------------------------------------------------------

('flNflTTuni

A. One or more
containment air locks.
with one containment
air lock door
inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION

1. Required Actions A.1,
.A.2, and A.3 are not
applicable if both doors
in the same air lock are
inoperable and
Condition C is entered.

2. Entry and exit is
permissible for 7 days to
perform activities
related to Technical
Specification systems [if
both air locks are
inoperable].

t3. OPERABILITY 
may beverified by

administrative mans.

I (conti nued)
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Containment Air LocksE (A ffie5sIp-, i- I:e! CoGe~ -M n 9 u.1)
3.62.2

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.1 verify the OPERABLE 1 hour
door is closed in the

ANOaffected air lock*,
A.2 Lock the OPERABLEO 24 hours

door closed in the
affected air lock~s

AND

A.3-- --------NOTE --------
Air lock doors in
high radiation areas
may be verified
locked closed by
administrative means.

Verify the OPERABLE
door is locked closedin t~~affected air

---- --- --- NOTES - - - - -1i. jRequired Actions 8.1,
8.2, and 8.3 are not
applicable if both doors
in the same air lock are
inoperable and
Condition C is entered.

2. Entry and exit of
containment is
permissible under the
control of a dedicated
individual.

3. OPERABILITY may be
verified by
administrative means.

---- -----------------------------

One or more
containment air locks
with containment air
lock interlock
mechanism inoperable.

Once per
31 days

I GD tcon'tinued)
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Containment Air Locks

ACTIONS

C.ONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. (co~ntinued) B..1 verify an OPERABLE 1 hour
door is closed in the
affected air lockd~b 'r

AND

8.2 Lock an OPERABLE door 24 hours
closed in the
affected air lock'ý<

AND

C. One or more
containment air locks
inoperable for reasons
other than Condition A
or 8.

WOG STS

------------ -------- NOTE --------
Air lock doo .rs in
high radiation areas
may be verified04
locked closed by
administrative means.
-------- ---------------------

Verify an OPERABLE
door-is locked closed ra ~ 'in the affected air
10 oc K-j 1~

C.1 Initiate actions to Immnediatl
evaluateaty

efts Ccllt IcnztratiO

~ usin current air Pe-x LCO 3.~IC4+i~r
Ic ckresuj ts-peim--.

Leea-37 6..

AND

C.2 Verify a door is
closed in the
affected air lock.

AND

3.6-3

1 hour

(conti nued)
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Containment Air Locks (Atinazpheric, Z-jamephri I: Cne? 3ý GnHu.l
3.62.2

qW . SR 3.6.2.1 ------------------- NOTE; ------------.2 es fls* c inoperable air'lock door does noti2~.j~ Sh invalidate the previous successful
e-" id qis performance of the overall air lock leQC~e~ce rite~o.test.-

Qcccwdonce wit Perform requIred air lock leakage rate
oCF& 50)A fnIX Appendix J. as modified by arove~d

0$ f dil~ y Lakage ate Test Programl)<"Q"rCNfýe xe n-mT heo acceptance criteria for air lock

Contai'nMet
~oea. Ove 11 air lock leakage r .ate is'-Ct-Trt R rpm. S!-5LJaI'when tested at 2t ISj

akage

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - N O T E - - -- -

SR 3.0.2 is not
appl icab'le
--------------------------- ---------------

-9--

PS+jb. For ach dor, leakage rate is1
r- .01 ~ L wen tested at P sig.J2

(conti nued)
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Containment Air Lock s mltý

S SURVEILLANCE REQUIREM~ENTS (continued)

Only required to be performed -.pf4.f..e Oopo
entry into containment.
---- ------------------ m------ m-----------------

Verify only one door in the air lock can be 184 days

opened at a time.I 

"

SR36231 
one door in the air lock 18 months

K opened at a 
(sub

atmospheric

WOG STS

05/07/92 12:36pm
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(EContainment Air Locks (Am-pe Ke, Stbatmespheq-

*~ 83.

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 
1

B 3.6.2 Containment Air Locks (AL111 sp,.,I1 i, Stbdtffls hr, 9ual, ad
Ite Gemdenser)

BASES

BACKGROUND Containment air locks form part of the containment pressure
boundary and provide a means for personnel access during all
MODES of operation.

Each air lock is nominally a right circular cylinder,10 feet in diameter, with~%orA at each enl)C
interlocked to prevent simultaneous opening. During periowhen containment is not required to be OPERABLE, the door
interlock mechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors ofan air lock to remain open for extended periods whenfrequent containment entry is necessary. Each air lock ý,tdoor
has been designed and tested to certify its ability to
withstand a pressure in excess of the maximum expected '

pressure following a Design Basis Acci 'dent (OBA) in
containment.. As such, closure of a single door supports
*gasketed seals and local leakage rate testing capabi~lity to

enuepressure integrity. *To effect a leak tight seal, the
air ockdesign uses pressure seated doors (i.e., anincrea 'se in containment internal pressure results inincreased sealing force on each door).

Each personnel air lock-is provided with limit switches onboth doors that provide control room indication of doorposition. Additionally, control room indication is provided
t0 alert the operator whenever an air lock door interlock
miechanism is defeated.

-tor moint4i~nrn-tr ~xrtrýif f Thee containment air locks form part of the containment___rqte~ ~Th~' -pressure boundary. As such, air lock integrity and a-t h-.es is essent~ial-t -limit effsite deoes: fr-om OBA.-
Not maintaining air lock integrity or I k tightness mayresult in effsite dczczs in excy ss of h -eeyi-ein tQ0 .e ..~ ........sfet ana ysis. R 3.6U 1 leakage rate .equirementsa:r :.e -:: in conformance with'10 CFR Apedix J (Ref. 1), as
modified by approved exemptions~LPa.ue

(conti nued)
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- ~~~Contai nment Ai r Locks (Atm ph-ri , +uatTozhci

.A1 f7 8~~o 1. 3.6.2
wk~cY -6w,3d- A-e ccrIci'lA I, ht peqk cDJA41'Arte~Jt

BAS ES (continued) j'- e ýr Rst~r L , Joo;11" A

APPLICABLE The c ent air lock LCO is derived from the
SAFETY ANALYSES requirements r to thee control of offsite radiation

does from major accidenn rifyinn(, that the actual
containment leakage rratee doess nnot the value assumed
in the iwtsafety analysis.

The DBAs that result in a release of radioactive material
-within containment are a loss of coolant accident 4LQ.CA) andOk
rod ejection accident-4RA). (Ref. 2). In the analysis of
each of these accidents, it is assumed that containment is
OPERABLE such that release of fission products to the
environment-is controlled by the rate of containment
leakage. The co igent was designed with an allowablec~s leaka e rate of . % of containment air weight per day.(Reef. 2 . is leakage rate is defined in 10 CFR 501

Aendi x J (Ref.- 1) as L. = 9Q*; per day, the maxi mum .

allowab e containment lea age rate at the calculated aeco ipe41
r~~,,,ontainment internal pressure P.following a~DBA.~ This allowable leakage a ~e foýrms the basis for the

acetance criteria imposed on the SRs associated with the
air. lock(s.)

The containment air locks satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

LCO Each containment air lock-forms part of the containment
pressure boundary. As part of containment, the air lock
safety function is related to control of offsite radiation
exposures resulting from a DBA. Thus, each air lock's
structural integrity and leak~e- tightness are essential to
the successful-mitigation of such an event.

Each air lock is required to be OPERABLE. For the air lockto be considered OPERABLE, the air lock interlock mechanism
must be OPERABLE, the air lock must be in compliance with
the Type B air lock leakage test, and both ai-r lo 'ck doors
must be OPERABLE. The interlock allows only one air lock
door of an air lock to be opened at one time. This
provision ensures that a gross breach of containment does
not exist when containment is required to be OPERABLE.
Closure of a single door in each air lock is nmcez: ary to-

(continued)
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®Containment Ai r Locks (Atmhzj Zuotnepheri e u
eua;, and ie: CondeSe4

B 3.6.2.

BASES (continued)

~s sf ~e& 0 proide- a- IeY... i~hL barrer,
suppert Containment OPERABILI-44f ol Iowi ng postul ated events.Nevertheless, both doors are kept closed when the air lockis not being used for normal entry and exit from
contai nment.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to containment. In MODES 5 and 6, theprobability and consequences of these events are reduced dueto the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES.Therefo-re, the containment air locks are not required inMODE 5 to prevent leakage of radioactive material fromcontainment. The requi-rements for the containment air locksduring MODE 6 -euln prtosare addressed in
LCO 3.9.3, "Containment Penetrations.*

ACTIONS The-4sqW.P.a4A~ction~s ef Condition:s A, B, or Crare modifiedp by a Note that allows entry and exit to perform repairs onthe affected air lock component. If the outer door isinoperable,, then- it may be easily accessed to repair. Ifthe inner door is the one that is inoperable, however, thena short time exists when the containment boundary is notintact (during access through the outer door). The ability,to open the OPERABLE door, even if it means the containment
boundary is temporarily not intact, is acceptable due to thelow probability of an event that could pressurize thecontainment during the short time in whi~ch the OPERABLE dooris expected to be open. After each entry and exit, the

OPERBLEdoor must b-e inmmediately closed:,1,ý. If A.. AR..

(ThAn additional Note has been added to provide clarificationthat for this LCO, separate c~ondition entry is allowed for
T, fe eveN#Hf~e AnR each air .lock.

10ck' LeAkAje Resultis ,'N
e"ceediN3 the A;14p~~, A.,A2,,n .
r~veNf CVeRAII 66 hAe With one airK43iick door inoperable in one or more containment
Ride, tv'ofe 3 d,'Rec S air locks, the OPERABLE door must be verified closedX0jA1)
e mtRy ;Nfo Hie ApplIic~l~e Require~d Ac*'Qfl

ot4e1 'iOiVs A,4J Pe uj'Rel 'Ac+10,&J of' LCO 3&. 9.1Co+AA~iimeN1 (continued)
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®Containment Air Locks (Atmespheri:, ubhatmoesqhz
Buti , andJ Iz: Conden

BASES (continued)

in exh affected containment %eir Xock. Th is 49i*Hes aleak~ ight contaV)nment barrier is maintained by the use of
an OPERABLE air ock door. This action must be completed
within 1 hour. This specified time period is consistent
with the ACTIONS of LCO 3.6.1, "Co~ltainment," which requires
containment be restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour.

In additior~the affected air lock penetration must be
isolateo by locking closed the OPERAWBJEair lock door within
the -244hour Completion Time. -The 2 0our Completion Time is
reasonable for locking the OPERABLE air lock door,
considering the OPERABLE door of the affected air lock is
being maintained closed.

Required Action A-3 verifies that an air lock with an
inoperable door has been isolated by the use of a
locked~ losed OPERABLE air lock door. This ensures that anacceptable containment, leakage boundary is maintained. ý-_he2
Completion Time of once per 31 days is based on engineeiiingo
judgment and is considered adequate in view of the low-
likelihood of 1a locked door being mispositioned and other0 . administrati'-e controls. i A

The Required Actions haeen. MdB
Note 1.ensures that only Condition C i-s--entered- o
doors in the air lock are inoperable. Withboh or in
the air lock inoperable, the Required Action to lock an~ir ~ ~OPERABLE door closed is not applicable. Required.ir ýc~s reActions C.1 and' C.2 are the appropriate remedial actions.m-~o.r~le ~. 1c~e~o~r Note 2 allows use of the air lock for entry and exit for

-- ~ ble r~ ~7 days, to perform activities related to Technicalinc) ~ ~~ ~~~ en irlc4)_Zaification s stemsA Pr4meimy-ntainment entry 4aýý5 ý)rlr-I7cbQ Lj-i qu eý.dto perform Technical Specification Surveillances
.X qur Actions, as well as other activities on

equipment inside p.mavawy containmentrtý'hat is sihe
required by Technical Specifications or that supports
Technical Specification required equipment. This Note is
not intended to preclude performing othir activities (i.e.,
non-Technical Specific 'ation related activities) if the
pr4mp containment was entered, using the inoperable air
lock, to perform atallowed activity listed above. This
allowance is acceptable due to the low probability of an
event that could pressurize the pri-mary containment during
the short time that the OPERABLE door is expected to be
open. Nete 3 states that OPERIABIL1ITY ;pay be ver-ified by

(conti nu ed)
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.@Containment Air Locks (AtAI.phelJ i, 5abatAIuetphei~ ic,
Dual, and iee Cendenzzr)

B 3.6.2

BASES (continued)

e aplies-bar Ick adinie means. The verification that a door is(2ie $ If) h~r 19h .OPERABLE may be d as an administrative check by
rQ -Aicri area• or(-O(2 examining logs or other in to determine if the door

w(T r~'e~QCeSd .~is OPERABLE. It does not mean to per Surveillances

'ý frn6cSpherl' i iro nmen
.an~d alo s~ +-%szd • Be .1 . n .

\~rfec~ ~ sed b 40!54, specif Ied i'ý'With.an air lock door interlock mechanism inoperable in one -ýwoUCP O'ý flI'mI I'Ve- or mori air locks, the Required Actions and associated
Completion Tm costetwith XCondition A

6A-e ReqQ i red Ac+-bo~. Sn Qw (ad&IpOticbyv~ rr-i The Required Actions havej been modified by 4 esi Notes. Tie OFy 0dmi~i £Note 1 ensures that onlyACondition C --"J~eae- if bothis UnsiOdG C( 'Jor n h ock are inoperable. With both i h O
Sairjock inoperable, the Required Action to leek an OPERA*LE re Ire~QrC~0 he~. door close d& Reqie gns C.1 and~C2ir

ar heapropriate remedial actions. Note 2 al ows en-nUeo I's PI411 teý M.and exi'tTn, +-ri~- containment *under the control f ahe ~ dedicated i ndividual stationed at the ailJock to ensure thiat
) p~vc~~~17 only one door is opened at a time (i.e., the individualtob

erfQ the functio telc oe3saes t at
oi;6 OPERABILITY may be verified by admýinistrative means. -Theonc,,OC . b verification that a door is OPERABLE may be performed as an

administrative check by examining logs or other informationL -(d- ~to determine if the door is OPERABLE. It does not mean toperform-the Surveillances needed to demonstrate OPERABILITYc)pe A4~&I~l iskofth door.

C.2O4 ndC.-
With ̀ one or more air lock-rsrinoperable for reasons other

L~ tbatrthose described in Condition A or B, RequiredýrViOus cwhne ý4 Action C.1 requires action to be immnediately initiated toraLe ui~ urri~ eauat An evaluation is
ZI)ccepta Ie since it is overly conservative to immediately

0 irloci teý re5 s. eclare the primary containment inoperable if both doors in''an air -lock have failed a seal test or the overall air lock
leakage is not within limits. In ma 'ny instances (e.g., onlyone seal per door has failed) ppi.eycontainment remains
OPERABLE, yet only 1.hour (per LCO 3.6. 1~j would be
provided to restore the air lock door to OPERABLE status
,prior to requiring a .l..t shutdown. In addition, even with

* (continued)
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@©Containmnent Air Locks (Atmepie her-, uamphr
Baal, Ge2nd e Cnncr-)

B 3.6.2

BASES (continued)

bAboth doors failing the seal test, the overall containment4eA~~OX '~leakage rate can still be within limits.. Required
cAction C.'2 requires one oo i-rin-- co-n ajnment/~ir.i'ock

must be verified to be closed within-opl~our Completion
Time. This specified time pericd is consistent with the
ACTIONS of LCO 3..1 "Ge meiy, which requires that
containment be restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour.

Additionally, the affected air, ock.srmnust be restored to
OPERABLE status within the 24LC3iour Completion Time. The
specified time pen 9d is considered reasonable for restoring aninoperable Air lockf to OPERABLE status assuming that at
least one door is maintained closed in each affected air
lock.

0.1 and D.2

ot E ' "{ehtEhe L40 --"" the inoperable containment jXir,1ock cannot be ur urerestored to- OPERABLE status wi-thin the aseit-Completia
nol: cp3i'J Time I This i 3 d~ion y Flain the iUi at -l1east MODE 3

wit in hours and .~MODE5wti n us

To Q0hiel'e iji S-af l-he pant

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.2.1
REQU IREMENTS

Maintaining containment air locks OPERABLE requires
compliance with the leakage rate test requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix J, as modified by approved exemptions.

This SR reflects the leakage rate testing requirements withregard to air lock leakage (Type B leakage! tests). The
acceptance criteria were established during initial. air lockand containment OPERABILITY testing. The periodicý testing
requirements verify that the air lock leakage does not
exceed the allowed fraction' of the overall contai'nment
leakaqeerate. The Su e-4l1ae Frequency is required by

(Ie~A)ppendix -, as modified by approved exemptions. Thus,
SR 3.0.2 (which allows Supiei'e4-n-~ ee Frequency extensions)
does not apply.

* (continued).
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(ýContainment Air Locks (Atm 4Ihri:, u.tnphr,
Dua-l, and ;6eCndn:r

B 3.6.2

BASES (continued)

-Me SKR hos been mod pied
by fto .AOLcS, wJ~e .L
-ýi~ates +hc± an inopaacbý.
Q if I(oc door does fl.ý

;dM0 1i' cte-he., pre~v iou s
SQCces-ful per-f~rw~ce. 0-f
11If-llOer~ ( loc/ Jleag

The as, been modified by 2 Notes.' Note 1 indicates anino~perab *r lock door does not invalidate the previoussuccessful per _nce of an overall air lock leakage test.This is consider'ed re able since either air lock door iscapab 'le of provid~ing a-fi~s - roduct barrier in the eventof a OBA. Note 2 has been adde this SR requiring theresults to be' evaluated against the ac ance criteria ofSR 3.6.1 .1.1. This' ensures that air lock le e isproperly accounted for in determining the overal arycontainment leakage rate.

eIti ý tier FSR 3.6.2.2
0 1 r xi< dc-oj- i,.: COfOW)e of The ai r l ock 4*w i nte rlock is designed to prevent

provI d 1 0,ý;Sslor\simultaneous ope .ning Iof both doors in a single air lock.,.Sine bth heinner and outer doors of an air lock are ýý:Prcduct& r/~ fr jh eindt ithstand the maximum expected post accident!continmnt pessreclosure of either door will supportc-f0' I'O4~2 containment OPERABILITY. Thus, the door interlock featureh, 0C dSupports containment OPERA .BILITY while the air lock is beingOX~a~ ~txiS used for personnel transit in and out of the containment.
r Periodic testing of this interlock demonstrates that theP eqq¶.drn~ 11) -U e rt2!(4i'&ý interlo'ck will function as designed, and that simultaneous1,5 beR an ue doraai ilnt ndetntyocrevoWwAIý Due to the pure y mechanical nature of this interlock, and,

80V .p-~'e Q17,r l 0... containment is entered this test is only required to be.~c ~ -j,.y 5 performed p*ýe'P-Qe 0 ing containment, out is not requiredmore ~ ~ 6 frqetytaM84 days. The 1806ay Frequency isýAsrelN -UaLQir. &~V l eaý3bj ed on engineering judgment and is considered adequate inf5~ ~ ~ FtLt view of other indi~cations of door and interlock mechanism,ýrl 1 y ~e -c tt available 'to operations personnel.

ý2000e_. (~PREFFF RNC aL1 6-?- Appendix X; Primary Reactor Containment

4 eype Testing for Water-Cooled PowrRatr.

2. AFSAR, Section t6-,2f"&t~rre&'y-rs

(conti nued)
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Containment Isolatiion Valves-.
3.6.3

3.6 CONTAINMENT SY-STEMS

3.6.3 Containment I1solation Save

LCD 3.6.3 Each colnta-inmentiisolationvlesalbOPRBE

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,,2, 3, and: 4.

ACTIONS

1. ,~ cntpi mcnt-~-'~ ---- NOTES-- --
[z~: pt f r 12 .inj pur : *; l;:: may be,opened intermittently under administrative"conros

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed fo~r.each pen trainfo ah
3. Enter applicable Conditions 'and Required Actinsfr.pee.sytm.

made inoperable by containment iso]ai- vavs
--------------------------------------

CODTINREQUIRED ACTION. COMPLETION TIME

A.------O E------A l Isolate the affected 4 hoursOnly applicable to penetratioii flow pathpenetration flow paths by use of at leastwith two containment one closeld Anldý.ý.%,isolation valves, deactivatedo automatic
valve, closed manual
valIve, bl1ind ýflange,

Oneor oreor 
check valv.,e with

penetration flow paths. 
flow through''thew

with one containment 
valve secured-

isolation Vay

i no pefab 1 fex~cept AND
for pWage valve A OR sYJJI ;LII
leakage niot within 

i~
1  LiWJ ~

I imi t?"-

(continued)

L* ENfee- App 1'cl-'4 e C 0 J1I 11 ~Q H E. D ACTION~S Of 0L

3.6 I, O N T IKJ E.N )" w he N / sTO/A k om vA lve Je kA Aje ftesJ I H

Iexceeci LCONýA"INNeNf OVe-RAll/ek e AAte-
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Containment isolation valves (Atisesp1 c ic, 5,bt.ly s e.. F -;~nz,-eft
3.6.3

ACTIONS

fags inhg

A. (continued)----.2-----------NTE---------

B.---------- NOTE -- - - -Only applicable to
penetration flow paths
with two containment
isolation valves.
-------------

OR SA,
One or Miore
penet?'-atlo flow paths
with two containment
isolation val es
inoperable xcept for
purge valve ýleakage
not within limi

WOG STS

Verify the affected
penetration flow pat~
is isolated.. I

COMPLETION TIMlE

Once per 31 days
)for isolation
devices outside
contai nment

en'terring MODVý4
frtom MODE 5 if
not prformed
within the
previu 92dy
for isolationay
devices insidecontai nment

B.1 Isolate the affected 1 hourr
penetration flow patO by use of at least
one closed and
deactivated automatic
valve, closed manual

6YAS valve, or blind
Y flange.

(conti nued)
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Containment Isolation Valves (At:pc> tnoh, I Cnz:r
,D UG 1.6.3

ACTIONS
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 29MPLETION TIME

-- --- --B. (continued) 8.2-----------NOTE --------
Valves and blind
flanges in highh
radiatiln areas may
be verified by use of
administrativea
controlIs.
-------- ---------------------
Verify the affected 

Gne-e1-1-4.

penetration is

isolated.

-------NOE ------ C.1 Isolate the affected (4Yýh o ur sOnly applicable to 
penetration flow pat

penetration 
flow paths 

by use of at least
with only one 

one closed and
containment 

isolation 
.deactivated 

automatic
valve and a closed 

valve, closed manual
system. 

valve, or blind

---- ---- --- ---- --- flange.

One or more 
AND

penetration flow paths

with one containment 
C.2-------- 

NOTE -------
isolation valve), ~ Valves'and blind
inoperable, 

flanges in high

radiation areas may

be verified by use of

administrative

controls.

----------------------

Verify the affec ted Once per 31 days

penetration 
flow pat

is isolated.

(conti nued)
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Containment Isolation Valves (Atfflp- r. ubqtspheri: f~ odenser& LL"

3.6.3
ACTIONS (continued)

.CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Z.One or more 0'1 Isolate *&-eh affected 24 hoursa penetration flow penetration flow pat J~paths with one or by use of at leastmore containment one closed andpurge valves not deactivated automaticwithin purge valve valve, closed manualleakage limits, valve, or blind

:EA1,9 >flange.
~ (~eAND

-33C --'IAPerform SR 3.6.3.\G Once per
E 3 for the resilient 92 davs

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

seal containment
purge valve(s) closed
to comply with
Required Action,,V1.

Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
AND

.2 Be. in MODE 5. 36 hours

j.

')h eld BuI Id in
~'I13~bn

WOG STS

leoý Kage
V, rr)I

4 ho*u rý

3.6-4 05/08/92 4:42pm
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AJ\SE- -R

-----NOTE --------
Valves and blind
flanges in high
radiation areas may
be verified -by use of
administrative
control s.

Verify the affected
penetration flow path
is isolated.

Once per
31 days for
isolation
devices outside
containment

AND

Prior to
entering MODE 4,
from MOOE'5 if
not performed
with~in the
.Previous
92 days for
isolation
devices inside!
containment

AND

-9-. 2



Containment Isolation Valves

©

24 Hcý-h a.ontotm--n±-ý
~~f~hnt ?- 3E ~pply and,

(continued)

open.

WOG STS
3.6-5

05/08/92 4:42pm
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Containment Isolation Valves (Atuuai ,Zua~p 1 ,K Czn!' z,U~Udl 
3.5.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.6.3.4 ------------------- NOTEý ----------
-6--0 Valves and blind flanges in high rad

----------------------------------------

Verify each containment isolation manualvalve and blind flanpe-whiehis located
inside, containment and rqi
closed during accident conditions isclosed, except

FREQUENCY

Prior to
enter 'ing MODE 4
from MODE 5 if
not performed
within the
previous

-SR 3.6.3.5. Verify the isolation time of each powers Inopertedandeach automatic containment accordanceisolation valve is within limits, wit jLe.

Ins erv i ce
Testing
Program, or
92 days

------------ -- *
SR 3.6.3. Cycle each weight- or spring-loaded check 9 s

and verify eacm ck valve ins closed

when the *erential pressure indi on of flow is z [1.2] psid and
< 5.01 psid.

(conti nued)
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Containment isolation Valves (Atmosp 
ri, Su., btmp r:,I Cnner

-8~e4+3.6.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIR'EMENTS -(continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

--- --- --- --- ---NOTES - - - - - - - - - -Results shall be evaluated against
acceptance criteria of SR 3.6.1.1 inaccordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J,

---------------------------------------
Perform leakage rate testi ng for
contai t urge valves with resili ntseals. n accordance wit the Containment
Lea age Rate Test Program.l]-'-

SR 3.6.3.X7 Verify each automatic containment isolation
valve actuates to the isolation position onan actual or simulated actuation signal.

184 days

AND

Within 92
days
after
opening
*the valve

~f~nhs

SR 3.6.3. Cycle each weight- or spring-loaded checkv not testable durin plir operatio
through- complete cycle ofý"ull ,vel,and verify eac ck valve ;ns closedwhen the differentia sur inth
direction of fl'o :5 [1. id and openswhen the rential pressure in
d ir n i of flow is - [1.2] psid and

SR 3.'.3.1B 'Tserl+s

WOG STS
3.6-705/08/92 4:42pm3.6-7
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Insert M

ýR`3.6.3.8 -- - - - - - - - -- -NOT E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Results shall be evaluated against acceptance criteria of SR
.3.6.1.1 in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, as modified by
aDproved exempt ions~'as contained in te , ontainmen Leakage Rate)
-- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- --.- -

Verify the combined leakage rate for all shield building bypass
leakage rate for all shielL building bypass leakage paths is<
0.25 La when pressurized to > 15 psig.

Frequency - 18 months



B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

Containment Isolation Valves (Atm~~e~.
subatil1l:ph re, e ice Condensse ndDul

B 3.6.3DRAFT
B 3 6 .3 C on t a ne ntg r I sn di o V a v s A m s p e c , S i a t ep)4 &

BAS ES

BACKGROUND
AS

The containment isolation valves form part of thecontainment pressure bou dary ,andd provide a means for fluidpenetrations not servingAaccident-consequence-limitiflg
systems to be provided with two isolation barriers that areclosed on a containment isolation signal. These isolationdevices are either passive or active (automatic). Manualvalves, deactivated automatic valves secured in their closedposition (including check valves with flow through the valvesecured), blind flanges, and closed systems are consideredpassive devices. C's :.-rzar hese sy~m L.z 'a'4

in ccedene wth 96 7 (eF.41.Check valves, or otherautomatic valves designed to close without operator actionfollowing an accident,' are considered active devices. Twobarriers in series are provided for each penetration so thatno single credible failure or malIfunction of an activecomponent can result in a loss of isolation or leakage thatexceeds limits assumed in the safety analyses. One of thesebarriers may be a closed system inside containmcnt (ina G 8rd aIn e e-wi +'thr th:e r-quer .. : ofX 10 PCrn 50,Apn x,
fe e5~- These barriers (typically containmen isolationvalves) make up the containment isolation system.

Automatic isolation signals are produced during accidentconditions. Containment Phase WA isolation occurs uponreceipt of~a safety injection signal. The Phase 'A"isolation signal isolates nonessential process lines inorder to minimize leakage of-fission product radioactivity.Containment Phase IBN isolation occurs upon receipt of acontainment pressure High-High signal and isolates theremaining process lines, except systems required foraccident mitigation. In addition to the isolation signalslisted above, the purge and exhaust valves receive anisolation signal on a containment high radiation conditi~on.As a result, the containment isolation valves (and blindflanges) help ensure that the containment atmosphere will beisolated from the environment in the event of a release offission product radioactivity to the containment atmosphereas a result of a Design Basis Accident (OBA).

(continueo'.
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@~Containment Isolation Valves
ubat-espherie, ie: Cendcnser, and Qua])

B 3.6.3

BASES (continued)

The OPERABILITY requirements for containment isolationvalves help ensure that containment is isolated within thetime limits assumued in the safety analysis. Therefore, theOPERABILITY requirements provide assurance that containmentleakage rates ass.umed in the safety analysis will not be
exceeded.

(conti nued)

WOG STSB3.2
05/21/92 1:00pm

tdown Purge System (421-inch Purge-'valves)
The S tdown Purge System operates to supply outside airici-e-~F 7> into the ontainment for ventilation and cooling or heating,(D. and may a be used to reduce the concentration of nobleCýýIcgases within ontainment prior to and during personnele ~ X!3  ccess. The s ly and exhaust lines each contain twoisolation valyves. Because of their large size, the 42-inchpurge valves in so iis; are not qualified for automafjcclosure from their op 'osition under DBA conditions. 2Therefore, 'the 42-inch rge valves are normally maintaf~edclosed in MODES 1 through to ensure leak tightness.

.The Mini-Purge System operates-to:

a. Reduce the concentration of noble g es withinn
containment prior to and during perso eI access, and

b. Equalize internal and external pressures.
Since the valves used in the Mini-Purge System aar e signedto meet the requirements for automatic containment is ation
valves, these valves may be opened as needed in MODES 1,
3 and 4.

APPLICABLE The containhment isolation valve LCO was derived from th aurinýcSAFETY ANALYSES requirements related to the controlo-osit.44,
doses resultn from-major accidents. This LCD is intended
to ensure that the offsits does 4. lntc rar not e'xvoeder
{(4-e.T-~that the actual containment leakage rate does notexceed the value assumed in the safety analysis)-,. As partof the containment boundary, containment isolation valve

B 3.6-2



Reactor Building Purge Ventilation System

The Reactor Building Purge Ventilation System operates to.supply outside air into the Containiment for ventilation andcooling or heating, to equalize internal and external-pressures and to reduce the concentration of noble gases'
- within containment prior to and during personnel accessý.,,e The supply and exhaust lines each contain twq~.Isolatiorf,~

valves. Because of their large size,.1 the 24(Dinch
containment lower compartment purge valves'are physically
restricted to :5 50 degrees open. (.sJt~~

Since the valves used in the Reacetor Rni,41Inw 0lw.-
Ventilation System are designed to meet the requirements forautomatic containment isolation valves, these valves may beopened as needed i n MOCES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

an~d theio eXpcsu~
-er Ccer

~crid en - C~ndi



~Containment Isolation Valves (Atfneisphe
Sttbatnmzzpherie, ic: Cendemser, aini 0

B 3-.l~

BASES (continued)

OPERABILITY supports containment OPERABILITY. Therefore,
the safety analysis of any event requiring isolation of
containment Is applicable to this LCO.

The DBAs tha\. result in a re,4%ase of. radioactive material
within containment are a 1 qss of ýoolant accident (LOCA) orA a rod ejection accident (Rýf.I),.) In the analysis for eachof these accidents , it is aswu that containment isolation
valves are either closed or function to close within the
required isolation time following event initiation. Thisensures that potential leakage paths to the environment
through containment isolation valves (including containment
purge alvs are inlmzed.Th f

iseated such that release of fi~o pdcts to th

The DBA analysis assumes that within 60 seconds after t eaccident, isolation of the containment is. complete and .leakage terminated except for the design leakage rate, L8.The containment isolation- total response time of 60 seconds
includes signal delay, diesel generator startup (for loss 'of
offsite power), and containment isolation valve stroke
times.

The single failure criterion required to be imposed in the
conduct of OWa~ safety analysis was considered in the
original design of .the containment purge valves. -*4-Wvalves in series on each purge line provide,.?assurance that
both the supply and exhaust lines could be isolated even -ifa single failure occurred. The inboard and outboard
isolation v al, s on each line are provided with diverse
power souret :Aoor operated and pneumatically operatedfr
spring close , respectively. This arrangement was designedto preclude commuon mode failures from disabling both valveson a-purge line.

The purge valves may be unable to close in the 7environment

the control circuit associated with each valve. Again, thee

(conti nued)
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©Containment Isolation Valves-.! 4ffes#Me.r+-i..
Subatrnosphcric i Camden~r "'~~

B 3.6.3

BASES (continued)

Opurge system valve desi'gnn precludes a single failure from
compromising containment OPRBgT asln a h syst~em)is operated in acodancewihtesbctLD

The containment isolation valves satisfy Criterion 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

Containment isolation valves 'Form a .part of the containment
boundary. The containment isolation valves' safety fuinction
is related to controllo fzt ra iat n expesures

a4_ BA.1 This LCD addresses eontainmecnt-

Teotner containment isolation va ye
le a age rates are a Yressed by LCD 3.6.1 'Containment,,

uieF-Type C testing. :4 CA1 i..i:ZTA IJ.-lak 4.

P-The automatic power operate isolato vle ar cosidered
OPERABLE when their isolation times are within limits and

ec~alvs-a ue on an auto atic isolation signal. The

6nch~oke purgeales vas ye

actuate on an automatic signal. The valves covered by this
LCD are. listed along with their associated stroke times in
the FSAR (Ref. A
The normally closed isolation valves are considered OPERABLE
when manual valves are closed, automatic valves are
deactivated and secured in their ~~dposition, and blindflanges and closed systems are i nAuIe. C~e ytmthose s:ystem: designed in -ac-orde- c th GOC 57 (Rcf.1)
These passive isolation valves/devices are those listed in
RWerence/ 4

This LCD provides assurance that the containment isolation
valves and purge valyes will perform their designed safetyfunctions tomt aetecncune iaccidents. MCWor(o 41 -Feo{m 4be c~ontcoiomett dUrina, A

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a OBA could cause a release of

radioactive material to containment. In MODES 5 and 6, the

(conti nu ed)
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InteeeContainment Isolation Valves-.A~~~~In te eenttheair ~ckleaageresults 
in exceeding the containment overallActI~5 o LCD3.61, 'Containmen 

, tea

BASES (continued) 
CodtosadRequired

probability and consequences of these events are reduced dueto the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES.Therefore, the containment isolation valves are not requiredto be OPERABLE and the eentairnn pug vav:arA ~qu4~e-oG be sealed --lossed in MODE 5. The requirementsfor containment isolation valves and eon tainment. purgeFrQ--l-%'e9 during MODE 6 refucling opcrationz are addressed inLCO 3.9.4, "Containment Penetrations.".

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modi F1ed:11 a Noate alwn~~n~
icr.L4es,. *181-l-"or1 o 'tnopith 1]:.ir~ to beopened intermittently under administrati ve control. TheseA ~administrative controls consist of stationing a dedicatedAle &ge Z opje" "' rato , who is in continuous communication with thecontrol roo he-a~ In this way,the penetration can be rapidly isola'ted aWUee cotimn isolation-sj.jý is indicated. Duc to-th*zsi:6he _eJ3nti n PC~ lin e W444rtio" Rd t{hl, -aet-the.
* 2tV~hT: ',lp o~'ionIIcnt, thcese v*a' -m~ay ne4 be-

Note has been added to provide clarification that for thisLCO, separate Condition entry is allowed for eachpenetration flow path.
7h-- AcrM6 *ih'rd Lfto(A~4-nsa re further modified by a Note .e1- requires-t.e--

L* :ntainmcnt 4s lation oal". iinoperible. Ibis ensures1appropriate remedial actions are taken, if necessary, if theaffected systemr')ýVare rendered inoperable by-t*~e-.inoperable

:AJland A.2
OR' Sýii'eIc bA;Jjhoj In the event one containment isolation valve in one or moreSS penetration flow paths-is inoperable~ except for purge valveL~~'ASSleakage not within limit, the affected penetration must beisolated. The method of isolation must include the use ofat least one isolation barrier that cannot be adverselyaffected by a single active failure. Isolation barriersthat meet this criterion are a closed and deactivated

(conti nued)
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@~Containment Isolation Vavs(tms!ee
Zubat~:ph~ ic e Go~ C~de~sel, *ffnd Dual)

valvemati blntind l gen iojn valve, 'a closed manual
valv, a. blind f ge 7ceck val e with flow throughthe valve secured. A en aati o isolated in accordancewith Required Action .2.2.1, the valve used to isolate thepenetration should be osest available one tocontainment. One of these-t' Re uired Actiont.must be Acompleted within 4-hours. The our CompletionlTi'meisreasonable considering the time required to isolate thepenetration and the relative importance of supportingcontainment OPERABILITY during MODES 1, 2, 23, and 4.

For affected penetrations that cannot be restored.toOPERABLE status within the 4-hour Completion Time yebeen isolated in accordance with Required Action 6.2.2.1Ivthe affected penetrations must be verified to be i' d1a. onA a periodic basis. This is necessary to ensure that 21containment penetrations the4-ar'. required to be isolatid
(.~ a ro~r~o+.e co~ rn3 following an accident and -th~a~t, are no longer capable of-4t~ being automatically isolated, wiL i the isolationQ position should an event r. The Comple~ion Time ---- w4O~nde~r nce-evey 31 days for isolationCcpeo-~e devices outside ý o n ta in men'

Ve grme & g Annand v~e prrbo neety f-
thirl'S'i n~' lr~ 1:1~'c~et n IgPrgr-am requiir-ement: to....... 7 perfr valvelat oncet per -92 daiy: This Required ActionlowJ does not require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather,it invol~ves verification, through a system walkdown, thatthose isolation devices outside containment and capable of09 potentially being mispositioned are in the correct position.For the isolation devices inside containment, the timeA period speci~fied as *~prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5,if not performed within the previous 92 days," is based onengineering judgment and is considered reasonable in view ofthe inaccessibility of the isolation devices and otheradministrative controls that will ensure that isolationdevicef mis1alignment is an unlikely possibility.

Condition A has been modified by a Note indicating that thisCondition is only applicable to those penetration flow pathswith two containment isolation valvesoamd a elased sjstcrninside eemtainmzent (4.e., ktez eemtainMMn pn- rai iA isolatcad in -c~ordanco with 10 CE12 AO, Apadin. 7

(continued)
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0 Containment Isolation Valves (Am~es~p ie-r....Sub~atmespherie, le: Codc:rad- Dual)
B 3.6.3

BASES (continued)

-Refer-ei'i~ee 1i-- For penetration flow paths with one6-R'-and a-closed system, Condition C provides the appropriate actions.

Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note .wapplies to.valves and blind flanges located in high radiation areas,.-,;'and allows these valves to be-verified closed by use ofadministrative controls. Allowing verification byadministrative controls is considered acceptable, sinceaccess to these areas is* typically restricted. Therefore,the probability of misalignment of these valves, once theyhave been verified to be in the proper position, is small.

B.1

With two. containment isolation valves in one or more flowpaths inoperable, the affected penetration must be isolatedwithin one hour. The two *noprabl -al1- rmust hc in tke:
s amec penetration flow path (but thcrc -an --Poe themffn aiefloew Pathmcigti odto) The method of isolationmust include the use of at least one isolation barrier thatcannot be adversely affected by a single active failure.Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a clo~eO anddeactivated automatic valve, a closed manual valv "XV "A ~blind flange. The'4fen-hour Completion rime is conlistentLATDA,3 of3 ERprtn cotimn OEA -0~D E 1,2, 3, -ndI. In the event the affectedpenetration is iso'latied in accordance with RequiredAction B.1, the affected penetration must be verified to beisolated .on a periodic basis per Required Action A. hich'A remains in effect. This periodic verification is ~e~ssarey
tonu--ona~nmn s&4 and that

pentra~ionseqluiring isolation following an accident areIe~K~ 'r ~ io at . he Completion Time of once per 31 days forverifying each affected penetration is isolated isappropriate considering the fact that the valves areoperated under administrative control and the probability of
their misalignment is low.

Condition B is modified by a Note indicating this Condition
is only applicable to penetration flow paths with twoisolation valves.+ Condition A of this LCO addresses theCondition of one isolation valve inoperable in this type ofpenetration flow path.

(conti nued)
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B 3.6.3

BASES (continued)

C.1 and C.2
W*e4-.one or mor ,netration flaw paths with one containen
isolation val v erap inoperable, the inoperable valveýKmust be restored to OPERABLE status or the affectedpenetration must be isolated. The method of isolation mustinclude the use of at least one isolation barrier thatcannot be adversely affected by a single active failure.Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a closed anddeacti~vated automatic valve, a closed manual valve, or ablind flange. A check valve may not be used to isolate theaffected penetration, silleGG5 Rl.1 e- - TCo Is -Je- the ah~ vl:n c ptbcutomai ieolAtionRva1 .:. OnG"'.-.hc Required Actions ~must be completed -Cwithin the 4ýour completion Time. The specified timeperiod is reasonable considering the relative stability4.fthe closed system (hence, reliability) to act as apenetration isolation boundary and the relative importateof maintaining containment integrity during MODES 1, 2,J8,and 4. In the event -thtt the affected penetration isisolated in~accordance with Required Action C.1, theaffected penetration must be verified tosk.iesola.-rWicdLoj WifictAt eriodic basis. Thhisis necessary to on "P~~-~ nontainmen enetrations re ý ao owi ng 15hAint~,4 rk,-prDCN ~urrc an a~ccident are isolated. The Completion ime of once per Cwd/31 days or verifying that each affected pene ra ion is

isolated is appropriate because the'valves are operated requinudramnsrtv oto n h rbblt fhi r 0 ~ 0Smisalignment is low.

Condition C is modified by a Note indicating that thisCondition is only applicable to penetrations with only onecontainment isolation valve and a closed system. This Noteis necessary since this Condition is written to specificallyaddress those penetration flow paths in a closed systenC.
i~o~tc cnzit~t with 10 FR~ 50, AppendflA A, cJIOc J/

;ý'7 (Rif. 1). GOC 57 slew 1h inc tha0t enter eotimn~ bu ar ~it~r prt W.t -rcaeter coolant pr-eur
beuhdery mar eammee~ted direebly to eontainment atMosr-phoro tobe Hoiatedi b f eme :ontaimn ýlainvý

Required Action C.2 is modified by a Note w"e applies tovalves and blind flanges located in high radiation areas,/-and allows these valves to be verified closed by use ofadministrative controls. 'Allowing verification by

(conti nued)
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Subtmoiepheri, c C-dn:r nd 0il

B 3.6.3

BASES (continued)

A

Th~cdO -~r

administrative control's is considered acceptable, sinceaccess to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore,the probability of misalignment of these valves, once theyhave been verified to be in the proper position, is small.

~N']A~4~E resjlieri~

( \A/)

F'AJ. EK

F 3oG-,A

.1 and .

In e event that one or 'more penetration flow p aths witone o ore containment purge valves are not within tpurge va e leakage limits, purge valve leakage mus erestored t within limits or the affected penetra on mube iolatd. e mehodof isolation must use least onebeyisolation barni that cannot be adversely a ected by a be ysingle active fat e. Isolation barrie hat meet this
closed manual valvet Omdflne of these RequiiredActin ms ecmp ete iti 4fhour Comletioný,Time. The specified time p *od s reasonable consi~eri-ngthat the containment purge va s remain closed sm hat agross breac-h of containment oes t exist. For containment.purge valves that are iso ted in a ordance with RequiredAction 0.1, SR 3.6.3.7 st be perfo at least once-949F Qir'92 days. This ensur that 'degradation the resilientseals is detected d confirms that the 'e ge rate of thecontainment pur valves does not increase du *ng the timethe penetrat* is isolated. 'The normal Freue of

SR 3..3. 84 da a*4is based on an NRC initI tive,Generic sue B-20, "ontainment Leakage Due to SealDeter* ration' (Ref. 4). Since more reliance is.-being.p1 d on a single valve during this condition, it is A.r ncdent to perform the SR more often. Therefore, a r fC
i~~esy.Iof once per 92 days is a propriate._

F/1 a n d .

If the Required Actions An 3 iae Cope io Tme -a&Fe.-.~rO .R4-4---he T Ottmust b p4acee4-im a MODE in which t LCaes~not apV 1... h he ORAn0 at mnU5-beP~ ch'i i sqt~ ) eat OD '3within 6 hours an t east OE~wti ruht36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reas9nable,based on operating experience, to reach the required -MWES&from full power conditions in an orderly manner and withoutchallenging phtsystems. ACf ~lS

(conti nued)
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DA1 With the Shield Building bypass leakage rate not within limits, theassumptions of the radiological analysis is not met. Therefore, theleakage must be restored to within limits within 4 hours. Restorationcan be accomplished by isolating the penetrations that cause the limitto be exceeded, by use of closed and deactivated automatic valve, closedmanual valve or blind flange. When a penetration is isolated, theleakage rate for the isolated penetration is assumed to be the actualp~ithway leakage through the isolation device. If two isolation devicesare used to isolate the penetration, the leakage rate is assumed to bethe lesser actual pathway leakage of the two devices. The 4 ho 'urCompletion Time is reasonable considering the time required to restorethe leakage by isolating the penetration and relative'importance ofShield Building bypas~s leakage to the overall containment functions.



In the event one or more containment purge valves are not
within the purge valve leakage limits, purge valve leakage
must be restored to within limits or the affected
penetration must be isolated. The method of isolation must
be by the use of at least one isolation arrier that cannot
be adversely affected by a single activelfailure. Isolation
barriers that meet this criterion are aclsdand
deactivated automatic valve, a closed manual valve, or blind
flangeD-abA purge valve with resilient seals utilzed to
satisfy Required Action r.1 must have been demonstrated to
meet the leakage requirements of SR 3 .6.3.tý The specified
Completion Time is reaso~iable, considering that one
containment purge valve femains closed (rcfcp-te-#*e ~C~

1-*so that a grl ss breach of containment does not
exist.

E E
In accordance with Required Action k.2 this penetration flow
path must be verified to be isolated on a periodic basis.
The periodic verification is necessary to ensure that
containment penetrations required to be isolated following
an accident, which are no longer capable of being
automatically isolated, will be in the isolation position
should an event occur. This Required Action does not
require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it
involves verification, through a system w'alkdown, that those
isolation devices outside containment potentially capable of
being mispositioned are in the correct position. For the
isolation devices inside containment, the time period
specified as "prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not
performed within the previous 92 days" is based on
engineering judgment and is considered reasonable in view of
the inaccessibility of the isolation devices and other
administritive controls that will ensure that isolation
.device misalignment, is an unlikely possibility.

For the containment purge valve with (resilien. seal that is
isolated in accordance with Requie ýction .0'1W,~SR 3.6.3.XýO
must be performed at least once every 440ýdays. This
assures that degradation of the resilient seal is detected
and confirms that the leakage rate of the containment purge
valve does not increase during the time the ppnetrat ion is
isolated. The normal Frequency for SR 3.6.3. 1, 184 days, is

based on an NRC initiative, Generic Isu -20, 'Containment
Leakage Due to Seal Deterioration" (Ref.-%). ince more
reliance is placed on a single valve while in this
Condition, it is prudent to perform the SR more often.
Therefore, a Frequency of once per w"2sý days was chosen and
has been shown acceptable based on perating experience.

B3.C-9A



Q Containment Isolation Valves (A-top.e 4

B 3.6.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE 3.6."3.1
REQU IREMENTS Q Each £ -inch containment purge valve is required to beverified s ed closed,-at 31-day intervals. This SR is

designed to e re that a gross breach of containment i o½Np- c caused by an ina rtent or spurious opening of acontainment purge va e. Detailed analysis of the purgevalves failed to conclu *vely demonstrate their ability to
r close during a LOCA in ti to limit offsite doses.Therefore, these valves are r uired to be in sealed closed5P e~ position during MODES 1, 2, 3, a 4. Containment purge, fieAvalves that are sealed closed must ye motive power to thepaý evalve operator removed. This can be a plished byde-energizing the source of electric powe r removing theair supply to the valve operator. In this a icati on, .t-heterm "sealed' has no connotation of leak tightne The'Surveillance Frequency is a result of an NRC initia ve,Generic-Issue B-24, related to containment purge valve sedurngoperations (Ref. )

SR 3.6.3.2 .6T

This SR ensures that the feton ý_purge valves are closed asrQe or -Auired or fopen, ope 'xan allowable reason.ThSis mo.d if ie y a Note _ _ tates t a Ai~e SR is notrecuired to be mett ýwhen tthe purge valves are open for the/reasons stated. Te - t he-si) aIe may b(~)opened for pressure control, ALARAI~air quality 4considerations for personnel entry, -and Surveillance teststhat require the valve to be open. .. ýugvalves are capable of'closing in the environment following a,.LOCA. Therefore, these valves ar, allowed to be open for~-f linited periods of time. ,The 3 J37ay -Sttrei4--1*f Frequencyis -consistent with other containment isolation valverequirements discussed under SR 3.6.3.3.

SR 3.6.3.3

This SR requires verification that each containmentisolation manual valve and blind flange located outsidecontainment and required to be closed during accident

(continued)
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10 P-Z100 NU r ot k4eeedin te veexn~ fo 0T~e~~rchco-nT&lant lowrcomparunT puresupp y a idaexaust isolation valves are required to be verif
to physically restricted to s 50 degrees open every 31

days. This is to ensure that the proper closure times can bemet upon receipt of an isolation signal. The 31 day
frequecy Is based on -4neep;ingz....

eot~iww*~ ý,er WWIg
This SR ensures that thipr valves are "PVr
4rWI open, -4mn-A feran allWhk reason. This SR he. *el
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Containment Isolation Valves

~~XA~atma~~ph~ri: 3.6.3n~ nr it1

BASES (countinued)

conditions is closed. The SR helps to ensure that postaccident leakage of radioactive fluids or gases outside ofthe containment boundary is within desig iis h
Fr-qusancy.. This SR does not require any testin' r avmanipulation. Rather, it involves verification, through asystem walkdown, that those valves outside containment""-..capable of'-pet te4*;4-y. being mispositione4,ýare in theA correct position. Since verification of valve positio forvalves-outs-ide containment is relatively easy, the 3 IGayfs bQS ed on Men3 *nr Frequencylwas chosen to provic~e dded assurance of thejjU dee nm('s e' en correct positions. )
Two Notes apply to this SR. )kaeiýiý Note applies tova yes an nd f angess ocated in high radiation aes/-,be vesrife 'a& losed by useaofadiitaiecnrl.Allowing 

verification byadministrative controls is considered acceptable, since::access to these areas is typically restricted during( MODES 1, 2,. 3, and 4 for ALARA reasons. Therefore, thep ~ probability of misalignment of these valve~nce they haveben veri fied to be *nte roe stion is small. ~*second Note has b e -Incl ude _pa if th Vyalve thatare open under administrative controls are not required tomeet the SR during the time the valves are open.(

SR 3.6.3.4 eA ecL4d e s

This SR ve4qfiegAthat each Icontainment i solation manualvalve and blind flange located inside containment and*required to be closed during accident conditions is closed.The SR helps to ensure that post accident leakage ofra4dioactive fluids or gases outside of the containment
boundary is within design 11jjiits For valves insidecontainment, the FrequencyAiTe'%4.j -0 prior to enteringMODE 4 from MODE 5 if not performed within the previous92 -days' i s appropri ate si nce these val ves and fl1anges areoperated under administrative control and the probability o~ftheir misalignment is low.A Q
wo Notes have been adde to t SR. 1,4h' irstj Noteallows valves and blind flanges located in high radiationareas to be verified cc closed by use of administrati-eflcý.

controls. Allowing verification by administrative controls

(continued)
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B 3 .6.3

BAS ES (continued)

is considered acceptabl! %since tll" prmrynpimn i'- 1
ile te a access to th se areas is typically restricted Ldurng ODS 1 2,-a~d-~jfr L.ARA reasons. Therefore ,the 1probability of misalignment of these valves, once tfeyavefbeen verified to be in their froper position,ismal

second Nofsb nicued t o c~jj 11a rifvalves thatare open under administrative controls are not required t-'meet the SR during the time th h4 are open.

SR 3.6.3.5 ~/.S

Verifying that the isolation time of each power operated andautomatic containment isolation valve is within limits isrequired to demonstrate OPERABILITY. The isolation timetest ensures *N~et the valv *e will isolate in a time periodless than or equal to that assumed in the safety analysis.-The isolation time and Frequency of this SR are inaccordance with the Inservice Testing Program or 92 daj"

05
In-subatmosp~her ontainments, .the .check valves .that servea containment isolat function are weight-.orspring-loaded to provide itive cl~osure in the direction.of flow. This ensures that t check valVes will remainclosed when the inside containment sphere returns tosubatmospheric conditions following aSR 3.6.3.61'eif-s the operation of the check valves t are testabledurin 1 WA operation. The Frequency of 92 daysconsiste .n "Wth the Inservice I nspecti and Testing ramrequirement for valve testing on a 9 ay Fre uency.

SR 3.6.314ý

For containment pi~e valves with resilient seals,additional leakag ate testing beyond the test requirementsof10 CFR 50, Appendix J{f--6-,is required to ensureOPERABILITY. Operating experience has demonstrated thatthis type of seal has the potential, to degrade in a shortersetjtime period ýthha-n do other 
.Based on thisobservation, an e importance of maintaining thispenetration leak tight (due to the direct path between

(conti nued)
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Sub~tmsphpr~ IceCon,'sr n~~'-1

B 3.6.3

BASES (continued)

containment and the environment), a Frequency of 184 dayswas established as part of the NRC resolution of GenericIssue 8-20, "Containment Leakage Due to Seal Deteriorationo
(Ref.

Additionally,.this SR must ke, performed within 92 days afteropening the valve. The US~ay Frequency was chosenrecognizing that cycling the valve coul~d-introduce
additional seal degradation (beyond that occurring to avalve that has not been opened). Thus, decreasing theinterval (from 184 days) is a prudent measure after a valvehas been opened.

A A Note to this SR requires the results to be evaluatedj-~against the acceptance criteria of SR 3.6.1.1. This ensuresh ttconainentpurge, valve leakage is properly account-dI~dfr indetermining the overall containment leakage rateE0e

SR 3.6.3.,&-

Automatic containment isolation valves close on acontainment isolation signal to prevent leakage ofradioactive material from containment 'following a OBA. ThisSR -ensures that each automatic containment isolation valvewill actuate to its isolatiop position on a containmentisolation signal. T *he 180onth Frequency was developedconsidering it is prudent that this SR be performed onlyduring a #PjW outage since isolation of penetrations wouldeliminate' 12`61ing water flow and disrupt the normaloperation of many critical components. Operating experiencehas shown that these components usually pass this -SRF whenperformed on the 18-month Frequency. Therefore, the S23ufleii"4Ce..Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

I n subatmospheric contal s, the check valves that serveS a contaoment isolation functio weight- orspring oaded to provide positive cos; the directionOf flow. This ensures that these check valves remain

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

c a hen the inside containment atmosphere returns tosubatmosp conditions following a OBA. SR 3.6.3.9verifies the ope of the check valves that are nottestable during patop ion. The Frequency of 18 monthsis based on such factors as t e ccessibility of thesesvalves, the fact that the p~~ utt down to performthe tests, and the successfuF., results of the on an18-month basis during past phtoperation.

T dAe R 3.6.3.10
(3 Revi er Note: This SR is only required for. those ftfiw',s~ 3.~ Iwith re 'lient seal p rge valves allowed to be open' diiiTng-fb ~¶~p4[MODES 1, 3, or 4J and having blocking devices on thevalves which e not permanently installed.

Verifying that eac ]-inch primary containment purge Yalveis blocked to restri opening to s [504] i s required tensure -that the valves close under DBA conditions withinthe times assumed in the a lysis of references 3 and 6. Ifa LOCA occurs, -the purge .valv must close to maintaincontainment leakage within the ues assumed in the*accident analysis. At other tjimes en purge valves arerequired to be capable of closing (e. during movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies), pressurizat n concerns are notpresent, thus the purge valves can be full en. The18 month frequency was- developed considering 1is prudentthat many Surveillances be performed only duringoutage. Operating experience has shown that thesecomponents usually pass the SR when performed on the18 month frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was condou4 to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

R F ENC i 9 4 1A p n4
GQG 66, 68e-57-.

~~1&rKSAx ,~A Serco It & r
AcdcIdn+ Analys it. SR eto ~2

!c4s 1ýOf PSAPJ ýe, 
.u' Generic Issue B-20 mContainment Leakage Due to Sealc~orerlt~stot~ol ~y 4CMDeteri orati on'-

-rd WT o br~ k~ 2 Q4 
(conti nued)
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SR 3.6.3.8

This SR ensures that the leakage rate of shield building bypa leakage paths
is less than the specified leakage rate. This provides ass an ce that theassumptions in the radiological evaluations of Reference IS. a re met. The
leakage rate of each bypass leakage path is assumed to be the maximum pathway,leakage (leakage through the .worse of the two isolation valves) unless the
penetration is isolated by use of one closed and deactivated automatic valve,
closed manual valve, or blind flange. In this case, the leakage rate of the
isolated bypass leakage path is assumed to be the actual pathway leakage
through the isolation device. If both isolation valves in the penetration are
closed, the actual leakage rate is the lesser leakage rate of the two valves.
This method of quantifying maximum pathway leakage is only to be used for this
SR (i.e., Appendix J maximum pathway leakage limits are to be quantified inaccordance with Appendix 5). The 18 month Frequency was developed considering
it is prudent that this Surveillance be performed only during a plant outage.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually pass this SR whenperformed on the 18 month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was" conc'luded
to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint. A Note has been added to thisSR requiring the results to be evaluated against the acceptance criteria of SR3.6.1.1. This ensures that shield building bypass leakage is properly
accounted for in determining the overall primary containment leakage rate.
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Containment Pressure 
ý6.

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
3.6.4;KCon'tainment Pressure. (Ahtnephe-,.. c ua, dIzCn z) DRA ~FT

LCO 3.-6.4/' Co ~inm nt pressu .re shall be z-tr~-i and

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. Containment pressure
not within limits.

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

REQUIRED ACTION

A.1 Restore containment
pressure to within
limits.

BA1 Be in MODE 3.

AND

B.2 Be in MODE 51

COMPLETION TIME

1 hour

36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEI LLANCE 
FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.4%~- Verify containment pressure is within 12 hours-1I1 ts.

WOG STS
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B 3.6 CONTAI-NMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.4K -Containment Pressure

Containment Pressure
-D(tflephr-c- 9al, and Icc ed 6'044azr.

B 3.6.4/

e r c. 1; j a1 - oi ii i T- /-

BAS ES

BACKGROUND The containment pressure is limited during normal operation
to preserve the initial coditions assumed in the accident
analyses for a loss o; cooloan t accident (LOCA) or steam line
break (SLB). These i mits also prevent the containment
pressure from exceeding the containment design negative
pressure differentia ,,with respect to. the -eut!4deatmosphere
in the-event of inadvertent actuation of
Spray System. 

0 _____________t_

.Containment pressure is a process variable that is monitored
and controlled. The containment pressure limits are derived
from the input conditions used in the containment functional
analyses and the containment structure external pressurs
analysis. Should operation occur outside these limits 4-coincident with a(B4 post accident Ifressure couldI ex -dcal cul ated val uesýD. ,A def ' c*imt

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Containment internal pressure is an initial condition used
in the OBA analyses to establish the maximum peak
containment internal pressure. The limiting OBAs considered
relative to containment pressurie, are the LOCA and SLB,
which are analyzed using computer pressure transients. The
worst case LOCA generates larger mass and energy release
than the worst case SLB. Thus, the LOCA event bounds the
SLB event from the co 'ntainment peak pressure standpoint
(Ref. 1).

The initial presr condition in the c ontainment
ýa~nAlysis was ~4psia T si) his resulted in a
mpfiiaum peak pressure from a LOCA of psig. The
ýcontainment analysis (Ref.AZ) shows that the maximum peak

+-. containment pressure ,P~ results from the.limiting LOCA. ý4 1L1d ct ý

containment pressure resulting from the worst case LOCA.-,

(conti-nued&
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B 3.6.41/

13.5
BASES (continued)

-C-47- does not exceed the containment design
pressure, psig. 2O .

The contFaiknmeni~ was also esigned for an external pressure
load equivalent to 4- The inadvertent actuation
of the Containment Spray System was analyzed to determine
the resulting reduction in containment pressure. The~.-...- iitial pressure condition used in this analysis was

psg This resulted in a minimum pressure inside
ýcontainment of 2.9 wshich is less than the design

load. .9PS (~

For certain aspecits of transient accident analyses,
maximizing the calculated containment pressure is notconservative. -In particular, the cooling effectiveness ofthe Emergency Core Cooling System during the core reflood
phase of a LOCA analysis increases with increasing
containment backpressure. Therefore, for the ref lood Phase,the containment backpressure is calculated in a manner,.ý
designe -d to conservatively minimize, rather than maximize,
the containment pressure response in accordance wi~th
10 CFR 50,'Appendix K (Ref. 2).

Containment pressure'satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement..

LCO Maintaining containment pressure at less than or equal tothe LCO upper pressure limi 't ensures that, in the event ofa DBA, the resultant peak containment accident 'pressure will
remain below the containment design pressure. Maintaining
containment pressure at greater than or equal to the LCOlower pressure limit ensures that the containment will not* exceed the design negative differential pressure following
t-he inadvertent actuation of the Containment Spray System.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of
radioactive material to containment. Since maintaining
containment pressure within limits is essential to ensure
initial conditions assumed in the accident analysis are
maintained, the LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

(conti nued)
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O BASES (continued)

In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of theseevents are reduced due to the pressure and temperature
limitati-ons of these MODES. Therefore, maintaining
containment pressure within the limits of the LCD is not
required in MODEý5 *r 6.

A a

ACTIONS A.1 A h1r h -Iir
When containment pressurei not wjthin the limits of theLCO, it must be restored wihin ISvour. The Required Action
is necessary to return operation to within the bounds of the
containment analysis. The i1'?atr Completion Time is
consistent with the ACTIONS of LCO 3.6.1, "Containment,"
which requires that containment be restored to OPERABLE
status within 1-hour.

B.1 and 6.2A

* A~Li containijent pressure cannot be restored telwithin 4+-w ~ theCompletion Time, -he 4'must be fp.ýeeedr ~~~a, MODE in which the LCD does not appTy. 11131aQiab
p~ ~~e e4mg-the-y4*.4+*;*,i at least MODE 3. within 6 hours and 4*-tT & eMODE 5 within"3t hours The allowedCmlto Tie ar
reasonable, Daseý on operating experience, to reach the

~Q~ru e rcdOrequired fErom full power c onditions; in an orderly
manner ndwith allen ing .' systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.4 .1
REQU IREMENTS

Verifying that containment pressure is within limits ensures
that .~4operation remains woioJin the limits assumed in the

-~- containment analysis. The 1;Uour Frequency of this SR wasdeveloped based on operating experience related to trendingA bai containment pressure variations Ouring the
applicable MODES. Furthermore, the 12(5our Frequency is
considered adequate in view of other indications available
in the control room, including alarms, to alert the operator
to an abnormal containment pressure condition.

(conti nued)
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B 3.6.4..

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES1 ,AFSAR, Section c w4D?'g vT~'Ule. iO,C.Cde 0fFec R ucrS'a -,Z£)
2. 'ý ý Appendix 0-"EC ,,,ain oe{;

(conti nued)
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3. .6.5k

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEM4S

3.65tContainment 'Air Temperature

LCO 3.6.5B

APPLICABILITY:

Containment average air t .emperature shall be:

a. ý 85o and ý5 <1Oi1' for the containment upper
compartment, and

b. (1?i'Oo]F and :5 (120o{ for the containment lower
compartment.

--- ------------------------N O T E - - - - - - - - - - - - - -The minimum iontainment aver e i r temperature in MODES 2,3, and 4 may be reduced to L-6OTF.
---------------------------------------------------------

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

'unul I ±ulJI

A. Containment average
air temperature not
within limits.

ýB. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

REQUIRED ACTION

Restore containment
average air
temperature to Within
limits.

Be in MODE 3.

AND

8.2 Be in MODE 5.

SCOMPLETION TIME -

8 hours

6 hours

36 hours
L_________________________

WOG STS
3.6-105/07/92 1:28pm

DRAFT
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Containment Air Temperature (e-IG

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.6.5ý-1 Verify containment upper compartment
average air temperature is within limits.

SR 3.64512 Verify containment lower compartment
average air temperature is within limits.

F FREQUENCY

24 hours

24 hours

-4----

WOG STS
3.6-205/07/92 1:28pm
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B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

Containment Air Temperature-_ G-m

DRAFT 08) 3.652Ný

B 3651'CnanetAir Temperature feojetr L

BAS ES

BACKGROUND The containment structure serves to contain radioactive
material which may be released from the reactor corefollowing a Design Basis Accident (OBA). The containment
average air temperature is limited, during normal operation,to preserve the initial conditions -assumed in the accidentanalyses for a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) or steam line
break (SLB).

The containment average air temperature limit is derivedfrom the input conditions used in the containment functionalanalyses and the containment structure external pressureanalyses. This LCO ensures that initial conditions assumedin the analysis of containment response to a OBA are ngtviolated during w.i operations. The total amount of Qiergyto be removed from"'containment by the containment spraj andcooling systems during post accident conditions,91Isdependent upon the "anit*y' energy released to thecontainment due to the event, as well as the initial
containment temperature and pressure. The ' higher theinitial temperature, the more energy that must be removed,resulti-ng in a higher peak containment P"W**'-
temperature. Exceeding containment design pressure mayresult in leakage greater than that assumed in the accidentanalysis. Operation with containment temperature in excessof the LCO limit violates an initial condition assumed in
the accident analysis.

APPLICABLE Containment average air temperature is an initial conditionSAFETY ANALYSES used in the DBA analyses that establishes the containmentenvironmental qualification operating envelope for bothOressure and temperature. The limit for containment averageair temperature ensures that operation is maintained withinthe assumptions used in the OBA analyses for containment(Ref. 1., he limiting OBAs considered relative to
containment OPERABILITY are the LOCA and SLB. The OBA LOCA*and SLB are analyzed using computer codes designed topredict the resultant containment pressure tra sients. Nowoe two DBAs are assumed to occur simultaneousl yý or
consecutively. The postulated DBAs are analyzed 4& regard

(conti nued)
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B 3.6.ik

BASES (continued)

to Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems, assuming theloss of one ESF bus, Which is the worst case single activefailure, resulting in one train each of Containment SpraySystem,'Residual Heat Removal System, and Air Return System
being rendered inoperable.

The limiting OBA for the maximum peak containment airtemperature is an SLB. For the upper compartment, theinitial containment average air temnpeI-api re assumed in thedesign basis analyses (Ref. 1) is fI101]"F. For the lowercompartment, the initial average containr~t~~ teprtrassumed in the design basis analyses is f1120YF . This
f sul ed in a maximum containment airetemze~rature of32 6#eF. The design temperature is f25O0r.F.

The temperature upper limits are'used to establish theenvironmental qualification operating envelope for bothi.containment compartments. The maximum peak containmeni- airtemperature for both containment compartments was calculjatedto exceed the containment design temperature for only it fewseconds during the transient. The basis of the containmnentdesign temperature, however, is to. ensure the performance ofsafety related equipment inside containment (Ref. 2).Thermal analyses showed that the time interval during whichthe containment air temperature exceeded the containment
design temperature was short enough that the equipmentsurface temperatures remained below the design temperature.
Therefore, it is concluded that the calculated transient
containment air-temperatures are acceptable for the DBA SLB.

The temperature upper limits are also used in .the
depressurization analyses to ensure that the minimum
pressure limit is maintained following an inadvertentactuation of the Containment Spray System for both
containment compartments.

The containment pressure transient is sensitive to theinitial air mass in containment and, therefore, to the
A initial containment air temperature. The limiting OBA forestablishing the maximum peak containment int,,-'r presurisý6e LOCA. The tempe~tu,*e lower limits, 185r F for theupper compartment a~ d fl OOT0F for the lower compartment, areused in "i.-canalysgs to ensure that, in the event of anaccident,l't he maximum containment internal pressure will notbe exceedf d in either containment compartment.

(conti nued)
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.BASES (continued)

Containment average air temperature satisfies Criterion 2 of
the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO During a OBA, with an initial containment averageA temperature within the LCO temperature limits, the resultant'4c~'d be1 ~peak accident temperature izclua~ o Rc int 44tin-rnclial'(ýd beAs a result, the ability of containmentc-it-rr d cJesi to perfoarm 1 s- esign function is ensured. In MODES 3 and4, containment air temperature may be as low as 60*F,te-M et Q re .because the resultant calculated peak containment accident±~ptU~repressure would not exceed the design pressure due to a
lesser amount of energy released from the pipe break in
these MODES.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a OBA could cause a release ofý.radioactive material to containment. In MODES 5 and 6Mtheprobability and consequences of these events are reducel d 'ueto the pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES.Therefore, maintaining containment average air temperature
within the limit i-s not required in-MODE 5 or 6.

ACTIONS AA1

When containment average air temperature in the upper orlower compartment is not within the limit of the LCO, the
average air temperature in the affected compartment must berestored within 8 hours. This Required Action is necessaryto return operation to within the bounds of the containment
analysis. The 8-hour Completion Time is acceptable
considering the sensitivity of the analysis to variations int-his parameter, and provides sufficient time to correct

7 minor problem~p ~pcaztcii~' o an ordcrly

8.1 and 8.2___ _____

If the containment average aii temperature cannot be eýreqcire_
restored to wIthin it-liin-&n the a-a 444e Comp~etion
Time, the ufit must be a OEin which the LCO

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

does not aply S $t.6~ R P 3  ý.dT
latMODE 3 within .6 hours-andýý'MODE 5withn3 hours. Lý

The allowable Completion Times are reasonable, based onoperating experience, to reach the required MODES from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging 4.MA4 systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5z•1 and SR 3-6.5r2
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying that 4+ie containment average air temperature iswithin the LCO limits ensures -that containment operationremains within the limits assumed for the containmentanalyses. In order to determine the containment average airtemperature, a weighted average is'calculated using
measurements taken at locations within the containment
selected to provide a representat.Jve sample of the overallcontainment atmosphere. The 240our Frequency of theso',SRsis considered acceptable based on observed slow rates 0,temperature increase within containment as a result of.1environmental heat sources (due to the large volume of
containments).-kr

Furthermore, the 2461'or Frequency is considered adequate-in
view of other indications available in the control room,
including alarms, to alert the operator to an abnormal
containment temperature condition.

REFERENCES 1. '*A- Se tion $621]' 14rýJ

2.7le

T' 14k-1, 00oc o; Fed eml T ua-o Pa.r& 49j
~EAYirOMnrr al GOQcI(b/Ca~jor( fý Icrc E(E~

(continued'
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Containment Spray System

3.6 'CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

Containment Spray System\

*LCO .3. 6. 6f

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

_ DRAFTitond moR trQrsTwo containment spray trainsAs--all be OPERABLE.
- ---- - - - - rNoT a

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

-----0---CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One containment sprayy A.1 Restore containment 72 h ourstrain inoperable. spray train to
OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1
associated Completion -
Time, not met. AND

8.2

Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

Be in MODE 5. 8 or

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.6.617'i

FREQUENCY

*.J~' iIcontainment spray manual, power 31 daysE_-ý operated, and automatic valve in the flow
SpathQ'that -is not locked, sealed, or* ~- otherwise secured in position is in the

correct position.

(conti nued)
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Containment Spray Systemm

3 6.6.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

developed head at the flow test point isgreater than or equal to the required
developed head.

SR 3--6 Verify each containme nt spray automatic
.valve in the flow path actuates to thecorrect position on an actual or-simulated
actuation signal.

SR 3.6.6fK4  Verify each containmeftA. spray pu mp, startsautomatically on an actual or simulated.
actuation signal.

SR 3..4 5 Verify each sp~ray nozzle is unobstructed.

FREQUENCY

In accordance
w~ith the
Inservi ce
Testing Program

(r8rJ~onthss

r18'motJhaAs

[~years

Per-6;zrrm SR 3.5,2.or~~d SR 3.E.2, 4
ýhe RNR %pray lsys+em.

3.6-2 05/11/92 l:22pm

-~ ,~ fo, ~
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B 3.6.6( Containment Spray System (e odT?_

BASES

BAC KGROUND The Containment Spray System provides
containment atmosphere cooling to limit post accident
pressure and temperature in containment to less than the
design values. Reduction of containment pressure and theiodine removal capability of the spray reduce the release of
fission product radioactivity from containment to the
enviro Inment, in the event of a Design Basis Accident (OBA).
The Containment Spray System is designed to meet the
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GOC 38, "Containment&tDC -39 'In oo Heat Removal," GDC 40, ."Testing of Containment Heat RemovalCor~rrre~t Systems"' (Ref. 1), GOC 41, "Containment Atmosphere Cleanup,went4cm GDC 42, "Inspection of Containment Atmosphere Cleanup54em Systems," a* GDC 43, "Testing of Containment AtmospheriýCleanup Systems " tor other documents that were appropria#eat te time a i-1censing (identified on a *tspecific-'1

The Containment Spray System consists of two separate trains
of equal capacity, ..each capable of meeting the system design

L,~ss~~&e~.'spray coverage. Each train includes a containmentspray pump, one containment spray heat exchanger,fsp~ray 0(.qtadet1, nozzles, valves, and piping. Each train is powered
-6from a separate Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) bus. The
refueling water storage tank (RWST) supplies borated waterto the Containment Spray System during the injection phase
of operation. In the recirculation made of operation,
containment spray pump suction is transferred from the RWST
to the containment recirculation sump(s).

The diversion of a portion of the recirculation flow from
each train of the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System to

.7 additional redundant spray headers completes the Containment
Spray System heat removal capability. Each RHR train iscapable of supplying spray coverage, if required, to
supplement the Containment Spray System.

The Containment Spray System and RHR System provide a spray
of cold or subcooled borated water *Ai.t the upper and lower
regions of Liontainment and in deaddended volumes to limit
the containment pressure and temperature during a OBA. The
RWST solution temperature is an important factor in

* (continued)
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BASES (continued)

determining the heat removal capability of the Containment
Spray System during the injection phase. In the.
recirculation mode of operation, heat is removed from the
containment sump water by the Containment Spray System andRHR heat exchangers. Each train of the Containment S pray
System, supplemented by a train of RHR spray, provides
adequate spray coverage to meet the system design
requirements for containment heat removal.

0 The Additive System injects a sodium hydroxide (NaOH)

spray'enhances ability of the spray to scavenge iodine
fission products from containment atmosphere. The NaOH
added in the spray also ens an alkaline pH for the
Isolution recirculated in the Con' nt sump. The alkalinepH of the containment sump water minimi the evolution ofiodine and the occurrence of chloride a~nd ca: 'c stress
corrosion on mechanical systems and compon~ents exp t
the fluid.

The Containmen Spray System is actuated~, I-fAh-g+ hadutomatical ly, bya containment Vressure signal, or

S s a pu p di cha g v~ a yes s e t o c nanment -
spa umps, an e s th ineto pas. Amul

actal n'toa a.cuation op sthe Conta inmentSpa Sytmrqie th
operatort to actuat t o s p r t e swit hen s on t e m icnrol bopdicardgoegi thesam sequence. cThe ainjetio

al~,i tan eta i nmn hpa iun~~int t~~nannspr-aydp. m sia g ina s the op jera t ior tose manuallaig th
-sytemt ecruatio moe T~he Containment Spray System rqie hinpecitr t c tuatio twod m eaintain ichs aneuliru thempeatur
bewen t hel onrdtaeinmten satmosperueande The r necicltedsonp
whater copertionue ofnthe Cnainmeent SprLowaylSstm insh
receiruetio mode isL o ntrow lled byr the opT eruator in ý _
acodaintiecewtahthemergency_ operain proedures.naige
-suThe RR spr gay sth operation i in tiae manuall*y, whegn rheqie
bn thecemrgeltinc mopermaitaigs proceduresaftriu theEmpergency

] ~ ~btwee Cor e Coolng ytanem t (ECSmosophereatngdi the recirculationum
p.,jereirclaio modehi ad iti onalsrayl caaiy wheoudtp ically be

N e ZL sedafter the ice bed has been depleted and in the event
PA~e that containment pressure rises above a predetermined limit.

(conti nued)
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BAS ES (continued)

The Containment Spray System is an ESF system. it isdesigned to ensure that the heat removal capability requiredduring the post accident period can be attained.

mo7ve -/b0

The operation of the Containment Spray System, .together
with the ice condenser, is adequate to assure pressuresuppression during the initial blowdown of steam and waterfrom a OBA. During the post blowdown period, the Air ReturnSystem CARS) is automatically started. The ARS returnsupper compartment a-ir through the divider barrier to thelower compartment.. This serves to equalize pressures incontainment and to continue circulating heated air and steamthrough the ice condenser,,where heat is removed by theremaining ice.

The Containment Spray System .4~prscotimn
8PEWBH4.Yi ylimt4 j.the temperrature and pressure thatcould be expected following a OBA., Protection ofcontainment integrity limits leakage of fission productradioactivity from containment to the environment. Lesse.f:cne incna* inrtycud cause site boundary doses, iA the ce'cn% of a iA, 'to eAcccd val-06 gi'en in tha li;nin

CrelOiillo ei-ret Ccii~ýOeiobiii+yAPPLICABLE The* limiting DBAs consideredý'are the loss of coolantI
SAFETY ANALYSES accident (LOCA) and the steam line break (SLB). The OBALOCA and SLB are analyzed using computer codes designed topredict the resultant Containment pressure and temperaturetransients. No two OBAs are assumed to occur simultaneously

- or consecutively. The postulated OBAs are analyzed, inregard to containment ESF systems, assuming the loss of one
ESF bus, which is the worst case single active failure,resulting in one train of the Containment Spray System, theRHR System, and the7 ARS bei ng rendered i noperabl e (Ref . 2).

The OBA analyses show that the maximum peak containment
_pressure ot 44-psig results from the LOCA analysis, andJ1  s ca cu ate tbe less than thq containment design
pressure. The maximum peak containment atmosphere

(conti nued)
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BASES (continued)

S1~cA sidA/

temperature eiEiji results from the SLB analysis* and wascalculated to exceed the containment design temperature fora few seconds during the OBA SLB. The basis of the
containment design tenp rature, however, is to ensure theOPERABILITY of safet ?related equipment inside Containment
(Ref. 3). .Thermal analyses showed that the time intervalduring which the containment atmosphere temperature exceedthe containment design temperature was short enough that theequipment surface temperatures remained below the designtemperature. Therefore, it is concluded that the calculatedtransient containment atmosphere temperatures are acceptable
for the OBA SLB.

The modeled Containment Spray System actuation from the.Containment anal'ysis is based on a response time associatewith exceeding the containment Wigh-3 ressure si nal
setpoint to achieving full flow through the containment
spray nozzles. A delayed response time initiation provýNies 11conservative analyses of peak calculated Containment
temperature and pressure respo0 es'. The Containment S p TaySystem total response time of seconds is composed &fsignal delay, diesel generator statup, and system startup
time.21

For certain aspects of transient accident analyses,
maximizing the calculated containment pressure is notconservati ve. In particular, the ECCS cooling effectivenessduring the core reflood phase of a LOCA analysis increases
with increasing containment backpressure. For thesecalculations, the containment backpressure is calculated ina manner designed to conservatively minimize, rather thanmaximize, the calculated transient-containment pressures inaccordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix K (Ref. 4).-'

Inadvertent actuation of the Containment Spray System isevaluated in the analysis, and the resultant reduction incontainment pressure is calculated. The maximum calculated

extema-1 p-rczzse ;gad f[-.2 L-Jpsd, which is below'the
containment design external* 'prgsua_2A2-a~.o0 is j.

The Containment Spray System satisfies Criterion 3 of the
NRC Policy Statement.

reSAP J~ e N 4 yjnIeT 'e fo 4'e
L4/L4s I i S ~

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

Gond R~W, rSKDuring a OBA, one train of Co tainment Spray System isrequired to provide the heat~emoval capability assumed inthe safety analyses. Additoal minimum of ;on e-trainef th: Gent inmcnit Spray SysteM, with Spray PH adjusted b;ythe Spray Additive Steis rWurd os aonggidn
fizsion0 prodnct& from tha C'ointinment Atmosper andens'
their retpntinn in +hp rnnt.ainmpj imp watr To en asure_

~ that these requirements are met, two containment sprayýwo sr ý~ t trains must be OPERABLE with power from two safety relatedindepedent power supplies. Therefore, in the event of an
Saccident, at least one train in each system o~ws

"'Each $ontainment bpra~yI- system typically i ncludes a sprayrn~~pump, headejr, valves,,hyeat ehane Vsno zzles, piping,~ac ~-R ~y~r~n~instruments,land controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow patho.-pp ýhAxd e4~IQ capable of taking suction from the RWST upon an ESF
Lc ctuation signal and automatically transferring suctiod tofr~Ir Cci '~~Y the containment sump.

ap~i P!~ABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a OBA could cause a release ofle- 6ýradioactive material to containment and an increase incontainment pressure and temperature requiring the operation'C) of the Containment Spray System.

~(oW { ~ In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of these2 SondY F events are reduced because of the pressure and temperature-}e~pr h~dc4-limitations of these MODES. Thus, the Containment SpraySystem is not required to be OPERABLE in MODE 5 or 6.

ACTINS A1 CDoronre P4R"4rý ýOp-mr k

AcJAWkicý bI~~te 72 hours. The' components in this degraded condition are
>A'T61capable of providing 100% of the heat remqval and iodineRHR S I/RA;INW removal needs after an accident. The 723?fUur Completion

PIke No RR' quRe~ -RaiN Time was developed taking into account the redundant heat
MODE q.al eremoval and iodine removal capabilities afforded by the

during this period. v~ -a~J&JI~ onI occ~li u ru ring

(conti nueý'
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BASES (continued)

All1. -'Yet te &4ý containment spray trainAi~e- Mca n~l re stored to OPERABLE status within the as'se'eiae. Co lti~~ci{ Time,.th~e mu e ma.MO in whic th ~ IrECoes nofap. Ti a: ml MME b n pl icin th
,-at eas 3 within- 6 hours `and 4 ODE 5 within.tr~i&e .84 hours. Te6'o let- eiec MG-E4k-a iKntruf e -asma~blc time, based en ep~eratinq exper~:,t htd',the ui60- fromf full po.-er- Gondit-MAns in an i-4rldarly man- A

w4 ithgutehallngn £1j~ sytms Toiyadd n;v9
reseh 5W al1ow j441

--r.id, ing that the driving force fep a rc~eha-4f of
;ad i oa t Y m~a te, a1 &IF n the Reatr C5at~ytm
e ine 4MODE 3.

SURVEILLANCE. SR 3.6.629/1
RF0H ~TSFFN

~~~ ~~Verifyi-ng the correct alignment of manuapwr praedii~O~ed pifli~fE.and automatic valves, excluding check valves, in the& W ~ rs ~ eoso-be~Containment Spray System provides assurance that the properflow path exists for Containment Spray System operation.ho'sed on opeý n This SR does not apply to valves that are lobcked, sealed, orotherwise secured in position since they were verified'in-6 eaC the correct position prior to being s ecured. ;The-3 -d-ay
MODE .~Frequcney ef, this SR was dcvcloped based en ln::rvi:e -irom ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F T1AITsigPormreurmnrt efr alvc tcsting atPOWer cond+ i ~laibocnpr 9tly This SR'd-o-e's-not require anytfof..Stesting or valve manipulation. Rather, it involvesOr fl Oej-F "nrr~(- verification, through a system walkdown, that those valves4A YC_ 'ajA outside containment and capable of potentially being~r~dWi--f'cu~QJ~I~eTh~ mispositioned, are in the correct position.

SR 3.6.6 .2re1raro UQt A
Verifying that each Icontainment spray pump developed head atthe flow test point is 4"'t he required developed head ensuresthat spray pump performance has not, degraded during thecycle. Flow and differential head are normal tests ofcentri fugal ppump performance required by S tio~n..XI of theA AMH- 8.1ip Zocity OF I1e:hamica4 Enginee: XMEJ'Code
(Ref. 5). Since the containment spray pumps cannot betested with flow through the spray headers, they are tested

* (continued)
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BASES (continued)

on bypass flow. This test confirms one point on the pump
design curve and is indicative of overall performance. Suchinservice inspections confirm component OPERABILITY, trendperformance, and detect incipient failures by indicating
abnormal performance. The Frequency of this SR is in

5 accordance with the Inservice Testing Program.

(n-Liunrnpj c POMPn SR 3.6.6/.3 and SR 3.6.6 .'4j
Theser SerifCAtFc7M each auoa otimet-pa avý4tbMtEd byjsfjýactuates to its correct position and each containment spraypump starts on receipt of an act a o iuae otimn

klerc~cb~6oi s a acuaton s nal Th 1aponrth Frequency was
developed cons-i e~ring it is .prudent that many SurveillancesýNjlcuiO Pomp siwi be performed only during a U~ft~ outage. This is due to theimt~ conditions needed to peifrm the SR and tepotential
W~runnecessary w~~transients if the SR is performed With;n 4S1bie1 the reactor at poi""wer. operating experience has shown thiese

?S ~components usually pass the SR when performed on the J
a A to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

PU/PI :3/a-r74 ký
(bteýw& e7evi9/2az5Q

The Surveillance of -containment sump isolation valves is
also required by SR 3.6.6.3. A single Surveillance may be
used to satisfy both requirements.

SR<3..t.5
With the containment spray inlet valves clos ed and the spray~ 4hheader drained of any solution, low pressure air or smoke
an be blown through test connections. This SR ensures thath~e suoe1\1wc-e. C.escrlpi( ach spray nozzle is unobstructed and that spray coverage of-0he containment during an accident is not de raded. BecauseItfl' 4k5§ 5,~ f the passive design of the nozzle, ear *e~-t interval':

~ 3,S~22 and *-4ii considered adequate to detect obstruction of the spray3-5-2,- Q~dnozzles.

]X~ Y~e~ 1RE ERENCES(, 1. /I, G,6" ,ii ; ZAS'
ýrn~~~~~~, y~ .k9"ý ý U'-~r OE9

2 FSAR, Secti on C6-.2T9 " 'Conato i Men p yý krtý

(conti nued)
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Containment Spray System (le-e .deflR
8 3.6.6 W

BASES (continued)

1-~

3. W.-CI 6F 5.49- OJ~~Fao 0 Z{Eedr, n 7ýOf7~ b

4. 1r9-44Q 4or Op4.i-P weK

5. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Sec tion XI,
'Rules for Inservice Inspection of Nuclear Power UiComponents,' American Society of Mechanical Enginee:r*s;
New York.

rdIe jo) (cDdto-g PýedM IReq u 10 ýon,v Par L -7
~ 4p~ix "62 E-VQ/Qjn HOd COS

I-. -r- -

(conti nued)
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Hydrogen Recombi ners A ~e e

362'Hydrogen Recombiners,1t
O8l (i f a ~ mnn~ 1ntl~3

LCO 3.5.Z'

.3.6 CONTAINMENT SYS-TENS

7

APPLICABILITY:

Two hydrogen recombiners shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. One-hydrogen
recombiner inoperable.

B. Two hydrogen
,recombiners inoperable.

C. Required Action 7and
associated Completion
Time not met.

REQUIRED A .CTION COMPLETION TIME

A.1-----------NOTE-----
LCO 3.0.4 is not
applicable.

Restore hydrogen 
30 days

recombiner to

OPERABLE status.

8.1 Verify by 
1 hour

administrative 
mean-s

that the hydrogen 
IAND

control function is

maintained. Eve,-i

AND

Restore one hydrogen
recombiner to
OPERABLE status.

Be in MODE 3.

-. -- .. w-. -

thereafter

7 days

6 hours

WOG STS
3.6-1

05/08/92 4:46pm
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Hydrogen Recombiners

SURVEILLANCE-REQUIRtNENTS7

SURVEILANCEFREQUENCY

SR 3.6.X.1~ Perform a system functional test for each 18mnh7 hydrogen recoinbiner. ý8mnh

SR 36.5.$.2 Visually examine each hydrogen recombiner ?{1'8{mnths7 enclosure and ensure there is no evidenceof abnormal conditions.

SR 3.6.X.i3 Perform a resistance to ground testt~each [18:tonths7 heater phase._

00

WOG STS- 
-
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DRAFT

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

Hydrogen Recombiners -Afi~-eF~

B 3.6.Xg

B 3.6./ hydrogen Recombiners (AtmopciSb~m~hrc ICG ConnCr,&

BASES

.BACKGROUND

APYPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The function of the hydrogen recombiners is to eliminate thepotential breach of containment due to a hydrogeiixy~gen
reaction.

Per 10 CFR 50.44, "Standards for Combustible Gas ControlSystems in Light-Water-Cooled Reactors' (Ref. 1), andGOC 41, 'Containment Atmosphere Cleanup' (Ref. 2), hydrogenrecombiners are-required to reduce the hydrogenconcentration in the containment following a loss of coolantaccident (LOCA) or steam line break (SLB). The recombinersaccomplish this by recombining hydrogen and oxygen to f~irmwater vapor. The vapor remains in containment, thuseliminating any discharge to the environment. The hydri~enrecombiners are manually initiated since flammable limitfswould not be reached until several days after a~41BA ;e.A I r qsiTwo 100% capacity independent hydrogen recomnncrsysem
are provided. Each consists of controls loca *ted in thecontrol room, a power supply and a recombiner.Recombination is a -ccomplished by heating a hydrogen-air Amixture above 1150VF. The resulting water vapor and A&discharge gases are cooled prior to discharge from theA single recombiner is. capable of maintaining the hydrogen'concentration in containment below the 4.1 volume percent(v/o) flammability limit. Two recombin~ers are provided tomeet the requirement for redundancy and independence. Eachrecombiner is powered from a separate Engi 'neered SafetyFeature bus, and is provided with a separate power panel andcontrol panel.

The hydrogen recombiners provide for the capability ofcontrolling the bulk hydrogen concentration in containmentto less than the lower flammable concentration of 4.1 v/ofollowing a DBA. This control would prevent a containmentwide hydrogen burn, thus ensuring the pressure andtemperature assumed in the analysis are not exceeded. Thelimiting DBA relative to hydrogen generation is a LOCA.

(coniti nued)

05/26/92 4:35pm
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© Hydrogen Recombiners (A-t fe-0e.f-4,

BASES (continued)

Hydrogen may accumulate in containment following a LOCA as aresult of:

a. A metaleystam reaction between the zirconium fuel rod
cladding and the reactor coolant;.

b. Radiolytic decomposition of water in the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) and the containment sump;

C. A~ydrogen in the RCS at the time of the LOCA .(i .e.
hydrogen dissolved in the reactor coolant and hydrogen
gas in the pressurizer vapor space); or

d. Corrosion of metals exposed to containment spray andEmergency Core Cooling System solutions.

To evaluate the potential for hydrogen accumulation in .containment following a LOCA, the hydrogen generati1on at afunction of time following the initiation of the accideit iscalculated. Conservative assumptions recomm~ended by
Reference 3. are used to maximize the amount of hydrogen
calculated.

Based on the .conservative assumptions used to calculate thehydrogen concentration versus time after a LOCA, thehydrogen concentration in the primary containment wouldreach 3.5 v/o about 6 days after the LOCA and 4.0 v/o about2 days later if no recombiner was functioning (Ref. 3).Initiating the k~'dro-gen O~ecombiners when the primary
containment hydrogen conceftration reaches 3.5 v/o willmaintain the hydrogen concentration in the primary
containment below flammnability limits.

The hydrogen recom~biners are designed such that, with theconservatively calculated hydrogen generation ratesdiscussed above, a single recombiner is capable of limitingthe peak hydrogen concentration in containment to less than4.0 v/o (Ref. 3). The Hydrogen Purge System is similarly
designed such that one of two redundant trains is anadequate backup to the redundant hydrogen recombiners.

The hydrogen recombiners sati~sfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

(conti nued)
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© Hydrogen Recombiners (tep

-7
BASES (continued)

LCO Two hydrogen recombiners must be OPERABLE. This ensuresoperation of at least one hydrogen recombiner in the event
of a worst case single active failure.

Operation with at least one hydrogen recontbiner ensures thatthe post LOCA hydrogen concentration can be prevented fromexceeding the flammnability limit.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, two hydrogen recombiners-are required tocontrol the hydrogen concentration within containment belowits flanmmability limit of 4.*1 v/o following a LOCA assumingA worst case single failure.

In MODES 3 and 4, both the hydrogen production rate an4 thetotal hydrogen produced after a LOCA would be less thaW-thatcalculated for the DBA LOCA. Also, because of the limitedtime in t~hise MODES, the probability of an accident
requiring the hydrogen recombiners is low. Therefore, the'hydrogen recombiners are n~ot required in MODE 3 or 4.

In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of a LOCAare low-due to the pressure and temperature limitations inthese MODES. Therefore, hydrogen recombiners are not
required in ~these MODES.

ACTIONS A.1

With one containment hydrogen recombiner inoperable, theinoperable recombiner must be restored to OPERABLE statuswithin 30 days. In this g~ndition, the remaining OPERABLE~j. - hydrogen recombiner is adequate to perform the hydrogen
control function. However, the overall reliability isreduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE recombiner
coulId result in reduced hydrogen control capability. -Ther-30-day Completion Time is Gbased on the low probability ofthe eeeurrenee ef a LOCA er SLB that would generate hydrogenAin ameumts eapable af exeeding the flanmability li-mit, +hlength ef time after the eycnt that oper-ator a-ction4 ----l -e

requredto prevent hydrogen aGccu~lation from eXceeding9

(continued)
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Hydrogen Recombiners (fAte .e.F4.ef-.
$ub~tmozph~rje In s a n~r -and_3ual)

B 3.6.1

BASES (cont

rTee M doy COPLhon1
~s bQ•eci o n -kf_ srco

0CC~rrf05 (ihai would
$e-rý Ci oflw)4 6

Ciynoui't4 b'ny tieavi

(ýhoul d Me.Cn C cccrý Px
oc ý)pxeverý hydr

Oacirmola-bon fn'm

Vh+ýe 16 prztbail

'e orn- b 'Yner-

i nued)

a~ble

4gfJ

Required Action A.1 has been modified by a Note which statesthe provisions of LCD 3.0.4 are not applicable. As aresult, a MODE change is allowed when one recombiner isinoperable. -4i: a~leoanc- i: provi &d because-the-
~rgbability of the orcutrrence ,of a LOCA that w-ld I~crt

"Y With two hydrogen recombiners inoperable, the ability toperform the hydrogen control function via alternatecapabilities must be verified by admi~istrativd means within1 hour. The al ternat-e -hydrogen --co-ntro I capabilities are

-5'G~e~*,.The ou60-r Completion Time allows a reaso'nableJperiod of time. to verify that a loss of hydrogen controlfunction does not exist. [R ze r noe tie felo~n 1 i:w*-kaob usoed if C2 no-etn Cal Specif ationatrntA hydogen ontrl funtion i " ad to jllstif+ thi '_ di~nIn addition, the alternate hydrogen control systemcapability must be verified every 12 Lh ~yrs thereafter toensure its con )*ued aviaiiy.I*" gtr ý rin it ialITverification fnind all subsequent verifications iiiay beperformed as an administrative check by examining logs orother information to determine the availability of thealte~rnate hydrogen-control system. It does not mean toperform the. Surveillances needed to demonstrate 'OPERABILITYof the alternate hydrogen control system. If the ability toperform the hydrogen control function is mapj.±ained,continued operation is permitted with two ly-drogenrecombiners/hydieg~mi mixi ng tiain~3/jtpl nment &~phe-re

(continued)
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ubtosphe~ri, rze rondcnzcr, adDil
B 3.6./

7BASES (continued)

diiati t l+t4t -inoperable for yp to 7 days. Seven days isa reasonable time to allow two ftryldrogen recombiners/-l--A hydregen mixnq(Fg trainzconainment latýophr _,iluticn-
-trtl mJ to be inoperable because the hydrogen controlfunction is maintained and the low probability of theoccurrence of a LOCA that would generate hydrogen in theamounts capable of exceeding the flammnability limit.

C.1

A the inoperable hydrogen rec iner(s) canhot be
restored to OPERABLE status. the Cor let on - -IA% 1

Time T Jie ylaigthe f~a east ODE 3 re

recf.ombie f oensres the reominr are oerl atinal and can

reURbinaion En patiulr thi.S6vriie(tatth
Prominimu heate shethtemperactueionreases tor eac hydrogin

ý 90 minutes. After reaching 700*F, the power is increasedto maximum power for approximately 2 minutes and power isverified to be ý 60 kW.

The 180'wnth Frequency for this SR was developed considering
si aca- a h ful oI Wg;T

9 h-~e incidence of hy trogen recombiners failing the SR
in the past is lo4')6

b. Eve drogen recombiner failure has beendetected, ther een, in all instances, a backupavailablee either from t recombiner or fromadiverse system such as the Hydroge alIeh r b1n Sy0stem; and

(continued!
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(SHydrogen Recombiners (At .eV4 .

BASES (continued)

C. Since the n recombiner is manually started many
Ahours after a LOCA cc ere is time available toe jither restore a recombiner to status, or

activate an alternative.

SR 3.64J.2

-7This SR ensures there are no physical 'problems that couldaffect recombiner operation. Since the recombiners aremechanically passive, they are not subject to mechanicalfailure. The only credible failure involves loss of power,blockage of the internal flow, missile impact, etc.

A visual inspection is sufficient to determine abno 1~conditions that could cause such failures. The 185jrnojFrequency for this SR was developed considering
a s: tAhe 4follo owing:

/9 lhe incidence of hydrogen recombiners failing the'SRin thie past is lovqlv.

b. n when hydrogen recombiner failure has beendete there has been,-in all instances, a backupavailable *er from the other recombiner or from adiverse system S' s the Hydrogen Purge System; and

C. Since the hydrogen 'recombine manually started manyhours after a LOCA occurs, there i available toeither restore a combiner to OPERABLE s or
activate an alternative.

SR, 3.6.J.3

This SR requires performance of a resistance to ground testof each heater phase to ensure that there are no detectable
grounds in any'heater phase. This is accomplished byverifying that the resistance to ground for any heater phase
is ý 10,000 ohms.

The 18;rwnth Frequency for this SR. was developed consideringthe incidence of hydrogen recombiners failing the SR'Vin thepast is low. rikr~c

(continued)
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BASES (continued) 7;+-e~ LO0) Code oý FJe-dE A (A ýr#

REFERENCES (D .
Ot~raorcis -fý Combujýi t-b6 &

2. /A44-WtR-50, Appendix A, GOC 41) ` "nonti rn J~}niW'-Jp ýe OIeatv ,'
3 R~e~latory Guide 1.7, Revision 3iIýonL1o Canbmj-blehie

4.FAChapter Ln'ie An~&'jqjrdne.A

(conti nued)
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3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.+,& Hydrogen 4j----.-System (His) (t; C eG ,14erti-)

LCO 3.6.49 Two 414-3. trains shallI be' OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. One-N-1 train
inoperable.

B, One containment region
with no OPERABLE
hydrogen ignitor.

C. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time-not met.

REQUIRED ACTION

14 MIS
A.1 Restore -+ft- train to

OPERABLE status.

OR

.A.2 Perform SR 3.6.10.1
*on the OPERABLE

* train.

8.1 Restore one hydrogen
ignitor in the
affected containment
region to OPERA'BLE
status.

C.1 Be in MODE 3.

COMPLETION TIME

7 days

Once per 7 d4ys

7 days

6 hours

WOG STS
3.6-105/07/92 5:07pm
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a
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMVENTS

SURVEI LLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.1e6.1 Energize each +ý5traii.: rsupy92dybreaker and verify z ~4~ignitors areenergized i'n each train.6-133kI4

SR 3.6.XZ.2 Verify at least one hydrogen ignitor 92 dasysOPERABLE in each cont'ainment region.

SR3.6.)X-3 Energize each dro ~n ignitor adverify r1 months?
SR temperature z ý1700ftr,.an

WOG STS
3.6-205/07/92 5:07pm

0 .(D
His Hce H+4e+ýSý
Hms 3-6.X
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DRAFT
B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1-d' Hydrogen 4=--iSystem

83

(14 M SQ(

BAS ES

BACKGROUND AThe lff5reduces the potential for breacho rmr~-Lf.~icA\ containment due to a hydrogen xygen reactio Te HIS is
ý1ý( g nte Arequiret YI y .t 'U "ian Iar s or om ustible GasControl Systems in Light-Water-Cooled Reactors" (Ref. 1),and Appendix A, GOC 41, 'Containment Atmosphere Cleanup"(Ref. 2), to reduce the hydrogen concentration In the

OTh I-S c) As# priar x~timn f-twn dgae or ciet+otP -I-wo J-ie The HIS must be capable of handling an amount of hydrogen
A/' involving 75% of the fuel cladding surroun'ding the active4A~r~iii~o4fuel region (excluding the plenum volume).

6
10 CFR 50.44 (Ref. 1) requires uEswith ice condenser.;
containments to install suitabl.1 yrogen control syst emsthat would accommnodate an amount of hydrogen equivalent~tothat generated from the reaction of 75% of the fuel claddingwihw poie this required capability.

MMThis requirement was placed on ice condenser uafts becauseof their small containment volume and low desi Fpressure(compared with pressurized water reactor dry containments).
Calculations indicate that if hydrogen equivalent to thatgenerated from the reaction of 75-% of the fuel cladding withwater were to collect in the primary containment, theresulting hydrogen concentration would be far above the-lower flammnability limit such that, if ignited from a randomignition source, the resulting hydrogen burn would seriouslychallenge the containment and safety systems in the
containment.

The 44+& is based on the concept of controlled ignition usingthermal ignitors, designed to be capable of functioning in apo-st accident environment, seismically supported, and~caabjeof actuation from the control room. A total ofIc ~Ig4in itors are distributed throughout the various regions~Jf containment in which hydrogen could be released or towhich it could flow in significant quantities. The ignitors
are arranged in two independent trains such that eachcontainment region has at least two ignitors, one from eachtrain, controlled and powered redundantly so that ignition
would occur in each region even if one train failed to
energize.

(conti nued)
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B 3 .6.+a-

BASES (continued)

When the W41-8- is initiated, the ignitor elements arý-~
energized and heat up to a surface temperature 2: [1700r-F.
At this temperature they ignite the hydrogen gas that ispresent in the airspace in the vicinity of the ignitor. TheHIS depends on the dispersed location of the ignitors sothat local pockets of hydrogen at increased concentrations
would burn before reaching a hydrogen concentration
significantly higher than the lower flammability limit.Hydrogen ignition in the vicinity of the ignitors is assumedtA~oc~u~y when the local hydrogen concentraipl~n aches
f8.01Yý`olume percent (v/o) and results in 1¶85]4 of thehydrogen present being consumed.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

the N4& causes hydrogen in containment to burn in acontrolled manner -as it accumulates following a degrade~t
core accident (Ref.. 3). Burning occurs at the lower 4reflanmmability concentration, where the resulting tempera~ie
and pressures are relatively benign. Without the systed,1
hydrogen could build up to higher concentrations that could
result in a violent reaction if ignited by a random i nitiosource after such a buildup. * Ol(I )
The hydrogen ignitors are not included for mi igation ofa
Design Basis Accident (OBA) because an amoun of hydrogenequivalent to that generated from the reacti n of 75% of thefuel cladding with water is far in excess of the hydrogen
calculated for the limiting OBA loss of coo nt accident
(LOCA). The hydrogen concentration resultin from a OBA canbe maintained less than the flanmmability limi fusing the
'hydrogen recombiners. The hydrogen ignitors, however, *have
been shown by probabilistic ri sk analysis to be asignificant contributor to limiting the severity of accidentsequences that are commnonly found to dominate risk for unit' *swith ice condenser containments. As such, the hydrogen'ignitors are considered to be risk significant in accordance
with the NRC Policy Statement.

independent safeteelated power supplies.

(conti nued)
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BASES (cont-inued)

Forthi dftanOPERA8LE-4H trai consistsoftof3ignitors enh-e``r-gi zed on the train. 335
Operation with at least one *H trai nue ta h
hydrogen in containment can be bur insue ahcontroled
manner. Unavailability of both g trai.-.s could lead tohydrogen buildup to higher concentrations, which couldresult in a violent reaction if ignited. The reaction couldtake place fast enough to lead to high temperatures andoverpressurization of containment and, -as a result, breachcontainment or cause containment leakage rates above thoseassumed in the safety analyses. Damage to safety related
equipment located in containment could also occur.

APPLICABILITY Requiring OPERABILITY in MODES 1 and 2 for the HIS ensuresits immediate availability after safety injection and 'aactuated on a LOCA initiation. In the post acc 'ident Ienvironment, the two HIS subsystems are required to cordrolthe hydrogen concentration within p*P4~mFy containment tonear its flammability limit of 4.1 v/,o assuming a worst casesingle failure. This prevents overpressurization ofcontainment and damage to safety related equipment andinstruments located within pr~4iaey containment.

In MODE 3-90 4, also, because of the limited time in these-MODES, the probability of an accident requiring the HIS islow. Therefore, the-41ýS is,.iit requ.i red in MODES3 -" 4.
In MODES 5 and 6, the proba ility and consequences of a LOCAare reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitationsof these MODES. Therefore, the HIS is not .required to beOPERABLE in MODE5 5 and 6.

ACTIONS M i

With one HIS train .inoperable, the inoperable trai mrust berestored to OPERABLE status within 7 days. The -y
Completion Time is based on the low probability of the
occurrence of a degraded core event that would generate
hydrogen in amounts equivalent to A metalo~~er reaction of754 of the core cladding, the length of time after the eventthat operator action would be required to prevent hydrogen

.(continued'
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BASES .(continued)

2=JSER7

PRO 3M'

accumulation from exceeding this limit, and the low
probability of failure of the OPERABLE 44& train.

8.1S

Condition B is one containment region with no OPERABLE
hydrogen ignitor. The only way thisjj~ndition can exist inonly one containment region is for each train of HIS to haveonly one ignitor inoperable, and the one inoperable ignitorin each train to be in the same containment region. In thisCondition both trains of HIS would be OPERABLE perSR 3.6.10.1, and there would be two OPERABLE ignitors in allother containment regions, including the regions adjacent tothe region with no OPERABLE ignitors. Furthermore, even ifone train of HIS is inoperable (putting the intoConditions A and B simultaneously), the OPERA~t train w ouldprovide at least one ignitor in each adjacent region.
Lastly, if both trains of HIS are inoperable, or if Morthan one containment region has no OPERABLE ignitor,
LCO 3.0. -3 would be immediately entered. Thus, while il.Condition BI there would always be ignition capability inthe adjacent containment regions that would provideredundant capability by flame propagation to the region withno OPERABLE ignitors.

Required Action B.1 calls for the restoration of one
hydrogen ignito in each region to OPERABLE status within7 days. The rja~y Completion Time is based on the same
reasons given underyAction A.1.

CoflnVt be recft15eL( t. 1
3PE'P.ALE T must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does notth ri -ffeiqrd apply IIS subsystem(s) cannot be restored to OPERABLE

Ss~atus in the a *ated Completion Time. This is done by,lofrp~etiofl placing the in a t MODE 3 within 6 hours. Theýo ý a. nallowed Comprthdon Time is r able, based on operating
:,experience, to reach the required from full powero, MOD~E in WhIc\ conditions in an orderly manner and witho hallenging ht

1_ýLc-de systems.

Tr rk'. 44i1

t IMD itJ~(hours
(conti nued)
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A2Z
If the inoperable HMS train cannot be restored within the
Completion time of 7 days, it is acceptable to continue
operation provided SR 3.6.8.1 is performed on the OPERABLE
train with the specified frequency of 7 days. This SR
verifies at least one hydrogen igniter OPERABLE in each
containment zone. The igniters are simple glow plug
devices', not likely to fail between surveillance periods
with a frequency of 7 days. As such, the frequency is based
on engineering judgement, and has been shown to be
acceptable through operating experience.

1B 3 ,( ,/-



BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMwENTS

This SR confirms that 2:'k Of )~hydrogen ignitors can besuccessfully energized in each train. The ignitors a.esimple resistance elements. Therefore, energizing providesassurance of OPERABILITY. The allowance of one inoperablehydrogen ignitor is acceptable because, although oneinoperable hydrogen ignitor in a region would compromiseredundancy in that region, the containment regions areinterconnected so that ignition in one region would causeburning to progress to the others (i.e., there is overlap ineach hydrogen ignitor's effectiveness between regions). TheFrequency of 92 days is based on the Inservice TestingProgram requirements for determining equipment OPERABILITY,and has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.

ccoýQinmenýr± noBr is'SR.'con-firms that the two inoperable hydrogen ignitors
~' ~y~ro~r ~flowed by SR 3.6.10.1 (i.e., one in each train) are not inthe same containment region. IAs such, failure- of this SRed~pr1L results in entry into Condition B. See 4 =_N-.1 for adiscussion regarding how Conditions'A and B and the!fl ~ce. 4 asoited ReurdAt that no more than oneensur~e co~ntaiinnment region can be without an OPERABLE hhyddrogeenignitor for any length of time without commencing aa.shutdown.

A more detailed functional test is performed every 18 monthsto verify system OPERABILITY. Each glow plug is visuallyexamined to ensure that it is clean, and that the electricalcircuitry is energized. All ignitors (glow plugs),
including normally inaccessible ignitors, are visually
.checked for a glow to verify that they are energized.
Additionally, the .u rfa~f temperature of each glow plug ismeasured to be 2: [t70OJFF to demonstrate that a temperature
sufficient for ignition is achieved. The 18-month Frequency
was developed considering it is prudent t-hat many
Surveillances be performed only during a of ou t ag9e. This

(conti nued)
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BASES (continued)

is due to the untconditions needed to perform the SR andthe potential fo .r an unplanned wrttransient if the SR isperformed with the reactor at powier. Operating experiencehas shown that theseV omponents usually pass the SR when'performed on the laEinonth Frequency, which is based on therefueling cycle. Therefore, the Frecruency was concluded tobe acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES
tilie 10, Code of RdeaIleual~ P~-

1. 4iaA0=5'G.44, 'Standards for Combustible Gas Control
Systems in Light Water-Cooled Power Reactors

T 'ýje t Zo) ,0cid 0 ;? e ert Rýe. q Ia-b 0 f) ,2±2. 1 F50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 41,mContainment Atmosphere Cleanup.'

3. 41%AR, Section C6/2iI, 'Containment Systems."
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3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS¶
DRAFT9

LC ... Two saAC- trains shal be OEAL.(q ECGrTS. OPRBE

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

lw

©

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

SURV~EILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.6.1i3-1 Operate each SBAG train for (:1Scontiiiuous hours with heaters operating -e-yLe-~AL.

FRE=QUENCY

§Annojus~ pres~sure (re~u~rerrn ýs~r mlu w~oniud
nI ric ppl~d0bjý. durinS nsuo ti

I'o'lr) 0 Peroai .)n,, equred
anlu ervýCries .or AutiA

iticjn- nf oexc~eedinj
in dur-aiion.

WOG STS 3.6-1057/2 :1pF3. AM0QW~ ýres&Lre ()O& 50/251p



3 .6.;3r
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)'9

SURVEILLANCE 
FREQUENCY

SR 3..6.t1.2 Perform required FrOAES filter testing in In accordanceaccordance,-with the Ventilation Filter with the VFTPTesting Program. 
jVenti lat-io-n

t~vr~p)Filter Testing)(VFTP) 
LProgram_,

SR3.6.44.3 Verify each e*E~ train actuatees onn aan F monhactual or simulated actuation signal/,,~J

S R T ao na n n jiv sSR3.6.1--3-.% Verify each 'B~e~ train produces~o pressure [18lymonths onequal to or m6re negative than r O.5 -inch. a STAGGEREDwater gauge in-tb w±mo-,?t-P- TTEST BASIS

-~~eeon~. .f. . .t..... ....

,SR3,6-9-5 Vexbfy tmn~.us -pressureAX- 5 nches 2

to 9-z-c w
Aice F*-

WOG STS
.1 05/07/92 5:12pm
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B 3.6 .4-3

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMSDR F
B 3.6.13- Sil tiil i 'alpSse eq ffmcreNcy 0cs Tt ea- tlSý 5 effl(1ý&ls 7 Repice- S3AC&
BASES ~~t Q1

BACKGROUND The SOA65 is required by 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, CDC 41,"Containment Atmosphere Cleanup' -(Ref.* 1), to ensure thatradioactive materials that leak from the primary containmentinto the shield building (secondary containment) following aDesign Basis Accident (OBA) are filtered and adsorbed nror
to exhausting to the environment.

The~d -a ene cntainmentA,*.eire a secondary
containment called the shield building, which is a concretestructure that surrounds the steel primary containment
vessel. Between the containment vessel and the shieldbuilding inner *wall is an annular space that collects anycontainment leakage that may occur following a loss ofcoolant accident (LOCA). This space also allows forperiodi~c inspection of the outer surface of the steel
containment vessel.

E: qT -z
The SBAGS establishes a negative pressure in the annulusbetween the Shield Building and the steel containment
vessel. Filters in the system then control the release ofradioactive contaminants to the environment. Shieldbuilding OPERABILITY is required to ensure retention ofprimary containment leakage and proper operation of the
E GrS S:.

The SAGS'cns of two separate and redundant trains.Each train includes,,a heater, [eeoe!4-4r=9e44s÷r4.refilter,
0-m t s~eiiaratoi phigh efficiency particulate air (HEPA)

It tvaeter ,activated c arcoal adsorber section for removal ofradioiodines, and fan. Ductwork, valvesý,`nd/or dampersn~and
instrumentation also form part of the system. The moistureseparators function to reduce the moisture content of theairstream. A second bank of HEPA filters follows theadsorber section~to collect carbon fiei4po6e:uo
in. Garo eg.ki~~ 4he-M t-i --.ai HSP--R-f4 e- fhlt: k L . Only theupstream HEPA filter and the charcoal adsorber section arecredited in the analysis. The system initiates andmaintains a negative air pressure in the &hield building bymeans of filtered exhaust ventilation of the shi'lld building
following receipt of a safety injection signal. The system
is described in Reference 2.

(conti nued)
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BSS(continue

S8AC _(Waal md ;1: CcndnPzr
8 3.6.2

d)

i~ros: oyecr fNW 'tU&cts'ae
pro~ de b6p 4 ýW( 'J-a n S The pref ilIters remove -any- I arge parti cl es i n the ai r, andpr~vde~dbd~s~n 0the moisture separators remove-&F*. entrained water droplets

-ýaD wt~ Qcd~eirhq~ present, to prevent excessive loading of the HEPA filters
and charcoal absorbers. Heaters may be included to reduce-b draw G r- frrooýh 6Pe the relative humidity of the air stream on systems thatoperate in high humidity. Continuous operation of eachiinac+ie 1-'Lin ond& 6xi -Y train, for at least 10 hours per month, with heaters on,ojý Z Leepih' dw oal reduces moisture buildup on their HEPA filters and
absorbers. [Teeeiqelseeth ai ekpte()~ n +je. inacbýve. frh0i char-rom' bedc from bernming too hot d___ to abcPtion ofM I A3 .'o o dut flsp prde.

obzrpi x of Duri al operation, the Shield Building 'Cooling systemis aligned to the SBACS's HEPA filters and charcoalPtrz u~$ absorbers. For BASo olwn a OBA, however,the bypass dampers atm iclyre n to draw the airThe c~nrne~ ~ ~ through the filters and absorbers.
14CU ýasr itlI -ffJc The &W reduces the radioactive content in the siedc~s~ci. building atmosphere following a OBA. Loss of the SBACSfQT)M US l+-_E7 r(Je-Scould cause site boundary doses, in the event of a OBA, -to\I U 3Q3,e C CMJ.I exceed the -values given in the licensing basis.

'jVA nor 4ilJ n-<ffl
-(f APPLICABLE

f( SAFErTYANLYSE
ý' e r

The Sie~e design basis is established by the consequences ofthe limiting OBA, which is a LOCA.* The accident analysis(Ref. 3) assumes that only one train of the SBACS isfunctional due to a single failure that disabl"es the othertrain. The accident analysis accounts for the reduction inairborne radioactive material provided by the -remaining onetrain of this filtration system. The amount of fission
products available for release from containment is
determined for a LOCA..

~The..ao d Se~Sactuation in the safety analysis is basedupofl a wars response time following a safety injectioninitiated at the *ng setpoint. The total responsetime, from exceeding the al-setpoint to attaining thenegative pressure of [0.5] inc er gauge in the shieldbuilding, is [22] secoiids. This res time is composed
of signal delay, diesel' generator startup equencing
time, system startup time, and time for the Sys o attain;Ithe required pressure after starting.

The-&BAe5- satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

(conti nued)
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BASES (conti3nued)

LCO In the event of a DBA, one f~strain is required toprovide-the minimum particulate iodine removal assumed inthe safety analysis. Two trains of the Shicld OBIU4ig A E&F(T_
mmust be OPERABLE to ensure-that at least one

train will operate, assuming that the other train is
disabled by a single active failure..

APPLICABILITY Ifi'MOES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA *cou ld lead to fissionodcrelease to containment thAt leaks to the shield building.
The large break.LOCA, on wnich this-system's design i'sbased, is a full power event..' Less severe LOCAs and leakagestill require the system to be .OPERABLE throughout theseMODES.. The probability and severity of a LOCA decreasejas*core power and Reactor Coolant.-System pressure decreas tWith the reactor shut down, the probability of release ,ý!f

-radioactivity--resulting from such an accident is low. ~

In MODES 5 and 6', the probability..and cionsequences of a OBA
are low due to* tepsuranteperature- limitations inW7 these, MODES'. tUnder--these conditions, the filtration systemiAs, not. req~ui~red: 7toý:be.OPERABLE (although-one or more trainsm.Aay 'be:, operati ng -for. other reas*ons,:: such -as habitability

~durfnq maintenance! i.n-.the shie'Id:-bufling annulus)

ACTIONS 2;. ----

it 1npral t4"e

ino~~rable~t1re IIp aetrn*must
as!oedc LEsttu wth._7,ays.: Te

4 #TngO%~ i rodi e r a1,1 V-ed after a OBA. -The
~ I~TompWTi i ,baed nconsideration of suchfacftors asz the avalX& T ty~of. the_ OPERABLE, redundant SBACS

........ wano r a ht faBA ccurinn -dui&ringth

.. . . .- ....*....... 
6 0 00,1. 

.
me, --s, "a

* ~ ~ ~ h Ae ..
:M cla..o4.*44&st.~~

.2,

~ :2~.-~- § (contiud
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8 3.6.,ZI

BA ES (continued)

Uj I or on

If Me~ esor o7,7 th a us *rea

Athe vssoi~e Comp letion Time, the .': must be F-p-l-a~---114.i~p -' 4 -- a
MODE in whc the LC does not apply.''-7i--4s--e~e br htr?Fo ~k J~~ &i~h& a lestMODE 3 within 6 hKurs and 4

P~rv'srr be. brooo~t tu A withna in ,badours The .allowed Completion Times are
reasnabe, ase onoperating experience, to reach the

~oi-L ~i'n~ requiredý from full power conditions in an orderlyf)ýA-ýccnl~ins manner and without challenging-~44 'systems.

SURVEI LLANCE
REQU IREMENTS

q
SR 3.6.14.1

train: are- 0PEP ABL' Plrndfl that all asseeiated eeontrol: are
funcltioning preper-ly. it a158 enzurc: that bleekage, fan zir

The- Ventlhtbon Fil~k

:SPeCkcrfhccn 5-4";

~r;.nEwith 4i
ýk~j U .b-( yA1 'd~ t

,4")

..e- eetite: aetim.- For systems with heaters, operation with
the heaters on (automatic heater cycling to maintain
temperature) for ý 10 hours eliminates moisture on the
adsorbers and HEPA filters. Experience fpm filter testing
at operating !iifts indicates that the 10gour period is
adequate for moisture elimination on the adsorbers and HEPA
filters. The 31-day Frequency was developed in
consideration of the -known reliability of fan motors and
controls, the two-train redundancy available,-' and 4e tk iodin
-remoal eapabi 1ity ef- thc ContainRment Spray !,o

SR 3.6

i-f-eee
~L.J. J.L. ~ ..... j r-,se -

perifeb tht th r-equir-
rt- lx '-"'^ 1M n ^ft M* r! A. 4'*ar I e,* fn -IT U

Regulatory Giwide 1.52 (Rif 4) ThIV TPJincludes testing
HEPA filter performance, charcoal adsorber efficiency,
minimum system flow rate, and tbe physical properties of the
activated charcoal (general use and following specific
operations). Specific test frequencies andýadditional
information are discussed in detail in the [FTP]-?_

(continued'
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LI
With annulus pressure not within limits dur .ing normaloperation, the initial conditions of the accident analysisare not met., The Completion Tim. of 8 hours is based onengineering Judgment, A note has-been provided which makesthe requirement to maintain the annulus pressure within-limits not applicable during venting operations, requiro.annulus entries, or Auxiliary Building isolations notexceeding 1 hour in duration.
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B 3..z

BASES (continued)

SR 3.6-.ý.~3

The automatic sta ~yp ensures that each SBACS train responds
proprly The1~nnth Frequency was developed considering~ &~r'~ ~~- -is prudent that this Surveillance be performed only~ during a #ffl outage. This is due to the untconditions

'J."4 needed to perform the SR and the pot enti a Vl Toýri unplannedMr -eii'AItJ transients if the SR is performed with the reactor at4 ~- power. Operating experience has shown that these. componentsusually pass the SR when performed on the 18-month
Frequency. Therefore the Frequency was concluded to beacceptable from a reliability standpoint. Furthermore, the

FSR interval was developed considering that th BAGS
equipment OPERABILITY is demonstrated ona314ay Frequency1 / by SR 3.6.1-~.T.l

SR 3.6J.1T.4 "or

(
~p Ac~CE~~~ The proper functioning of th s, dampers, filters,absorbers,, etc. as a systemý is ver' d yt ability toLhc-4i 4_ max'mum produce the required negative pressure -o ;)in'ch. water

au wFznq ts4 peadie The negative-eJ ) ressure assures that the building is adequately sealed and
-that leakage from the building will be prevented, since-_ -putside air will be drawn in by the low pressure.Th' c\A.V z rspec bD tjgiEj Znegative pressure must be established/...thin the in lim

E90jenent to ensure that no significant quantity of radioactive1~Abcc J Cf~~fL~ terials leak from the shield building 'pio to dei*4.&p4*n
duC~n~Lb~r ~the negativ'o priisluri

C~eTQ ý' oQ. 3jThe 18 month on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS F~reuenc isconsistent with Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 4) guidance for
_______________________ functional testing.

iR6 Ne,4i-P_6 uA er -4edyIý nd iton 5s3 b~ee 5se j:f'ed-kkl 40iovýoend

nVU J13B 3.6-5

(continued)
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B 3 .6.'

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES t(0 . -. FR-9 Appendix A~ 49-4. tejc C Hric
2 SAR, Section t. ~ oi, Proeiuci e'ý VJ'Cr*~~K

3 FSAR, Section ti.5r e.Vh,;
4. Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision rr--- e[3'rs nOo

MalipnL mcej Cri~prrio -k-r Po-cc, ev m~ee

RNIfr~io andcJ AbsrororýCni~k oA th'I
CtoWPd elolr"Rver vxrs-

Verifying 'that shield building annulus pressure is within,.Ilimits ensures that operation remains within the limits/assumed in the containment analysis. The 24 hour Frequency
of this SR was developed considering operating experience

Irelated to shield building annulus pressure variations and.
[I '-pressure :instrument drift during the applica~bl-e MODES.

-2- ---- ----- ---

(conti nued)
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3.6 CONTAI.NMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.-1* Air..Re~turn System (ARS)10

10

APPLICABILITY:

DRAFT ARS

3. .4

Two ARS trains shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.6.t+-j Verify each ARS fan starts onj
I27simull ed actuation signal ýj

:n~ -9]'minutes and~ [+s
~ anw~operates for z 15 minutes.'

(conti nued)
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ARS
3.-6.X4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) (

i0 eaqc RS fan moto current is z and
amp

SR 3. 6.itj3 Verify with the ARS fan not operating, -t4kat 92 days.ID each ARS fan damper opens when ~~i1rj--

SR 3.6.14.4each motor operated valve in 2dythe hy r liection heade on anactual or simula e on 'signal aftera delay of i . minutes

S minutes.

WOG STS
. 0-/

05/07/92 5:12pm



B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

ARS (E atesr
B 3.6.-,-4-

DRAFT . 1
B 3.6.4-4 Air Return System (ARS)

BAS ES

BACKGROUND The ARS is designed to assure the rapid return of air fromthe upper to the lower containment compartment after theinitial blowdown following a Design Basis Accident (OBA).,The return of this air to the lower compartment andsubsequent recirculation back up through the ice condenserassists in cooling the containment atmosphere and limitingpost-accident pressure and temperature in containment toless than design values. Limiting pressure and temperature

aeau~s the release of fission-product radioactivity from
C-07* a~wt ARSprovides pos t acci dent -4 y4pegBW mi xi ng~in selected

VeS5J P ti?, r area ofcontainmentA The esseciateJ 11.4 tm Zsziffifizr
Sysptemi~ hydrogenp stxh oný_ ~ t*~4~~i

i964atieffl*&;yev::. The minimum design .fl .owpotential 'hydrogen pocket is sufficient to from each
concentration of hydrogen.

The ARS consists of-two separate-trains of equal capacity,each capable of meeting the design bases. Each trainincludes a lOO%-capacity. air return fan, associated damper,and hydrogen collection hEaders with isolation valves. Eachtrain is powered from a separate Engineered Safety Feature
(ESF) bus. 1
The ARS fans are automatically started.And thee hydrogencollection header isolation valves are penedd bby thhecontainment pressure High-High signal !*-- minutes after thecontainment pressure reaches the pressure setpoint. Thetime delay ensures that no energy released during the

~ Titil paseof OB wil bpas th ie bed through the

After starting, the fans displace air from the uppercompartment to the lower compartment, thereby returning theair that was displaced by the high energy line breakblowdown from the lower compartment and equalizing pressuresthroughout containment. After discharge into the lowercompartment, air flows with steam produced by residual heat

(conti nued)
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BAS ES (continued)

through the ice condenser doors into the ice condenser
compartment where the steam portion of the flow is
condensed. The air flow returns to the upper compartment
through.the top deck doors in the upper portion of the ice
condenser compartment. The'ARS fans operate continuously
after actuation, circulating air through the containment
volume and purging all potential hydrogen pockets incontainment. -When the containment pressure falls below apre 'determined value, the ARS fans are automatically
de-energized. Thereafter, the fans are automatically cycledon and off if necessary to control any additional
containment pressure transients.

The ARS also functions, after all the ice has melted, tocirculate any steam still entering the lower compartment tothe upper compartment where the Containment Spray System can
cool it.

The A3 is an ESF system. It is designed to ensure that theheatgYemoval capability required during the post acciclntperiod can be attained. The operation of the ARS in Iconjunction with* the ice bed, the Containment Spray System,and the R~sidual _"n Removal (R.NR) System spray, provide--
the require *d hea143removal capabil-ity to limit post accidentconditions to less than the containment design Values.-

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The limiting OBAs considered relative to con~tainment
temperature and pressure are the loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) and the steam line break (SLB). The LOCA and SLB areanalyzed using. computer codes designed to predict theresultant containmen't pressure and temperature tr~ansients.
DBAs are assumed not to occur simultaneously or
consecutively. The postulated OBAs are analyzed, in regard.t&1 SF systems, assuming the loss of one ESF bus, which isthe worst case single active failure and results in one'.trai'n each of the Containment Spray System, RHR System, and,.ARS'being inoperable (Ref. 1). The OBA analyses show that
the maximum peak containment pressure results from the LOCA
analysis and is calculated to be less than the containment
design pressure.

For certain aspects of transient accident analyses,
maximizing the calculated containment pressure is not
conservative. In particular, the cooling effectiveness of

(conti nued)
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BASES (continued)

j7rl- _t
FIs~Z CtY~
PAO -0-

B -GI

0

the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) during the corereflood phase of a LOCA analysis increases with increasing
containment backpressure. For these calculations, thecontainment backpressure is calculated in a manner designedto conservatively minimize, rather than maximize, thecalculated transient containment pressures, in accordance
with 10 CFR 50, Appendix K (Ref. 2).

4and th:Cna-mnt-ýpa V-CLTh C ftjmn-au~

pe4484-of*alvez rs z I ndctn

The modeled ARS actuation from the containment analysis isbased upon a response time associated with exceeding thecontainment pressure High-High signal setpoint to achi:'vingfull ARS air flow. A delayed response time initiation-
provides conservative analyses of peak calculated
containment temperature and pressure responses. The ARS~
total response time of-66O-seconds consists of the bui ltýn
signal delay.

The A RS satisfies Criterion 3 of-the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO In the event of a OBA, cne train of the ARS-w*4i-th th
CjHydregen-VZ4immCr sytem is required to provide the minimum

air recirculation for heat removal and hydrogen mixing
assumed in the safety analyses. To ensure this requirement
is met, two trains of the ARS with the Hydrogen Skimmer
System must be OPERABLE. This will ensure that at least onetrain will operate assuming the worst case single failure
occurs, which is in the ESF power supply.

APPLICABILITY Ijn MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a OBA could cause an increase in
containment pressure and temperature requiring the operation
of the ARS. Therefore, the LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2,
3, and 4.

In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of these
events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature

(continuea'
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The maximum peak containment atmosphere temperature of 321OF,
results from the SLB analysis and was calculated to exceed
the containment design temperature of 2500 F for a short
time. This analysis is discussed in the Bases for
LCO 3.6.5, "Containment Air Temperature". Thermal analyses
show that the time interval during which the containment
atmosphere temperature exceeds the containment design
temperature is short enough that equipment surface
temperatures remain below the design temperature.
Therefore, it is concluded that the calculated transient
containment atmosphere temperatures are acceptable for the
SLB.



ARS ie- ý

B3.to
BAS ES (continued)

limitations of these MODES. Therefore, the ARS is not
required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

ACTIONS A. 1

Ci~rA~I#

If one of the required trains of the ARS is inoperable, it
must be restored to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. Thecomponents in this degraded condition are capable of
providing 100%ý of the heat remova~ 3I~dh~oc li 1 w-*ee~deafter an accident. The 7Aour Com-plet-ion Time was
developed taking into account the redundant heat removal andhydrogen skimming capability of the OPERABLE ARS train andthe low probability of a DBA occurring in this period.

B.1 and B.2 
4

If the ARS train cannot be restored to PERABLE statsn
the asseeiated-Completion Time, the " mustbe-ae a
MODE in which the LCO does not apply h4r -'m bg4
placing the di~in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and -i-to

5MODth5ni ýhours. -The allowed Completion Times are -
ý10 t ýCreasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the

r~e ýdfrom full power conditions in an orderly
manner and without ;challenging-~-~ stems

SURVEIL
REQUIRE

LANCE SR 3.6.14.1
M'ENTS

Verifying that e h ARS fan starts on an actual br simulatedactuation signal, and operates for ý 15 minutes is sufficient
to ensure that afi' fans are OPERABLE and that all associated
controls and time delays are functioning properly. -Z4.-a-lse-

S~~rt13nZ~fl~: eteeted fer eorreeti':c -ation.
Tnc i~aay F-req~uen~c-y wa-s devel oped consi deri ng the known
reliability of fan motors and controls -and the two train
redundancy available.

A Žfe r'. Av e JJ,/.O r/

(conti nued)
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ARS k uirr)

3 3.47I
BASES (continued)

SR 3.6.14.2

Verifying fan motor current at rated speed with the return
-- aid.dampers closed confirms one opera ing condition of thefan. This test is indicative of overall fan motor

performance. Such inservice tests confirm component
OPERABILMT, trend performance, and detect incipient
failures by indicating abnormal performance. The Frequencyof 92 days conforms with the testing requirements forsimilar ESF equipment and considers 0e.beknown reliability offan motors and controls and the tw ~rain redundancy.
avaiTable.

SR 3.6.14.3

Verifying the OPERABILITY of the return air damper prov~ides
assurance that the proper flow path will exist when thiý fanis started. By applying the correct counterweight, theý.damper operation can be confirmed. The Frequency of 9ý-dayswas developed considering the importance of the dampersý,
their location, physical environment, and probability offailure. Operating experience has also shown this Frequency
to be acceptable.

S 6.14.4

Verifying t PERABILITY of the motor operated valve in theHydrogen Skimmiier tern collection header to the lower
containment compartme rovides assurance that the proper,
fl-ow path will exist when valve receives an actuation
signal. This Surveillance als nfirms that the time delayto open is within specified tolerani * The 92-dayFrequency was developed considering the wit reliability ofý.the motor operated valves and controls and two train
redundancy available. Operating experience has a shown
.this Frequency to be acceptable.

WOG STSB 3.6-5 05/27/92 3:01pm
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REFERENCES®ý 1. AFSAR, Section ri2T,,CDf*~iflMd1 $SjciS.ý-M
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3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMSDR F
3.-6.4-5- Ice Bed (f C

LCO 3.6.-ý& The ice bed shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

Ice Bed f
3.6.4-5

11

MODES 1, 2, 3, anu' 4.

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREM~ENTS

SURVEI LLANCE

SR 3.6.+5.j. Ve * f5yaximum ice bed temperature is

WOG STS.

FREQUENCY

12 hours

(conti nued)
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Ice 8edt ~et-4e4#
6 e

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRfJMENTS (continued)

a. Weighing a representative sample ofa 144 ice baskets and verifying eachbasket contains z f±*e4 lb of ice;and rJ 14Q

b. Calculating total weight of storedice,' at a 95k confidence level, usingall ice basket weights determined inSR 3.6.l&-.2.a.

SR 3.6.+-5.3 Verify azimuthal distribution of ice at a11 95% confidence level by subdividing
weiaht, cý 11 ne by 5R 3-6 g--into the followin g groups:

a. Group 1-bays 1 through 8;

b. Group 2-bays 9 through 16; 'and

C. Group 3-bays 17 through 24.
The average ice weight of the samplebaskets in each group from radial rows 1,2, 49 6, 8, and 9 shall be t {4400}. lb.

SR 3.6.+5.4 Verify, by visual inspection, accumulation 9 monthsLI~ of ice or frost on structural members•i.comprising fli channels; through the ice-zucondenservi LQ.381i1nches thick.

(continued)

WOG STS
3.6-2

05/07/92 5:19pm
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Ice Bedd
3. 6.t5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

11 representative samples of stored ice:

lowa. Boron concentration A., r 80or ppm; iu~d

b. PH -- ?9.O{and :s r9.51Y'

SR 3..". Visually inspect, for detrimental 40.months11 structural wear, cracks, corrosion, orother damage,--2-ice baskets from eachazimuthal group of bays. See SR 3.6.1-55%3

WOG STS 
-

05/07/92 5:19pm
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DRAFT Ice Bed ee-G~4efter
B 3.6.±5t

8 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.1-5 1-ce Bed(leGn n

BASES

BACKGROUND
23~,1 ? ®,-s ý

The ice bed consists of over 2,21,i-6H0lb of ice stored inbaskets within the ice condenser. Its primary-*purpose is toprovide a large heat sink in the event of a release ofenergy from a Design Basis Accident (OBA) in containment.The ice would absorb energy and limit containment peak
pressure and temperature during the accident transient.
Limiting the pressure and temperature wol n-rQ
A cotainentintegrity and reduces9the release of fissionproduct radioactivity from containment to the environment in
the event of a OBA.

The ice condenser is an annular compartment enclosing ,.approximately 30*delrees. of the perimeter of the uppercontainment compartment, but penetrating the operating Aj kso that a portion extends into the lower containment
compartment. The lower portion has a series of hinged doors.exposed to the atmosphere of the lower containment
compartment which, for normal oý % rtoaedsge
*to remain closed. At the top 6 "e ice con ýenser i
another set of doors exposed to the atmosphere of the upper ýcompartment, which also remain clos~d during normalroperation. Intermediate deck doors, located below t -e opdeck doors, form the floor of a plenum at the upper part ofthe ice condenser. These doors also remain closed during
normal ..~ ýqerati on. The u eer plenum area is used to

faciita~ suveiance and maintenance at the ice
The ice baskets held in the ice bed within the ice condense~ra re arranged to promote heat transfer from steam to ice.This arrangement enhances the ice condenser's primaryfunction of condensing steam and absorbing heat energy

~ released to the containment during a DBA.

In the event of a OBA, the ice condenser inlet doo~rs
(located below the operating deck) open due to the pressure
rise in the lower compartment. This allows air and steam toflow from the lower compartment into the ice condenser. Theresulting pressure increase within the ice condenser causesthe intermediate deck doors and the top deck doors to open,
which allows the air to flow out of the ice condenser into
the upper compartment. Steam condensation within the ice

(conti nued)
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I ce Bed~f. fie_-eeenem.5)
B 3.64.V

BASES (continued)

condenser limits the pressure and temperature buildup in
containment. A divider barrier separates the upper and
lower compartments and ensures that the steam is directed
into the ice condenser.

The ice, together with the containment spray, is adequate to
absorb tne initial blowdown of steam and water from a OBA
and the additional heat loads that would enter containment
during several hours following the initial blowdown. The

additional heat loads would come from the residual heat in
the reactor core, the hot piping and components, and the
secondary~oystem, including the steam generators. During
the post~b lowdown period, the Air Return System CARS)
returns upper compartment air through the divider barrier tothe lower compartment. This serves to equalize pressures incontainment and to continue circulating heated air and steamfrom the lower compartment through the ice condenser where
the heat is removed by the remaining ice.

As ice melts, the water passes through the ice condenseS
floor drains into the lower compartment. Thus, a secon~function of. the ice bed is to be a large source of boratedwater (via the containment sump) for long term Emergency
Core(ýooling System (ECCS) and Containment Spray System
heat&jemoval functions-in the recirculation mode.

A third function of the ice bed and melted ice is to remove
fission product. iodine that may be released from the core
during a OBA. Iodine removal occurs during the ice melt
phase of the accident and continues as the melted ice issprayed into the containment atmosph~ere by the Containment
Spray System. The ice is adjusted to an alkaline pH that
facilitates removal of radioactive iodine from the
containment atmosphere. The alkaline pH also minimizes the
occurrence of the chloride and caustic stress corrosion on
mechanical systems and components exposed to ECCS and
Containment Spray System fluids in the recirculation mode of
operation.

It is important for the ice to be uniformly distributed
around the 24 ice condenser bays and for open flow paths to
exist around ice baskets. This is especially important
during the initial blowdown so that the steam and water
mixture entering the lower compartment do not pass through
only part of the ice condenser, depleting the ice there
while bypassing the ice in other bays.

(conti nued)
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BASES (continued)

Two phenomena that can degrade the ice bed during the long
service period are:

a. Loss of ice by melting or sublimation; and

b. Obstruction of flow passages through the ice bed dueto buildup of frost or ice. Bath of these degrading
phenomena are reduced by minimizing air leakage into
and out of the ice condenser.

The ice bed limits the temperature and pressure that couldbe expected following a OBA, thus limiting leakage of
fission product radioactivity from containment to the
envi ronment.

APPLICABLE The limiting OBAs considered relative to containmentSAFETY ANALYSES temperature and pressure are the loss of coolant accidefit
(LOCA) and the steam line break (SLB). The LOCA and.S aranalyzed using computer codes designed to predict the L rresultant containment pressure and temperature transients.
DBAs are not assumed to occur simultaneously or
consecutively.-

Although the ice condenser is a passive system that requiresno electrical power to perform i 'ts function, the containment
Spray System and the ARS also function to assist the ice 'bed.in limiting pressures and temperatures. Therefore, thepostulated DBAs are analyzed in regards to containment
Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems, assuming the lossof one ESF bus,- which is the worst case single active
failure and results in one train each of the *Containment
Spray System and ARS being inoperable.

__ The limiting DBA analyses (Ref. 1) show that the maximum
peak containment pressure results fro, the LOCA analysis,
and is calculated to be less than the containment design

- pressure.

For certain aspects of the transient accident analyses,
maximizing the calculated containment pressure is not
conservative. In particular, the cooling effectiveness of
the ECCS during the core reflood phase of a LOCA analysis
increases with increasing containment backpressure. For
these calculations, the containment backpressure is

(continued)
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BASES (cont-inued)

calculated in a manner designed to conservatively minimize,rather than maximize, -the calculated transient containment
pressures, in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix K
(Ref. 2).

The maximum peak containment atmosphere temperature resultsfrom the SLB analysis and is discussed in the Bases for
Specification 3.6.5, "Containment Air Temperature."

In addition to calculating the overall peak containment
pressures, the OBA analyses include calculation of thetransient differential. pressures that occur acrosssubcompartment walls during the initial blowdown phase ofthe accident transient. The internal containment walls andstructures are designed to withstand these local transient
pressure differentials for the limiting OBAs.

The ice bed *satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO The ice bed LCO requires the existence of the required
quantity of stored ice, appropriate distribution of the iceand the ice bed, open flow paths. through the ice bed, andappropriate chemical content and pH of the stored ice. Thestored. ice functions to absorb heat during a DBA,*thereby
limit~ing containment air temperature and pressure. The
chem~ical content and pH of the ice provide core shutdownmargin (boron content and remove radioactive iodine fromthe containment atmosphere when the melted ice isrecirculated through the ECCS and the Containment Spray
System, respectively.

APPLICABL{.ITY I~n MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a OBA could cause an increase incontainment pressure and temperature requiring the operation
of the ice bed. Therefore, the LCO is applicable in
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of these
events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature
limitations of these MODES. Therefore, the ice bed is not
required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

(conti nued)
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BASES (continued)

A. I

If the ice bed is inoperable, it must be restored toOPERABLE status within 48 hours. The Completion Time wasdeveloped based on operating experience, which confirms thatdue to the very large mass of stored ice, the parameterscomprising OPERABILITY do not change appreciably in thistime period. Because of this fact, the-Surveillance
Frequencies are long (months), except for the ice bedtemperature, which is checked every 12 hours. If a degradedcondition is identified, even for temperature, with such alarge mass of ice it is pesai.#4+e for the degradecondition to significantly egrade further in a 4&T ourperiod. Therefore, 48 ho s is a reasonable amount of timeto at-eil I-to correct a deg aded condition before initiating ashutdw~n_.

6.1 and-B.2A

If the ice be ant* be res ed within V-iu-ý--4 the _______aseit4Completion 
Time 

mutb .- ca4
MODE in which the LCO does not abpp yy. Ths--de-aT6 QciVe'e ±nis MOtles MODE 3 witi 6'hoursad4ur

?~~ T~ ~~ ~~ MO __ wi hIn ours . The allowed Completion Times aree--sonable, based on operating experience, to reach therequi red from f ullI power condi ti ons in' an orderl ylpdný r~n$0 manner without challenging ii systems.

SURVEI LLANCE
REQU IREM4ENTS

SR -3.6.i5.

Ye fg that the maximum temperature of the ice bed isC:y' * 2ftF ensures, that the ice is kept well below the melting
point. The 12(ý_our Frequency was based on operatingexperience, which confirmed that, due to the large mass ofstored ice, it is R~.o~~..if ,the-ice bed temperatureto degrade significantlIy in a 1wour period, and onassessing the proximity of the CO tim to the melting
temperature.e

Further-more, the 12'our Frequency is considered adequate inview of indications in the control room, including the

(conti nued)
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BAS ES (continued)

alarm, to alert the operator to an abnormal ice bed
temperature condition.' This SR may be satisfied by use of
the Ice Bed Temperature Monitoring System.

SR 3.6.X'.2, G
The weighinhg pro gram is designed to obtain a representative
sample of te ic e baskets. The representative sample shallinclude -.S-* baskets from each of the 24 ice condenser bays,and consist of one basket from radial rows 1, 2, 4, 6, 8,and 9. If no basket from a designated row can be obtainedfor weighing, a basket from the same row of an adjacent bayshall be weighed.

The rows chosen include the rows nearest the inside andoutside walls of the ice condenser (rows l and 2, and*8
and 9, respectively), where heat transfer into the icecondenser is most likely to influence melting orsublimation. Verifying the total weight of ice ensures thatthere is adequate ice to absorb the required amount of
energy to mitigate the OBAs.

If a basket is found to contain < ~~lb of ice, arepresentative sample of 20 additional baskets from the samebay shall be weighed. The average weight of ice in these
21 baskets.-(the discrepant basket and the 20 additional
baskets) shall be ""a"± lb at a- 95% confidence level.
-Weighing 20 additional baskets from the same bay in theevent a Surveillance-reveals that a single basket contains

\zi.~.{i49OJ-lb ensures that no local zone exists. that is
grossly deficient in ice. Such a zone could experienceearly melt-out during a OBA transient, creating a path forsteam to pass through the ice bed without begin condensed.
The Frequency of 9 months was based on ice storage tests and
th~e allowance built into the required ice mass over andabove the mass assumed in the safety anal ~es. Operating
experience has verified 'that, with the 9wiinth Frequency,

the weight requirements are maintained with no significant
degradati on between Surveillances.

(conti nued)
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BASES (continued)

SR 3.6.,j.3

This SR ensures that the azimuthal distribution of ice isreasonably uniform, by verifying that the average ice weight
in each of three azimuthal groups of ice condenser bays iswithin the limit. The Frequency of 9 months was based on
ice storage tests and the allowance built into the requiredice mass over and above the mass assumed in the safety
an~j-~'ses. Operating experience has verified that, with the91ýhonth Frequency, the weight requirements are maintainedwith no significant degradation between Surveillances.

SR 3.6. .

This SR ensu res that the flow channels through the icecondenser have not accumulated an excessive amount of ice orfrost blockage. The visual inspection shall be made for twoor mare flow channels per ice condenser bay and shall
include the following specific locations along the flow"
channel:

a. Past the lower inlet plenum support structures and
turning vanes;

b. Between ice baskets;

c. Past lattice frames;

d. Through the intermediate floor grating; and

e. Through the top deck floor grating.

The allowable 0 8-^nhthick buildup of frost or ice isbased on analysis of containment response to a OBA withpartial blockage of the ice condenser flow passages. If aflow channel in a given bay i ,foun4 to have an accumulation
of frost or ice greater than IO.38rJinches thick, a

:2 representative sample of 20 additional flow channels from
the same bay shall be visually inspected.

If these additional flow channels are all found to be
acceptable, the discrepant flow channel may be considered
single, unique, and acceptable defi~ciency. More than one
discrepant flow channel in a bay is not acceptable, however.
These requirements are based on the sensitivity of the

(conti nued)
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BASES (continued)

partial blockage analysis to additional blockage. TheFrequency of 9 months was based on ice storage tests and theallowance built intto the required ice mass over and above
the mass-assumed in the safety analyses.

SR 3.6.4-5-.5

Verifying the chemical composition of the stored ~ce ensures
that the stored ice has a boron concentration of (at 1 st18O9ppM as sodium tetraborate and a high pH, a . pand:5[9.515,' in order to meet the requirement for borated waterwhen the melted ice is used in the ECCS recirculation modeof operation. Sodium tetraborate has-been proven effectivein maintaining the boron content for long storage periods,and it also enhances the ability of the solution to removeand retain fission product iodine. The high pH is requiredto enhance the effectiveness of the ice and the melted Icein removing iodine from the containment atmosphere. This pHrange also minimizes' the occurrence of chloride and cauitic
stress corrosion on mechanical systems and components ;ý'exposed to -ECCS and Containment Spray System fluids in therecirculation mode of operation. The Frequency of 18 months
was developed considering these facts:

a. Long{O~'rm ice storage tests have determined that the
chemical composition of the stored ice is extremely
stable;

b. Operating expetriexnce. his demonstrated that meeting theboron concenzi-ation and pH requirements has never been
a problem; and

C. Someone would have to enter the containment to take
the sample, and if the OWI is at power,-that person
would receive a radiatior6dose..

SR 3.. 1K

This SR ensures that a representative sampling of ice
baskets, which are relatively thin walled perforated

...~e A ..........~~ .. . ~ ~ p .. / .... .A e .... con in ed ';- ý;;
iav SpecY' ioN1:gaeby ercakWOGo 7TS Bb 3.- 05279 raised
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BASES (cont~inued)

structural soundness of the ice baskets is based on
engineering judgment, and considers such factors as the
thickness of the basket walls relative to corrosion rates
expected in their service environment and the results of the
long term ice storage testing.

REFERENCES © 1.- A FSAR, Section ý6.2fT'>Cooi'ýnrn-en '£yskefmS.
T,+le lo-, Ccce OP Feae rp I euta4Rt-S

2. A~p 5 ,Appendix K1 \~u~r 4dk

(continued)
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IceCondenser Doors

LCO 3 .6.+6-

APPLICABILITY:

The ice condenser inlet doors, intermediate deck doors, andtop deck EToorsj-"shall be OPERABLE and closed.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACT IONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each ice condenser door.------------ ;------------------------------------------------------

A. One or more ice
condenser inlet doors
inoperable due to
being physically
restrained from
opening.

B. One or. more ice
condenser doors
inoperable for reasons
other than Condition A
or not closed.

REQUIRED ACTION

A.1 Restore inlet dooe ~
to OPERABLE status

B.1

AND

B-2

Verify maximum ice

remYjperature

Restre ie condenser

COMPLETION TINE

1ihour

Once per
4 hours

uoo~y o PERABLEstatus and closed
positions.

(conti nued)
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C. Required Action and
associate-d Completion
Time of Condition B
not met.

0. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
or C not met.

Ice Condenser Doors

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C.~1 icse condenser 48 hours
doo ýtoiOCPERABLE
status and closed
positions.

0.1 Be in MO0DE 3. 6 hours

AND

0.2 Be in MODE 5.
36 hours

SURVEI -..ANCE

SR 3.6.ifr.i Verify all inlet doors indicate closed by17, the Inlet Door Position Monitoring System.

SR 3.6.1f6.2 Verify, by visual inspection, eachIZ intermediate deck door is closed and notimpaired by ice, frost, or debris.

SR 3.6.~& Verifyý, by visual inspection, each inletdoor is not impaired by ice, frost, ordebris.

3.6-205/07/92 5:20pm
WOG STS
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Ice Condenser Doorst e ý

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

ASURVEILLANCE

SR 3.6.+&.4 etorqu required to cause each1z. in n do to bbeginn to open is

SR 3.6.6-if.5 Perform a torque test on [-asampling of-12. Z-25 of thej}"1nlet doors.

501

SR 3.6.44@.6 Verify for each intermediate deck door:
I I.

a. No visual evidence of structural
deteri orati on; i

b- Free movement of the vent :assimblies;
and

c. Free movement of the door.

SR 3. V fby visual inspection, each top dejck 9

a. Is in place;KtW. Has no condensa ion, frost, or ice
formed on the 91oorstthat wouldrestrict their opening.
Pre- movemer+, 0ý th~. b0 decK

FREQUENCY

3 months
during
first year
after receipt
of license

rAND
1 J

3 months
during
first year.
after rece~tt
of license

NAND

18~ mn ths

QL)WOG STS

1%,It ! mbY 1d

3.6-3

months
iring first
'ar after
!ceipt of
cense ~~

D

1 8]'mont h s

2 days

05/07/92 5:20pm



Ice Condenser Doors -Pc~.~e-3-
B 3.6.t&rDRAFT L

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.-6.-t6- 'Ice Condenser Doors, e
12-

BASES

BACKGROUND The ice condenser doors consist of the inlet doors, the
intermediate deck doors, and the top deck doors. The
functions of the doors are to:

a. Seal the ice condenser from air leakage during the
lifetime of the ' i; and

b. Open in the event of a Design Basis Accident (OBA) to
direct the hot steam-air mixture from the DBA into the
ice 8ýd, where the ice would absorb energy and limit
Containment peak pressure and temperature during the
accident transient.

Limiting the pressure and temperature following a OBA 3reduces the release of fission product radioactivity from
containment to the environment.

The ice condenser is an annular compartment enclosing
approximately 3000 of the perimeter of the upper containment.,
compartment, but penetrating the operating deck so a portion
extends into th~e lower containment compartment. The inlet
doors separate the atmosphere of the lower compartment from.
the ice bed inside the ice condenser. The top~deck doors
are above -the ice bed and exposed, to the atmosphere of the
upper compartment. The intermediate deck doors, located
below the top deck doors, form the floor of a plenum at the
upper part of the ice condenser. This plenum area is used
to facilitate surveillance and maintenance of the ice bed.

The ice baskets held in the ice bed within the ice condenser
are arranged to promote heat transfer from steam to ice.
This arrangement enhances the ice condenser's primary
function of condensing steam and absorbing heat energy
released to the containment during a OBA.

In the event of a OBA, the ice condenser inlet doors
(located below the operating deck) open due to the pressure
rise in the lower compartment. This allows air and steam to
flow from the lower compartment into the ice condenser. The
resulting pressure increase within the ice condenser causes
the intermediate deck doors and the top deck doors to open,

(conti nued)
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BASES (continued)

which allows the air to flow out of the ice condenser into
the upper compartment. -Steam condensation within the ice
condensers limits the pressure and temperature buildup in
containment. A divider barrier separates the upper and
lower compartments and ensures that the steam is directed
into the ice condenser.

The ice, together _ith the containment spray, serves as a
containment hea t(Eiemoval system and is adequate to absorb
the initial blowdown of steam and water from a OBA as well
as the additional heat loads that would enter containment
during-the several hours fplloqwing the initial blowdown.
The additional heat loads would come from the residual heat
in the reactor core, the hot piping and components, and the
secondary system, including the steam generators. During
the post blowdown period, the Air Return System (ARS)
returns upper compartment'air through the divider barrier to
the lower compartment. This serves to equalize pressuresJn
containment, and to continue circulating heated air and
steam from the lower compartment through the ice condens,
where the heat is removed by the remaining ice.

The water from the melted ice drains into the lower
compartment where it serves as a source of berated water
(via the-containment sump) for the Emergency Core Cooling
System (ECCS) and the Containment Spray System heat removal
functions in the recirculation mode. The ice (via the
Contai~nment Spray System) and the recirculated ice melt also
serve to clean up the containment atmosphere.

The ice condenser doors ~eruethat the ice stored in the
ice bed is preserved during normal operation (doors closed),
and that the ice condenser functions as designed if called
upon to act as a passive heat sink following a OBA.

APPLICABLVI-ý The limiting DBAs considered relative to containment
SAFETY AN.#;.-ES pressure and temperature are the loss of coolant accident

(LOCA) and the steam line break (SLB). The LOCA and SLB are
analyzed using computer codes designed to predict the
resultant containment pressure and temperature transients.
DBAs are assumed not to occur simultaneously or
consecutively.

(conti nued)
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BASES (continued)

Although the ice condenser is a passive system that requires
no electrical power to perform its function, the Containment
Spray System and ARS also function to assist the ice bed in
Iimiting.pressures and temperatures. Therefore, the
postulated OBAs are analyzed with respect to Engineered
Safety Feature (ESF) systems, assuming the loss of one ESF
bus, which is the.worst case single active failure and
results in one train each of the Containment Spray System
and the ARS being rendered inoperable.

The limiting OBA analyses (Ref. 1) show that the maximum
peak containment pressure results from the LOCA analysis and
is calculated to be less than the containment design
pressure. For certain aspects of transient accident
analyses, maximizing the calculated containment pressure is
not conservative. In particular, the ECCS's cooling
effectiveness during the core reflood phase of a LOCA
analysis increases with increasing containment backpressure.
For these calculations, the containment backpressure is-
calculated in a manner designed to conservatively minimi-ze,
rather than maximize, the calculated transient containment
pressures, in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix K
(Ref. 2).

The maximum peak containment atmosphere temperature results
from the SLB analysis and is discussed inVBasesy4 3.6.58, L
"C ontainment Air Temperature., 'e'--sKýcb

An additional design requirement was imposed on the ice
condenser door design for a small break accident in which
the flow of heated air and steam is not sufficient to fully
open the'doors.

For this situation, the doors are designed so that all of
the doors would partially open by approximately the same
amount. Thus, the partially opened doors would modulate the
flow so that each ice bay would receive an approximately

_ equal fraction of the total flow.

This design feature ai~su.Fes that the heated air and steam
will not flow preferentially to some ice bays and deplete
the ice there without utilizing the ice in the other bays.

In addition to calculating the overall peak containment
pressures, the OBA analyses include the calculation of the
transient differential pressures that would occur across

(continued)
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SBASES (continued)

subcompartment walls during the initial blowdown phase of
the accident transient. The internal containment walls and
structures are designed to withstand the local transient
pressure differentials for the limiting DBAs.

The ice condenser doors satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

LCO This LCO establishes the minimum' e~quipment requirements toassure that the ice condenser doors perform their safety,
function. The ice condenser inlet doors, intermediate deckdoors, and top deck doors must be closed to minimize air
leakage into and out of the ice condenser, with its
attendant leakage of heat into the ice condenser and loss ofice through melting and sublimation. The doors must beOPERABLE to ensure the proper opening of the ice condenserin the event of a OBA. OPERABILITY includes being free ofany obstructions that. would limit their opening, and for theinlet doors, being adjusted such that the opening andclosing torques are within limits. The ice condenser doorsfunction with the ice condenser-to limit the pressure and
temperature that could be expected following a O BA.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a OBA could cause an increase incontainment pressure and temperature requiring the operationof the -ice condenser doors. Therefore, the LCO is
applicable inMODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

The probability and consequences of these events in MODES 5and 6 are reduced due to the pressure and temperaturelimitation of these MODES. Therefore, the ice condenserdoors are not required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

ACTIONS A Note )a/6afe'oprovi dejclari fication that for thisLCO, separate Condition entry is' allovied for each ice
condenser door.

(continued)
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B 36

1z

BASES (continued)

- A.1

*If one or more inlet doors are physically restrained from
opening, the door(s) must be restored to OPERABLE status
within 1 hour. The Required Action is necessary to return

operation to within the bounds of the containment analysis.
The 1-hour Completion Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of
LCO 3.6.1, "Containment," which requires containment to be
restored to OPERABLE status in 1 hour.

BQ1

If one or more doors are determined to be partially open or
otherwise inoperable for reasons other than Condition A, or
a door is found that is not closed, it is acceptable too nt in ue w"v-it* operation for up to 14 days provided the ice
bed temperature instrumentation is monitored once per A.
4 hours to ensure that the open or inoperable door is n&t
allowing enough air leakage to cause the maximum ice beitemperature to approach the melting point. The Frequen4# of
644 urs is based on the fact that temperature changes ea~'S~ct~loccur,.pd in the iebed because of the large mass of
ice invovd Th Igday Completion Time is based on
long-term ice storage tests thattfndixate that if the

K...-' temperature is maintained below 1Z27]~F, there would not be a
significant loss of ice f 6m~qublimation. If the maximum
ice bed temperature is > r271 'F at any time, the situation
reverts to Condition C and a Completion Time of 48 hours is
allowed to restore the inoperable door to OPERABLE status or
enter into Required Actions.D.1 and D.2. Ice bed
temperature must be verified to be within the specified
Frequency as augmented by the provisions of SR 3.0.2. *If

this verification is not made, Required Action9D.1 andA 4Urauj~ Action D.2, not Required Action C.1, must be taken.

,If-~the Required Actions B.1 or B.2 are not met, the doors
mus~tbe restored to OPERABLE status within 48 hours. Thee
48gour Completion Time is based on the fact that, with thee
very large mass of ice involved, it would-" bbee
for the temperature to decrease to-the me l,,ing point and a
significant amount of ice to melt in a 4 8&hour period.
Condition C is entered from Condition B only when the

(conti nued)
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Ice Condenser Doors -(4t4 -r~1

. BASES (continued)

Completion Time of Required Action 8.2 is not met or the ice
O'ed temperature has not been verified at the required
Frequency.

A 0~~.1 and 0.2F rd_ _ _ _ _ _
If the i ce condenser doorss ccannotl e restored to,;' 11 4J: I

-ifliswti the -se---d Completion Time, the uni.'it must
~~ ~MODE in which the LCD does not apply . T---i

dainbJ t least MODE 3 within 6 hours"-To Ore~c et, ~ an wo* MO W IS. The allowed Completion Times-u ~ mý!rzuý- bee are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach theP requir-ed-MGBES--from full power conditions in an orderly*bro~gh-ýt 0mne n without challenging ~Ttsystems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.Z~. 1
REQUIREMENTS AVerifying, by means of the Inlet Door Position Monitoriri

System, that the inlet doors are in their closed positionsmakes the operator aware of an inadvertent opening of one or
more-doors. The Sa e~il1l-a~. Frequency of 12 hours ensures
that operators on each~ shift are aware of the status of the
doors..

SR 3.6-V-2

Verifying by visual inspection that each intermediate deck
door is closed and not impaired by ice, frost, or debris
provides assurance that the intermnediate deck doors (which
form the floor of the upper plenum where frequent
maintenance on the ice bed is performed) have not been left

ope orobstructed. The Frequency of 7 days is based on
eagineering judgment and takes into consideration such

~ factorls as the frequency of entry into the intermediate ice
condenser deck, the time required for significant frost

- 1.buil-dup, and the probability that a OBA will occur.

SR 3.6.X~'3

Verifying by visual inspection that the ice condenser inlet
doors are not impaired by ice, frost, or debris provides

(conti nued)
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Ice Condenser Doors &-e e-

BAS ES (continued)

assurance that the doors are free to open ino he event of a
\OBA. For this facility, the Frequency Of r1_8Ij"`onths
(13 months during the first year after receipt of-lice~ s e]sbased on door design, which doesc not a low wat:
condensation to freeze, and operating experience, wich
indicates that the inlet doors v-ery rarely fail tmeet
their SR acceptance criteria. ecause of high radiation in
the vicinity of the inlet doors uring power operation, this
Surveillance is normally performe during a shutdown.

SR 3.6.X.4/ G
Verifying the opening torque of the inlet doors provides
assurance that no doors have become stuck in the closed
position. The value of tr751-inch-lb is based on the design
opening pressure on the door 'f 1.0 lb/t 2 . For this
facility, the Frequency of hjmonths (R3~months duri1ng -4he
first year after receipt of licenseir)is based on the pas'sive4 nature of the closing mechanism (i.e., once adjusted, thýwre
are nolfactors that would change the setting, except

'' poss~ibly a buildup of ice; ice buildup-is not likely,F777FL.-~however, because of the door design, which doe not a-&o-1o:-w~a condensati on to f reeze) . Operati ng experi ence
indicates that the inlet doors ver-,' irarely fail tar- et 6QaN vtheir SR acceptance criteria. Because of high radiation in
the vicinity of the inlet doors during power operation, thisA
Surveillance is normally performed during a shutdown.

The torque test Surveillance ensures that the inlet doors
have not developed excessive friction and that the return
sprIngs are producing a door return torque within limits.
The ,torque test consists of the following:

l.-- Verify that the torqueyT(OPEN), required to cause
ý.openiing motion at the OIL1 open position, is

~195194nchb;

2. Verify that the torque, T(CLOSE), required to hold the
dnnor stationary (i.e., keep .)t from closing) at the
r4O]A,.'open position, is L- r78?4,nchqb; and

(conti nued)
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Ice Condenser Doors 4e-~e~.

BASES (continued)

3. Calculate the frictional torque, T(FRICT) =0.5
[T PEN)- T(CLOSE)), And verify that the T(FRICT) is

The purpose 'of the friction and return torque sipecifications
is to ensure that, in the event of a small break LOCA or
SLB, all of the 24 door pairs open uniformly. This assures
that, during the initial blowdown phase, the steam and water
mixture entering the lower compartment does not pass through
part of the ice condenser, depleting the ice there, wtjile*
bypassing theq~ce *n other~bays. Fer thi: faeilit;L ,Zhe AFrequ6'ncy of L118 months~ months during the first yearafter receipt of license] )is based on the passive nature of
the closing mechanism (i.e., once adjusted, there are no
known factors that would change the setting, except possibly
a buildup of ice; ice buildup is not likely, however,
because of the door design, which dcinot -allow water-> t'JhiUtV
condensation to freeze). Operating experience indicate!(ý'
that the inlet doors very rarely fail to meet their SR 4~.acceptance criteria. Because of high radiation in the
vicinity of the inlet doors during power operation, thi~
Surveillance is normally performed during a shutdown.

SR 3.64.l6

Verifying the OPERABILITY of the intermediate deck doors
provides assurance that the intermediate deck doors are free
to opent in the event of a OBA. The verification consists of
visually inspecting the intermediate doors for structural
deterioration, verifying free movement of the vent
assemblies, and ascertaining free movement of each door when
lifted with the applicable force shown below:

Door Lifting Force

a i Adjacent to crane wall < 37.4 lbb. Paired with door adjacent to crane wall :s 33.8 lbc. Adjacent to containment wall 31.8 lbd. Paired with door adjacent to containment :s 31.0 lb
wall

The IZ~onth Frequency(r' months during the first year after
receipt of licensell.l's based on the passive design of the
intermediate deck doors, the frequency of personnel entry
into the intermediate deck, and the fact that SR 3.6./~?.2.

(conti nued)
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BASES (continued)

confirms on a 74ay Frequency that the doors are not
impaired by ice, frost', or debris, which are ways a doorwoul d f ailI the openi ng f orce test (i .e. , by sti cki'ng or f rom
increased door -weight). Q e S ;, Ie t r O r e t

A2 AA4I ~e(movrie
SR 3.6./. !~4 , eMr r LY
Verifying b visual inspection that the top deck doors are
in place,ý not obstru cte Aprovides assurance that the
doors 'are performing their function of keepi *ng warm air outof the ice condenser during normal operation, and would notbe obstructed if called upon to open in response to a OBA.The Frequency of 92 days is based on engineering judgment,
which considered such factors as the following:

a., The relative inaccessibility and lack of traffic irt
the vicinity of the doors make it unlikely that a &bor
would be inadvertently left open;

b. Excessive air leakage would be detected by tempera~tlre
monito-ring in the ice condenser; andA

C. The light construction of the doors would &s'eere that,
in the event of a OBA, air and gases passing through
the ice condenser would find a flow path, eyen if a
door were obstructed.

REFERENCES CR) 1.AFSAR, Secti on t1'Aa-i de-n+A ry, yeis.
70thle 1O1 %Ce 0ýP edkral -P,51 -0 a SO

(continued)
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Divider Barrier Integrityt ~e..o.."~

3.6 CONTAINMWENT SYSTEMS DRA FT
3.6.+;Li Di~vider Barrier Iner

13y

LCD 3.6.+-ý- Divider barrier integrity shall be maintained.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A------NOTE--------- A.1 Restore personnel 1 hhourFor this action, access doors andseparate condition equ~ipment hatches toentry is allowed for. OPERABLE status andeach personnel access closed positions.door or *.equipment
hatch.A
-------------- --

One or more personnel

access doors or

equipment hatches open

or inoperable, 
other

than for personnel

transit entry.

.B. Divider ba rrier seal B.1 Rsoesa 
oihu

inopeable.OPERABLE 
status.

C. Requiif cton and

asoc~T4.o~eton 
C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

Time 'not met. 
AND

C.2 Be in MODE 5. 
36 hours

WOG STS 
-
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Divider BarrierInert l cý
3 .6. tt

SURVEILLANCE-'REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.6.-P-.i
13

SR 3.6.-44L.2

S R 3 .6. 3

Verify, by visual inspection, all personnelaccess doors and equipment hatches betweenupper and lower containment compartments
closed.

Verify, by visual inspection, that theseals and.-sealing surfaces of each
personnel access door and equipment hatch
have:

a. No detrimental misalignments;

b.. No cracks or defects in the sealing
surfaces; and

C. No apparent deterioration of the seal
material.

Verify, by visual inspection, each,
Personnel access door or equipment hatchthat has been opened for personnel transit
entry is closed.

SR 3

FREQUENCY

Prior ito
entering MODE 44
from MODE 5

.Prior to final
closure after
each opening

AND 7

---NOTE -----
Only require&~
for seals madet
of resilient"~
materi als --- 

- - - - -

10 years*

After. each
opening

months

(conti nued)
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Divider Barrier Integrity {4eee.ýý

3 -.-P
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREM~ENTS (continued)

13 barrier seal length, and verify: K8mnh

a. Sea] and seal mounting bolts are
properly installed; and

b. Seal material Shows no evidence of
deterioration due to holes, ruptures,chemical attack, abrasion, radiation
damage, or changes in physical
appearance.

WOG STS 
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DRAFT
B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEM~S

B 8.6.4.;' Divider BarrierInert fn mdee4

BASES

BACKGROUND

Divider Barrier Integrity

B- 3.6.).?"0-

The divider barrier consists of the operating deck andassociated seals, personnel access doors, and equipmenthatches that separate the upper and lower containmentcompartments. Divider barrier integrity is necessary tominimize bypassing of the ice condenser by the hot steam andair mi'xture released into the lower compartment during aDesign Basis Accident (DBA). This ensures that most of thegases pass through the ice #'ed, which condenses the steamand limits pressure and temperature during the accidenttransient. Limiting the pressure and temperature reducesthe release of fission product radioactivity from*containment to the environment in the event of a DBA.

In the event of a D8A, the ice condenser inlet doors(located below the operating deck) open due to the press'urerise in the- lower compartment. This allows air and steam toflow from the lower compartment into the ice cond 'enser. Theresulting pressure increase within the ice condenser causesthe intermediate deck doors and the door 'panels at the topof the condenser to open, which allows the air to flow outof the ice condenser into the upper compartment. The icecondenses the steam as it enters, thus limiting. the pressureand temperature buildup in containment. The divider ba 'rrierseparates the upper and lower compartments and ensures thatthe steam is directed into the ice condenser. The ice,together with the containment spray, is-.adequate to absorbthe initial blowdown of steam and water from a OBA as wellas the additional heat loads that would enter containmentover several hours following the initial blowdown. Theadditional heat loads would come from the residual heat inthe- r~eactor core, the hot piping and components, and thesecondary system, including the steam generators. Duringthe post blowdown period, the Air Return System (ARS)returns upper compartment air through the divider barrier tothe: lower compartment. This serves to equalize pressures incontainment and to continue circulating heated air and steamfrom the lower compartment through the ice condenser, wherethe heat is removed by the remaining ice.

(conti nued)
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Divider Barrier Integ A

B 3.6.-ti-
[3

BASES (continued)

Divider barrier integrity ensures that the high energy
fluids released during a OBA would be directed through theice condenser, and that the ice condenser would function asdesigned if called upon to act as a passive heat sink
following a OBA.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYS~

Divider barrier integrity ensures the functioning of
ES the ice condenser to the limiting containment pressure andtempeiature that could be experienced following a OBA. Thelimiting OBAs considered relative to containment temperature

and pressure are the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and thesteam line break (SLB). The LOCA and SLB are analyzed usingcomputer codes designed to predict the resultant containmentpressure and temperature transients. OBAs are assumed n~ot
to occur simultaneously or consecutively.

Although the ice condenser is a passive system that reqipresno electrical power to perform its function, the Containment
Spray System and th 'e ARS also function to~assist the ice j~din limiting pressures and temperatures. Therefore, tbhe
postulated D8As are analyzed, with respect to containment
Engineered Safety Feature (E.SF) systems, assuming the lossof one ESF bus, which is the worst case single active
failure and results in the inoperability-of one train in
both the.Containment Spray System and the ARS.

The limiting OBA analyses (Ref. 1) show that the maximum
peak containment pressure results from 'the LOCA analysis and
.is calculated to be less than the containment design

* pressure. The maximum peak containment temperature resultsfrom the SLB analysis and is discussed in yBa Ises,3.SB*Containment Air Temperature."M Z3..B

In addition to calculating the overall peak containment
pressures, the OBA analyses include calculation of the* transient differ~ential pressures that occur across
subcompartment walls during the initial blowdown phase ofthe accident transient. The internal containment walls and
structures are designed to withstand these local transient
pressure differentials for the limiting DBAs.

The divider barrier satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

(conti nu ed)
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Divider Barrier Integrity

B 3 .6.+;-

BASES (continued)

This LCD establishes the minimum equipment requirements toensure that the divider barrier performs its safety functionof ensuring that bypass leakage, in the event of a OBA, doesnot exceed the bypass leakage assumed in the accident
analysis. Included are the requirements that the personnelaccess doors and equipment hatches in the divider barrierare OPERABLE and closed, and that the divider barrier sealis properly installed and has not degraded with time. Anexception to the requirement that the doors be closed ismade to allow personnel transit entry through the dividerbarrier. The basis of this exception is the assumptionthat, for personnel transit, the time during which a door isopen will' be short (i.e., shorter than the Completion Timeof 1 hour for Condition A). The divider barrier functionswith the ice condenser to limit the pressure and temperature
that could be expected following a OBA.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4,
containment pressure and
of the divider barrier.
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

a OBA could cause an increase in
temperature requiring the integrity
Therefore, the LCO is applicable in

The Probability and consequences of these events in MODES 5and 6 are low dure to the pressure and temperature
limitations of these MODES. As such, divider barrier.integrity is not required in these MODES.

A.1

'~CDCTkO~~ Of¶\COL

A

If one or more personnel access doors or equipment hatches
is inoperable or open, except for personnel transit entry,
1 hour is allowed to restore th ~oar(s) to OPERABLE statusand the closed position. The 0our Completion Time isconsistent with LCD 3.6.1 which requires that containment
b6e -restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour.
co0j,'4,N A

-Reguiieed ~tizn -A-i-1has been modified by a Note to provideclarification that for this LCD, separate Condition entry isallowed for each personnel access door and equipment hatch.

(conti nued)
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Divider Barrier Integrity

B 3.6.)-?'

BASES (continued)

8.1

If the divider barrier-seal is inoperable, 1 h .o r is allowed
to restore the seal to OPERABLE status. The ?o~ur
Completion Time is consistent with LCD 3.6.1, which requires
that containment be restored to OPERABLE status within
1 hour.

cQoflO+ bee ret~ C.1 and C.2
to 0'E9AZLG SirQ-ýI

.If he R qui f d E+ --- ithin the requiredir ~c~±- QOCompletion Time, tf eV. "-fmust be p 11 111:1jýl t-e #a MODE wvher~e t~e-~e. doe~s not apply. Thi: 4i: pc~nc by pl acing
MOE3 within 6 hours and -4 MODE 5 withi nTo Qd-_ýee 36 hus The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, ýmun ~st be lxoh base on operating experience, to reach the requird-G-r11 from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without~

challenging ra:systems. ______________it

© SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1Y. 1-
REQUIREM'ENTS

Verification by visual inspection that all personnel accessTI~e vIsL4RJ I ,spc doors and equi~pment hatches between the upper and lowers'nAjt iNCj,4AP i-keCvwkJI' containment compartments are closed provides assurance that
~Aie ppý o4CJ+roj r6A -divider barrier integrity is maintained prior to the reactor
*J~- - 'js;e Yke~ ei-ng taken from MODE 5 to MODE 4--" This SR is necessarybecause many of the doors and hatc es may have been opened

wkc,ýemjgijqcpI for maintenance during the shutdown.
The d~iJ~,rbArr e.-.

SR 3.6. ý.2

_4X5 Verification that the personnel access door and equipment-
proidceas, assualnce thrates divde barriermintsgrity isetal

...hathovseas aseralnge suraces anvde barignmentsearet acetal
maintained. This inspection cannot be made when the door or
hatch is closed. Therefore, SR 3.6.17.2 is required for
each door or hatch that has been opened, prior to the final
closure. Some doors and hatches may not be opened for long
periods of time. Those that use resilient materials in the
seals must be opened and inspected at least once every

(conti nued)
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Divider Barrier Integrity

8 3 .6A

BASES (continued)

10 years to provide assurance that the seal material has notaged to the point of degraded performance. The Frequency of10 years is based on the known resiliency of the materialsused for seals, the fact that the openings have not beenopened (to cause wear), and operating experience thatconfirms that the seals inspected at this Frequency havebeen found to be acceptable.

SR 3.6Jr1 .3

Verification after each opening of a personnel access door,or equipment hatch that it has been closed make's theoperator aware of the importance for closing it and therebyprovides additional assurance that divider barrier integrity
is maintained while in applicable MODES.

Conducting-periodic physical property tests on divider
material has not degraded in the containment en vironment,
including the effects of irradiation with the reactor at

Spower. The required testX~ includesa tensile strength testsZ
a4,nd a test for elongation The Frequency of -18 months wasdeveloped considering such factors as the known resiliencyof the seal material used, the inaccessibility. of the sealsA ~and absence of traffic in their vicinity, and the #"~tconditions needed to perform the SR.* Operating experi'enceiK ~has shown that these components usually -pa&&--4h.....

&twhen performed on the 188A~nth Frequency.Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from
a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.i4.5

Visual inspection of the seal around the perimeter providesassurance that the seal is properly secured in place. The
Frequency of 18 months was developed considering such
factors as the inaccessibility of the seals and absence oftraffic in their vicinity, the strength of the bolts andmechanisms used to secure the seal, and the "~ conditions
needed to perform the SR. Operating experience has shown

* (continued)
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Divider Barrier integrity
(fceerrder~~

B 3.6.44
13

BASES (continued)

that these components usu~jly pass the Surveillance testwhen performed on the 1 8(ýionth Frequency. Therefore, theFrequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

REFERENCES(ý 1. AR Section 6.2_, 11ofllm4 sys~~effil.

(conti nued)
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3.6 CONTAINMENT

3.6.4& Containmf

LCD 3.6.+8-
14

APPLICABILITY:

Containment Recirculation Drains

I tSYSTEMIS

int RecirculationDri

The ice condenser floor'drains and the refueling canaldrains shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One ice condenser A.1 Restore ice condenser I hourfloor drain floor drain toinofperable. OPERABLE status.

B. One refueling canal 8..1 Restore refueling 1 hourdrain inoperable. canal drain to
OPERABLE status.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hoursassociated CompletionB
Time not met. AND

C.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

WOG'STS
3.6-1
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Containment Recirculation Drains©
3 .6. te-

IA-
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Verify by visual inspection that:

a. Each refueling canal drain plug is
removed;

b. Each refueling canal drain is not
obstructed by debris; and

C. No debris is present in the uppercompartment or refueling canal thatcould obstruct the refueling canal
drain.

SR 3.6.+&.2 Verify for each ice condenser 'floor drain
ýA that the:

a. Valve opening is not impaired by ice,
frost, or debris;

b. Valve seat shows no-evidence of
damage;

c. Valve opening force is :s ?6&I b; and
d. Drain line from the ice condenser

floor to the lower compartment i~sunrestricted.

WOG STS

5URKEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
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FREQUENCY

92 days

AND

Prior to
entering MODE 4
from MODE 5
after each
partial or
complete fill
of the canal

3.6-2
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DRAFT (D
Containment Recirculation Drains

8 3.6.+4-

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6; Containment Recirculation Drains f em

BASES

BACKGROUND The containment recirculation drains consist of the ice
condenser drains and the refueling canal drains. The icecondenser is partitioned into 24 bays, each having a pair ofinlet doors that open from the bottom plenum to allow thehot steaT iTr mixture from a Design Basis Accident (OBA) toenter e ice condenser. Twenty of the 24 bays have an icecondenser floor drain at the bottom to drain the melted iceinto the lower compartment (in the 4 bays that do not havedrains, the water drains through the floor drains in theadjacent bays). Each drain leads to a drain pipe that dropsdown several feet, then makes one or more 900 bends and -exits into the lower compartment. A check (flapper) valNeat the end of each pipe keeps warm air from entering dur~ngnormal operation, but when the water exerts pressure,
opens to allow the water to spill into the lower
compartment. This prevents water from backing up and
interfering with the ice condenser inlet doors. The rdelivered to the lower containment serves to coolt
atmosphere as it falls through to the floor and pro ide~a/source of borated water at the containment sump for 'ngterm use by the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) and thecontainment Spray System during .the recirculation MODE of
operation.

The two refueling canal.drains are at low points in therefuelin g canal. During a refueling, plugs are installed inthe drains and the canal is flooded to facilitate therefueling process. The water acts to shield and cool thespent fuel as it is transferred from the reactor vessel tostorage. After refueling, the canal is drained and the.pl-ugs removed.* In the event of a OBA, the refueling canaldrains are the main return path to the lower compartment forContainment Spray System water sprayed into the uppercompa rtment. A - W
The ice condenser drains and the refueling canal drains Awiththe ice bed, the Containment Spray System, and the ECCSlt:D
limit the pressure and temperature that could be expected
following a OBA.

(conti nued)
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C'ontainment Recirculation Drains

B .*

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The limiting OBAs considered relative to containmentSAFETY ANALYSES temperature and pressure are the loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) and the steam line break (SLB). The LOCA and SLB areanalyzed using computer codes designed to predict the
resultant containment pressure and temperature transients.
OBAs are assumed not to occur simultaneously or
consecutively. Although the i~ce condenser is a passivesystem that requires no electrical power to perform itsfunctton, the Containment Spray System and the Air ReturnSystem (ARS) also function to assist the ice bed in limiting
pressures and temperatures. Therefore, the analysis of thepostulated OBAs, with respect to Engineered' Safety. Feature
(ESF) systems, assumes the loss of one ESF bus, which is theworst case single active failure and results in one train ofthe Containment Spray System and one train of the ARS beiiing
rendered inoperable. f

The limiting OBA analyses (Ref.-1) show that the maximumipeak contai-nment pressure results from the LOCA analysis and
i~s calculated to be less than the containment designp .ressure. The maximum, peak containment atmosphereA ternerature results -from the SLB analysis and is discussed

ase 6 ',Containment Air Temperature." In
~~~~additon 7 c alculating the overall peak containment

pressures, the OBA analyses ̀ include calculation of thetransient differential pressures that occur acrosssubcompartment walls during the initial blowdown phase of
the accident transient. The internal containment walls andstructures are designed to withstand these local transientpressure differentials for the limiting DBAs.

The containment recirculation drains satisfy Criterion 3 of
the NRC Policy Statement.

S

LCO -Thi's LCO establishes the minimum requirements to ensure thatthe containment recirculation drains perform their safety
*functions. The ice condenser floor drain valve disks mustbe closed to minimize air leakage into and out of the ice*condenser during normal operation and must open in the eventof a OBA when water-begins to drain out. The refueling
canal drains must have their plugs removed and remain clear

(conti nued)
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Containment Recirculation Drains

B 3 .6.X4

BASES (continued)

to ensure the return of Containment Spray System water tothe lower containment in the event of a OBA. The
containment recirculation drains function with the icecondenser, ECCS, and Containment Spray System to limit thepressure and temperature that could be expected following a
DBA.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a OBA could cause an increase incontainment pressure and temperature, which would- require
the operation of the containment recirculation drains.Therefore, the LCO i s. appl icabl e i n MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
The probability and consequences of these events in MODES 5and 6 are low due to the pressure and temperature
limitations of these MODES. As such,, the containment i!recirculation drains are not required to be OPERABLE intthese MODES.

ACTIONS -A.1I

If one ice condenser floor drain is inoperable, 1 hour isallowed to restore the drain to OPERABLE status. TheRequired Action is necessary to return operatia, to within
the bounds of the containment analysis. The our
Completion Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of LCO 3.6.1,"Containment,' which require that containment be. restored toOPERABLE status within 1 hour.

B.1

Jf- one refueling canal- drain is inoperable, 1 hour is
__ allowed to restore the drain to OPERABLE status. TheRequired Action is necessary to return operation to withinthe, bounds of the containment analysis. The 1-hourCompletion Time is consistent with the ACTIONS of LCO 3.6.1,'Containment,'-which require that containment be restored to

OPERABLE status in 1 hour.

(conti nued)
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Containment Recirculation Drains

BASES (continued)

C.1 and C.2

i~~~C~l If the affected drain(s) cannot be restored to OPERABLE
satus-in the a~soc44ted- Completion Time, the nift' must be

ýtpla"L_ýna MODE i n which the LCO does not appl y. T44ý
doneb te `ý in t least MODE 3 within 6 hoursSn wi n ous. The allowed Completion Times

are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach themue-t beaf req rcL0GE from full power conditions in an orderly
bIanr hý - and without challenging ut systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.-14,1
REQU IREMENTS

Verifying the OPERABILITY of the refueling canal drains
ensures that they will be able to perform their functioni' in
the event of a OBA. This Surveillance confirms-e*ý eth'at
the refueling canal drain plugs have been removed-and thit
the drains are clear of any obstructions that could impair
their functioning. In addition to debris near the, drains,'attention must be given to any debris that is located where
it could be moved to the drains in the event that the
Containment Spray System is in operation and water is
flowing to the drains. SR 3.6.18.1 must be performed before
entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 after every filling of the canal
.,to ensure that the plugs have been removed and that no
debris that could impair the drain ý_as deposited during the
time the canal was filled. The 9a day Frequency was
developed considering such factors as the inaccessibility of
the drains, the absence of traffic in the vicinity of the
drains, and the redundancy of the drains.

~~ SR 3.6.1t&.2
:-2

_. Verifying the OPERABILITY of the ice condenser floor drains
ensures that they will be able to perform their functions in
the event of a OBA. Inspecting the drain valve disk ensures
that the valve is performing its function of sealing the
drain line from warm air leakage into the ice condenser
during normal operation, yet will open if melted ice fills
the line following a OBA. Verifying that the drain lines
are not obstructed ensures thei eadiness to drain water
from the ice condenser. The 1 &.nnth Frequency was

* (continued)
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Containment Recirculation Drains

14
BASES (continued)

developed considering 'such factors as the inaccessibility ofthe drains during power operation; the design of the icecondenser, which precludes melting and refreezing of theice; and operating experience that has confirmed that thedrains are found ta he acceptable when the Surveillance isperformed on a n iiý='nth Frequency. Because of highradiati~on in the vicinity of the drains during poweroperation, this Surveillance is normally done during ashutdown.

REFERENCES 1. AFSAR, Secti on ý6i'2?Jý "Cn-q nmffef* y~~

74;:Y

(conti nued)
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3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3-6.-+4- Sh ield Building

Is

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

Shield Buil ding; m+ fe o e er
3 .6, t.

m -~is

The shield building shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

(conti nued)
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Shield Building (Bu~laji ITmf Cýný3r

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE 
FREQUENCY

+beSR 3.6 * Verify..erzkb door in each access o .pening is 31 daysL5,1 closed except when the access opening isbeing used for normal transient entry and(%~~~,}i S{ .the, -a'zct1

SR 3.6.4+4.~ Verify shield building structural integrity DuringIS2.- by performing a visua.l inspection of the shutdown for, exposed interior and exterior surfaces of SR 3.6.1.1
the shield building. Tye testsf

WOG STS
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"RA A"ri
EShield Building (qua! and fce ecOiidaneL)--TT

B 3.6.-i1-

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6. a Shield Building (Dual and 1c GCaondianser

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The shield building is a concrete structure that surrounds
the steel containment vessel. Between the containment
vessel and the shield building inner wall is an annular
space that collects containment leakage that may occur
following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). This space
also allows for periodic inspection of the outer surface of
the steel containment vessel.

The Shield Building Air Cleanup System (SBACS) establishes anegative pressure in the annulus between the shield, building
and the steel containment vessel. Filters in the systemthen control the release of radioactive contaminants to theenvironment. The shield building is required to be OPERABLEto ensure retention-of containment leakage and proper
operation of the SBACS.

The design basis for shield building OPERABILITY is a
LOCA. Maintaining shield building OPERABILITY ensures that
the release of radioactive materials from the containment
atmosphere is restricted to those leakage paths and
associated leakage rates assumed in the accident analysis.A
This restriction, in-conjunction with the operation of -the
SBACS, will limit the site boundary radiation doe'.f
.The shield building satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Polc
Statement.

LCO Shield building OPERABILITY must be maintained to ensure
- proper operation of the SBACS and to limit radioactive

leakage from the containment to those paths and leakage
rates assumed in the accident analysis.

APPLICABILITY Maintaining shield building OPERABILITY prevents leakage of
radioactive material from the shield building. Radioactive
material may enter the shield building from the containment

(conti nued)
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Shield Building Oaan
B 3 .6,1,T

.BASES (continued)

following a LOCA. Therefore, shield building OPERABILITY is
required in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 when a steam line break,
LOCA, or rod ejection accident could release radioactive
material to the containment atmosphere.

ACTIONS A.1

In the event shield building OPERABILITY is not maintained,
shield building OPERABILITY must be restored within
24 hours.

Twenty(-y r hours is a reasonable Completion Time
considering the limited leakage design of containment and
the low probability of a OBA occurring during this time
period.

A ~~~~B.1 and B.2__ _ _ _ _ _ __ A
'opeb 0 tl If shield bmilding OPERA& !HT* cannot be restored A-in-the

reqireth mut b..a in
~ ~ ~~which the LCO does not app y.Thsý Geaii§E

tleast MODE 3 within 6 hours and i* MODE 5 wi thin-ti-~e. krdrrw~ b~.rc~ours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
-~~ / I basedd on 'operating experience, to reach the required-M8

from full power i~n an orderly manner and without challenging
ZMsystems.

SURVEILLANCE/(\ .6.19.1
REQU IREMENTS(..§

Verifying tha I d- building annulus pressure is wit 'n
- limpits ensures that tion remains within cOte limitý

-as'sumed in the containment sis. The 246hour FrequencyWon -this SR was developed consideri erating experience
- ~,• rtted to shield building annulus pressu riations and

,.pressure -instrument drift during the applicable

SR 3.6.Jin&. I*

Maintaining shield building OPERABILITY requires maintaining
each door in the access opening closed, except when the

(conti nued)
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Shield Building 49OuaL-emJ h-. ciu -]

BASES (continued)

-,---.~access opening is being used for normal transient entry and

3-....- 3-1ay Frequency Of this SR is based on engineering judgmenta nd is considered adequate in view of the other indicationsof door status that are available to the operator.

S R 3 . 6 .W3 2-

This SR 'would give advance indication of gross deteriorationof the concrete structural integrity of the shield building.The Frequency of this SR is the same as that of SR 3.6.1.1.The verification is done during shutdown and as part ofTypo A leakage tests associated with SR 3.6.1.1.

REFERENCES None.
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MSSVs
3.7.1

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)

LCO 3.7. 1

APPLICABILITY:

and Table 3.7.1-2.

MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

-- - - - - - ----------------------- NOTE- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -Separate Condition entry is allowed for each MSSV.
-------------------------------------------------- *-----------------

1UiUNUj I WNl

A. One or more required
MST XsX~inoperable.

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

()RP

REQUIRED ACTION

A.1 Verify by
administr ye means
at least w SSVs
per steam generator
are OPERABLE.

Reduce power to /less
than or equal o the
applicable %4Ais ted
in Table 3.7.1-1.

Be in MODE 3.

Be in MODE 4.

AND

B.2

COMPLETION TIME

4 hours

-ýRTP

4 hours

6 hours

One, orrvmore
S& 5v-i iý' less

tb~IW~o~MGSVs

WOG STS 3.7-1 04/16/92 2:53pm
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MSSVs
3.7.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEI LLANCE

SR 3.7.1.1

0--I
-----------NOTE -------------------

Only required to be performed -pp e-
e~try i MO OEJ2.

Verify each required MSSV lift setpoint per
Table 3.7.1-2 in accordance with the
Inservice Testing Program.

FREQUENCY

In accordance
with the
Inservice
Testing Program

WOG STS 3.1-204/16/92 2:53pm
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MSSVs
3.7.1

Table 3.7.1-1 (page 1 of 1)
OPERABLE Main Steam Safety Valves versus

Applicable Power in Percent of RATED THERMAL POWER

MINIMUM NUMBER OF MSSVs
PER STEAM GENERATOR
REQUIRED OPERABLE APPLICABLE POWER

(%RTP)

go
.4<

3 <6
2 .4O

WOG STS -I 7 1 U/b/2 25p
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MSSVs
3.7.1

Table 3.7.1-2 (page 1 of 1)
Main Steam Safety Valve Lift Settings

VALVE NUMBER

STEAM GENERATR
#2

(psig±

WOG S15 3.7-404/16/92 2:53pm
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MSSVs
B 3.7.1

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of the MSSVs is to provide nverpressure
protection for the secondary system. The MSSVs also provide
protection against overpressurizing the reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPB) by providing a heat sink for the
removal of energy from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) if
the preferred heat sink, provided by the Condenser and
Circulating Water System, is not availaole.

Five MSSVs are locate qon' W main earn header, outside
containment, uptemof the main st am isolation valves, as
described in the FSAR Section/2P10.3., t' (Ref. 1). The MSSV
capacity criteria is .4 of rated steam flow at 110% of-the
steam generator design pressure. This meets the
requirements of the ASME Code, Section III (Ref. 2). The
MSSV design includes staggered setpoints, according to
Table 3.7.1 --2 in the accompanying LCO, so that only the
needed valves will actuate. Staggered setpoints reduce the
potential for valve ch'attering that is due to steam pressure
insufficient to fully open all valves following a
turbine-reactor trip.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The. desig~n basis for the MSSVs comes from Reference 2 and
its purpose is to limit the secondary system pressure to
< 110% of design pressure when passing 100% of design steam
flow. This design basis is sufficient to cope with-any
anticipated operating occurrence (AOO) or accident
considered in the Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
analysis.

The events that challenge the relieving capacity of the
MSSVs, and thus RCS pressure, are those characterized as
decreased heat removal events, which are presented in the
FSAR, Section .(Ref. 3). Of these, the full power
turbine trip w~ithout steam dump is the limiting ADO. This
event also terminate normal feedwater flow to the steam
generators. ýS, ob1q

The transient response for turbine trip without a direct
reactor trip presents no hazard to the integrity of the RCS

(conti nued)
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MSSVs
B 3.7.1

BASES

APPLICABLE or the Main Steam System. If a minimum reactivity feedbackSAFETY ANALYSES is assumed, the reactor is tripped on high pressurizer(continued) pressure. In this case, the pressurizer safety valves open,
and RCS pressure remains below 110% of the design value.
The MSSVs also open to limit the secondary steam pressure.

If maximum reactivity feedback is assumed, the reactor istripped on overtemperature AT. The departure from nucleate
boiling ratio increases throughout the transient, and neverdrops below its initial value. Pressurizer relief valves
and MSSVs are activated and prevent overpressurizatio 'n inthe primary and secondary systems. The MSSVs are assumed tohave two active and one passive failure modes. The active
failure modes are spurious opening, and failure to recloseonce opened. The passive failure mode is failure to open
upon demand.

The MSSVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The accident analysis requires four MSSVs per'steam
generator to provide overpressure protection for Design
.Basis-transients occurring at 102% RTP. An MSSV will beconsidered inoperable if it fails to open on demand. The
LCO requires that five MSSVs be OPERABLE in compliance withReference 2, even though this is not a requirement of the
OBA analysis. This- is because 6dperation with less than thefull'number of MSSVs requires limitations on allowable
THERMAL POWER (to meet ASME Code requirements). Theselimitations are according to Table 3.7.1-1 in-the
accompanying LCO, and Required Action A.2.

The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is defined as the ability toopen within the setpoint tolerances, relieve steam generatoroverpressure, and reseat when pressure has been reduced.
The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is determined by periodic
surveillance testing in accordance with the Inservice
Testing Program.

The lift settings, according to Table 3.7.1-2 in the
accompanying LCD, correspond to ambient conditions of thevalve at nominal operating temperature and pressure.

(continued)
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MSSVs
B 3.7.1

BASES

LCO This LCO provides assurance that the MSSVs will perform
(cont~inued) their designed safety functions to mitigate the consequences

of accidents that could result in a challenge to the RCPB.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1 abov pn RTP, the number of MSSVs per steam C
generator required to be OPERABLE must be according to
Table 3.7.1-1 in the accompanying LCO. Below~ RIP in
MODE 1, 2, and 3, only two MSSVs per steam ge Serator are
required to be OPERABLE. 0

In MODES 4 and 5, there are no credible transients requiring
the MSSVs. The steam generators are not normally used for
heat removal in MODES 5 and 6, and thus cannot be
overpressurized; there is no requirement for the MSSVs to be
OPERABLE in these MODES.

ACTIONS The Actions-table is modified by a Note indicating that
separate Condition entry is allowed for each MSSV.

oufs rv c fore M S ma n enance , or oterif re aso inis. trado es
ntmeah ntat it is neesryt perfr th snedd o
Time.,wic is theasamta thatfo requrdstoeringean generator
aeOPERABLE. sTatsis reasonmayble forsieb examininginomtn
losourcs suhe asfomationteacos to determine ifehe two MSSVsar

arostae OPERABLET fth S~. The 4-orComplto Tie sbaedo te o

probability of an event occurring during this time period
that would require activation of the MSSVs.

A.2

MSSV relieving capacity meets Reference 2 requirements for
the applicable THERMAL POWER.

(continued)
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MSSVs
B 3.7.1

BASES61

ACTIONS 4r k(continued)

Operation with less than all five MSSVs OPERABLE for each
steam generator is permissible, if THERMAL POWER is
proportionally limited to the relief capacity of the
remaining MSSVs. This is accomplished by restricting
THERMAL POWER so that the energy transfer to the most
limiting steam generator is not greater than the available
relief capacity in that steam generator. For example, if
.one MSSV is inoperable in one steam generator, the relief
capacity of that steam generator is reduced by approximately
20%. To offset this reduction in relief capacity, energy
transfer to that steam generator must be similarly reduced
by at least 20%. This is accomplished by reducing THERMAL
POWER by at least 20%, which conservatively limits the
energy transfer to all steam generators to approximately 80%
of total capacity, consistent with the relief capacity of
the most limiting steam generator.

For each steam generator, at a specified pressure, the
fractional relief capacity (FRC) of each MSSV is determined
as follows:

FRC = A

B.

where:

A = the relief capacity of the MSSV; and

B = the total relief capacity of all the MSSVs of'.the
steam generator

The FRC is the relief capacity necessary to address
operation with reduced THERMAL POWER.

The reduced THERMAL POWER levels in the LCO prevent
operation at power levels greater than the relief capacity
of the remaining MSSVs. The reduced THERMAL POWER is
determined as follows:

RP 41 - (N x FRC1 + N 2 xFRC2 +. + N 5 x FRC5)] X 100%

(conti nued)
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MSSVs
B 3.7.1

BASESG

ACTIONS JA (continued)

where:

RP = Reduced THERMAL POWER for the most limiting steam
generator expressed as a percent of RTP;

Nl Ny ,j. N, represent the status of the
M SV ~ ,..., 5

= 0 if the MSSV is OPERABLE,
= 1 if the MSSV is inoper'able;

FRC FRC .... FRC5 = the relief capacity of the

MS&/ 1,ý 22,'. 5 as defined above.

B.1 and B.2 hlels ke w 45'

If the MSSVs cannot be restored to satswtithe associated Completion Time, rthe unit must bbe pplaced in iallMODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve thisstatus, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within.6 hours, and in MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience to reach the required unit conditions fromfull-power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challengipg unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1.1
REQU IREM ENTS

This SR verifies the OPERABILITY of the MSSVs by theverification of each MSSV lift setpoint in accordance withthe Inservice Testing Program. The ASME Code, Section XI(Ref. 4), requires that safety-. and relief-valve tests beperformed in accordance with ANSI/ASME OM-1-1987 (Ref. 5).According to Reference 5, the following tests are required:

a. Visual examina~tion;

b. Seat tightness determination;

C. Setpoint pressure determination (lift setting);

(continued)
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MSSVs
B 3.7.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE* SR 3.7.1.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

d. Compliance with owner's seat tightness criteria; and

e. Verification of the balancing device integrity on
balanced valves.

The ANSI/ASME standard requires that all valves be testedevery 5 years, and a minimum of 20% of the valves be testedevery 24 months. The ASME Code specifies the activities andfrequencies necessary to satisfy the requirements.

This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into andoperation in MODE 3 prior to performing the SR. The MSSVsmay be either bench tested or tested in-situ at hot*conditions using an assist device to simulate lift pressure.If the MSSVs are not tested at hot conditions, the liftsetting pressure shall be corrected to ambient conditions ofthe valve at operating temperature and pressure.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, ection [10.3 ]

2. A rican Society of Mechanical gineers, Eci er andessure Vesse Code, Sectio II, Article -iooo,
Class 2 Comp ents.

3. FSAR, Sec ion (15.2]

4. Amen n Society f Mechanical Engin rs, Boiler and
Pres ure Vess Code, Section XI, A tide IWV-3500.

5. SI/ASM M-1-1987.
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1. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 10.3, 'Main Steamh Supply
System."

2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Article NC-7000,
"Overpressure Protection," Class 2 Components.

3. Watts Bar FSAR, Section 15.2, Condition II - Faults of
Moderate Frequency," and Section 15.4, "Condition IV -
Limiting Faults."

4. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, Article IWV-3500,
"Inservice lest: Category C Valves."

5. ANSI/ASME OM-1-1987, "Requirements for Inservice
Performanct Testing of Nuclear Power Plant Pressure
Re'lief Devices."



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.1

A. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
Proof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 - July 20,
1992.

1. Change to correct error(s) in the STS.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded Reference information and format.

4. Change to add plant specific requested information.

5. Change to reflect Watts Bar specific parameter value(s),.



MSIVs
3.7.2

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.2 Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs)

LCO 3.7.2

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

7'FourJýMSIVs shall be OPERABLE.0

e~c'ept whe c7n yu 6~ V 7 ~r-e c loe d S~ ~ ecV
MODE 1,
MODES 2 and 3 ihay SVoe

CONDITION

A. One MSIV
MODE 1.

inoperable in

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met.

C.---------- NOTE --------
Separate Condition
entry is allowed for
each MSIV.

One or more MSIVs
inoperable in MODE 2
or 3.

REQUIRED ACTION

Restore MSIV to
OPERABLE status.

.J.

.B.1 Be in MODE 2.

PAND A
B.2 Close inoperable

MSIV.

jorab le
C.1 ClosefMSIV.

AND

C.2
closed. 0

COMPLETION TIME

ýI8rhours

6 hours

6 hours CA

[8 ?'ho0u'r s

Once per
7 days

(continued)
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MSIVs
3.7.2

ACTIONS (continued)_________________ 
_________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition o

Cnot met.
AND

Be in M ODE 3.

Be in MODE 4.

6 hours

12 hours

.SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE.

SR 3.7.2.1 --- - - -- - - - -NOTE - - - - - - - - -- -Only required to be performed p42iga-.4& te')
-en~y -H.e- MODE 2. ofac M r v

------d f- 50r -----
Verify +48-14 closure time :5 (4.61 seco~nZ) on
an actual or simulated actuation signal.

FREQUENCY

In accordance
with the
[Inservice
Testing Y
Progran,<or
18 months]

WOG STS
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MSIVS
B 3.7.2

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.2 MainSteam Isolation Valves (MSIVs)

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANAL6 ES

The MSIVs isolate steam flow from the secondary side of thesteam generators following a high energy line break (HELB).MSIV closure terminates flow from the unaffected (intact)
steam generators. 6- krea k
One MSIV is located in each main steam line outside, butclose to, containment. The MSIVs are downstream from themain steam safety valves (MSSVs) and auxiliary feedwater(AFW) pump turbine steam supply, to prevent MSSV and AFWisolation from the steam generators by MSIV closure.Clos~ing the MSIVs isolates each steam generator from theothers, and isolates-the turbine, Steam 9ia Sseandother auxiliary steam su lies from the stea rtrs.

11;1, znThe MSIVs close on a m~ain steam isolation siga geeatedby either low steam pressure, or high containmentpressure. The MSIVs fail closed on loss of conto r
ýactuationn ppower.

Each MSIV has an MSIV bypass valve. Although these bypassvalves are normally closed, they receive the same emergencyclosure signal as do their -ass o 'c iat -ed MSIVs. -.T-he .MSIV~s mayalso be actuated manually.

A description of the MSIVs~is found in the FSAR,
SectioncF10.~ (Ref. 1).

The design basis of the MSIVs is established by thecontainment analysis for the large steam line break (SLB)inside containment, discussed in the FSAR, Section 0.240(Ref. 2). It is also affected by the accident analysis ofthe SLB events presented in the FSAR, Section .45 1(Ref. 3). The design precludes the blowdown of more thanone steam generator, assuming a single active componentfailure (e.g., the fail'ure of one MSIV to close on demand).

The limiting case for the containment analysis is the SLBinside containment, with a loss of offsite power followingturbine trip, and failure of the MSIV on the affected steam

(conti nued)
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MSIVs
B 3.7.2

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(conti nued)

generator to close. At lower powers, the steam generatorinventory and temperature'are at their maximum, maximizingthe analyzed mass and energy release to the containment.Due to reverse flow and failure of the MSIV to close, theadditional mass and energy in the steam headers downstreamfrom the other MSIV contributes to the total release. Withthe most reactive rod cluster control assembly assumed stuckin the fully withdrawn position, there is an increasedpossibility that the core will become critical and return topower. The core is ultimately shut down by the boric acidinjection delivered by the Emergency Core Cooling System.

The accident analysis compares several different SLB eventsagainst different acceptance criteria. The large SLBoutside containment upstream of the MSIV is limiting foroffsite dose, although a break in this short section of mainsteam header has a very low probability. The large SLBinside containment at hot zero power is the limiting casefor a post trip return to power. The analysis includesscenarios with offsite power available, and with a loss ofoffsite power following turbine trip. With offsite poweravailable, the reactor coolant pumps continue to circulatecoolant through the steam generators, maximizing the ReactorCoolant.System cooldown. With a loss of offsite power, the.response of mitigating systems is delayed. Significantsingle failures considered include failure of an MSIV toclose.

The MSIVs serve only a safety function and remai~n openduring power operation. These valves operate under thefollowing situations:

a. An HELB inside containment. -In order to maximize themass and energy release into containment, the analysisassumes that the MSIV in the affected steam generatorremains open. For this accident scenario, steam isdischarged into containment from all steam generatorsuntil the remaining MSIVs close. After MSIV closure,steam is discharged into containment only from theaffected steam generator and from the residual steamin the main steam header downstream of the closedMSIVs in the unaffected loops. Closure of the MSIVsisolates the break from the unaffected steam
generators.

(conti nued)
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BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(conti nued)

b. A break outside of containment and upstream from the
MSIVs is not a containment pressurization concern.
The uncontrolled blowdown of more than one steam
generator must be prevented to limit the potential for
uncontrolled RCS cooldown and positive reactivity
addition. Closure of the MSIVs isolates the break,
and limits the blowdown to a single steam generator.

C. A break downstream of the MSIVs will be isolated by
the closure of the MSIVs.

d. Following a steam generator tube rupture, closure of
the MSIVs isolates the ruptured steam generator from
the intact steam generators. In addition to
minimizing radiological releases, this enables the
operator to maintain the pressure of the steam
generator with the ruptured tube below the MSSVsetpoints, a necessary step toward isolating the flow
through the rupture.

e. The MSIVs are also utilized during other events such
as a feedwater line break. This event is less
l~imiting so far as MSIV OPERABILITY is concerned.

The MSIVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Polic y Statement.

LCO This LCO requires that rfour?/MSIVs in the steam lines beOPERABLE. The MSIVs are considered OPERABLE when the
isolation times are within limits, and they close on an

isolation actuation signal.

This LCO provides assurance that the MSIVs will performtheir design safety function to mitigate the consequences ofaccidents that could result in offsite exposures comparableto the 10 CFR 100 limits (Ref. 4) or the NRC staff-approved
licensing basis.

APPLICABILITY The MSIVs must be OPERABLE in MODE 1 and in MODES 2 and 3
when there is significant mass and

k eer 11e R- and steam generators~
gR A- =4ýýWhen the MSIVs are closed, theyare areadypromn e safety function.

(conti nued)
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MSIVS
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BASES

APPLICABILITY In MODE 4, normally most of the MSIVs are closed, and the(continued) steam generator energy is-low.

In MODE 5 or 6, the steam generators do not contain muchenergy because their temperature is below the boiling pointof water; therefore, the MSIVs are not require,' forisolation of potential high-energy secondary-system pipebreaks in these MODES.

ACTIONS A.1

With one MSIV inoperable in MODE 1, action must be taken torestore OPERABLE status within~yhours. Some repairs to('the MSIV can be made with the unit hot. The484~-hourCompletion lime is reasonable, considering the lowprobability of an accident occurring during this time periodthat would require a closure of the MSIVs.

The W hou 'r Completion Time is greater than that normally OZjallowed for containment isolation valves because the MSIVsare valves that isolate a closed system penetratingcontainment. These valves differ from other containmentisolation valves in that the closed system provides anadditional means for con-ainment isolation. A
+,Le ni* nwLs+ 1,?e placed ý a A46DG

B.1and B.2 imWlt -&4e LCO dIO&S k'61 apptý- To

If the MSI cannot be restored to OP RA LE status within
hours, the unit must be ced into MODE 2 within y

in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.
61V) 80neli+iol (2 vuouid toe +ed

C.1 and C.2

Condition C is modified by a Note indicating that separateCondition entry is allowed for each MSIV.

Since the MSIVs are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 2and 3, the inoperable MSIVs may either be restored toOPERABLE status or closed. When closed, the MSIVs are

(continued)
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MSIVs
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SBASES

ACTIONS C-1 and C.2. (continued)

already in the position required by the assumptions in the
safety analysis.

The (89•hour Completion Time Is consistent with that allowed
in Conditionredcý

For inoperable MSIVs that cannot be restored to OPERABLEstatus within the specified Completion Time, but are closed,the inoperable MSIVs must be verified on a periodic basis tobe closed. This is necessary to ensure that the assumptions
in the safety analysis remain valid. The(ý ýfCompletionTime is reasonable, based on engineering judgment, inview -of MSIV status indications available in the control room,and other administrative controls, to ensure that these
valves are in the closed position.

D.1 and D.2.

If the MSIVs cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, or areno
closed within the associated Completion Time the -unit mustbe placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. Toachieve this status, the unit must be placed at least inMODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 4 within 12 hours. Theallowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operatingexperience, to reach the required unit conditions fromMODE 2 conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.2.1
REQUIREMENTS 5.0~This SR verifies that MSIV closure time is •:-f-4-.} secondson an actual or simulated actuation signal. The MSIVclosure time is assumed in the accident and containmentanalyses. This Surveillance is normally performed uponreturning the unit to operation following a refuelingoutage. The MSIVs should not be tested at power, since evena part-stroke exercise increases the risk of a valve closurewhen the unit is generating power. As the MSIVs are nottested at power, they are exempt from the ASME Code,

(conti nued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQU IREM ENTS

REFERENCES

SR 3.7.2.1 (continued)

Section XI (Ref. 5) requirements during operation in MODE 1
or 2.

The Frequena ini in dance ~it the eInsprvice Testing
Program or D1' mo nth ~3~The ~8 -month Frequency for valve
closure time is based on the refueling cycle. Operating
experience has shown that these comp onents usually pass the
surveillance when performed at thel1p.180 -month Frequency.
Therefore, the Frequency is accept bl' from a reliability
standpoint.'

This test is conducted in MODE 3 with the unit at operating'temperature and pressure, as discussed in Reference 5
'exercising requirements. This SR is modified by a Note that
allows entry into and operation in 'MODE 3 prior to
performing the SR. This allows a delay of testing until
MODE 3, to establish conditions consistent with those under
which the acceptance criterion was generated.

1. ( ,FSAR, Section q10.3,"~A 'N .1

2., FSAR, Section Q6. "o

* 3. ~FSAR, Secti on +-H-5, 197y. ~up~tb

4. 10 CFR 100.11.

5. ,American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, Inservice
Inspection, Article IWV-3400.%. A~.T~- j P~~~~

WOG 515B 3.7-ý'/z.
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.2

A. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
Proof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 - July 20,
1992.

1. Change to specify Watts Bar specific Reference information and format.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to reflect Watts Bar specific information or values.

4. Change to correct ~error(s) in the STS.

5. Watts Bar considers this statement to be an error in the STS.
Westinghouse has been notified and agreed that this change is
appropriate and that the standard is incorrect.



MFIVs, MFRVs, and Associated Bypass Valves
3.7.3

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.3 Main F~eedwater Isolation and Regulation Valves (MFIVs and MFRVs)- and
Associated Bypass Valves

.LCO 3.7.3

APPLICABILITY:

~o urG?'MFIVs, fou r M~vFRVs; and associated bypass valvesj"shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1,42, and 3 lkl MFIV, MFRV, Leort bypass 'val v 0
ACTIONS

- - - - - - - ---------------------- NOTE- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Separate Condition entry is allowed for each valve.
-------------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or mor-eMFIV(s) A.1 Close or isolate 6d or
inonerahbh IN UrTIf

-66

B. One or more MFRV s)
inoperable. -d

AND

A. 2

B.1I

AND

B.2

nrI II

Verify MFIVJý<
closed or isolated.

Close or isolate
MFRV®).

Verify MFRV(S'is
closed or isolated.

Once per
7 days

ý72a'ýihours

Once per
7 days

(conti nued)
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MFIVs, MFRVs, and Associated Bypass

C.

(a..rF/.,x

K

One or more byp;ass
valve(s) inoperable.

Required.Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.-

l)e ,, V ý,^ A~ I eF- -I eS~r-~ one K J Vo
S, P- I- gwv)v A4 -i.~V ý P-2 V4aI. vtb ý OVf*

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS3

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.3.1------- ----- ------- E
On] requ* ed to b ,-perfor d pito
e ry in o MODEý7

------------------- ----------- ---

Verify the closure time of each MFIV, MFRV Inacrne
% and associated bypass valve is wjIth thorane

Eijy~~7 seconds on an actual or simulated (-Inservi ce 7actuat on signal. Testing
Progra n~o
18 mon t rs

WOG STS
04/16/92 3:05pm
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MFIVs and MFRVs and Associated Bypass Valves
B 3.7.3

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.3 Main Feedwater Isolation and Regulation Valves' (MFIVs and MFRV-s)
and Associated Bypass Valves

BASES

BACKGROUND The MFIVs isolate main feedwater (MFW) flow to the secondary
.side of the steam generators following a high energy line
break (HELB). The safety related function of the MFRVs isto provide the second isolation of MFW flow to the secondary
side of the steam generators following an HELB. Closure of
the MFIVs and associated bypass valves or MFRVs and
associated bypass valves terminates flow to the steam
generators, terminating the event for feedwater line breaks
(FWLBs) occurring upstream of the MFIVs or MFRVs. The
consequences of events occurring in the main steam lines or
in the MFW lines downstream from the MFIVs will be mitigated
by their closure. Closure of the MFIVs and associated
bypass valves, or MFRVs and associated bypass valves,
effectively terminatesý the addition of~feedwater to an
affected steam generator, limiting themasnderg
release for steam line breaks (SLBs) or FWLBs inside
containment, and reducing the c~ooldown effects for SLBs.

The MFIVs nd associated bypass valves/ ýo(}1FgVs ajnq
,ýp v e isolate the nAo-n-sa t-eae

portions fr-om t-he safety-related portions of the system. In
the event of a secondary side pipe rupture inside
containment, the valves limit the quantity of high energy
fluid that enters containment through the break, and provide
a pressure boundary for the controlled addition of auxiliary
feedwater (AFW) to the intact loops..

~ ~~xjOne MFIV dn and n MFRV
tM F1 NJ ar located on eacP FW -1i nlec6 -Q

147- =pp e~,ý7 AFW injection pointtso that AFW maybe supplied to the steam generators followin'g+FIV or M " ~~eim Jclosure. The pipi~ng volum the taV,/ generators must be accounted for in calculat~ing mass and AA Fl Venergy releases, and refilled nior to AFW reaching the
steam generator following eithe an LMF-1'J~~~~~~~~~ ~ 3~~- h F~ n soi te byas vavs8n F nT- IV 0" U h F~ n associated bypass valves, clos onrcep f a nT d -o

va, I V VO~L-j coincident with reactor trip (P-4) or steam genearagtor waterc P Ov.A o~f.C+ ~,t~

WtOGe+ SI B371

04/22/92 12:50pm
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MFIVs and MFRVs and Associated Bypass Valves
B 3.7.3

7fe-t~ i-k +ý 1Tp M V LJW'LL LdA Ih

BACKGROUND
(conti nued)

volIv e;_c~. ~

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The design basis of the MFIVs and MRsis estalishd b
d established bythe analyses for the large SLB. It is also influenced bythe accident analysis for the large FWLB. Closure of theMFIVs and associated bypass valves, or MFRVs and associatedbypass valves, may also be relied on to terminate an SLB forcore response analysis and excess feedwater eventau on

o a s eam ge rator wat e - - igh signal 00J-Ta m ani-S - -sn qh~ am ~ to
-~ ~ C'4 I j"AJ1.- '~S I (n'f2c~

o ar tLh e a orsthecassociae d byp a ss v alv e s ,t oclose following an SLB oý FWLB, can result in additibnal tl-.....mass and energy being delivered to the steam generators,
contributing to cooldown. This failure also results inadditional mass and energy releases following an SLB or FWL5,event.

~'\

5'

The MFIVs and MFRVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO This LCO ensures that) the MFIVs and the MFRVs and their
associated bypass val ,es will isolate main feedwater flow tothe steam generators,j following an FWLB or-m.--sta-in~-~L.3bhrea~k1  J ý will also isolate t he
non-safety'related portions from the safety-related portions
of the system.

This LCO requires hatjfjure'MFIVs and associated bypass-ývalves, and ou MFRs and associated bypass valve s~
we 1n s be OPERABLE. The MFIVsanMFR~tane associated ypass valves are considered

(conti nued)

WOG STS 1 7 V IL

level -h'-gh-high signal. They may al so be atttta+ed
manually. In addition to the MFIVs and associated bypass
valves, and the MFRVs and associated bypass valves, a check

A enscrip=tiono thee MFIquns and evens is foun xin thFSR

Section 1 0.4.7V Ref. 1).
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MFIVs and MFRVs and Associated Bypass Valves
B 3.7.3

BASES

LCO
'(conti nued)

OPERABLE when isolation times are within limits and they
close on an isolation actuation signal.

Failure to meet the [CO requirements can result in()additional mass and energy being released to containment
following an SLB or FWLB inside contiinment. If a~K~jR ý isolation signal on high.ALsteam generator level isrelied on to terminate an excess-feedwater flow event,failure to meet the LCO may resulý in the introduction ofwater into the main steam lines. C-lý

APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

The MFIVs and MFRVs and the associated bypass valves must beOPERABLE whenever there is significant mass and energy in'the Reactor Coolant System and steam generators. Thisensures that, in the event of an HELB, a single failurecannot result in the blowdown of more than one steamgenerator. In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the MFIVs and MFRVs andthe associated bypass val* ves are required to be OPERABL toklimit the amount of available fluid that could be added to
containment in the case of a secondary system pipe breakLinside containment. When the valves-are closed, they aaree walready performing their safety function. etea ech va CC~

In MODES 4, 5, and 6 steam generator energy 1Ci
Therefore, the MFIVs and MFRVs and the associated bypassvalves are nQrmally closed since MFW is not required.

The Actions table is modified by a Note indicatin~g that
separate Condition entry is allowed for each valve.

A. Land A. 2

With one MFIV in one or more flow paths inoperable, actionmust be taken to restore the affected valves to OPERABLEstatus, or to close or isolate inoperable affected valves
wIthjgt 2F hours. When these valves are closed ormoTh6Tated, they are performing their required safety

function.

The #2t-hour Completion Time takes into account theredundancy afforded by the remaining OPERABLE valves and the

(conti nued)
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MFIVs and MFRVs and Associated Bypass Valves

B 3.7.3

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 -(continued)

low probability of an event occurring during this t ime

period that would require isolation of the main feedwaterii~ flow paths. The 072aD- ho-ur Completion Time is reasonable,
based on operatiný. e*kerience.

Inoperable MFIVs, that are closed or isolated, must beverified on a periodic basis that they are closed orisolated. This is necessary to ensure that the assumptions
in the safety analysis remain valid. The 7-day Completion
Time is reasonable, based on engineering judgment, in view.of valve status indications available in the control room,and other administrative controls, to ensure that these
valves are closed or isolated.

B.1 and B.?

With one MFRV in one or more flow paths inoperable, actionmust be taken to restore the affected valves to OPERABLEstatus, or to close or isolate inoperable affected valves
llunctio hous When these valves are cl-osed or

isolat Key are performing their required safety

The r72ýLthour Completion Time takes into account theredundancy afforded by. the remaining OPERABLE valves and thelow probability of an event occurring during this timeperiod that would require isolation of the main feedwaterEjj ~ flow paths. The *7-hour Completion Time is reasonable,
based on operatint q~perience.

Inoperable MFRVs, that are closed or isolated, must beverified on a periodic b-asis that they are closed orisolated. This is necessary to ensure that the assumptionsin the safety analysis remain valid. The 7-day CompletionTime is reasonable, based on engineering judgment,-in viewof valve status indications available in the control room,and other administrative controls to ensure that the valvesare closed or isolated.

(conti nued)
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MFIVs an Fad T~FRPs ant Aiso at ~p ass Valves~-v~eL-A " ~.LOecJQ--I~ '.~r L B 3.7.3

BASES S64 a 4

ACTIONS C1ý_t".WO -'& 63~r
(continued)MTR

With one S1DR=E bypass valve in one or more flow pathsinoperable, action must be taken to restore the affectedvalves to OPERABLE statu (-ith~in f72 hours. hnL alear

The 07a*)hour Completion Time takes into account the
redundancy afforded by the remaining OPERABLE valves and thelow probability of an event occurring during this timeperiod that would require isolation of the main feedwater
flow paths. The 7 -hour Completion Time is reasonable,

assd tinsin e safe ty anal is remain v id. The -day

D.1

W it h '4 n'o' er a v&1e- in the same ow path, there maybe no redundant system to operate automatically and performthe required safety function. Although the containment canbe isolated with the failure of two valves in parall-el inthe same flow path, the double failure can be an indicationof a common mode failure in the valves of this flow path,and as such, is treated the same as a loss of the isolationcapability of this flow path. Under these conditions,
affected valves in lioww path must be restored to Z1%OPERABLE status , c 6dor the affected flow pathisolated within 8 hours. This action returns the system tothe con'dition where at least one valve in each flow path isperforming the required safety function. The 8-hour
Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience, to complete the actions required to close theMFIV, or MFRV, or otherwise isolate the affected flow path.

(conti nued)
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INSERT

E. 1

With two bypass valves in the same flow path inoperable, there maybe no redundant system to operate automatically and perf orm therequired safety function. Under these conditions, at least onevalve in the flow path must be restored to OPERABLE status within
8 hours. The Completion Time of 8 hours is consistent with
Condition D.



MFIVs and MFRVs and Associated Bypass Valves
B 3.7.3

BASES

ACTIONS i.1 andyJý 
(k- IV5(continued) +4 . MFIV(S) 1

If the MFIV(s) and MFRV(s) and the associated bypass
valve(s) cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, orý lIosedoQ
or isolated within the associated Completion Time, the unitmust be placed in a MODE in whi-7h the LCO does not apply. Toachieve this status, the unit must be placed in at leastMODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 4 within 12 hours. Theallowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience to reach the required unit conditions fromfull-power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SURVEI-LLANCE
REQU IREMENTS

SR 3.7.3.1 C.

This SR verifies that the closure timee of eeachh MFIV, MFRV,and associated bypass valves is 5. oon aan aactual orsimulated actuation signal. The MFIV and MFRV closure timesare assumed-in the accident and containment analyses. ThisSurveillance is normally performed upon returning the unitto operation following a refueling outage. These valvesshould not be tested at power since-even a part-strokeexercise increases the risk of a valve closure wi.th the unitgenerating power. As these valves are not tested at power,they are exempt from the ASME Code, Section XI (Ref. 2)
,equireiiIeIIs during operation in MODES l.and 2.

FrqunciorthSR is inife b aNoetat alowsen~wthy ito
o r T estnin g MOE3priogra toprorm1imontheSR. The salw

Frqec fo vav clsr is bae onterfeigcceOperayoteting exeienc hasE shown odrtha thse cmpoensh usal
condipass thensRiwhent pefome ththoe underwhichthe Frequency.

REFERENCES FSAR, Section tlo.4.74?>ýk)c" d~e

Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

WOG STS 1 U J7~¶ a/U/Z9 25p
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.3

A. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at theProof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 - July 20,
1992.

1. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

2. Change to correct error(s) in the STS.

3. Change to specify Watts Bar specific terminology for clarity.

4. The Watts Bar design has two feed lines per SG, a normal and a bypass.
The bypass line is used for startup to approximately 22% load and enters
the SG through a separate upper feed nozzle. The AFW line enters thebypass line downstream of a check valve just downstream of the bypassisolation valve. The main feed line enters the SG through a lower
nozzle. Both feed lines have a regulator and isolation valve. Thesechanges to the STS are~necessary to reflect this specific plant design.

5. Change required to specify plant specific parameter values or
information.

6. Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded. reference information and format.

7. Conditions have been modified to preclude isolation of a bypass line.The bypass lines for the WBN SG must maintain *a small tempering flow tocool-the upper nozzle. Therefore, if the cause of the inoperability
cannot be corrected, a shutdown would be required.

8. Change to delete redundancy to previous st~atem~ents.



ADVs
3.7.4

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.4 Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs)

LCO 3.7.4 b'j~reeADV lines shall be .OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3,
MODE 4 when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal.'

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One required ADV line------------- NOTE------------
inoperable. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.

------ -----------------------------

A.1 Restore required ADV 7 days

line to OPERABLE

status.

B. Two or more required B.1 Restore one ADV line 24 hours

ADV lines inoperable, 
to OPERABLE status.

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours

associated Completion

Time not met. AND

C.2 Be in MODE 4 without [18] hours

reliance upon steam

generator for heat

removal.

WOG STS3.7-Y' e
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ADVs
3.7.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.4.1 Verify one complete cycle of each ADV. , mronths

J R3.7.4.2 Verify one complete cycle of each ADV ý1ýmonths

WOG STS 1 7-/
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ADVs
B 3.7.4

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.4 Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs)

BASES

BACKGROUND The ADVs providee aa methoo ,/for cooling the unit to residualheat removall (RHR) entry conditions should the preferred
heat sink via the Steam System to the condenser notobe available, as discussed in the FSAR, Section tO.3p'
(Ref. 1). This is done in conjunction with the AxiliaryFeedwater System providing cooling water from the condensateS storage tank (CST). The ADVs may also be &ý to meet\9) the design cooldown rate during a normal cooldown

condenser to pemtuse o7 t e 7fea-m-Tump System.Ir

EII~ One ADV line for each of the Vourfr'steam generators isprovided. Each ADV line consists of one ADV and an
associated block valve.

The ADVs are provided with upstream block valves to permittheir being tested at power, and to provide an alternatemeans of isolation. The ADVs are equipped with pneumaticcontrollers to permit control of the cooldown rate.

The ADVs are provided with a pressurized 4wsupply
that, on a loss of pressure in-Qg thenormafllinstrument air supply, automatically suppliesto operate the ADVs. ee

DVs for e time req 'red for actor Coo nt Sys. m
cool dow n odtos
A description of the ADVs is found in Reference 1. The ADVsare OPERABLE with< p a dc-power source available. Inaddition, handwheels are provided for locamna
operation.

APPLICABLE The design basis of the ADVs is established by theSAFETY ANALYSES capability to cool the unit to RHR entry conditions. T he 0) 0-%1 ..7design rate of MT*F per hour is applicable for two steamgenerators, eachi i th one ADV. This rate is adequate tocool the u nit to)TýRHIIR entry conditions 1

(continued)
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ADVs
B 3.7.4

BASES

APPLICABLE gene ýra ori DV~ utilizing the cooling water supplySAFETY ANALYSES ýýavaijabe in the CST.

(contnued) In the accident analysis presented in Reference 1, the ADVs
are assumed to be used by the operator to cool down the unitto RHR entry conditions for accidents accompanied by a loss
of offsite power. Prior to operator actions to cool downthe unit, the ADVs and main steam safety valves (MSSVs) are
assumed to operate automatically to relieve steam andmaintain the steam generator pressure below the design
value. For the recovery from a steam generator tube rupture
(SGTR) event, the operator is also required to perform alimited cooldown to establish adequate subcooling as anecessary step to terminate the primary-to-secondary breakflow into the ruptured steam generator. The time requiredto terminate the primary-to-secondary break flow for a SGTRis more critical than the time required to cool down to RHRconditions for this event and also for other accidents.
Thus, the SGTR j the limiting event for the AfJVs. <1Tkrte.

/ ADVS~required to be OPERABLE to satisfy the SGTR
40 accident analysis requiemensassfecsý

ni 00 ancmiany single failure
assumptions regarding the failure of one ADV to open on
demand.

LCO

10

The ADVs are equipped with block valves in the event an ADVspuriously fails to open or fails to close during use.

The ADVs satisfy 'Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statemedt.

ýThrd ~ADV l'ines are req~ ed t b e OPERABLE. One ADV lineis required from each of three steam generators to ensurethat at least one ADV line is available to conduct a unitcooldown following an SGTR, in which one steam generatorbecomes unavailable,. accompanied by a single, active failureof a second ADV line on an unaffected steam generator. Theblock valves must be OPERABLE to isolate a failed open ADVline. ose / e oes n rn emne 1 erable if erator acti tim to op the bl ck
valve 's su orted in the acci nt anal si.

the unit to RHR entry conditions following an event in which

(conti nued)
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ADVs
B 3.7.4

BASES

LCO the condenser is unavailable for use with the Steam~(continued) System.

An ADV is considered OPERABLE when it is capable of
providing controlled relief of the main steam flow andcapable of fully opening and closing on demand.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, and in MODE 4, when steam generator isbeing relied upon for heat removal, the AOVs are required to
be OPERABLE.

In MODE 5 or 6, an SGTR is not a credible event.

ACTIONS A.1

With one required ADV line inoperable, action must be takento restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. The 7-dayCompletion-Time allows for the redundant capability affordedby the remaining OPERABLE ADV lines, a non-safety-grade
backup in the Steam F55ý ystem, and MSSVs. RequiredAction A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that'LCO 3.0.4
does not apply.

B.1

With two or more ADV lines inoperable, action must be takento restore all but one ADV line to OPERABLE status. -Sincethe block valve can be closed to isolate an ADV, somerepairs may be possible with the unit at power. The 24-hourCompletion Time is reasonable to repair inoperable ADVlines, based on the availability of the Steam IypýSystemand MSSVs, and the low probability of an event occurrinduring this period that would require the ADV lines. 0D

C.1 and C.2

If the ADV lines cannot be restored to OPERABLE statuswithin the associated Completion Time, the unit must beplaced in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. Toachieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least

(conti nued)
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ADVs
B 3.7.4

BASES

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 4, with t eliance upon
Jiýtea genraor for heat removal, within 18 hours. Theallowe~d Completion Times are reasonable, based on operatingexperience to reach the required unit conditions fromfull-power conditions in an orderly manner and without

challenging unit systems.A

SURVEILANCE e~~e~r i'7~e/e-
SURVEILANCE SR 3.7.4.11

REQU IREM ENTS
.To perform a controll1ed cooldown of thee RRCS, the ADVs mustbe able to be opened and throttled through their full range.This SR ensures that the ADVs are tested through afull-control cycle at least once per fuel cycle.Performance of inservice testing or use of an ADV during aunit cooldown may satisfy this requirement. Operatingexperience has shown that these com onents usually pass theSurveillance when performed at the 1 E-month Frequency.(7The Frequency is acceptable .from a rel abil .ity standpoint.

SR 3.7.4.2

The function of the block valve is to isolate a failed openADV. Cycling-the block valve~both closed and open69 demonstrates its capability to perform this function.Performance of inservice testing or use of the block valveduring unit cooldown may satisfy this requirement.
I (Operating experience has shown that these components-usually

Lp ass the Surveillance when performed at *the ~18ý-monthFrequency. The Frequency is acceptable fro a eliability
standpoint.

REFERENCESce 1. VFSAR, Section j10.3&,
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.4

A. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at theProof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 - July 20,
1992.

1. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

2. Change to specify Watts Bar specific terminology for clarity.

3. Watts Bar believes it highly unlikely that the ADVs would be requiredfor normal cooldown on. a routine basis and has made a change to denotethat the ADVs may be used if condenser vacuum is lost. As thisstatement is currently written, it implies that this situation isconsidered routine.

4. Change to specify Watts Bar specific parameter values or information.

5. Change to delete information that does not apply to Watts Bar.

6. Change to correct error(s) in the STS,

7. Change to specify Watts Bar specific Reference information and format.



AFW System
3.7.5

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.5 Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System

LCO 3.7.5 (D iTree $FW trains shall be .OPERABLE.
-------------------- NOE-----------------------NT

O0nly one AFW train, which 
includes a motor-driven 

pump,

---------------------------------------------------------

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3,
MODE 4 when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

, . One steam supply toturbine-driven AFW
pump inoperable.

B. One AFW train
inoperable in MODE 1,
2, or 3 (bfor reasons
other tha>-ý
Condition AM-

Restore steam supply
to OPERABLE status.

Restore AFW train to
OPERABLE status.

1 days

AND

10 days from
from discovery
of fallure to
meet t.h-is LCD

72 hours

AND

10 days from
discovery of
failure to meet
,t-i LCD

(continued)
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AFW System
3.7.5

ACTIONS (continued) ________________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Action and
associated CompletionO Time for Condition A

91XAor B n~ot met.

OR

Two AFW trains
inoperable in MODE 1,
2, or 3.

D. t~hreej{AFW trains
inoperable in MODE 1,
2, or 3.

C.1 Be in MODE 3.

AND

C.2 - - - - - -

00 is OPE BL.

Be in MODE 4.

---------- ------------ NOTE------------
LCO 3.0.3 and all other LCO
Required Actions requiring
MODE changes are suspended
until one AFW train is
restored to OPERABLE status.

------------------------------

D. 1 Initiate action to
restore one AFW train
to OPERABLE status.

6 hours

ý1ours

Immedi ately

E. Required AFW train E.1 Initiate Action Immediately
inoeal in MODE 4. restore AFW train to-

admi strativ means

RABLE r remov
of deca heat in
accor nce wit

WOGSTS3.7-,Z 12
04/16/92 3:09pm
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AFW System
3.7.5

I Verify each AFW manual, power-operated, and
automatic valve in each water flow path,
and in both steam supply flow paths to the

119ýtearn turbine-driven p ump, ta is not
locked, sealed, or otherwiseý)s~ctured in
position, is in the correct po0sition.

Verify the dev~1'oped head of each AFW pump
at the flow test point is greater than or
equal to the-required developed head.

SR 3.7.5.3 Verify each AFW automatic valve actuates to
the correct position on an actual or
simulated actuation signal.

uvhem ;;, MODIES j

Verify each AEW pump starts automatically
on an actual or simulated actuation signal.

kQot repired t erhrc r

t~e+ukI~edr/e'1AFW p~ump unVt I

24 kýou.rs 6L9-+e6r 01 PSS

31 days

j8% months

2,2and 3 1

ý18months

(conti nued)
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AFW System
3.7.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.7.5.5

D)
Verify proper alignment of the required
AFW flow paths by verifying flow from the
condensate storage tank to dach steam
generator.

FREQUENCY
I _-

Prior to 11>
entering
MODE 2,
whenever unit
has been in
MODE 5 or 6

WOG STS
3.7-y hi04/16/92 3:09pm3.7-y N



AFW System
B 3.7.5

8B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.5 Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System

BASES

BACKGROUND The AFW System automatically supplies feedwater to the steamgenerators to remove decay heat from the Reactor CoolantSystem upon the loss of normal feedwater supply. The AFWpumps take suction through separate and independent suctionlines from the condensate storage tank (CST) (LCO 3.7.6,"Condensate Storage Tank (CST)") and pump to the steamgenerator secondary side via separate and independent-07~ connections to the main feedwater (MFW)~ pi i~ng.dj![ija 6 I~<Z_~i~ The steam generators funclion as a heat sinkfor core decay heat. The heat load is dissipated byreleasing steam to the atmosphere from the steam generatorsvia the main steam safety valves (MSSVs) (LCO 3.7.1, "MainSteam Safety Valves (MSSVs)") or atmospheric dump valves(LCD 3.7.4, "Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs)"). If the maincondenser is available, steam may be released v-ia the steam
Svalves and recirculated to the CS

The AFW System consists of q twoqmot r-drivj AF umps andsteam turbine-driven pump cofgred *nto threeý truain.Each motor-driven pump provides ofAFW flow.and the turbine-driven pump rves"\()
<6Eýto the steam generators,' as assumed in the accidentanalysis. The pumps are equipped with independent 7Dmrecirculation lines-to prevent pump operation against aclosed system. Each motor-driven AFW pump is powered froman independent Class 1E power supply and. feeds ejtwQ1 steamgenerator oug lac pum as capai- 'y g-erefr th ntrol om to eed othpsteaii

ener ors. The steam turbine_-Ur~iven AWpump receivessteam fro two main steam lines upstream of the main steamiso a ion valves. Each of the steam feed lines will supply100% of the requirements of the turbine-driven AFW pump.

The AFW System is capable of supplying feedwater to thesteam generators during normal unit startup, shutdown, andhot standby conditionsioj 
Aj.'.-e s~ k-- aI

The turbine-driven AFW pump supplies a common header ca able

- (continued)
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AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES

BACKGROUND pump at full flow is sufficient to remove decay heat and
(continued) cool the unit to residual heat removal (RHR) entry

conditions. Thus, the requirement for diversity in motive
power sources for the AFW System is met.

The AFW System is designed to supply sufficient water to the
stea geeraur~) to remove decay heat with steam generatorIo'Xe-J- re a theetpoint of the MSSVs. Subsequently, the

AFW Sytmsp es sufficient water to cool the unit to RHR
entry conditions, with steam released through the ADVs.

The AFW System actuates automatically on steam generator
water level -low-low by the ESFAS (LCO 3.3.2, "Engineered
Safety Feature Activation System'(ESFAS)"). The system also
actuates on loss of offsite power, safety injection, andKIj trip ofZTjFW pumps

The AFW System is discussed in the FSAR, Section /'1O49
(Ref. 1)./

APPLICABLE The AFW System mitigates the consequences of any event with
SAFETY ANALYSES loss of normal feedwater.

The design basis of the AFW System is to s~upply water to the
steam generator to remove decay heat and other residual heat
by delivering at least the minimum required flow rate to'the
steam generators at pressures corresponding to the lowest
steam generator safety valve set-pressure ls3% , VA

In addition, the AFW System must supply enough m~kup water
to replace steam generator secondary inventory lost as the
unit cools to MODE 4 conditions. Sufficient AFW flow must
also be available to account for flow losses such as pump
recirculation and line breaks.

The limiting Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) and transients
for the AFW System are as follows:

a. Feedwater Line Break (FWLB); and

b. Loss of main feedwater.

______________________________________(conti nued)
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AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES

APPLICABLE - In addition, the minimum available AFW flow and syste
SAFETY ANALYSES characteristics are e considerations in the analysis(continued) of a small break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).

The AFW System design is such that it can perform itsfunction following an FWLB between the main feedwaterisolation valves and containment, combined with a loss ofoffsite power following turbine trip, and a single activefailure of the steam turbine-driven AFW pump. ca

ener tor if tWe backfl w c alye to the affected MF

e o o en FW headerfj-r- 
-__until the problem was detected, and flow terminated by theoperatork. Sufficient flow would be delivered to the in tact

I ~Av~ steam generator by the redundant AFW pump.

The ESFAS automatically actuates the AFW turbine-driven pumpand associated power operated valves and controls whenrequired to ensure an adequate feedwater supply to the steam

.The AFW System satisfies the requirements of Criterion 3 ofthe NRC Policy Statement.

LCO This LCO provides assurance that the AFW System will performits design safety function to mitigate the consequences ofaccidents that coul~d result in overpressurization of- thereactor coolant pressure boundary. 46ThreECVindependent AFWYJ pumps in Othree~diverse trains are required to be OPERABLEto ensure the availability of residual heat removalcapability for all events accompanied by a loss of offsitepower and a single failure. This is accomplished bypowering two of the pumps from independent emergency buses.The third AFW pump is powered by a different means, asteam-driven turbine supplied with steam from a source thatis not isolated by closure of the LISIVs.

System is considered OPERABLE when the components and flowpaths required to provide redundant AFW flow to the steamgenerators are OPERABLE. This requires that the two

(conti nued)
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Ea ch motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump (one Train A andone Train B) supplies flow paths to two steam generators.Each flow path contains an automatic air-operated levelcontrol valve (LCV). The LCVs have the same traindesignation as the associated pump and are provided trainedair. The turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump suppliesflow paths to all four steam generators. Each of these flowpaths contains an automatic air-operated LCV, two of whichare designated as Train A, receive A-train air and provideflow to the same steam generators that are supplied by theB-train motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump. Theremaining two LCVs are designated as Train B, receive B-train air, and provide flow to the same steam generatorsthat are supplied by the A-train motor'-driven pump. Thisdesign provides the required redundancy to ensure that atleast two steam generators receive the necessary flowassuming any single failure. It can be seen from thedescription provided above that the loss of a single trainof air (A or B) will not prevent the auxiliary feedwatersystem from performing its intended safety function and i'sno more severe than the loss of a single auxiliary feedwaterpump. Therefore, the loss of a single train of auxiliaryair only affects the capability of a single motorý-drivenauxiliary feedwater pump because tfjAeturbime-driven pump isstill capabl~e of providing flow toAA wo steam generators thatare separatedfrom the other motor-driven pump.



AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES

(conti nued)

APPLICABILITY

motor-driven AFW pumps be OPERABLE in twoj diverse paths,each supplying AFW to separate steam generators. The
turbine-driven AFW pump is required to be VpERABLE withredundant steam supplies from each of Atwo4w main steam linesupstream of the MSIVs, and shall be capable of supplying AFWto any of the steam generators. The piping, valves,instrumentation, and controls in the required flow paths
also are required to be OPERABLE.

The LCO is modified by a Note indicating that one AFW train,which includes a motor-driven pump, is required to be.OPERABLE in MODE 4. This is because of the reduced heatremoval requirements and short period of time in MODE 4during which the AFW is required and the insufficient steamavailable in MODE 4 to power the turbine-driven AFW pump.

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the AFW System is required to beOPERABLE in the event that it is called upon to function
when the main feedwater is lost. In addition, the AEWSystem is required to supply enough makeup water to replacethe steam generator secondary inventory, lost as the unit.
cools to MODE 4 conditions.

In MODE 4 the AFW System may be used
the steam generators.

In MODE 5 or 6, the steam generators
for heat removal, and the AFW System

for heat removal via

are not normally used
is not required.
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AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1

If one of the two steam supplies to the turbine-driven AFWtrain is inoperable, action must be taken to restore
OPERABLE status within 7 days. The 7-day Completion Time is
reasonable, based on the following reasons: 

sa. The redundant OPERABLE steam supply to the
turbine-driven AFW pump;

b. The availability of redundant OPERABLE motor-driven
so AFW pump; and

C. The low probability of an event occurring thatrequires the inoperable steam supply to the
turbine-driven AFW pump.

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.1establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for anycombination of Conditions to be inoperable during any singlecontinuous occurrence of failing to meet this LCO.

The 10-day Completion Time provides a limitation timeallowed in this specifi 'ed Condition-after discovery offailure to meet the LCO. Th is limit is considered
reasonable for situations in which Conditions A and B areentered concurrently. The AND connector between 7 days and10 days dictates that both-Completion Times applysimultaneously, and the more restrictive must be met.

B.1

With one of the required AFW trains (pump or flow path)ci~ inoperable in MODE 1, 2, or 3 &for reasons other thanCondition A4, action must be taken to restoroe OPERABLEstatus within 72 hours. This Condition includes the loss oftwo steam supply lines to the turbine-driven AFW pump. The72-hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on redundantcapabilities afforded by the AFW System, time needed forrepairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring during
this time period.

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.1establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any

(conti nued)
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AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES

ACTIONS B-1- (continued)

combination of Conditions to be inoperable during any single
continuous occurrence of failing to meet this LCD.

The 10-day Completion Time provides a limitation time
allowed in this specified Condition after discovery of
failure to meet the LCO. This limit is considered
reasonable for situations in which Conditions A and B areentered concurrently. The AND connector between 72 hours
and 10 days dictates that both Completion Times apply
simultaneously, and the more restrictive must be met.

C.1 and C.2

When Required Action A.1 orB.1 c'annot be completed withinthe required Completion ime, or iftwo AFW trains are
inoperable in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the unit must be placed in aMODE in which the LCD does not apply. To achieve thisstatus, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within
6 hours, and in MODE 4 within 18ý hours.

RRequired Action C.2 is modified by a Note indicating thatentry into MODE 4 is only required if one RHR loop is
OEAE.The Note al1so is i n tended to0 co0n vey thesuspensin o f fu rther a ct io0n to0 rea ch MO DE 4 if,' whil1e inRequired Action C.2, all RHR loops become inoperable.
owed Comp eio ase on operating

experience, to reach the required unit conditions from
full-power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.*

In MODE 4 with two AFW trains inoperable, operation isallowed to continue because only one motor-driven pump AEWtrain is required in accordance with the Note that modifies
the LCD. Although not required, the unit may continue to
cool down and initiate RHR.

DIf al(treedýAFW trisare inoperable in MODE 1, 2, or 3,

the unit is in a seriously degraded condition with no safetyrelated means for conducting a cooldown, and only limited
means for conducting a cooldown with non-safety-related

(continued)
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AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES

ACTIONS D.l. (continued)

equipment. In such a cond ition, the unit should not be
perturbed by any action, including a power change, that
might result in a trip. The seriousness of this condition
requires that action be started immediately to restore one
AFW train to OPERABLE status.

Required Action D.1 is modified by a Note indicating that
all required MODE changes or power reductions are suspended
until one AFW train is restored to OPERABLE status. In thiscase, LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable because it could force the
unit into a less safe condition.

LL~E2I~~~9 re4
In MODE 4, either the RCPs or the RHHR loops can be used to
provide forced circulation. This is addressed in LGO 3.4.6,
"RCS Loops -MODE 4." With one FW 7 train inoperable, action
must be taken to immediately restore the inoperable train to

m Ean"heOERBLTo a secon triuimeit
Comp eton Tme is consis en wi LCD .4.6

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.5.1
REQU IREMENTS

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power-operated,
and automatic valves in the AFW System water and steam
supply flow paths, provides assurance that the proper flow
paths will exist for AFW operation. This SR does not apply
to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured inposition, since they are verified to be in the correct
position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. This SRalso does not apply to valves that cannot be inadvertently
misaligned, such as check valves. This Surveillance doesnot require any testing or valve manipulation; rather, itinvolves verification that those valves capable of being
mispositioned are in the correct position.

The 31-day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve
operation, and ensures correct valve positions.

(conti nued)
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AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.5.2
REQU IREMENTS

(continued) This SR verifies that the AFW pumps develop sufficient
discharge pressure to deliver the required flow at the

(D2pressure of the MSSVs. Because it is undesirable toro uce col iF--n To -e steam generators while they are
Plus %operating, this testing is performed on recirculation flow.~ -~v~-~ Periodically comparing the reference differential pressure

4 ~developed at this reduced flow, detects trends that might beindicative of incipient fdilure. Performance of inservice
testing discussed in the ASME Code, Section XI (Ref. 2)
(only required at 3-month intervals) satisfies this
requirement. The &45-day Frequency on a STAGGERED TESTBASIS results in testing each pump once every 3 months, asrequired by Reference 2..

-yAThis SR is modified by a Note indicating that the SR beCdeferred until suitable test conditions are established.
This deferral is required because there is insufficient
steam pressure to perform the test 4ý

~ MODES ) 2afl43in Ad ~

_________ ihe re-4vjre Wr-4IfoI
SR 3.7.5.3 recid'j alqncjl 'la P~'b
This SR verifies that AFW can be delihver•7 heappropriate steam generator in the evn oanacie ntotransient that generates an ESFAS, by demonstrating that
each automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its

cor etosition on an actual or simulated actuation, signal.TThe 482-month Frequency is based on the need to perform -this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
unit outage and because of the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Survei~llance were performed with the
reactor at power. The $14-month Frequency is acceptable
based on operating experience and the design reliability of
the equipment.

4Ae reqvt~redp~4 Ied ~c~ISR 3.7.5.4 zindI tli au-+,r pu~cfL~ joos not
This SR verifies that the AFW pum s will start in the eventof any accident or transient that generates an ESFAS by
demonstrating that each AFW pump starts automatically on an
actual or simulated actuation signa . e 1 -montCD Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillanceunder the conditions that apply during a unit outage and

(conti nued)
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AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.5.4, (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

because of the potential for an unplanned transient if the
surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

0o ii This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the SR 0 be
This deferral is required because there is insufficient

~steampressure toperform the test.

SR 3.7.5.5

This SR verifies that the AEW is properly aligned by
verifying the flow paths from the CST to each steam
generator prior to entering MODE 2 after more than 30 days
in MODE 5 or 6. OPERABILITY of AFW flow paths must beverified before sufficient core heat is generated that would
require the operation of the AFW System during a subsequent
shutdown. The Frequency is reasonable, based on engineering~ (~7)judgment, and other administrative controls ensuring thatf-lowepatf~jemain OPERABLE. To further ensure AFW System
alignment, flow-path OPERABILITY is verified, following
-extended outages to determine no misalignment. of valves hasoccurred. This SR ensures that the flow path from the CSTto the steam generators is properly afligned. is -S Ris

oe Isse normal aýrtup

REFERENCES 1. ~FSAR, Section 01O.4.Sj "Au~~di;~ S~~~

2. Ameri'can Society of Mechanical-Engineers, Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, Inservice
Inspection, Article IWV-3400. " -~~~A-.8
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.5

A. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
Proof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 - July 20,
1992.

1. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
.information/values.

2. Change to reflect Watts Bar specific information or-parameter values.

3. Change to delete information that does not apply to Watts Bar.

4. This discussion has been added to discuss the affect on operability bythe loss of control air to a single train of AFW and describe valve
controls. This discussion is consistent with that in the Bases of the
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Technical Specifications.

5. Change to correct error(s) in the STS.

6. Change to specify Watts Bar specific Reference information and format.

7. The AFW piping-connec 't to two loops inside containm ent and the other two
loops cohnect outside' containment.

8. Editorial change. LOCA assumptions and FWLB are all important
considerations to, the design of-AFW Systems.-ý

9. The AFW System is *equipped with pressure control valves to prevent the
pump from reaching runout flow.

10. Change to remove redundancy to earlier statement.



CST
3.7.6

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.6 Condens~ate Storage Tank (CST)

LCO 3.7.6

APPLICABILITY:

2.10o00
The CST level shall be Ž -tO!O-g:

MODES 1, 2, and 3,
MODE 4 when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal.

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. CST level not within
limit.

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

REQUIRED ACTION

Verify by
administrative means
OPERABILITY of backup
water supply.

~ C WA

AND

A. 2 Restore CST level to
within limit.

Be in MODE 3.

AND

B.2 NOTE---- ----
]y rquir dif one

6esi jal h at r mov
loo is ERA E.

-- 
- - - - -

Be in MODE 4, without
reliance on steam
generator for heat
removal.

COMPLETION TIME

4 hours

AND CD
Once per

t~hereaftser

7 d ays

6 hours

@180 hours

WOG STS
04/16/92 3:11pm
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CST
3.7.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREM~ENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

9lg00 (2)SR 3.7.6.1 Verify the CST level is g [a---O gl] 12 hours

WOG STS
04/16/92 3:11pm
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CST
B 3.7.6

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.6 Condensate Storage Tank (CST)

BASES

P Ye.-QP~c
BACKGROUND The CST provides a Is tYýrýsource of water to the steamgenerators for removing decay and sensible heat from theReactor Coolant System (RCS). The CST provides a passiveflow of water, by gravity, to the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW)System (LCO 3.7.5, "Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System'). Thesteam produced is released to the atmosphere by the mainsteam safety valves or the atmospheric dump valves. The AFWpumps operate with a continuous recirculation to the CST.

When the main steam isolation valves are open, the prefer redmeans of heat removal is to discharge steam to the condenserby the non-safety-grade path of the steam valves. Thecondensed steam is returned to the CST by &ý :
This has the advantage of conserving~ condensate while minimizing releases to the environment.

a~ IV ,-~

Because the-CST is princ a c ipone in r c 4
esi 93esigne~dto ýwithstan

eartquaes nd the naura phenomena, including missilesthat might be generated bphenomena. e i
e i ory- I o nsu r vail ili fh

).Feedwater is also available from

A description of the CST is found in the FSAR,
SectionF 26( (Ref. 1).

,- APPLICABLE The CST provides cooling water to remove decay heat and to(~)SAFETY ANALYSES cool down the unit following all events in the accidentS-7týLZV -) alysas discussed in the FSAR, Chapters [6] and [15]14Dw-\)tIý Refs. 2 and 3 _es ectivl 1 For anticipated operational
occurrences and accidents tat-do not affect the OPERABILITYothe steam generators, the analysis assumption isgenerally _~fl at MODE 3, steaming through the MSSVs,

CsT~ hor owe d -y a cooldown to residual heat removal (RHR) entry(1 onditions at the design cooldown rate.

The limiting event for the condensate volume is the largefeedwater l ine break coincident with a loss of offsite

(conti nued)
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CST
B 3.7.6

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(conti nued)

(D

power. Single failures that also affect this event include
the following:

a. Failure of the diesel generator powering the
motor-driven AFW pump to the unaffected steam
generator (requiring additional steam to drive the
remaining AFW pump turbine); and

b. Failure of the steam-driven AFW pump (requiring a
longer time for cooldown using only one motor-driven
AFW pump).

These are not usually the limiting failures in terms of K
consequences for these events.

A nonlimiting event considered in CST inventory
determinations is a break in either the main feedwaterAor
AFW line near where the two join. This break has the
potential for dumping condensate until terminated by
operator action, s1in~ce th5e Eme gency Fee water tuation
ystem w not det ect a d* erence pres tw egfth

condensate inventory is partially 6ompensated for by the
retention of steam generator inventory.

The CST cEý Criterion ( of the NRC Policy Statement.A

[CO -T atisfy accident analysis assumptions, the CST must
~ contain sufficient cooling water to remove decay heat for

fP ol1oin a reactor tri p f rom 102% RIP, -and
then to cooldown the RCS to RHR entry conditions, assuming a
coincident loss of offsite power and the most adverse single
failure. In doing this, it must retain sufficient water to.ensure adequate net positive suction head for the AFW pumps
during cooldown, as well as account for any losses from thesteam-driven A 'FW pump turbine, or before isolating AFW to a
broken line.

ZIj000 The CST level required is equivalent to a usable volume of
which is based on holding the unit in@ MODE 3 f or (Dý hours, f oll1owed by a cool down to RHR entrycond it ions at -f-75-j-F/hour. This basis is established in

Reference 4 and xceeds the volume required by the accident
analysis. 

.C

ID (1)(conti nued)

04/22/92 12:58pm
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CST
B 3.7.6

BASES

LCO The OPERABILITY of the CST is determined by maintaining the
(continued) tank level at or above the minimum required level.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, and in MODE 4, when steam generator isbeing relied upon for heat removal, the CST is required to
be OPERABLE.

In MODE 5 or 6, the CST is not required because the AFW
System is not required.

ACTIONS A.1-and A.2

If the CST level is not within limits, the OPERABILITY ofthe backup supply should be verified by administrative meanswithin 4 hours and once every 12 hours thereafter.
OPERABILITY of the backup feedwater supply must include

* verification that the flow paths from the backup water
sup 1to th -AFW m sare OPERABLE a
u e~i redvoume atrav able(. The CSTmust be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days, becausethe backup supp.ly may be performing this function in* addition to its normal functions. The 4-hour Completion

Time is reasonable, based on operating experience to verifythe OPERABILITY of the backup water supply. The 7-day,~Completion Time is reasonable, based on an OPERABLE backupwater supply being available, and the low probability of anevent occurring during this time period'requiring the CST.

B.1 and 2.2

If the CST cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within theassociated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in aMODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve thisstatus, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within6 hours, and in MODE 4, without reliance on the-st-
rator for heat Tremoval, wijthin 18Q hours. Required

Required Action 2.2, all RHR loops became inoperable. The

(conti nued)

04/22/92 12:58pm
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CS'
B 3.7.6

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)

allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from
full-power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that the CST contains the required volumeof cool ing water (, e reqir vo ume a e inl

operator awareness of unit evolutions that may affect the
CST inventory between checks. Also, the 12-hour Frequency
is considered adequate in view of other indications in thecontrol room, including al'arms, to alert the operator to
abnormal deviations in the CST level.

REFERENCES. 1. SRSeto

2. ('FSAR, Chapter [rJ'C$t6ecv

3. FSAR, Chapter ['51<tY•.4j A 'S)."
.4. TVA CrdwVtc-ý,. UCG6--LC.S-O4 ~

WOG STSB3.-
04/22/92 12:58pmB 3.7-4



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.6

A. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
Proof and Review meeting on the RSIS in Irvine, CA, July 13 - July 20,
1992.

1. Change to reflect Watts Bar specific information or parameter values.-

2. Change to specify Watts Bar specific terminology for clarity.

3. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

4. Multiple changes to this specification bases are required to reflect
that the CST is not safety-related at Watts Bar. The CST provides a
preferred water source, however the ERCW system (LCO 3.7.8) is the
safety grade water supply.

5. Change to delete information that does not apply to Watts Bar.

6. The backup water supply is the ERCW system which pumps from the
Tennessee River which would be'a more or less infinite volume..

7. Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded reference information and format.



3.7.7

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.7 Component Cool i ng4ý ý System (C~C 5)

LCO 3. 7. 7

APPLICABILITY:

ACT IONS

Two Ccc trains shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

WOG STS3.7-/1-7
04/16/92 3:13pm
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ACTIONS

B. (continued)

9~lyreq edif C
as suff) ient
cooling tapabili y tc
reach daint /in
MODE/

Be in MODE 5.

- ....Nlow
' jCOMPOhe44-fE des,ý ro't reCide1W 111e

SURVIILT-ACE R-EQUIR-EMENT-S

0 SURVEILLANCE

SR .3.7.7.1

SR 3.7.7.2

(D SR 3.7.7.3

Verify each Cqý manual, power-operiated, and
automatic valve in the flow-path servicing
safety-related equipment, that is not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, is in the correct position.

Verify each CC/automatic valve in the flow
path actuates to the correct position on an
actual or simulated actuation signal.

S
Verify each CCd pump starts automatically
on an actual or simulated actuation signal.

LLNST E so

WOG STS 3.7-204/16/92 3:13pm
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31 days

18 months

M1 8months
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SR 3.7.7.4 Verify that the alternate feeder breaker to the 7 days
C-S pump is open.



B 3.7.7

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.7 Component Cooling System (C-C-S) 0
BASES

BACKGROUND

CfD&~

0) heCCs~5~
CD Te Ci gytenprovides a heat sink for the removal ofprocess and operating heat from safety related components
during a Design Basis Accident (DBA) or transient. During

CD normal operation, the C ~ also provides this function
for various nonessential components, as well as the spent
fuel storage pool. The CQW'4t-teý serves as a barrier to the
release of radioactive byproducts between potentiallyr\ radioactive systems and thetSer~iiee Water System, and thus

S to the environment. t ,,A 1' A2ct .J co a1;

tpower l fro a~ sepa atee bus Ano pen suget nki th

system provides pump trip protective functions to ensure
that sufficient net positive suction head is available.. Thepump in each train is automatically started on receipt of a
safety injection (SI) signal, and all nonessential
components are isolated.

Additional information on the design and operatiorr of the
system, along with a list of the components served, is
presented in the FSAR, Section 09.2. n (Ref. 1). The
principal safety-related function of the GGW-y-i~
is the removal of decay heat from the reactor via the
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System. This may be during a
normal or post-accident cooldown and shutdown.

0
0

APPLICABLE The design basis of the 6eCW-&Yteffl is for one -&& train toSAFETY ANALYSES remove the post loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) heat load
from the containment sump during the recirculation phase,
with a maximum CG4*temperature of 4120& F (Ref. 2). The
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) LOCA and containment
OPERABILITY LOCA, ecmode-1 -he maximum and minimum
performance of the ,respectively. The normal (temperature of the CC.W'Sis F and, during unit cooldown
,to MODE 5 (T coLd < ý2O1*F),(a maximum temperature of aF is K-

(conti nued)
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!AJ~PT C

The CCS is arranged as two independent,. full-d&apacitycooling trains. Separate Train A equipment is provided ineach unit, whereas Train B is shared by both units. Train Ain unit 1 is served by CCS Hx A and CCS pump lA-A. Pump 1B-B, which is actually Train B equipment, is also normally'aligned to the Train A header in unit 1. 'However, pump 18-Bcan be realigned to Train B on loss of Train A.
Similarly, Train A in unit 2 is served by CCS Hx B and CCSpump 2A-A with support from pump 28-B.

Train B in both units is served by CCS Hx C. Normally, onlyCCS pump C-S is aligned to the Train B headers since fewnonessential, normally-operating loads are assigned to TrainB. However, pumps IB-B and 28-B can- be realigned to theTrain B headers on a loss 'of the C-S pump.



BASES

CCcS

TV~~C~ dS~.I ~ ~B 3.7.7

w4;f vAd t*)rt k 4mvfr.4 cS4.r 4flAMCA-+ Qp4e

APPLICABLE assumed. hspcntte tauinment suimp fluitrGý mSAFETY ANALYSES irc-cat n i toprt =r during the recirculation phase(continued) following a LOCA, and provides a gradual reduction in the
temperature of this fluid as it is suppl~ied to the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) by the F2,pum~ps

The GC&-4ysýefiis designed to perf orm its function with asingle failure of any active component, assuming a loss of
offsite power.

CC. S
The GEW-Syi~i also functions to cool the unit from RHR
entry conditions (Tcqtd < 035040F), to MODE 5S (TC01  (12oOJ*F) during normal and ps-accident operations.
The time required to cool .f~rp 03 5OytorfOc6F is a
function of the number of .S and RHR tr' i ns operating.One C-G train is sufficient to remove decay heat during
subsequent operations with T co d < 4~20040F. This assumes a

j-1 maius-r rwat-er temperature of M *~F occurring
simultaneously with the maximum heat load on the system.

The -&Eý-~ satisfies Criterion 3 of th ~C PolicyStatement.

The CCW'trains are independent of each other to the degree
that each has separate controls and power supplies, and theoperation of one does not depend on the other. In the event
of a OBA, one C9ý1'train is required to provide the minimum
heat removal capability assumed in the safety analysis for.the systems to which it supplies cooling w~ter. To ensure
this requirement is met, two trains of CCX--nust be OPERABLE.At least one CQW'5 rain will operate assuming the worst-case
single active failure occurs coincident with a loss of
offsite power.

A CC; train is considered OPERABLE when:

a. The pump and associated surge tank are OPERABLE; and

b.. The associated piping, valves, heat exchanger, and
instrumentation and controls required to perform the
safety-related function are OPERABLE.

0 ~The isolation of CcWvfrom other components or systems notrequired for safety may render those components or system

(continued)

04/22/92 1:00pm
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cc_
W4U Ssvte~

B 3.7.7

BASES

LCO E~inoperable, but does not affect the OPERABILITY of the CC/$
.(continued) System.

APPLICABILITvo In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the GEW Syi+eff is a normally
operating system, which must be prepared to perform itspost-accident safety functions, primarily RCS heat removal,which is achieved by cooling the RHR heat exchanger.

Q In MODE 5 or 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the eMT CC5-Syst-e%-are determined by the systems it supports.

ACTIONS A.1 ~ e'Lte A Ctci
Required Action A.1 is modified by aa Note indicating thatthe applicable ~ond~itions of LCQ 33.44.6, "RCS Loops-MODE 4,"be entered if an inoperable CC 5train results in aninoperable RH-R loop. This is an exception to LCO 3.0..6 andensures the proper actions are taken for these components.

If one CC/train is inoperable, action must be taken torestore OPERABLE status witjhin 72 hours. In this Condition,the remaining OPERABLE C CW'strain is adequate to perform theheat removal function. The 72-hour Completion Time isreasonable, .based on the rbdundant capa~bilities afforded bythe OPERABLE train, and the low probability of a DBAoccurring during this period.

If the CCj train cannot be restored to OPERABLE s~tatus~N within the associated Compl eti on Time, (2_wy t an at) 'e (n r the unit must be placed in a-MODE in which hei~A0 LCd6Yss nt apply. To achieve this status, the unit mustbe placed i~n at least MODE 3 within 6 hours ý4 -C,o k2 and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. e uire
of he Act'on is rquired nly if as ffic nt coo ing

With oth tr ns m/o rable, i ediae ction must b taken
to rstore t eas t o ne trai to OPE LE s tus. n this

(conti nued)
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CC-S
B 3.7.7

BASES

B.1. B.2, and 8.3 (conti nued)

casen, mth re i s no heat snk for th RHR System/thus one
trainms be restored/,o OPERABL status and the unit

shol e minaied ýn MODE 4, ere decay eat can b
remov d by the ste generator

Wi both trai ns joperable, flexibilit (and abnor al
o rating proced es) are 1 ft to the erator to anage the> iuation. Thi allows r aining in ODE 4 with n
lternate mea of heat emoval. T s action a ows total
loss of func on witho entry in MODE 5 in ccordance

10with LCO 3. *.*3, which ay not be ossible wi two CC/S.
trains mno erable. en a Cccw rain is OPE BLE, the it
should th n be pla d i n MO DE ;otherwise he unit s ouldbe main mned in DE 4 unti one CCW~tra~n has suff cient
coolin capabili to reach and maintai MODE 5. this
case, CO 3.0.3 is not app icable, sin the unit cannot b Cbrou t to MO 5 withou at least on C9Wtrain OPERABLE
Ade ate hea removal c be maintai ed using te steam /
ge erators nd natural circulation.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the'required unit conditions
from full-power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.7.1
REQU IREMENTS

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power-operated,and automatic valves in the CC)(flow path provides assurance
that the proper flow paths exist for CGQ4•operation. This Sdoes not apply to valves that are locked, sealed, orotherwise secured in position, since these valves are
verified to be in the correct position prior to locking,
sealing, or securing. This SR also does not apply to valvesthat cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as check
valves. This Surveillance does not require any testing orvalve manipulation; rather, it involves verification that
those valves capable of being mispositioned are in the
correct position.

~R Thisr P IS m6 l rvdi64 btj 6 "MetC mat.t7 t t~ e

(conti nued)
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CCW System
B 3.7.7

BASES

-SURVEILLANCE
REQU IREMENTS

SR 3.7.7.1 (continued)

The 31-day Frequency is based on engin eering judgment, is
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve
operation, and ensures correct valve positions.

SR 3.7.7.2

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the CCX'Svalves on an actual or simulated actuation signal. The CCd-5
System is a normally operating system that cannot be fully
actuated as part of routine testing during normal operation.The(T184-month Frequency is based on the need to perform
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during aunit outage and because of the potential for an unplannedtransient if the Surveillance were performed with thereactor at power. Operating experience has shown that thesecomponents usually pass the Surveillance when performed onthe 1180-month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

0)

W SR 3.7.7.3

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of. the CCW1_Pumpson an actual or simulated actuation signal. The GEW-Sys~t-emcc's
is a normally operating system that cannot be fully actuatedas part of routine testing during normal operation. The(3) (I80-month Frequency is based on the need to perform thisSurveillance under the conditions that apply during a unitoutage and because -of the potential for an unplanned-transient if the Surveillance were performed with thereactor at power. Operating experience has shown that thesecomponents usually pass the Surveillance when performed onthe 0138Y-month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency isacceptable from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section (fý9.2.2)

2.- -FSAR, Section [6.2].

WOG STSB37-
04/22/92 1:00pm
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'IN

This SR verifies that the C-S pump is powered from the normal power source when
it is aligned for OPERABLE status. Verification of the correct power alignment ensures
that the two OCS trains remain independent. The 7-day Frequency is based on
engineering judgment, is consistent with procedural controls governing breaker
operation, and ensures correct breaker position.



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.7

A. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC -at the
Proof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 -July 20,
1992.

1. Change to specify Watts Bar specific terminology for clarity.

2. Format change to delete brackets that ident'ify plant specific
information/values.

3. Added surveillance and bases to verify alternate feeder breaker position
for the C-S pump to address SER 8.3.1.7 iss'ue. This was noted in TVAletter dated June 21, 1985 in lieu of having alarms for alternate feeder
breakers.

4. 'Change to correct error in the STS. Correct terminology is ECCS pumps.
Many Westinghouse plants have specific intermediate head pumps called SI
pumps. This statement is clearly referring to any ECCS pump, not just
the SI pump.

5. Correct editorial error in the S1S.

6. Watts Bar prefers to use-the expanded reference information and'format.



3.7.8

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.78 -ei~4EeWatr System (SWS}(E.L..'

LCO 3.7.8

APP'LICABILITY:

ACTIONS

Two SW&- trains shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

CONDITION

A. One S"~ train
inoperable.

C

ED

REQUIRED ACTION

-------NOTES ------------
1. Enter appl~icable

~onditions o681
'AC Sources -Operating,"
for emergency diesel
generator made inoperable
by 9,-v

2. Enter appl~icabl
~onditions of LCO 3.4.6,
"RCS Loops -MODE 4," for
residual heat removal
loops made inoperable by

A.1 Restore S*SWý train to
.OPERABLE status.

COMPLETION TIME

an

72 hours

(conti nued)
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B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met.

AND

Be in MODE 5.-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE T ;ý PnIIr

SR 3.7.8.1-- -------------------NOTE - - - -- - - - - - -Isolation of flow to individual componentsDdoes not render the S1 inoperable.
0 -- --- --- --- ---- -- E-a-cýZ - --- --- ---t -------U-
Verify each SW• manual, power-operated, and
automatic valve in the flow path servicing
safety-related equipment, that is not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, is in the correct position.

WOG STS 3.7-2

I *'~M~~~j *'J

31 days

(conti nued)

04/16/92 3:14pm
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sSW
3.7.8

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMIENTS (continued) 
_________

SURVEI LLANCE

Verify each SW< automatic valve in the flow
path actuates to the correct position on an
actual or simulated actuation signal.

Verify each SW5 pump starts automatically
on an actual or simulated actuation signal

FREQUENCY
I ___________________________________

Ib918?monthsC-

I _______

WOG STS 3.7-304/16/92 3:14pm
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3.7.8.2

3.7.8.3

I

FREQUENCY
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B 3.7.8

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.8 -- C.,~fr'4Jte

BASES

BACKGROUND (I, The SW5 provides a heat sink for the removal of process and
operating heat from safety-related components during a
Design Basis Accident (DBA) or transient. uring normal
operation, and a normal shutdown, the SS-also provides this
function for various safety related and non-safety-related
components. The safety-related function is covered by this
LCO.

L

TheSS consists of two separ te,.100% -c a pa clincsitsafety-relate cooling wate tan. Ec m cnitof two 100%-c pacity p umps one component oling water
(CCW) heat changer, pip, g,,valving, in rumentation, ndtwo cyclo separators. The pumps and lves are remo e and
manually ligned, exce in the unlik y event of a
loss-of coolant acci nt (LOCA). Th pumps aligned to thecriti 1 loops are utomatically s rted upon rec pt of asafe y injection I) signal,-an all essential' alves areali ned to their post-accident ositions. The/SWS also
ovides emerg cy make up toe spent fuel pool and CCWSystem [and Jthe backup w er supply to tI}_' Auxiliary

Feedwater S stem]. /e
Additional information about the design and operation of the
'SWS, along with a list of the components served, ispresented in the FSAR, Sectionq~9.2.10 (Ref. Th tE zc uiprincipal safety-related function of th-ý sth eoa
of decay heat from the reactor via thp.a

APPLICABLE The design basis ok:he SW-sfroe W rii
SAFETY-ANALYSES conjunction with the &&W-75A~m and a 100% capacity

ccnaFAininei 1.cczlm.- sstRrt remove core decay heat c 1following a design,,asis LOCA as discussed in the PSAR, Sp-- LSection hf-6--23 (RefJ:') This prevents the containment sump
flui from increasing in temperature during the +recirculation phase following a LOCA and provides for agradual reduction in the temperature of this fluid as it issupplied to the Reactor Coolant System by the pumps. The&SW, s designed to perform its function with a sing e

(conti nued)
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The shared ERCW system-consists of eight 50% ERCW pumps,four traveling water screens, four screen wash pumps, fourstrainers, associated piping, valves, and instrumentation.
Water for the ERCW system enters two separate sump areas ofthe *pumping station through four traveling water screens,two for each sump. Four ERCW pumping units, all on the sameplant train., take suction from one of the sumps, and fourmore on the opposite plant train take suction from the othersump. One set of pumps and associated equipment isdesignated Train A, and the other Train B. These trains areredundant and are normally maintained separate andindependent of each other. Each set of four pumpsdischarges into a common manifold, from whi~ch two separa .teheaders (1A and 2A for Train A, and 18 and 2B for Train B)each with its own automatic backwashing strainer, supplywater to the various system users. Two pumps per train areadequate to supply worst case conditions. Two pumps pertrain are aligned to receive power from different dieselgenerators. Operator designated pumps. and valves are r'emoteand manually aligned,.except in the unlikely event of aloss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). The pumps areautomatically started upon receipt of a safety injection(SI) signal, and all essential valves are aligned to theirpost-accident ~Posj-ons. The ERCW Vallsep~r`v ides emergencymakeup to the( Lj -y6emand is thebackup water supply .to the Auxiliary Feedwater System..



SwS
B 3.7.8

BASES

APPLICABLE failure of any active component, assuming the loss of
SAFETY ANALYSES offsite power.

(continued F_.-CV S-ckfi rc-
(j) The SWS, in conjunction with the C-EW--Syt~em, also cools the

unit from residual heat removal, as discussed in the FSAR,
Secti on f---3(Rf-)etry conditions to MODE 5 duringnorma and post-accident operations. The time required for
this evolution is a function of the number of £G*4and RHR (7System trains that are operating. One train is
sufficient to remove decay heat during subsequent operations
in MODES 5 and 6. This assumes a maximum eemperaa uree of

~F occurring simultaneously with maximum heat loads on
the system.

0 The SW-S-.satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO Two SWS--trains are required to be OPERABLE to provide therequired redundancy to ensure that the system functions to
remove post-accident heat loads, assuming that the
worst-case, single active, failure occurs coincident with the
l~oss of offsite power.

(j) An MW train is considered OPERABLE during-MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4 when:

a. The-nup 4s--6 OPERABLE; and
b. The associated piping, valves, heat exchanger, and

instrumentation and controls required to perform the
safety-related function are OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the S*S- is a normally operating
system that is required to support the OPERABILITY of theequipment serviced by the S*S and required to be OPERABLE inthese MODES. t c SýI

In MODES 5,and 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of theý £W-S
are determined by the systems it supports.

(conti nued)
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SwS
B 3.7.8

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1

If one SWS train is inopera e, action must be taken to
restore OPERABLE status wit in 72 hours. In this Condition,the remaining OPERABLE SWtrain is adequate to perform theheat removal function. However, the overall reliability isreduc ed because a single failure in the OPERABLE 3WS train Vcould result in los's of:Y function. Required Action A.19 5 -k-~.. is mo ifiet wo o e. The first Note indicates that the ()

app ca Coditons f LO 3 .1"AC Sources -Operating,"be entered if an inoperable ISStrain r-es-u ts "in anamr &QU inoperable emergency diesel generator. The second Note*Ac.5ir~indica es a e ýapp iýca ond-ition~sof LCO 3.4.6, "RCSLoops-MODE 4," be entered if an inoperable-iSWS- trinresults in an inoperable j~n heat removal train. This isan exception to LCO 3.0.6 and e sures the proper actions aretaken for these components. Th 72-hour Completion Time isbased on the redundant capabili ies afforded by the OPERABLEtrain, and the low poaityfa OBA occurring duringthis time p eriod.

8.1, B.42anpd BB. 2

If the SWWS- train cannot be restored to &OPERABLE s atus>withinn thee associated Completion Time, o ak ns ar
the unit must be placed in a M in w c eoe not apply. To achieve thits status, the unit mustbe plaited in at least MODE 3 within 6 hoursi

n 2 o rý and in MODE 5 within 36 hos equire AActio 8.3 is m i ie y o e prcdng the equire entto ace the it in MOD 5, unles e6+6~ h su-ffi entco ing capa lity to s port all at loads ecess y o-r ch and intain MO 5. In this case, e unit hould eintaine in MODE 4 until this apabili is res ored.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based onoperating experience, to reach the required unit conditionsfrom full-power conditions in an orderly manner and withoutchallenging unit systems.

(conti nued)
WOG STS
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SwS
B 3.7.8

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.8.1.
REQUIREMENTS

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the isolation
of the SWS components or systems may render those components
inoperable, but does not affect the OPERABILITY of the SWS.

16 XW T-1 34C/~ -'I--Verifying the correct alignment for manual, p'wer-operated, (f
and automatic valves in the = 1flow path ,pov'ides assurance
that the proper flow paths exist for S4w' peration. This SR
does not apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, since they are verified to be
in the correct position prior to being locked, sealed, or
secured. This SR does-not require any testing or valve
manipulation; rather, it involves verification that those
valves capable of being mispositioned 'are in the correct
position. This SR does not apply to valves that cannot be
inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves.

The 31-day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve
operation, -and ensures correct valve positions.

SK 3.7.8.2

This SR verifies proper automat .ic operation of the-CE 9 & S'J54 e-
valves on an actual or simulated actuation signal. The
is a normally operating -system that cannot be fully actuate d CIDas part of normal testing. The.(184ý-month Frequency is
based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the
conditions that apply during a unit outage aznid because of
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown that these coma onents usually pass the
Surveillance when performed on the 1ln-month Frequency .Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable from a reliability
standpoint.

SR 3.7.8.3
This SR verifies proper automatic operation of th WIpmp
on an actual or simulated actuation signal. The Sr~i ad Enormally operating system that cannot be fully actuate a S

atof normal testing during normal operation. The
I~monthFrequency is based on the need to perform this

(conti nued)
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Sws
B 3.7.8

BASES

SURVEI LLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCES

SR 3.7.8.3 (continued)

Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a unit
outage and because of the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Surveillance were performed with the
reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed on
the ý1 W month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

1. FSAR, Section ý9.2.10. ) ,A 11.5Col k~~Ar

2Z 3. FSAR, Section 575S1'ý5kJ.. Nc4 -
WAt .

WOG STSB3.-
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.8

A. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at theProof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 - July 20,
1992.

1. Change to specify Watts Bar specific terminology for clarity.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to correct error in the STS. Correct terminology is ECCS pumps.
Many Westinghouse plants have specific intermediate head pumps cal'led'SI
pumps. This statement is clearly referring to any ECCS pump,.not just
the SI pump.,

4. Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded reference information and format.



UHS
3.7.9

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.9 Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)

LCO 3.7.9

APPLICABILITY:

The UHS shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
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UHS
B 3.7.9

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.9 Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)

BASES

BACKGROUND

0

The UHS provides a heat Sink for processing and operating
heat from safety related components during a transient oraccident, as well as during norma] operation. This is donerN by utilizing the MR: ý MCE) a nd th e
Component Cool ing Systemt_(C esste4.jk 9.oa-l

otos t eo f arier reqired ito daccompais the Uan safety

unciosthý should meet the same requirement as thesink. The two rincipal functions of the UHS e theissipation-of re idual heat after reactor sh tdown, andissipation of resi ual heat after an accid t.

nvariety of complexes *s used to meet e requirements forn HS. A lake or an oc n may quaalif as a single sourceýýf the complex includes a ter sour e contained by a
P truct ure, it is .likely that sec d source will 1 be
equired.

he basic performance require ents re that a 30-day supplyf ater be available, and at the sign basistemp eratures of safety-re ted equipme are not exceeded.jBasins of cooling tower generally inclu less than a130-day supply of wat , typically 7 days o less. A 30-daysupply would be de ndent on other source(s) and makeupsystem(s) for re enishing the source in the oling towerbasin. For sm ler basin sources, which may be s small asa 1-day supp , the systems for replenishing the sin andthe backup source(s) become of sufficient imp ort anc thatthe make system itself may be required to meet the amedesign criteria as an engineered safety feature (e..g.,sing e failure considerations), and multiple makeup wateso ces may be required.

(conti nued)
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The UHS is defined as the Tennessee River, including the TVA controlled dams
upstream of the intake structure, Chicamauga Dam (the nearest downstream dam),
and the plant intake channel, not including the intake structure, as discussed in ESAR
Section 9.2.5 (Ref. 1). The maximum UHS temperature of 85 "F ensures adequate
heat load removal capacity for a minimum of 30 days after reactor shutdown or a
shutdown following an accident, including a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA).



BASES

(conti nued)

Q

UHS
B 3.7.9

Additional information on the design and operation of the
system, along with a list of components served, can be found
in Reference 1.

it e S oes ot meet its desT' n imi Tso 'wa r ý
tempr tre, ter level, or n ber of OPERABLE ooling

tow fans, e UHS may not ye sufficient c aacity to
brgthe it to a safe, c ntrolled shutdow/durilng a
si7gn B sis Accident (1DB from full powe Y, but may b able

to sup rt unit operati at a reduced p er level.

APPLICABLE The UHS is the sink for heat removed from the reactor coreSAFETY ANALYSES following all acciden 'ts and anticipated operational
occurrences in which the unit ils cooled down and laced on

Circulat' g Water S tern mio~ ration at full ower is

occursA minutes after a design basis loss-of-coolant
ýaccý11'enn (OCA). Near this time, the unit switches from
injection to recirculation and the containment cooling
systems and RHR are requ~ired to remove the core decay heat.

The operating limits are based on conservative heat transfeý'
analyses for the worst-case LOCA. Reference I.-provides thedetails of the assumptions used in the analysis, which
include worst-expected meteorological conditions,
conservative uncertainties when calculat-ing decay heat, and
worst-case single active failure (e.g., single failure of a
man-made structure). The UHS is designed in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.27 (Ref. 2), which requires a 30-day
supply of cooling water in the UWS.

The UHS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The UHS is required to be OPERABLE and is considered
OPERABLE if it contains a s~uf Jent ume wate at ot0rbelow the maximum temperature that would allow the M t
operate for at least 30 days following the design basis LOCA
without the loss of net positive suction head (NPSH), and
without exceeding the maximum design temperature of the
equipment served by the SW. To meet this condition, the

(conti nued)
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UHS
B 3.7.9

BASES

LCO Kbý4
(continued§

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1,
OPERABILITY
required to

2, 3, and 4, the UHS is required
of the equipment serviced by the
be OPERABLE in these MODES.

to support
UHS and

In MODE 5 or 6, the OPERABILITY requirements
determined by the systems it supports.

ACTIONS

of the UHS are

[If e cooli tower t canno ee regs ee
wit the ass ciated C4mpleti Tim

is inoperable 0
must be placed inn aa MODE inn which the LCO'To achieve this status, t 't must be

MODE 5. winthis aouse, th untsoudb
MOD iuthi t6hcaabr it. i eq tcZ n

The r allowed Cmltiodsne lmsare reasoaleh asdo

operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions

(continued)
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UHS
B 3.7.9

BASES

ACTON X.1 ~.2:andA .Z: (continued)

from full-power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3. .9.1
REQUIREMENTS

Thi SR verifies at adequate ong-term (3 -day) coolingc be maintain .The spec' ied level a o ensures thauficient NP;7is availabl to operate e SWS pumps. ~he[241 -hour Fr quency is ba d on operat' g experience r atedto trendi of the parap ter variatio s during the
applica e MODES.* Th~ SR verifies hat the UH-S wa er levejis > '62] ft [mean- ea level].

SR 3.7.9. I

This SR verifies that.the 3W s available to cool the CC'System to at least its maximum design temperature with themaximum acci~dent or normal design heat loads for 30 daysfollowing a DBA. The 24-hour Frequency- is based onoperating experience related to trending of the parameter
variations during the applicable MODES. This SR verifies
that the.average water temperature of the UHS is _5

R 3s

sinfcn e ation ofahech cooliin towe fansfoOccrrn betee surveillances.

(cotined
WOG S S ~ 7 A 
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UHS
B 3.7.9

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section ~ ~ ~ -~ASC'

2. Regulatory Guide 1.27 A Sy-$7
N'UOcAr- ?4"0 la, k j-&j taA10 r.

WOG STSB 3.7-5 04/22/92 1:03pm
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.9

A. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
Proof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 -July 20,
1992.

1. The UHS for Watts Bar is the Tennessee River. Watts Bar does not use
cooling tower fans. Extensive changes have been made to delete
information-not applicable to Watts Bar with our natural draft cooling
towers and UHS.

2. Deleted brackets that identify plant specific information.

3. Delete the word "adequate"! since it is redundant to "capable" and is
inconsistent with similar completion times ih LCO 3.7.7 and 3.7.8.

4. Watts Bar does not consider the loss of the UHS to be a credible event
as discussed in FSAR section 9.2.5.

5. Change to reflect plant specific terminology.

6. Deleted this paragraph since it is confusing. If the UHS is inoperable,
a shutdown is required by the action statements. No continued low power
operation is permitted as implied by this paragraph. We believe this
to be an error in the STS.

7. Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded reference information and format.



GRE/S
3.7.10

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS V
3.7.10 Control Room Emergency F+idienSystem (CRE/s)

LCO 3.7.10

APPLICABILITY:

Two GRE/S trains shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, ([V 2ci n c1
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION'I COMPLETION TIME

A. One GRE/S-train
inoperable.

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met in MODE 1, 2,
3, or 4.

C. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of _ondition A
not met Lth P¶ODE X)

movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies.

Restore CRFIS train
to OPERABLE status.

Be in MODE 3.

AND

Be in MODE 5.

------- -[--------- : ---N:OT E-------

Place *n toxic gas rotectio
mo/de f auto-swap ver to
tox'c gas prote ion mode is
In perable.
-r--------------

C.1 Place OPERABLE GRE/ S
train in emergency
mode.

7 days

6 hours

36 hours

Immedi ately

OR

(conti nued)
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V
GREY'S

3.7.10

ACTIONS_____________ 
___

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. (continued) C-2.1 Suspend CORE Immedi ately

ALTERATIONS.

AND

C.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

D. Two CREA' trains 0. 1 Enter LCD 3.0.3.. Immedi ately
inoperable in MODE 1,)
2, 3, or 4.

V
E.. Two GRE/S trains E.1 Suspend CORE Immediately

inprbe[ ALTERATIONS.

movement of irradiated AND
fuel assemblies.

E.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assembl ies.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE F FREQUENCY

V
SR 3.7.10.1 Verify the -operation of each GRE/S train 31 days

fo >0contý,KUous ho-urs WiTTe5ith ep
o perzting-zr-::1 for sys~t & -without ate~)

ý1 inumeg~

(conti nued)
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C RE/S
3.7.10

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS (continued)_________

SURVEILLANCE

SR 371ý Perform required CRý S filter testing in
accordance with the Ventilation Filter
Testing Program (VFTP)~

- (D SR 3.7.10.3 Verify each CREA 'train actuates on
actual or simulated actuation signal

FRQEC

In accordance
with T 'FTPK

ý8tmonths

V
SR 3.7.10.4 Verify one CREY'S train can maintain a e18iýonths onpositive pressure of [0.125] inches water a STAGGERED

e gauge, relative to the TEST BASIS
dý-ýduring the pressurization mode ofoperation at a makeup flow rate of
:5 [440q- cfm.

0©/,C'ýl

WOG STS 3.712(004/16/92 3:17pm
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CRE VS
B 3.7.10. B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B3.7.10 Control Room Emergency Vell}[cbiem- Vytm(R~s

BASES

BACKGROUND (~The CRE(S provides a protected environment from which
operators can control the unit following an uncontrolled() release of radioactivitc ,o xigs

The CREFS consists of two independent, redundant trains that
recirculate and filter the control room air. Each train
consists of a r high efficiency
particulate air (HEPA) filter, an activated charcoal
adsorber section for removal of gaseous activity
(principally iodines), and a fan. Ductwork, valves ordampers, and instrumentation also formpart of the system,as e as d-emis s-To remove w vter droltiu L~dk
stre A Aseconn aan o filte s folw t1 a sor er0section o collect rbon fines, ýd provide b .--up in caseof f~Iuree oof thee amn HEPA filt er bank-

()The CRV~ is an emergency system, parts of which 5V also-operate durnn normal unit operations.Fn P.We stand-bymo e-~ n/Upon yeceipt OT ez Tc ua ing signi a , norma
CVS OC~(~of ye ilation air is recirc ated truh e system f~te

UV\ tra' s. he p.. e ers or emist s remove any arge.rec~ u ,g P pa i in he air, d ay en ained w er dropl s
'75n% prese t, to revent cess ne 1o heHPA itds

e ~AVý\t- vn*Jr~-O fo at 1e st 10 h, 4rs per mo hi, with he heat/es on,LJ.O ~duces oistur uildup on the HEPA fiters a d ads-or/ers.
LK~~~- ~ oth t* demis er and hea r are iortant to the
SA.. effect veness ofol d br

d'end* he init~ia ofl si n .Actuation of the system
o the emr emergency mode ofoperation; closes the unfiltered outside air intake andunfiltered exhaust dampers, and aligns the system forrecirculation of the control room air through the redundantk"' jtrains of HEPA and the charcoal filters. The emergency rY'o~e-

\J L.U -d IME93:ýaalso initiates pressurization and filtered

-t ventilation of the air supply to the control room.

(conti nued)
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BASES

(conti nued)

03

§3

0

0

APPLICABLE

SAFETY ANALYSI

0

V
C R&S

B 3.7.10

Outs de ai is 1 rI 11terec, d iuted'with buil *ng air ~romthe
N electric eqiment and able spreading ooms, and a ed to1~j ct i icrche :ai being recircul efrom the con rol room.

essuriza ion 7othe control room prevents iniraonf
unfiltered air from the surrounding areas of the building.meaci stkel i h oxic-g sioai ~ce-.~4h~
same, e ept that t signall s tches con ol room /
ventil ion to aan solationn ignment t prevent out ide air
from nterinq thee control r om.

Ieair enten jg s con inuou y moni ore
by radiation /nd toxic-gas tectors. One de ector outpu
labovejthe tpoint will c ýe actuation of e emergency
radiatio state or toxic as isolation st e, as requir d.
The act'ons of the toxi -gas isolation s ' te are more
Lrestri tive, and will override the act2tdns of the em rgency

radij
A single train wi pressurize the control room to about

L)q{J0.125(9 inches water gauge, and provide an air exchange ratein excess of [ ]% per hour. The CREFS operation in
m aintaining the control room habitable is discussed in the.
FSAR, Section - 6.4k_(Ref. 1).

Redundant supply and recircul'ation trains -provide the
required filtration should an excessive pressure drop
develop across the other filter train. Normally open
isolation dampers are arranged in series pairs so that thefailure of one damper to shut will not result in a breach ofisolation. The CRV is designed in accordance with Seismic
Category I requirements V

The CRFk'S is designed to maintain the control room
environment for 30 days of continuous occupancy after a
Design Basis Accident (OBA) without exceeding a
5-rem-whole-body dose.

V
The CREI'S components are arranged in redundant, safety-

ES related ventilation trains. The location of components and
ducting within the control room envelope ensures an adequate
supply of filtered air to all areas requiring access. The
GRE/S provides Airborne radiological protection for the'V control room operators, as demonstrated by the control room
accident dose analyses for the most limiting design basis

(continued)
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V
C R E/.S

B 3.7.10

BASES

APPLICABLE loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA iso-rdc eesSAFETY ANALYSES presented in the FSAR, (Ref. 2).

The analysis of toxic-gas releases demonstrates that the
toxicity limits are not exceeded in the control room
following a toxic chemical release, as presented in.
Reference 1.

The (,orst-case single active failure of a component of theCREfS, assuming a loss of offsite power, does not impair theability of the system to perform its design function.C CR~S
The CRSsatisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

VLCO Two independent and redundant CRV{S trains are required tok~j)be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available0 assuming a single failure disables the other train. Totalsystem failure could result in exceeding a dose of 5 rem tothe control room operator in the event of a large
radioactiv-e release.

V
The CRE/S is consider'ed OPERABLE when the individual
components necessary to limit operator exposure are OPERABLE

in bth tains A C train is OPERABLE when theassociated:

a. .Fan is OPERABLE;

b. HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers are not
excessively restricting flow, and are capable of
performi~ng their filtration functions; and

c. 41 /uctwork, valves, and dampers areCD OPERABLE, and air circulation can be maintained.

In addition, the control room boundary must be maintained,including the integrity of the walls, floors, ceilings,
ductwork, and access doors.

V
APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, a ý 6 and during movement ofirradiated fuel assemblies, CRUS must be OPERABLE tocontrol operator exposure during and following a DBA.

.(continued)
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V
CRVS

B 3.7.10

BASES

APPLICABILITY II MD ] h RF eurdt oe ihte
(continued) reesfr thrutrofnotiewsecstak

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, the CR IS
must be OPERABLE to cope with the release from a
fuel -hand]ling accident.

ACTIONS A.1

When one GREF/S train is ino reable, action must be taken to
restore OPERABLE status wi lhin 7 days. In this Condition,
the remaining OPERABLE CR ~S train is adequate to perform
the control room protection function. However, the overall
reliability is reduced because a single failure in the
OPERABLE CREY' train could result in loss of CR~I function.
The 7-day Completion Time is based on the low probability of
a OBA occurrin Vduring this time period, and that! the
remaining trai -can provide the required capabil 5 .y

8.1 and B.2

In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4,' if the inoperable CREFS train cannot
be restored to OPERABLE status within the require 'd
Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE that
minimizes accident risk. To achieve this status, the unit
must be placed-in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in
MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Ti'mes are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full-power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging u'nit systems.

C.1, C.2.1, and C.2.2.
(In ODE 5 r 6, /or ,uring moveme P of irradiated fuel
GEi~Te, ~h inoperable CRE S train cannot be restored
to OPERABLE s ta t us cý il o1,5ý: 71:7ca thTTA ~within the required Compl-etion Time, action mustv
be taken to immediately place the OPERABLE CR~IStrain inthe emergency mode. This action ensures that the remaining
train is OPERABLE, that no failures preventing automatic
actuation will occur, and that any active failure would be
-readily detected.

(conti nued)
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V
CRE/'S

B 3.7.10

BASES

C.1, C.2.1. and C.2.2 (continued)

0

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately
suspend activities that could result in a release of
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control
room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes
risk. This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe
position.

RequiredAV C. is mod i fee y teiicing toplac~eethee stemm inn the xic-gas protectio mode ifauto-swa ver to toxic- as protection o sioeae

D.1 Vv
if both C RE6' trains are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4,the CR 'S may not be capable of performing the intended
.function and the unit is in a condition outside the accident
analyses. Therefore, LCO 3-0.3 must be entered immediately.

E. 1 and E. 2 C)I

~i1 a Ifn MOI•E 5 zK6, t~drj4 emovement of irradiated fuel
assmbi~es with woCR S trains mnoper ble, action must betaken immediately to suspend activities could result in arelease of radioactivity that might enter the control room.

This places the unit in a condition-that mi~nimizes accident
risk. This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe
position.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.10.1
REQU IREM ENTS ________________________________

!Thi -SR v~erffiest tta t in i a st ndb o e of a / erttn
st rs o n 1 d e tnby sys emssou e checked periodically to ensure that they6ýfunction properly. As the environment and normal op~e~r-aTngsevere, testing each train once every month provides an
adequate check of thi s s ystem. Monthly heater operations~ "~'dry out any moisture accumulated in the charcoal from
humidity in the ambient air. ystem-s wi ea rsmus e

energized. ystems withou eaters need onl be operated 0
_________________(conti nued)

WOG STSB 3.7-5 04/22/92 1:04pm
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C RE/S

B 3.7.10

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.10.1 (continued)
REQU IREM ENTS

T e 32-day Frequency is based on the reliability of the
equipment and the two-train'redundancy availability.

SR 3.7.10.2
V

This SR verifies that the r quireA CEStsigi
performed in accordance wi h the6Ventilation Filter Testing
Program (VFTP)&. The CRE S filter tests are in accordancekf) with Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 3). The &VFTPV includes
testing the performance of the H-EPA filter, charcoal
adsorber efficiency, minimum flow rate, and the physical
properties of the activated charcoal . Specific test
Frequencies and additional information are discussed in3> detail in the &VFTPý.

SR 3.7.10.3

U) This SR verifies that each CRE'FS train starts and operatesI on an actual or si-mulated actuation signal. The Frequencyof ý180 months is specified in Regulatory Guide 1.52
'-'(Ref. 3).

SR 3.7.10.4

This SR verifies the integrity of the control room.enclosure, and the assumed inleakage rates of the
potentially contaminated air. The control room positive
pressure, with respect to potentially contaminated adjacentrhareas, is periodically tested to verify proper functioningV) f th -eJF4 S . During the emergency mode of operation, the
CREFS is designed to pressurize the control room
>-40.125; inches water gauge positive pressure with respect

,.~ 1-.~ oA-~to dn in order to prevent unfiltered inleakage.(2) c~_6Sc T e CREFS is designed to maintain this positivE pressure
with one train at a makeup flow rate ofTh

so Frequency of (P18ý months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS is
consistent with the guidance provided NUREG-0800
(Ref. 4).

(conti nued)

04/22/92 1:04pm
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C RE/S
B 3.7.10

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. ~FSAR, Section f 64 1 Na £ A. "

2. FSAR, Gp-' p5q.AY

3. Regulatory Guide 1.52, Rev. 02.

4. NUREG-OSO, 'A Section 6.4,4Rev. 2, July 1981.

SUŽk, zfW4 plae'U1

~Ja~4kL, %54~M~

WOG STSB37-
04/22/92 1:04pmB 3.7-7



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.10

A. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
Proof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 - July 20,
1992.

1. Change to reflect plant specific terminology/design.

2. The CREVS is not required to cope with the rel ease of a Waste Gas Decay
Tank rupture.

3. Watts Bar no longer uses toxic gas detectors or the toxic gas protection
mode as discussed in FSAR 6.4.3.

4. The CREVS air cleanup units do not have heaters.

5. Change to delete brackets that specify plant specific information and
parameters.

6. The recirculation flow rate and makeup flow rate are both required to be
verified to ensure proper system operation.

7. Change to remove information 'not applicable to Watts Bar design.

8. Watts Bar considersdthis phr ase to be an error in the STS since it is
redundant to the first phrases-. "During movement of... if the CREVS
cannot be restored..." is equivalent to Required Action A.1 not met.
This-*is also inconsistent with the similar parag.raph in B.1'and B.2.

9. Change to cor'rect editorial error in the STS.

10. Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded reference information and-format.



CREATCS
3.7.11

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.11 Control Room Emergency Air Temperature Control System (CREATCSi

LCO 3.7.11

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. One CREATCS train
inoperable.

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met in MODE 1, 2,
3, or 4.

C. Required Action and
associated Completiofi
Time of Condition-A

0,b1 ZnJ~urng
movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies.

Two CREATCS trains shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, J Qjr

During movement of irradiat-e- fuel assemblies.

Suspend movement of
irradmaedd fteel

assembl ies.

(conti nued)

0
I _________________________________________________________________

REQUIRED ACTION

A.1I Restore CREATCS train
to OPERABLE status.

I4.

Be in MODE 3.

AND

.B.2 Be in MODE 5.

Place OPERABLE
CREATCS train
operation.

OR

C-2.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

AND

C. 2. 2

COMPLETION TIME

30 days

6 hours

36 hours

Immediately

Immedi ately

WOG STS 3.7-/22
04/16/92 3:18pm
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CREATCS
3.7.11

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION

D. Two CREATCS inoperable
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

E. Two CREATCS trains

or ~<uring
vm~en of irradiated

fuel assemblies.

REQUIRED ACTION

D.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3.

E.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

.AND

COMPLETIONi TIME

Immediately

Immedi ately

E.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
.irradiated fuel
assembl ies.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SR 37-1.1 -eriy ech CEATS tain as h~18ýnonths

WOG STS 3.7-204/16/92 3:18pm3.7-2



CREATCS
B 3.7.11

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.11 Con~trol Room Emergency Air Temperature Control System (CREATS)

BASES

BACKGROUND The CREATCS provides temperature control for the contril
room following isolation of the control room.

The CREATCS consists of two independent and redundant trains
that provide cooling of recirculated control

a, .. room air. Each train con -ilc
14 tc,4e_ 6,kteinstrumentation, and controls to providelfor control

C C room temperature control.,¶'The CREATCS is a subsystem
k 'I~'J providing air temperature-..Control for the control room.-.-

(Il"rThe CREATCS is an emergencysytm pasofwi1 c~ls
onerate duingin nornmal uniu rp+ A

provide the required temperature control to maintain the
control room between -E-70+-&ftd4-.&+O}F. The CREATCS operation
in maintaining the control room teperature is discussed in
the FSAR, L.,Section {6-4-4 (Ref. 1)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

.The design basis of the CREATCS is to maintain the control
room temperature for 30 days of continuous occupancy.

The CREATCS components are arranged in redundant, oJ)A.safety.-related trains. During emergency opeato,.hCREATCS maintains the temperature between -O0F.
A single-active failure of a component of the CREATCS, with
a loss of offsite power, does not impair the ability of the.system to perform its design function. Redundant detectors
and controls are provided for control room temperature
control. The CREATCS is designed in accordance with Seismic
Category I requirements. The CREATCS is capable of removing
sensible and latent-heat loads from the control room, which
include consideration of equipment heat loads and personnel
occupancy requirements, to ensure equipment OPERABILITY.

The CREATCS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

/ ~ (continued)

WOG 515B 3.7- 04/22/92 1:05pm
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CREATCS
B 3.7.11

BASES (continued)

LCO Two independent and redundant trains of the CREATCS are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is
available, assuming a single failure disabling the other
train. Total system failure could result in the equipment
operating temperature exceeding limits in the event of an
accident.

The CREATCS is considered to be OPERABLE when the individual

ccomponents necessary 
to maintain the control 

room

ttemperature are OPERABLE in both trains. These componentsinclude the ea~ - and associated
temperat-ure control instrumentation. In addition, the
CCREATCS must be operable to the extent that air circulation

Cý) can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, aGc and during movement of
irradiated fuel assem`E5ieý7 t~he- CREATCS must be OPERABLE toensure that the control room temperature will not exceed
equipment operational requirements following isolation of
the control room.

IN[In MOD or 6;j] CRE TCS may not be r uired for thas-efacili ies that do ot require auto ticcotl m
isol i oon.noto

ACTIONS A.1

With one CREATCS train inoperable, action must be taken to
restore OPERABLE status within 30 days. In this Condition,the remaining OPERABLE CREATCS train is adequate to maintainthe control room temperature within limits. However, theoverall reliability is reduced because a single failure inthe OPERABLE CREATCS train could result in loss of CREATCSfunction. The 30-day Completion Time is based on the lowprobability of an event requiring control room isolation,
the consideration that the remaining train can provide therequired protection, and that alternate safety- or
non-safety-related cooling means are available.

____ ____ ____ ___ ____ ____ ____ ___(conti nued)

WOG S1TB3.S
04/22/92 1:05pmB 3.7-2



CREATCS
B 3.7.11

BASES

ACTIONS B1 and B.2
(conti nued)

In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, if the inoperable CREATCS train
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the required
Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE that
minimizes the risk. To achieve this status, the uinit must
be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full-power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

C.1, C.2.1, and C.2.2

dEInA~ MDE~5 A• r ,ring movement of irradiated fuel, if
the inoperable CREATCS train cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status within the required Completion Time, the OPERABLE
CREATCS train must be placed in operation immediately. This
action ensures that the remaining train is OPERABLE, that no
failures preventing automatic actuation will occur, and that
active failures will be readily detected.

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately
suspend activities that present a potential for rifleasing
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control
room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes
accident risk. This does not preclude the movement of fuel
to a safe position..

D.1

If both CREATCS trains are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4the control room CREATCS may not be capable of performing
its intended function. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered
immedi ately.

E.1 and E.2

or_6__Vin movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies, with two CREATCS trains inoperable, action mustbe taken immediately to suspend activities that could resultin a release of radioactivity that might require isolation
of the control room. This places the unit in a condition

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___(conti nued)

WOG STSB3.-
04/22/92 1:05pm
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CR EATCS
B 3.7.11

BASES

ACTIONS E.1 and E.2 (continued)

that minimizes risk. This does not preclude the movement of
fuel to a safe position.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.11.1
REQUIREMENTS This SR verifies that the heat removal capability of the

system is sufficient to remove the assumed heat load in the
control room. This SR consists of a combination of testing
and calculations.* The $180-month Frequency is appropriate
since significant degradation of the CREATCS is slow and is

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Sect ion Af6--- rc-~ oJ ,,1 ~cVll~~~

WA~0 CA, &14,~~

I~w4 ~ C c~rj 0 - ~-..71 I

C'ýI Y-Ll.Vr

WOG STSB3.-
04/22/92 1:05pmB 3.7-4



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.11

I. There are no accidents which require the CREATCS system in MODES 5 or 6.

2. Change to delete brackets that specify plant specific information and
parameters.

3. Change to reflect plant specific terminology/design.

4. Watts Bar has proposed this paragraph as a way of meeting the intent of
the SR. The SR as currently written provides little guidance on what
constitutes an acceptable verification of heat removal capability.

5. Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded reference information and format.



ECCS PREACS
3.7.12

3.7 PI

3.7.12

SYSTEMS

LCO 3.7.12

APPLICABILITY:

"e Cooling System (ECCS) Pump Room Exhaust Air
,S)

ECCS PREACS trains shall be OPERABLE.

2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

A. One ECCS PREACS train
inoperable.

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

7 days

6 hours

36 hours,

SR 3.7.12.1 Verif'y the operations of each ECCS PREACS
tr n for [Ž 10 continuous hours with the
;h a ters operating or (for systems without
eaters) Z!:15 minutes].

WOG STS
3.7-104/16/92 3:19pm3.7-1



SURVEILLANCE \EQUIREMENTS (continued')

ECCS PRE S

3.7.12

IT

SR 3.7.12.2 Perfor required ECCS PREACS filter testing In ccordance
in acco \dance with the [Ventilation Filter wi&hthe [VFTP]
Testing ogram (VFTP)].

SR 3.7.12.3 Verify each ECC PREACS train actuates on
an actual or siim~uated actuation signal.

SR 3.7!12.4 Verify one ECCS PREACS tamn can mai tam a
pressure :5 [-0.125] inche water ga ge,relative to atmospheric pre sure bring the
[post-accident] mode of oper io at aa flow
rate of :5 [3000] cfm.

3.7.12.5 Verify each ECCS PREACS fi
damper can be closed.

[18] months
on a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS

WOG STS 3.7-204/16/92 3:19pm3.7-2



ECCS PREACS
B 3.7.12

B 3.7 ANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.12 ergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Pump Room Exhaust Air Cl-eanu
Sy em (PREACS)

BASES TSSE

BACKGROUND

WOG SISB 3.7-1 04/22/92 1:12pm

TeCCPRASflesarfotharaoth tieEC

inThe ECCS upC fitroo aire andm the loerreace of the ieEC

traionsEahta cnits ofin ah heiru at ion pas prfie or

redu-ocoherlantiv humiden yOf/) The air strea.A secnd

aojndto bac upt other upsrmall HEPAera-n shoudt devealsop
lek.Th ysemiitatsfite ~vntltin fth pmroomfollwingrecept a sfetyjecton (I)aignal

sroignals), vrnomeal aiichatrges ofro thmer EC d humpiroom

the ECCS EAC iso disused ind the lowAr Sections [f 5.11

[945],and[156.5](Res. , 2 and 3, d respectivel
srince iEayh beuedfr normalo as well as presit-cier tr

atmosp er ic ceaupfnctin.h priar y purps oH)filter
demister,_ 

(continued)
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ECCS PREACS
B 3.7.12

BASES

BACKGROUND
(conti nued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

LCO

WOG STSB37-
04/22/92 1:12pm

B 3.7-2

heaters is t .o maintain the relative humidity at an

ficiencies per Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 4). l

the large break LOCA. The sys 'tem evaluation assumes a
passive fa lure of the ECCS outside containment, su as aSI pump sea failure, during the recirculation mod .Insuch a case, e system limits radioactive rel1eas to withinthe 10 CFR 100 imits (Ref. 5), or the NRC staff approved
licensing basis e.g., a specified fraction of eference 5limits). Th% n sis of the effects and cons quences of alarge-break LOCA is resented in Reference 3. The ECCS
PREACS also actuates ollowing a sm 'all-brea, LOCA, in thosecases where the ECCS g es into the recircu stion mode oflong-term cooling, to can up releases o smaller leaks,
such as from valve stem p cking.
Two types of system failuree are consi ered in the accident
analysis: complete l1oss of nction , and excessive LEAKAGE.
.Either type of failure may res 1lt i a lower efficiency of-removal for any gaseous and par ic ate actvyreasdt
the-,ECCS pump rooms following a LCA.

The ECCS PREACS satisfies Crite ion 3of the NRC Policy
Statement.

Two independent and redun ýant trains of t ECCS PREACS arerequired to be OPERABLE t9 ensure that at least one isavailable, assuming thaV a single failure di ables the othertrain coincident with '/,ss of offsite power. Total system
failure could result in the atmospheric releas from theECCS pump room exce ing 10 CFR 100 limits in t event of aDesign Basis Accid t (DRA).

ECCS PREACS is c 7nsidered OPERABLE when the individ alcomponents nec sary to maintain the ECCS pump room
filtration ar OPERABLE in both trains.



ECCS PREACS
B 3.7.12

O BASES

LCO An ECCS PREACS train is considered OPERABLE when its(continue associated: (
a. Fan is OPERABLE;

b. HEPA filter and charc:oal absorber are not cessively
restricting flow, and are capable of p/erf mingg their
iltration functions;

C. Hea r, demister, ductwork, valves, ap dampers are

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the ECCS PRE/ACS is required to be
OPERABLE consisten with the OPERAB LITY requirements of the

In MODE 5 or 6, the ECC PPREAACS is nnot required to be
OPERABLE since the ECCS i nnot required to be OPERABLE.

.ACTIONS A.1

With one ECCS PREACS tr in inopera e, action 'must be taken
to restore OPERABLE st tus within 7 ays. During this time,

the reainingOPERAB trainis adeu etoprrm heECPRAC function
The -da Copletn Tme s aprpit cueters

proadhtthe remaining PRB traini caneu et perfovidee C

PEConur fancilueofnw.CSPEAStan oudr ti

bhe en-rda iommed n iateliyaprpit.b as ters

(cnt nued)i

WO emS B 3.7-3dj
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ECCS PREACS

(conti nued)
II the ECCS PREACS train cannot be restored to OPERABLE
stat s within the associated Completion Time, the unit musbe pl~a-,d in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply.i To

aheethis status, the unit must be plz.,-ed in at leas KMODE 3 wi X4yin 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. Theallowed Com letion Times are reasonable, based on op ratingexperience, o reach the required unit conditions omfull-power con\ itions in an orderly manner and wi hout
challenging uni sytems.7

SURVEIL LANCE SR 3.7.12.1
REQUIRMENTS This ISR verifies that \at tain in a st ddbyy mmodde starts ondemand and continues to operate. Sta dby systems should bechecked periodically to ensu eznthat/they start and function

properly. As the enviromet an ormal operating
conditions -on this system are no severe, testing each trainonce a month provides an adequ ýe check on this system.Monthly heater operations dry out any moisture' that may haveaccumulated in the charcoal /rom h midity in-the ambientair. [Systems with heaters must be ~operated Ž: 10 continuoushours 'with the heaters epergized. Sj tems without heatersneed only.be operated f 6r Ž: 15 minute s to demonstrate thefunction of t *he system ]1 The 31-day Frequency is based onthe known reliabilit V'of equipment and th~e two-train
redundancy availab e.

SR_3.7.12.2

This SR ver Fies that the required ECOS PR\EACS t sting isperformed /'' codnewith the [Ventilation Filser TestingProgram (,VFTP)]. The ECCS PREACS filter tests a re\ nacora/e with Reference 4. The [VFTP] include etn
HEPA filter performance, charcoal absorber efficienc
mini m system flow rate, and the physical properties f theact~vated charcoal (general use and following specifico p rations). Specific test Frequencies and additional
iformation are discussed in detail in the [VFTP].

(conti nued)
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ECCS PREACS
B 3.7.12

BASES

SURVEILLANCI SR 3.7.12.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued This SR verifies that each EGCS PREACS train starts ananboperates on an actual or simulated actuation signal. The
[1,8]-month Frequency is consistent with that specified 7in
Reference 4.

SR 3.\7.12.4

This SR verifies the integrity of the ECCS mp room
enclosure. The ability of the EGCS pump r am to maintain anegative pressu're, with respect to potent ally
uncontaminated adj~acent areas, is perio cally tested toverify proper functjoning of the ECCP EACS. During the
[post-accident] mode\\of operation, thý EGGS PREACS is
designed to maintain a\\slight negatiepsur inteEG
pump room, with respect tadcen areastprvn

a :5 [-0.125] inches water gauge elative to atmospheric
pressure at a flow rate of [300 ]cfm from the EGCS pump
room. The Frequency of [18]\ qinths is consistent with theguidance provided in NUREG-0800, Section 6.5.1 (Ref. 6).

This test is conducted wit the tests for filter
penetration; thus, an [1 -month Frequency on a STAGGERED
TEST BASIS is consisten with that-specified in Reference 4.

SR 3.7.12.5

Operating the EGG PREAGS bypass damper is necessary toensure that the stem functions properly. The OPERABILITY
of the EGGS PRE GS bypass damper is verified i'f it can beclosed. An [1 ]-month Frequency is consistent 'w~ith that
specified in Reference 4.

REFERENGES 1. FS R, Section [6.5.1].

2. FAR, Section [9.4.5].

3. FSAR, Section [15.6.5].

(conti nued)

04/22/92 1:12pm
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ECCS PREACS
B 3.7.12

0o
REFERENCES

(conti nued)

,Section 6.5.1, Rev. 2,

WOG SIS ~~~B 3.7-6042/212p

BASES
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.12

1. Change to delete entire specification since it does not apply to WaitsBar. The ABGTS (Watts Bar LCO 3.7.12) performs this function as wellas the functions for STS LCOs 3.7.13 and 3.7.14.



4-BAes-
B 3.7i-

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS45

BASES

BACKGROUND TeFBAe5 filters airborne radioactive particulates from the
loss-oftef-co lant oloigafelhnln accident (LC)g i o n

The~ ~f eF5 conist o f tlwo indedn anf eunattris
Each trai cosit of a hetendrei -ehighefficielnc pat iclt a irien (HEA). file r ancn actiae

.9 hunf t o
~~~~~~~~ms soprovide bakpi aetemi EAfle akfis. hdiownstram HEP fiter inot credtued idn th aa ss7x

. l follwn arerep~ aaihrdaio inl

The +8Wk c~onisastanb systw inem, nen a n red____S.

Eah ran onithe fahetr. prefilters orarm v
particlesciinctheaairuand any (ent a ine lwter anrdropte

' adcharcoal adsorbersecio Lo reoa ofgaeosacivt

dahers and instdisussedtaion the o f oArmato h ytmas w:2.. 4--.-ý.- , , . (Res . 1,'' 2, -an TE-3, rcesetvl)ecue may es or rm ,r a p ~ - nh ic t au fun onsec.

(conti nued)
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BASES (continued)

SAFETY ANALY

B 3.7_P,~</-2.

LCO Two independent and redundant trains of the -FBAe5 are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one train is
available, assuming a single failure that disables the other
train, coincident with a loss of offsite power. Total
system failure could result in *the atmospheric release fromQ~ ~ the~FT7~jjf; L55JIJexceeding the 10 CFR 100 limits
(Ref.7?5') in the event of a fuel-handling accident.-3 -Cq

A8VS
fl~ The PM-AC is considered OPERABLE when the individual

components necessary to control exposure in the
fuel -handling building are OPERABLE .in b 'oth trains. An-FA train isconsidered OPERABLE when its associated:A&,75
a. Fan is OPERABLE;

b., HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively
reStricting flow, and *are capable of performing their
filtration function; and

C. Heater, EjEj, ductwork, valves, and dampers are
OPERABLE, and air circulation can be maintained.

(continued)
WOG STSB 3.7-2 04/22/92 1:13pm

The RBAGS design basis is established by the consequences ofSES the limiting Design Basis Accident (DBA), which is a
fuel-handling accident. The analysis of the fuel-handling
accident, given in Reference 3, assumes that all fuel rods
in an assembly are damaged. The analysis of the LOCA
assumes that radioactive materials leaked from the Ei!.ergency
Core Cooling System (EGG.S) are filtered and adsorbed by theA60-f-HMS~- The OBA analysis of the fuel-handling accident
assumes that only one train of the -FBAJS is functional du -to a single failure that disables the oth~e~r traifn. _e_
accident analysis accounts for the reduction in airborne
radioactive material provided by the one remaining train of ithis filtration system. The amount of fission products
available for-release from the EM alli nFZZ..JI 1 is 8Cdetermined for a fuel-handling accident and for a LOCA.'-
These assumptions and the analysis follow the guidance
provided in Regulatory GuidE@1.25 (Ref.5,$/ , 1 . c> -A
The F-BAGS- satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

WOG STS



APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the ABGTS is required to be OPERABLE
to provide fission-product removal associated with EGGS
leaks due to a LOCA and leakage from containment and
annul us.

In MODE 5 or 6, the ABGTS is not required to be OPERABLE
since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.

During movement of irradiated fuel in the fuel handling
area, the ABGTS is required to be OPERABLE to alleviate the
consequences of a fuel-handling accident.

C:-RK-



B 3.7.,rj13/-i

SBASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1
A 6&T5

With one ;-BAGS--train inoperable, action must be taken to
restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. During this period,
the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform the0 A16&TF8Afýi function. The 7-day Completion Time is based on therisk from an event occurring requiring the inoperable +FBAgS A126-TI
train, and the remaining FBAHi-train providing the required
protection. A86-TS

In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, when Required Action A.1 unit cannot
be completed within the associated Completion Time, or when

&"sboth trains are inoperable, the unit must be placed ina MODE i n 0MD nwhich the LCO does not apply. To achieve this
status, the unit must be placed in MODE 3 within 6 hours,
and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The Completion Times areE~ reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required un~it conditions from full-power conditions in an* orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

C.1 and C.2

When Required Action A.1 cannot be completed within the
WJI" rrequired Completion Time, during movement of irradiated fuel

-as, the OPERABLE-FBAC-S~train (3 6TS
must be started immediately or fuel movement suspend-ed.
This action ensures that the remaining train is OPERABLE,
that no undetected failures preventing system operat-ion will
occur, and that any active failure will be readily. detected.

If the system is not placed in operation, this action
requires suspension of fuel movement, which precludes a
fuel-handling accident. This does not preclude the movement
of fuel assemblies to a safe position.

D.1 &T I I
When two trains of the ftAt--are inoperablie dturingg moveementK) of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel aactionmust be taken to place the unit in a condition in which the
LCO does not apply. Action must be taken immediately to

(conti nued)
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B 3.7...1-L'2

BASES

ACTIONS

REQUIREMENTS

Th isSR ve

0D
rifie:

0.1 (continued)

susped movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel
This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a

safe poition.

de rid and ontinue to o er e. tandby s stems ou e
cecked perio ica y to ensure that they st art a fn cto

properly. As the environmental and normal -op-e-ra ing
conditions on this system are not severe, testing each trainonce every month provides an adequate che k on this system.

(Monthly heater operationn d(ry ut any moisture accu ated
in the charcoal fro huidtP in the ambient ai.[ytm

eia 1 ity of th eqim nt n the two-trtain .redundanc

SR 34. X-.2,
A . T

s that the required FBAeS testing is
performed in accordance with the JV'entilation Filter Testing
Program (VFTP)6. The filter tests a~ in accordance
with Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref.SX6). The FVFTF4~'includes
testing HEPA filter performance, charcoal adsorber
efficiency, minimum system flow rate, and the physical
properties of the activated charcoal (general use and
following specific operations). Specific test frequencies
and additional information are discussed in detail in the
~FT Pk

SR 3.7.X ~3'3Azr 0
This SR verifies that each FB~es- train starts and operatese on an actual or simulated actuation signal. The {18tmonth
Frequency is consistent with Referenceu,,5.

(conti nued)
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Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves
B 3.9.2

BASES

ACTIONS
(conti nued)

SURVEI LLANCE
REQU IREMENTS

A. 3

Due to the potential of having diluted the boron
concentration of the reactor coolant, SR 3.9.1.1
(verification of boron concentration) must be performed
whenever Condition A is entered to demonstrate that the
required baron concentration exists. The Completion Time of
4 hours is sufficient to obtain and analyze a reactor
coolant sample for boron concentration.

SR 3.9.2.1

These valves are to be secured closed to isolate possible
dilution paths. The likelihood of a significant reduction
in the boron concentration during MODE 6 operations is
remote due to the large mass of borated water in the
refueling cavity and the fact that all unborated water
sources are isolated, precluding a dilution. The boron
concentration is checked every 72 hours during MODE 6 under
SR 3.9.1.1. This surveillance demonstrates that the valves
are closed through a system walkdown. The 31-day Frequency
is based on engineering judgment and is considered
reasonable in view of other administrative controls that
will ensure that the valve opening is an unlikely.
possibility.

REFERENCES .1. FSAR, Section*r524 13'Jov-2I - 'ii"

2. NUREG-0800, Section 15.4.6k-

( CXLAA'tS~~l C.~ CA~r P1 ¾2 e~A -A d , 1 1

1ý Pk4

B 3.9-3 03/18/92 1:54pm

Rev. 0
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A &TS

B 3 .7.~l

W BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7. .~4
REQU IREMENTS A escr--

(continuedj This SR verifies the integrity of thelfgiggB
b *I~ The ability of the cnB toA maintain AaS$C3ý-

negative pressure with respect to potentially uncontaminated
ad~jacent areas is periodically tested to verif) proper(7 8 ,-S.r During the epost-accidentd mode of

~ ~, operation, the F.BAC.S is designed to maintain a slight
2negative, pretssiira-in-the I , to preven

unfiltered LEAKAGE. The'FBAGS is designed to maintain ane~c&4,v,& inhes water gauge with respect'' o1 a-m-os-p ýeric
-IL - o.2 pressure at a of -______~ .... ~ ~Th Frequency of 6184 months is consfis nt with0the guidance ~rovided in NUREG-0800, Section 6.5.1 (Ref. ?'X

ADM~\~\ f~ cA-'-This test is conducted with the tests for filteroP. ~oo ~ ~penetration; thus, an 4180-month Frequency (on a STAGGERED
~~ ~ TEST BASIS) is consistent with Reference ,'

SR 3.7.13.

Operating he FBACS filter bypass da er is necessary to

S clos An [1.8]-month Frequenc. is consistent with
Ref rence 6.

REFERENCE8 1. FSAR, Sec io 6 .EP

2. FSAR, Section /9.4.5-vZ,2-" F-e-t4.~J Ac Ve,4i 0 A- 5-j s A.

S-4. Regulatory Guide 1.25.

H~,~£. 10 CFR 100.

/6A. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 2).

Y 7 -. NUREG-0800, Section 6.5.1, Rev. 2, July 1981.

WOG STSB 3.7-5 04/22/92 1:13pm
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.13

A. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
Proof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 - July 20,
1992.

1. Change to reflect plant specific terminology/design.

2. Renumbered LCO to account for deletion of STS LCO 3.7.12.

3. Change to delete brackets that specify plant specific information and
parameters.

4. The exhaust flow rate and vacuum relief flow rate are both required to
be verified to ensure proper system operation.

5. Change to remove information not applicable to Watts Bar design.

6. The ABGTS performs the functions for STS LCOs 3.7.12, 3.7.13 and 3.7.14.
The ABGTS does not provide-for environmental control of temperature and
humidity and does not function during normal operation. The relevant
information from the other STS bases has been inserted into this bases.

7'-Change to correct error in the STS. Westinghouse has been notified of
the~error and has notified the NRC chapter coordinator.

8. Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded reference information and format.



PREACS
3.7.14

3.7 PLANT SYST

3.7.14 Penetration

LCO 3.7.14

APPLICABILITY:

Exhaust Air Cleanup System (PREACS)

trains shall be OPERABLE.

and 4.

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

SR 3.7.14.1

,re PREACS tr n

\RABLE stat s.

AND

Be i

Verify the ýeration of each PREACS train
for [=-?10 ontinuous hours with heaters
operating or (for systems without heaters)
Ž 15 min tes].

6 hours

36 hours

WOG STS3.7-1
04/16/92 3:22pm
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3.7.14

SURVEILLANCE 1/FREQUENCY
SURVEILLANCE QUIREMENTS (continued)

SR 3.7.14.2

3.7.14.3

SR 3.7.14.4

3.7.14.5

Perfor required PREACS filter testing in
accordan e with the [Ventilation Filter
Test!ing P gram (VFTP)].

Veri fy
actual

each PREACS train actuate on
or simulated cctato snl

Verify one PREACS train c,
a pressure -- [-0.25] inc
relative to atmospheric
the *.[post-accident] mo~
aflow rate of ý5 [300 Ocl

Veri fy
can be

ntain
ter gauge
e during
ration at

each PREAi
closed.

In accordance
with the [VFTP]

[18] months
on a
STAGG ERED
TEST BASIS

WOG STS 3.7-204/16/92 3:22pm3.7-2



PREACS
3.7.14

B 3.7 PLANT S EMS

B3.7.14 Penetrat Roo Exhaust Air Cleanup System (PREACS)

BASES 
3

BACKGROUND The PREACS. i lters air from the penetra or area between
containment a \dthe auxiliary .building

The PREACS cons, ts of two independe and redundant trains.
Each train consis of a heater, a refilter or demister, a
high efficien cy pa icu late air (H A) filter, an activated
charcoal adsorbe r seition for rem Val of gaseous activity
(principally iodines), and a fan Ductwork, valves or
dampers, and instrumen tion a well as demisters,
functioning to reduce t h rela ive humidity of the
airstream, also form part of e system. A second bank of
HEPA filters, which follow e adsorber section, collects
carbon fines and provides b kup in case of failure of the
main HEPA filter bank. Th d wnstream HEPA filter, although
not credited in the accid nt a alysis, collects charcoal
fines and serves as a ba kup sh uld the upstream HEPA filter
develop a leak. The sy ter n it tes filtered ventilation
fol Ilowing receipt of a safety inje\ ti .on.(SI) signal.

The PREACS is a stan~by system,' part of which may also
operate durin g norm 1 unit operations During emergency
operations, the PR ACS dampers are rea igned and fans are
started to initia e filtration. Upon r, ceipt of the
actuating signal s), normal air discharg s from the
penetration roo , the penetration room is isolated, and the
stream of vent lation a 'ir discharges throu h the system
filter trains The prefilters remove any 1 rge particles in
the air, as el' as any entrained water'drop ets, to prevent
excessive 1 ading of the HEPA filters and cha coal
adsorbers.

The PREA S is discussed in the FSAR, Sections [6.5.1],
[9.4.5] and [15.6.5] (Refs. 1, 2, and 3, respect vely)
since t may be used for normal, as well as post-a cident,
atmos heric cleanup functions. Heaters may be ind ded for
moi ure removal on systems operating in high humidi
co itions. The primary purpose of the heaters is to
m ntain the relative humidity at an acceptable level

nsistent with iodine removal efficiencies per Regulat ry
uide 1.52 (Ref. 4).

(continued)
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BASES (continu)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

P REACS
B 3.7 4

Thed PREACS design basis is established by the l~a ge-break
loss- f-coolant accident (LOCA). The system ev luation
assume a passive failure outside containment such as valve
packi~ng eakage during a Design Basis Accide t (DBA). In
such a ca ,the system restricts the radi ctive release to
within the 0 CFR 100 limits (Ref. 4), or he NRC
staff-approv licensing basis (e.g., a pecified fraction
of 10 CFR 100 imits). The analysis o the effects and
consequences o a large-break LOCA ar presented in
Reference 3.

Two types of system failures are onsidered in the accident
analysis: a complet loss of f ction, and excessive
LEAKAGE. Either type f failur may result in less
efficient removal of an gase us or particulate material
released to the penetrat n oom following a LOCA.

The PREACS satisfies Grit *on 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

Two independent'and /edundant tra'ns of the PREACS are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure hat at least one train is
avail'able, assumi gthere is a sing e failure disabling. the
other train coin ident with a loss o offsite power.

The PREACS is *onsidered OPERABLE when the indi-Vidual
components n essary to control radioac ive i-eleases are
OPERABLE in oth trains. A PREACS train is considered
OPERABLE w en its associated:

a. Fan is OPERABLE;

b. H PA filter and charcoal adsorber are no excessively

filtration functions; and

c. He ater, demister, ductwork, valves, and damp rs are
OPERABLE and air circulation can be rnaintaine

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the PREACS is required to be
OPERABLE, consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements f
the 'Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS). 

t
(continuef)

WOG 3$ B .7-204/22/92 1:15pm
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P REAC S
B 3. 7. 14

BASES

APPLICABILITY
(continued)

MODE 5'or 6, the PREACS is not required to OPERABLE
si 'ce the ECGS is not required to be OPERABLE

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQU IREM ENTS

WOG STSB373 04/22/92 1:15pmB 3.7-3

M,

A. 1

With one PR CS train inoperable, thee tion must be taken
to restore 0 ERABLE status within 7 d s. During this
period, the remiaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform
the PREACS func ion. The 7-day Corn letion Time is
appropriate becaý e the risk contr bution of the PREACS is
less than tha t o f he ECCS (72-h r Completion Time), and
this system is not direct sup rt system for the EGGS.
The 7-day Comple ti on ime is b sed on the low probability of
a DBA occurring du ri ng this p niod, and the remaining train
providing the required apa lity.

B.1 and B.2

If the inoperable traincanno be restored to OPERABLE
status within the as?oclated Completion Time, the unit must
be placed in a MODE n which the LCO does not apply. To-
achieve this staatu , the unit mus bbe placed in~at least
MODE 3 within 6 / h rs, and in MODEE within 36 hours. The
Completion Times are reasonable, ba d on operating
experience, to each the required ui conditions from
full-power con itions in an orderly ma ner and without
challenging u it systems.

SR 3.7.1'4.1

Thi's SR/verifies that a train in a standby mo starts on
demand' and continues to operate. Standby systems should be
chec/ed periodically to ensure that they star d function
proper y. As the environmental and normal operatng
c~nditions on this system are not severe, testing ach train

,once every month provides an adequate check on this system.
'onthly heater operation dries out any moisture that may
"have accumulated in the charcoal as a result of humidity in
the ambient air. [Systems with heaters must be operat d for
2!:10 continuous hours with the heaters energized. Syst ms
without heaters need only be operated for Ž- 15 minutes t

(otinued



PREACS
B 3.7. 14

BASES

KSR 3.7.14.3

KThis SR verifies thd't each PRE\CS starts and operates on an
actual or si1mulated' actuation ST nal. The [18]-month
Frequency is consi'stent with that specified in-Reference 5.

SR 3.7.14.4

This SR ver~fies the integrity of the p etration room
enclosure./.The ability of the penetratio room.to maintain
a negativepressure, with respect to potenn ially
uncontamj'nated adjacent areas, Ys periodica y tested to

/~ 
tý

verify p/roper function of PREACS. During the
[post-aýccid ent] mode of operation, the PREACS designed tomainta'in a :5 [-0.125] inches water gauge relati to/atmo/spheric pressure at a flow rate of [3000] cfm in the
penetration room, with respect to adjacent areas, o prevent
unfiltered LEAKAGE. Th~e Frequency of [18] months i
consistent with the guidance provided in NUREG-0800
/(Ref. 6).

(conti nued)

WOG STSB37-
04/22/92 1:15pm

SURVEILLANC\E SR 3.7.14.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

emonstrate the function of the system.] T 31-day
F unyis based on the known reliabilit of equipment and

the tweoctrain redundancy available.

SR \3.7. 4.2

This SR yee *'fies that the required REACS testing is
performed in accordance with the entilation Filter Testing
Program (VFTP .The PREACS fil er tests are in accordance

with Regulatory JGu~ide 1.52 (Rf5) The[FT]icue
testing HEPA fil r performanc, charcoal adsorber
efficiency, minimu system flp'w rate, and the physical
propert~ies of the a ivated//charcoal (general use and
following specific op ratips). Specific test frequencies
and additional informa io are discussed in detail in the
[VFTP].

B 3.7-4



PR EACS
B 3.7.14

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQU IREM ENTS %SRR 33.7.14.4 (continued)

T e minimum system flow rate maintains a sli*ght negative
presksure in the penetration room area, /an provides
suff~cient air velocity to transport par~ culate
contaMN'nants, assuming only one filtel 'ain is operating.
The number of filter elements is selec ed to limit the flow
rate thro\ýýh any individual element to' about [3000] cfm.
This may va, y based on filter housin geometry. The maximum
limit ensure that the flow through and pressure drop
across, each ilter element are no excessive.

The number and depth of the adso/ er elements ensure that,
at the maximum fld rate, the rrsidence time of the air
stream in the charc~al bed achi/eves the desired adsorption
rate. At least a [0.125]-seco/nd residence time is necessary
for an assumed [99]% ficien y.

The filters have a certai4 ressure drop at the design flowrate when clean. The magnl tude of the pressure drop
indicates acceptable perfom~ance, and is based on
manufacturers' recommendations for the filter and adsorber
elements at the design/flow rate. An increase in pressure
drop, or a decrease iry flow inyicates that the filter is
being loaded or that there are other problems with the
system.

This test is conducted a-long with \th 'tests for filter
penetration; thuY, the [181-month Freq uency is consistent
with that speci ied in Reference 5.

SR 37. 14. 5

It is necessary to operate the PIREACS filter bypass damperto ensure/that the system functions properly. ýThe
OPERABILPTY of the PREACS filter bypass damper s verified
if it can/ be closed. An [18]-month Frequency is CO nsistent
with t /"t specified in Reference 5.

WOG STSB 3.7-5 04/22/92 1:15pm
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B .7.14

BASES 0.(
REFERENCES 3. FSAR, Section [15.6.51.

(continued)
4. 0 CFR 100.

5. Reg l atory Guide 1.52, Rev. 022.

6. \ NUREG-, 00, Section 6.5.1, Re v. 2, July 1981.

WOG STSB 3.7-6
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.14

1. Change to delete entire specification since it does not apply to Watts
Bar. The ABGTS (Watts Bar LCO 3.7.12) performs this function as we]]
as the functions for STS LCOs 3.7.12 and 3.7.11.



Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
3.7 .X1-/3

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
13

3.7.)!ý Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

(23
LCO

13

APPLICABILITY:

The fuel storage pool water level shall be Ž2 23 ft over the
top of irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the stor'age
racks.

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel
storage pool.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Fuel storage pool--- ------------ NOTE------------
water level not within LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.
limit.-- - --- - - - - - - - - - -

A.1 -Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies in the
fuel storage pool.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE j FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.15.1 Verify the fuel storage pool water level is
Z!:23 ft above the top of the irradiated
fuel assemblies seated in the storage
racks.

7 days

1~~~~~

WOG STS 3.7-/31
04/16/92 3:23pm
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
B 3. 7.XY13

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7..1-5 Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The minimum water level in the fuel storage pool meets theassumptions of iodine-decontamination factors following afuel-handling accident. The specified water level shieldsand minimizes the general area dose when the storage racksare filled to their maximum capacity. The water alsoprovides shielding during the movement of spent fuel.

A general description of the fuel storage pool design isgiven in the FSAR, Section 49.1.2s, Reference 1. Adescription of the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup
System is given in the FSAR, Section 091.0 Reference 2.The assumptions of the fuel-handling accident are given inthe FSAR, Section-p 445-7-4, Reference 3.

17S. 941.i

The minimum water level in the fuel storage pool meets-the assumptions of the fuel handling accident described inRegulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 4). The resultant 2-hour.-thyroid dose per person 'at the exclusion area-boundary is asmall fraction of the 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 5) limits.

According to Reference 4, there is 23 ft of water betweenthe top of the damaged fuel bundle and the fuel pool surfaceduring a fuel-handling accident. With 23 ft of 4ater, theassumptions of Reference 4 can be used directly. Inpractice, this LCD preserves this assumption for the bulk of(Athe fuel in the storage racks. In the case of a singlebundle dropped and lying horizontally on top of tth~eespentfuel racks,-however, there may be T3 o wa er a ove etop of the fuel bundle and the surfacce, indicated by thewidth of the bundle. To offset this small nonconservatism,
the analysis assumes that all fuel rods fail, althoughanalysis shows that only the first few rows fail from ahypothetical maximum drop.

The fuel storage pool water level satisfies Ci-iterion 2 ofthe NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
WOG STS
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
B 3 7''1

BASES (continued)

LCO, The fuel storage pool water level is required to be Z!:23 ftover the top of irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the
storage racks. The specified water level preserv~es the
assumptions of the fuel-handling accident analysis (Ref. 3).As such, it is the minimum required for fuel storage and
movement within the fuel storage pool.

A PPLICABILITY This LCO applies during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the fuel storage pool, since the potential fora release of fission products exists.

ACTIONS A.1

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that
LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.

When the initial conditions for prevention of an accident
cannot be met, steps should be taken to preclude the
accident from occurring. When the fuel s 'torage pool waterlevel is lower than the required level, the movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies- in the fuel storage pool isimmediately suspended to a safe position. This action
effectively precludes the occurr 'ence of a fuel-handling
accident. This does not preclude movement of .a fuel
assembly to a safe position.

If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6,LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any action.' If moving
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4,'the fuel movement is independent of reactor operations.
Therefore, inability to suspend movement of irradiated fuelassemblies is not sufficient reason to require a reactor
shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7 X.1l
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies sufficient fuel pool storage water isavailable in the event of a fuel-handling accident. Thewater level in the fuel storage pool must be checked
periodically. The 7-day Frequency is appropriate because

(conti nued)
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level,-
B3..15/

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQU IREMENTS

13
SR 3.7.3.-1 (continued)

the volume in the pool is normally stable.
changes are controlled by plant procedures
acceptable based on operating experience.

Water level
and are

During refueling operations, the level in the fuel storage
pool is in equilibrium with the refueling canal, and the
level in the refueling canal is checked daily in accordance
with SR 3.9.6.1.

REFERENCES

2. FSAR, ection [9 .3].
3. FSAR, Sec 1 15.7.4].

4. R g atory Guide 1. [Rev. 00].

S- 10 CFR 100.11.

1. Watts Bar FSAR , Sect ion 9.1.2, "Spent Fuel
Storage."

2. Watts Bar FSAR (gFZ~', Section 9.1.3, "Spent Fuel
Pool Cooling and Cle-anup System."

3. Watts Bar FSAR I Section 15.4.5, "Fuel
Handling Accident.

4. Regulatory Guide 1.*25( v7 I "Assumptions Used for
Evaluating the PoetiJRa 10o og ical Consequences of
a Fuel Handling Accident in the Fuel Handling and
Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water
Reactors."

5. Title 10, Code of Fedei-al Regulations, Part
100.11,"Determination of Exclusion Area, Low
Population Zone, and Population Center Distance."

WOG STSB3.3
04/22/92 1:16pmB 3.7-3



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.15

A. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
Proof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 - July 20,
1992.

1. Renumbered LCO to account for deletion of STS LCO 3.7.12.

2. Change to delete brackets that specify plant specific information and
parameters.

3. Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded reference information and format.



37 PLANT SYSTE]

3.7. Fuel Sto

LCO 3.7.

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

MS0

rage Pool Boron Concentration

The fuel storage pool boron concentration shall be
> [2300] ppm.

When fuel assemblies are stored in the fuel torage pool and
a fuel storage pool verification has t been performed
since the last movement of fuel asse lies in the fuel
storage pool.

CONDITION

A. Fuel storage pool
boron concentration
not within limit.

REQUIRED ACTI

--------------------- NOTE -------
LCD .0.3 is /noapplicable.
---------- ----- ------ --------------

A.1 Sus;pend movement of
fJ 1k assemblies in
lie uel storage

pool.

AND

A. V .1 Initiate ac ion to
-restore fuel torage
ppool boron

I -COMPLETION TIME

Immedi ately

Immedi ately

within limit.

OR

A.2.2 Verify a by mediately
administrative means
[Region 2] fuel
storage pool
verification has been
performed since the
last movement of fuel
assemblies in the

W GSTS 1~ 7
U,+/ 16/ 9 2 3: 23pm



Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration
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- Fuel Storage Pool Boron'Concentration
B 37

B .7 PLANT SYSTEMS
IVI

B 3. Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

BASES

BACKGROUND In the Maximum Density Rzýk (MDR) [(Refs. 1 and 2)] design,
the spent fuel storage pool is divided in two separate and
distinct regions which, for the purpose criticality
onsiderations, are considered as separ te pools.
I gion 1], with [336] storage positi s, is designed to
ac mmodate new fuel with a maximum nrichment of
[4. wt% U-235, or spent fuel re rdless of the discharge
fue rnup. [Region 2], with [2 70] storage positions, isdesigne to accommodate fuel of arious initial enrichments
which ha accumulated minimumyurnups within the acceptable
domain acc'rding to Figure [3 *f1,in the accompanying
LCO. Fuel asemblies not me ting ýhe criteria of
Figure [3.7. -1] shall be tored in accordance with
paragraph 4.3 1 in Section 4.,"Fe Storage."
The water in the s ent fuel storage pool normally contains
soluble boron which esults in large subcriticality m ar'gins
under actual operat'n condition~s. However, the NRC
guidelines, based pon the accident condition in which allsoluble poison i assume, to have been lost, specify that
the limiting k of 0.95 evaluated in the absence of
soluble boron 'Hence, the esign of both regions is based
on the use o unborated wate which matintains each region
in a subcrj* ical condition dur g normal operation with the
regions fy ly loaded. The doubI contingency principle
discuss in ANSI N-16.1-1975 and he April 1978 NRC 'letter
(Ref . allows credit for soluble ron under other-
abnor al or accident conditions, sinc o nly a single
acc .ent need be considered at one time For example, the
mo tsevere accident scenario is associa do with the

vement of fuel from [Region 1 to Region , and accidental
isloading of a fuel assembly in [Region 2]. This could
potentially increase the criticality of [Regi 2]. Tomitigate these postulated criticality-related a cidents,
boron is dissolved in the pool water. Safe opera ion of theMDR with no movement of assemblies may therefore.* achieved
by controlling the location of each assembly in acco dan~ce
with LCD 3.7.* " Spent Fuel Assembly Storage." Prio to
movement of an ,ssembly, it is necessary to perform
SR 3.7.X.I-'.l.

(conti nued)

04/22/92 1:17pm
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration
B 37 '

~\~SES (continued)

APPL ABLE Most accident conditions do not result in an increas in
SAFET ANALYSES the activity of either of the two regions. Exampl of

these accident conditions are the loss of cooling
(reactivity increase with decreasing water densJ y) and the
dropping of a fuel assembly on the top of the ack.
However, accidents can be postulated, wh4:-h c, uld increase
the reactivity. This increase in reactivity/is unacceptable
with unborated water in the storage pool . /hus, for these
accident occurrences, the presence of sol ble boron in the
storage pool prevents criticality in bovregions. The

stulated accidents are basically of ,4o types. A fuel
as embly could be incorrectly transferred from [Region 1 to
Reogon 2] (eg, an unirradiated fueT assembly or an.ins iciently depleted fuel assem 1y). The second type of

postul ýted accidents is associate with 'a fuel assembly
which iý dropped adjacent to the fully loaded [Region 2]
storage rck. This could have s mall positive reactivity
effect on 'Region 2]. However, the negative reactivity
effect of th~e soluble boron Dmpensates for the increased
reactivity c aused by either one of the two postulated
accident scena ios. The accident analyses is provided in
the FSAR, Secti n [15.7. 1 Reference 4.

The concentration f d1 ssolved boron in the fuel storage
pool satisfies Crit\ on 2 of-the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO

APPLICABILITY

The fuel storag, pcol bo n concentration is required to be
Ž[2300] ppm. The specifi d concentration of dissolved

boron in the uel storage p 1 preserves the assumptions
used in the n~alyses of the p tential critical accident
scenarios ý,'s described in Refe nce 4. *This concentration
of dissolved boron is the minimu required concentration for
fue asembly storage and movemen within the fuel storage

T sLCO applies whenever fuel assemblies re stored in the
/pent fuel storage pool, until a complete s ent fuel storage
pool verification has been performed followi the lastmovement of fuel assemblies in the spent fuel orage pool.
This LCO does not apply following the veri f Icati ,since

the verification would confirm that there are no m'sloaded
fuel assemblies. With no further fuel assembly mov ents in

WOG STSB 3.1-2 04/22/92 1:1.7pm
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration

(Conti ed) assembly or a dropped fuel- assembly.

ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3

eRequired Actions are modified by a No indicating thatLC 3.0.3 does not apply.
When e concentration of boron in th fuel storage pool isless th n required, immediate actia must be taken topreclude he occurrence of an acci ent or to mitigate theconse~que~nc s of an accident in pr gress. This is mostefficiently chieved by immedia ely suspending the movementof fuel assem lies. The conce tration of boron is restoredsimultaneous~ly ith suspendi movement of fuel assemblies.
An acceptable al ernative i to verify by administrative
means that the fu storag pool verification has beenperformed since the last ovement of fuel assemblies in thefuel storage pool. w er, prior to resuming movement offuel assemblies, the c ncentration of boron must berestored. This does o preclude movemen~t of a fuel
assembly to a safe siti n.

If the LCO is not met while oving irradiated 'fuelassemblies in MO E 5 or 6, LC 3.0.3 would not beapplicable. If moving irradiat d fuel assemblies while inMODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the fuel mov ent is independent ofreactor oper tion. Therefore, mna ility to suspend movementof fuel ass mblies is not sufficien reason to require areactor s tdown.

SURVEILLANCE SR .7J1-E.1
REQU IREM ENTS

T s SR verifies that the concentration of bor n in the fueltorage pool is within the required limit. As ng as thisSR is met-, the analyzed accidents are full1y addre sed. The7-day Frequency is appropriate because no major
replenishment of pool water is. expected to take plac over
such a short period of time.

(conti nued)
WOG STSPI
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration
B 3.7.jl6'q

BASES (contin iýDd

REFERENCES 1.lCal ay FSAR, Appendix 9.1A, "The Maximum Usity1LE (MDR) D n Concept."

2. Description and Eva ation for oposed Changes to
Facility Operating Lic es R-3^- and DPR-48 (Zion
Power Station).

3. Double contingency inciple of I N16.1-1975, as
specified in th pril 14, 1978 NRC tter
(Section 1.2 and implied in the propo revision
Regulator uide 1.13 (Section 1.4, Appen A).

4. FS , Section [15.7.4].

WOG STSB31-
04/22/92 1:17pm
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.16

Watts Bar does not utilize the maximum density rack design concept.
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage
3. 7.Y1C

QL

Not to be used for Operation.
For illustration purposes only.

wý
Figure 3.7./7/'l1 (page 1 of 1)

Assembly Burnup Limits in Region 2

WOG STS3.2
04/16/92 3:24pm
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

B 3.7 ANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.yl' ent Fuel Assembly Storage

B'AS EXS

BACKGROUND

WOG STS

10

\I the Maximum Density Rack (MDR) [(Refs. I and ]design,the pent fuel storage pool is divided into two separate and
disti ct regions which, for the purpose of cri icality
consi tjd ations, are considered as separate p ols.
[Region ], with [336] storage positions, i designed to
accommoda e new fuel with a maximum enric ent of
[4.65] wt% -235, or spent fuel regard] s of the discharge
fuel burnup. [Region 2], with [2670] orage positions, is
designed to a ommodate fuel of vario s initial enrichments
which have accu ulated minimum burn s within the acceptable
domain according to Figure 3.7,1,7"- , in the accompanying
LCO. Fuel assemb *es not meetin the criteria of
Figure [3.7.K1 s all be stor d in accordance with
paragraph 4. -I in Section .3, "Fuel Storage."

The water in the spent ue storage pool normally contains
soluble boron which resu s in large subcritical-ity margins
under actual operating oditi'on s. However, the NRC
guidelines, based upo the ccident condition in which all
soluble poison is as umed to have been lost, specify that
the limiting k eff 0.95 be e aluated in the absence of.
soluble boron. fH ce, the des Nn of both regions is based
on the use of un orated water, 0ic-h maintains each region
in a subcritica condition du~ing normal operation with the
regions fully oaded.* The double ontingency principle
discussed in NSI N-16.1-1975 and t April 1978 NRC letter.
(Ref. 3) al. ows credit for soluble bonudrote
abnormal o accident conditions, sne dnlIy a single
accident eed be considered at one time. For example, the
most s e ere, accident scenario is associ ed with the
moveme of fuel from [Region 1 to Region ],and accidental
mislo ding of a fuel assembly in [Region 21 This could
pote tially increase the criticality of [Re g on 2]. To

mi atethese postulated criticality-related ccidents,
gatenis dissolved in the pool water. Safe ope ation of the

with th ac o pa y n LC Pr o to mo e e t of anwtnomvmnofassemblys ity isneesayroeeform LCe 3achieve"Fud

Storage Pool Boron Concentration," and performjSR 33.77. .1.

(continue
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage~
B 3.7.Z0-1 I

BASES (co tinued) D
APPLICABLE The hypothetical accidents can only take place during asSAFETY ANALYSES aresult of the movement of an assembly (Ref. 4). FF thesea cident occurrences, the presence of soluble boron i n Z thesp t fuel storage pool (controlled by LCO 3.., r even tscriticality in both regions. By closely cntr ing themovem t of eae:h assembly and by checking the ocation ofeac h as embly after movement, the time perio for potential

accident may be limited to a small fracti of the totaloperating ime. During the remaining ti period with nopotential r accidents, the operation y be under the
auspices of e accompanying LCO.

The configurati of fuel assembli in the fuel storage

LCO The restrictions on th pla ment of fuel assemblies/within
the spent fuel pool, in c ordance with Figure 3.7A1ý-1, inthe accompanying LCO, ens res the k ffof the spent fuelstorage poolI will alway r amn 0 s assuming the pool tobe flooded with unbora ed wa er. Fuel assemblies notmeeting the criteria f Figu (3.7 -1] shall be stored in

~APPLICABILITY This LCO appl* s whenever any fuel as embly is stored in

Requi ed Action A.1 is modified by a Note indi ating thatLCO .0.3 does not apply.

W n the configurat' n of fuel assemblies, stored
egion 2] the spey(t fuel storage pool is not in ac ordancewith Figure 3.7..1-r-1, or paragraph 4.3.1.1, the imme *ateaction is to initiate action to make the necessary fueassembly movement(s) to br In the configuration intocompliance with Figure 3 .7->141, or paragraph 4..3.1.1.

(conti nued)

WOG STS
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage

ACTIONS A-1 (continued)

I unable to move irradiat .ed fuel assemblies whi e /inMODE 5or , LCO 3.*0.3 would not be applicable. If un,,ale to moveirradi ted fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, , 3, or 4, theaction 1 independent of reactor operation Therefore,
inability omove fuel assemblies is not ufficient reason
to require areactor shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.3.Y1
REQU IREM ENTS

This SR verifies by adm istr ive means that the initialenrichment and [discharge u 1] burnup of the fuel assembly'is in accordance with Figu [3.7. . -1] in the accompanying
LCD. For fuel assemblies in e un cceptable range ofFigure 3.7.>3ý1, perfor nce o thi SR will ensure

Rack (MD Design Concept."

2. Des iption and Evaluation for Proposed anges toFa ility Operating Licenses DPR-39 and DP 48 (Zion
Pwer Station).

3. Double contingency principle of ANSI N16.1-19 ,asspecified in the April 14, 1978 NRC letter
(Section 1.2) and implied in the proposed revisi toRegulatory Guide 1.13 (Section 1.4, Appendix A).

4. FSAR, Section [15.7.4].

WOG STS B 3.1-3 04/22/92 1:18pm



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.17

Watts Bar does not utilize the maximum density rack design concept.



Secondary'Specific Activity
3. 7. W

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7. ýSecondary Specific Activity

LCO 3.7)

APPLICABILITY:

:{0.1O ?/AACi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131.

.MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACT ION COMPLETION TIME

A. Specific activity not A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
within limit.

AND

A.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

AR~VEI LLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.17 Verify the specific activity of the
secondary coolant is,. 5O.1jj~,UCi/gm DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131.

31 days'

WOGSTS3. 7- Z 04/16/92 3:32pm
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Secondary Specific Activity,1
B 37;/

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.X. Secondary Specific Activity

BASES

BACKGROUND Activity in the secondary coolant results from steam
generator tube outleakage from the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS). Under steady-state conditions, the activity is
prim~arily iodines with relatively short half-lives and,
thus, indicates current conditions. During transients,
1-131 spikes have been observed as well as increased
releases of some noble gases. Other fission-product
isotopes, as well as *activated corrosion products in lesser
amounts, may also be found in the secondary coolant.

A limit on secondary coolant specific activity during power
operation minimizes releases to the environment because of
normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and
accidents.

This limit is lower than the activity value that might be
expected from a 1 gpm tube leak (LCD 3.4.13, "2RCS
Operational LEAKAGE") of primary coolant at the limit of(~) 49A1.04,MCi/gm-(LCD 3.4.16, "RCS Specific Activity"). Theýsteam line failure is assumed to result in the release of
the noble gas and iodine activity contained in the steam
generator inventory, the feedwater, and the reactor coolant
LEAKAGE. Most of the i-odine isotopes have short half-lives,
(i.e., < 20 hours). 1-131, with a half-life of 8.04 days,
concentrates faster than it decays, but doe~s not reach
equilibrium because of blowdown and other losses.

With the specified activity limit, the resultant 2-hourthyroid dose to a person at the exclusion area boundary
(EAB) would be about 0.53 rem if the main steam safety
valves (MSSVs) open for 2 hours following a trip from full
power.

Operating a unit at the allowable limits could result in a2-hour EAB exposure of a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100(Ref. 1) limits, or the limits established as the NRC
staff-approved licensing basis.

(conti nued)
WOG STS B 3.- a 04/22/92 1:18pm



Secondary Specific Activity
B 3.7.li((9-

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE-
SAFETY ANALYSES

The accident analysis of the main steam line break (M-SLB),
as discussed in the FSAR, Chapter &15ip (Ref. 2) assumes the
initial secondary coolant specific activity to have a
radioactive isotope concentration of aO.1OCL4Ci/gm DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131. This assumption is used in the analysis
for determining the radiological consequences of the
postulated accident. Th- accident analysis, based on this
and other assumptions, shows that the radiological
consequences of an MSLB do not exceed a small fraction of
the unit EAB limits (Ref. 1) for whole-body and thyroid dose
rates.

With the loss of offsite power, the remaining steam
generators are available for core-decay-heat dissipation by
venting steam to the atmosphere through the MSSVs and steamgenerator atmospheric dump valves (ADVs). The Auxiliary
Feedwater System supplies the necessary makeup to the steam
generators. Venting continues until the reactor coolant
temperature and pressure have decreased sufficiently for the
Residual Heat Removal System to complete the cooldown.

In the evaluation of the radiological consequences of this
accident, the activity relea~sed from the steam generator
connected to the failed ste-am line,,is assumed to be
released directly to the environment. 'The unaffected steamgenerator is assumed to discharge steam and' any entrained*activity through the MSSVs and ADVs during the event. Sinceno credit is taken in the analysis for activity plateout orretention, the resultant radiological consequences representa conservative estimate of the potential integrated dose due
to the postulated steam line failure.

Secondary specific activity limits satis'fy Criterion 2 of
the NRC Policy- Statement.

As indicated in the Applicable Safety Analyses, the specific
activity of the secondary coolant is required to be
•5Q.1O6jUCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 to limit the
radiological consequences of a Design Basis Accident (DBA)
to a small fraction of the required limit (Ref. 1).

Monitoring the specific activity of the secondary coolant
ensures that when secondary specific activity limits areexceeded, appropriate actions are taken in a timely manner

(conti nued)
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Secondary Specific Activity
B . . I

BASES

LCO . to place the unit in an operational MODE that would minimize(continued) the radiological consequences of a OBA.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the limits on secondary specific
activity apply due to the potential for secondary steam
releases to the atmosphere.

In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators are not being usedfor heat removal . Both the RCS and steam generators aredepressurized, and primary-to-secondary LEAKAGE is minimal.Therefore, monitoring of secondary specific activity is not
required.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.?

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 exceeding the allowable value in thesecondary coolant, is an indication of a problem in the RCSand contributes to increased post accident doses. If thesecondary specific activity cannot be restored to within
limits within the associated Completion Time, the unit mustbe placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. Toachieve this status, the unit must be placed in at leasiMODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 with~in 36 hours. The.allowed Comp~letion Times are reasonable, based on operating-experience, to reach the required unit conditions fromfull-power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7. .1
REQU IREM ENTS

This SR verifies that the secondary specific activity iswithin the limits of the accident analysis. A gammaisotopic analysis of the secondary coolant, which determinesDOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131, con-firms the validity of the safetyanalysis assumptions as to the source terms in post-accident
releases. It also ser-ves to identify and. trend any unusualisotopic concentrations that might indi~cate changes inreactor coolant activity or LEAKAGE. The(4316-day Frequency (2is based on the detection of increasing trends of the levelof DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131, and allows for appropriate actionto be taken to maintain levels below the LCO limit.

(continued)

04/22/92 1:18pm
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Secondary Specific Activity/
B 3.74&/4

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11 1 kD ' ,-
0,ý ofva,-ý~l-Ct-.4ee- VII)4cL

2. FSAR, Chapter 4.5. "c:lA i ~~."

WOG STSB374
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM STS 3.7.18

1. 'Renumbered LCO to account for deletion of STS LCO 3.7.12, 3.7.14,
3.7.16, and 3.7.17.

2. Change to delete brackets that specify plant specific information and
parameters.

3. Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded reference information and format.



NOTE: This copy of the Westinghouse Standar Id TechnicalSpecifications (NUREG-1431, Draft) is based on a second round draft(May 1992) which addressed industry commnents on the NUIREG submittedin July 1991. The editorial review by the industry and the NRC(June 1992) resulted in additional changes which are denoted by agreek delta symbol. The Proof & Review copy of the RSTS (July1992) was not available in time to for inclusion into the Watts Barmarkup, however, there should be only minor editorial differencesbetween the editorial review copy (June 1992) and the Proof &Review copy (July 1992) of the RSTS.



AC Sources -operating
3.8.1

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.1 AC Sources -Operating

LCO 3.8. 1

0

The following AC electrical sources shall be OPERABLE:

a. Two qualified circuits between the offslte transmissionnetwork and the onsite Class IE0 ower.d1stribution
-si~ystem.~a f,~

b. "uE iesel Gener rs ((DDY'cpahle of supplying theonsite Class lE powerA stributijon xeytmý ý

N-t.~ te leeiu sa cucneers fee Trma4" A an-4 T-. i

APPLICABILITY:- MODES 17"-2, 3 aind 4.

ACTIONS

CONITIIION

A. One ~Of f s i
circuit inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION

A. 1

feature(s) with 'no discovery of Mno
offsite power offsite power to
avail1abl ej i noperabl e one train
when +ti heir - concurrent with

Aredundant feitur~s) inoperability of

required* feature4)

____ ___ ___ ___ 
___ ___ ___(continued).

f eq u ra&~

Perform SR 3.8.1.1

-ehee*3-for the
,Lreq 4-FeWI45 OPERABLE
offsite circuit.

COMPLETION-TIM4

1 hour

MA
Once per 8 hours
thereafter

WOG STS
3.8-105/19/92 10:28am
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AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. (continued)

B. - -------NOTE--------
Required Actions B.3.1
or 8.3.2 shall be
completed if this
Condition is entered.
---------------

DR-)

t'LOr mo\kfae P~n

REQUIRED ACTION
1 4

A. 3 RestoreA
offsite c~ircuit to
OPERABLE status.

COMPLETION TIME

I72 hours

AND

6 days from
-discovery of
failure to meet

4ý LCO

1* J.

Perform SR 3.8.1.1
A (ffsite eircui
-fhee4k- for the
tre+4Fe4 of fs ite
circuits.

AND

8.2 -Declare required
feature(s) supported
by the inoperable DQ(15
inoperable when

A ,44es ttheir redundant~feature(s) 4e74are
inoperabl e.

8.3.1 Determine OPERABLE G
WO-~ 4-s-not, i noperabl e due

-to commnon cause
fail ure.

B.3.2 Perform SR 3.8.1.2
(96 -taert-)-for
OPERABLE DGe.5-

1 hour

AND

Once per 8 hours
thereafterf

4 hours from"
discovery of
Condition B
concurrent with
inoperability of L"'
redundant(_rure
feature(s)

I'hours

t%]hours

(continued)I _______________________ I _____________

WOG STS3.-
05/19/92 10:28am3.8-2



AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

ACTIONS_____________ 
___

REQUIRED ACTION

B. (continued) B.4 Restore required DG0) 72 hours
to OPERABLE status.

AND

6 days from
discovery of
failure to meet

LCO

C. Two -ýequ-i-reoffsite
circuits inoperable.

D. 0 n e-T-:ee4. -, eqI eoffsi -te
circuit, inoperable.

AND.

reuiedtG

Declare required
feature(s) inoperable
when i±37'their
redundant feature(s)
4-s-/are i7 perable.

Restore one -+equ~ied
offsite circuit to
OPERABLE status.

12 hours from
discovery of
Condition C
concurrent with
inoperabilit~y of
redundan
requi~red
featur4).

24 hours

----------------- NOTE------------
,When Conditien E is entered-

one ti- er pplcable
Conditions and .Required

A stern, O38

offslte circuit to
OPERABLE status.

I-I (continued)

WOG STS3.-
05/19/92 10:28am
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COMPLETION TIME
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AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

ACTIONS (continued)________________

CONDITION

D. (continued)

REQUIRED ACTION
t .1

Restore required DGý
to OPERABLE status.

COMPLETION TIME

12 hours

Ei . two reqt1-d D~sE. Restere :;ne rtguired -2hw
inoperable. DC '_ 9OERABLE

statwr

F. Required Actions and F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Associated Completion
Times of Condition A, AND
B, C, D, orgXnot
met. F.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

W+ 4 ek k ~Q ' Zooai+iar 6r6. TI-11e oi more~ 'euirtuj h 3.1 Catei ECO 3.8.3.

__-e V4mmeý IX (erj16i-

N~ NOT ------- H.1 Restore all required [12] hoursT Condition may beautomatic load
delet if the. unitseun rstdeIg Is chtaseunrs odesin is chh hatOPERABLE status.
any sequence; ilure
mode will only a Ct
the ability of thee
associated diesel
generator to power

it-e-spect~ive safety
loa L 1 owing:a

10 ý,O~ff s epoe
in *ent- of', or
coiincfddnt. with. a,
design. bass" 'e"

se 'que 'ncer
i nope rabl e.

WOG STS 3.8-405/19/92 10:28am3.8-4
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AC Sources -operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQU IREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.1.1 Verify correct breaker alignment and
indicated power availability for each
[fequ.4ire~offsite circuit.

SR 3.8.1.2 -----------NOTES...............---
1. Performance of SR 3.8.1.7 satisfies

this SR.

~$A modified DG start involving idling
A nd gradual acceleration to
synchronous speed may be used for
this' SR as recommnended by the
manufacturer. When modified start
procedures are not used, the time,
voltage, and frequency tolerances'
of SR 3.8.1.ý(must be met..

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----------

Verify each DG starts from standby
conditions and achieves steady state
voltage,.and fremouencvy-ithin thr aaa

FREQUENCY

7 days

2

As specifiedI
Table 3.8.1-1

(continued)

X3.-
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AC Sources -Operating

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS -(-Continued)

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.1.3 ------------------- NOTES----------
1. OG loadings may include gradual

loading as recommended by the
manufacturer.

2. Momentary transients o side the load
and power factor range do not

invalidate this test.

FREQUENCY

As specifi f v
Table 3.8.1~

3. This zArveillance 
shall be conducted

ORo-only one DG at a time.

4. This SR shall be pr.~ceeded by and

immediately follow without shutdown a

successful performance of SR 3.8.1.ý

or SR 3.8.f.7.

---------------------------------

3cý,r Verify eeach DG is synchronized and loadedand operates for >_ 60 minutes at a load
> pekW and < -{-IQqQkW and power facto-r

SR 3.8.1.4 Verify each 4i*e4. day, tak epg
feuiel fuel taik contains ý__! gal of

SR 3.8.1.5 Check fo 2nf1A
acc.umugatea water fromeach day tank,__ _~j ___ moin tank]

42 oil
SR 3.~5 Ve~lf~.fue1ra~nser 

syst.4 p~tj~ Utomtlcaly}~iransfer fuel. rom storaget nkJc to the ~ay tankan en iutd

WOG STS- 
a

31 days

6i i//ays

(E922 days

(continued)

05/19/92 10:28am
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AC Sources -operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (conti nued)

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.1.7

Verif eahG starts from st prcd d bya

condition and achieves in J~ scns
voltagetand frequency

[440jVand 0145e] V a);7)

SR 3.8.1.8 ------------------ NOTES----------
1. This Surveillance shall not beperformed in MODE I or 2.

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

-----------------------------------

,,-!rify -Fau~tematie, m anual ]- transfer Aý
of"tPwr-etes from the normal 4,R
crcuit to each alternate requ+redoffsite

ecircuit. &t~~

r oN tdpe .qJ

FREQUENCY

.184 days

18 monthsV

.(continued)

WOG STS'
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AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS (continued) 
___

SURVEI LLANCE

SR 3.8.1.9 ------------------- NOTES----------
1. This Surveillance shall not be

performed in MODE 1 or 2.

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

---------------------------------------

Verify each DG operating at a power factor
< [0.VO] rejects a load Ž [+-20O]kW and:

a. Following load rejection, the
frequency is I z

b. -Within (3] seconds following load
.~rejection, the voltage

and and

C. Within [3] seconds following load
Srejection, the fr 'equency isX y

-,E88) Jiz and •,f61.2ýJ0z.

SR 3.8.1.10 --- - - -- - - - -NOTES - - - - - - - - - -
1. This Surveillance shall not be

performed in MODE 1 or 2.

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

- ------------

Verl f/ each DG, operating at a power factor
ý [0.10] does not trjpi~ and voltage is
maibntained • EsowOT I during and following
a load. rejectilon/o?_Ž -f4690U% and

FREQUENCY
.1

,ý18 monthsý

X1I8 monthsy)

I I

L.3%5b
(continued)

WOG STS388
05/19/92 10:28am

FREQUENCY

3.8-8



AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
(conti nuedl

SR 3.8.1. 11

1 .
slad in

2.

energizes permanently connected
ý1ýseconds,

energizes auto-co nnected
shutdown loads through automatic
load sequencer,

FREQUENCY

----------------- NOTES----------
1. All DG starts may ~e preceded by an

engine prelube period.

SThis Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

~. Credit may be taken for unplanned
/ events that satisfy this SR.

---------------------------------------

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of
offsite power signal:

a. De-energization of emergency buses;

b. Load shedding from emergenqcy buses;

C. DG 'auto-starts from standby condition
and:

3. maintaiq steady-state voltage

V4V
4. maintainj steady-state frequency

",5.k)jnz and ,t61.2§Hz, and

5. supplies permanently connected
(and auto-connected] shutdown
loads for [ 5] minutes.

(continued)

WOG STS
3.8-905/19/92 -10:28am

SURVEI LLANCE

(18 months]

FREQUENCY

3.8-9



AC Sources -Operating
.3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

- SURVEILLANCE

-- - - - - --- -NOTES - - - - - - - -- -All DG starts may be preceded by
prelube procedures aaspreconmnended by

temnufacturer.

This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1 or 2.

Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

Verify on an actual or~ ae~EF~-:
signal each DG auto-starts from standby
condition and:

a. In 5 (10) seconds after auto-start and
during tests, achieves yoltage

[a~-446%V and :5 [4~V;
-12,6

b. In k [10] seconds after auto-start and
during tests,.achieves Frequency
Ž,f8.8J.z and ~f12Jz

C. Operates for >5 minutes;

d. Permanently connected loads remain
energized from the offsite power
system;-and

e. Emergency loads are energized -for_.
auto. GGnRr~t--'4.L.~... *Ll4 ead seweneee~r.]-to the offslte power
system.

WOG STS *

* ~- ~Lv

FREQUENCY

SR3.8.

(continued)

05/19/92 10:28am

fii18 months)'

(continued)



AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS -Continued)

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.1.13 ------------------- NOTESý ---------
1. This Surveillance shall not be

performed in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4.

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned.events that satisfy this SR..
----------------------------------------

Verify each OG's automatic trips are
bypassed on actual or simulated loss of
voltage-.signal on the'emergency bus
concurrent with an -actual or simulated ESF
actuation signal except:*

a . Engine overspeed; D4,

b. Generato~r differential currentX.

[.L--[lubc oil pressuro

di. fiiig c .,i.iure; an

e..

FRýEQUENCY

[18 months]

(continued)

~. cC

WOG STS 3.8-1105/19/92 10:28am

Z Z
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AC Sources -Operating

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.14 ----------------- NOTES --- -----1. Momentary transients o /side the load
and power factor rang e0 not
invalidate this test.

2. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE I or 2.

3. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

Ve rify each DG operating at a power factor
•5 [0.1] operates for Ž_ 24 hours:

a. For Ž2]hours loaded~j

'~ C ~ 460)W;and

ýb. For the remaining hours of the test

> 44SoeekW and ~4SO~W.
(.

/18 months y

(continued))(b

3.8-1205/19/92 10:28am
WOG STS 3.8-12



AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS (continued)_________

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.15 ------------------- NOTEX ---------
)'(ý-This Surveillance shall be performed

within 5 minutes of shutting down'the
OG after the DG has operated

( 2] hours4 ojk , 4
ŽESekW and <W f,

Momentary transients outside of load

(2. All OGG starts may be preceded by an

Verify each DG starts and achieves in ,,18 months~
< [10] seconds, voltagi and frequenc

~5 Ž8. 8J2Hz and 5 [61.2fpz..

(continued)'

A

WOG STS3.8-13 05/19/92 10:28am
WOG STS



AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILAC REU(MNS continued)

SURVEILLANCE 
FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.16 ------------------- NOTES -------------
1. This Surveillance shall not beperformed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.
2. Credit may be taken for unplanned

events that satisfy this SR.
----------------------------------------

Verify each DG: 
18month s/

a. Sypchronizes with offsite power sourcewhile loaded with emergency loads upona simulated restoration of offsite
power;

b. Transfers loads to offsite power
source; and

C. Returns to ready-to-load operation.

1. This Surveillance shall not be.
Performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

2. dit may be taken for unpianne
even that satisfy this SR.

Verify with a DG ope in .test mode andconnected to its bu An tual orsimulated ESF a tion sig overridesthe test mod y

a,". urnng DG to ready-to-load
49peration [;and

.<Atomatically energizing the emergency

I

(18 months]

(continued)

3.8-14
05/19/92 .10:28am
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AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS (continued) 
_____

----------------- NOTES----------
1. This Surveillance shall not be

performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

2. Credit may be taken for U.nplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

Verify the interval Zb~ eneach sequenced
load block is within ±-, rO% elF-*i -

44i-Rteryae4+ for eac cncg* =-ýrd 1udz.n
load sequencer.

SR 3 814B------------------ NOTES----------
1. All star s may be precede y

((sn) prelube procedures as reconmmended bythe manufacturer.I

4. This Surveillance shall no t be
performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

;X. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

----------------

Verify 4Att- on an actual or simulated loss
of offsite power signal in conjunction with
an actual or simulated ESF actuation
si~gnal:

a. De-energization of emergency buses;

b~Load shedding from emergency buses;

cý DG auto- starts from standby condition

1. energizes permanently connected
loads in :5 p0j1 seconds,

FREQUENCY
.1

A418 monthsj

(continued)

WOG STS 3.8-1505/19/92 10:28am

SURVEILLANCE

SR 38 .

11

3.8-15

FREQUENCY



AC Sources -Operating-
3.8.1

SURVEILLAN~CE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.j4$14?(contjnued)

2. energizes auto-connected
emergency loads through load
sequencer,

3. achieves steady-state vol-tageX

Cý [ýjjand • [458012J

4... achieves steady-state frequencyy,

CŽ/58.8y Hz. and :5 /61.2% Hz, and

5. supplies permanently connected

from tandycndiati-onn, G .Ke chevgeinc

Al [10 secondsmvlag anpecdd byeqengin(JJ-s- erod
ý ! [374 rj ao "r4m

)< [58744~ and s [4561.2$.z

INSE3,T ArDJJL 'S12s

WOG STS
3.8-1605/19/92 10:28am3.8-16



INSERT

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3. 8. 1.20

SR 3.8.1.21

SR 3. 8. 1.22

SR 3.8.1.23

SR 3. 8.1. 24

Verify correct breaker alignment,
indicated power availability and voltage
>: 118V for each DG 125V DC distribution
panel and associated battery charger.

Verify battery terminal voltage > 124 V
on float charge for each DG.

Verify no visible corrosion at terminals
and connectors for each DC. battery.

OR

05D Verify connection resi Istance is
< 3:-& E-6 ohms for inter-cell
connectiosT <-*' E-6 ohms for inter-
racfkconnections, < ItO E-6 ohms for
.nter-tier-connections, and
< E-6 ohms for terminal connections
for each DG battery.

Verify cells, cell plates, and battery
racks show no visual indication of
physical damage or abnormal
deterioration for each DG battery.

Remove visible terminal corrosion,
verify cell-to-cell and terminal
connections are clean and coated with
anti-corrosion material for each DG
battery.

SR 3.8.1.25 Verify connection resistanc Ie is
,->- O E:6 ohms for inter-cell
(\J~ con+ne~ctions, <. E-6 ohms for inter-

rakconnecti~on~s-l-&O E-6 ohms for
inter-tier connections, and
Ki&0'( E-6 ohms for terminal connections
for each DC battery.

FREQUENCY

7 days

7 days

92 days

12 months

12 months

12 months

(continued)

FREQUENCY



INSERT (continued)

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.1.26
--- - - - - - -NOTES -- -ý- - - - - - -

1. SR 3.8.1.27 may be performed in
lieu of SR 3.8.1.26 once per 60
months.

2. This Sur-veillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

3. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------

Verify DG battery capacity is adequate
to supply, and maintain in OPERABLE
status, the required emergency loads for
the design duty cycle when subjected to
a battery-service test.

FREQUENCY

18 months

(continued)



INSERT (continued)

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS__(continued)_________

--------- NOTES ------------------
1. This Surveillance shall not be

performied in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

2. Credit may be taken for'unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------

Verify DG battery capacity is > 80% of
the manufacturer's rating when subjected
to a performance discharge test.

FREQUENCY

4

60 months

AND

----NOTE---

Only applicable
when battery
shows
degradation or
has reached 85%
of the expected
life

12 months

OR

----NOTE ---
Only applicable
when battery
does not show
degradation and
has reached 85%
of the expected
life and is
>:100% capacity

24 months

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3. 8.1. 27



-i

7
.1

0 Table 3.8.1-1
Diesel Generator Test Schedule

NUMBER OF FAILURES
IN LAST 25 VALID TESTS(a) 

-FREQUENCY

•3 31 days

S4 7 days(b)
(but no less than 24 hours)

Criteria for determining number of failures and valid test/shall be inaccordance with Regulatory Position[C;2.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.9,Revision 3g where the number oftetnfalrsidtrmedoapr
DG basis.-ts~dfiue s eemndo e
This test frequency shall be maintained until seven cons dcutive Jfailureqfree starts from standby conditions and load-run ~ests have lenperformed. This is consistent with Regulatory Position [' ]of 'Regulatory Guide 1.9, Reyision 3]. If subsequent to the se)o~failure)fe et .- rmr additional failures occur suchta ter
are again i4;' or more failures in the last 25 tests, the testinginterval shall again be reduced as noted above and maintained untilse~ve consecutive failure free tests have been performed.

Nete: If R'wision 3 o.f Regulatory Guide 1.9 is not approved, he above]
table will be modified to be consistent with the existing version ofRegulatory Guide 1.108, );L 84-15, or other approved version.

WOG STS
3.8-1705/19/92 10:28am

AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

(a)

Aý

(b)
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AC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.1. B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.1 AC .Sources -Operating

BASES

® BACKGROUND Poo(-u Ai~
ekKII.As p4tTl 6 The uit lectrical &'s~tributionk4.sore

ýLW rm, <2' consis of the offsite power sources (preferred powersources, normal and alternate(s)), and the onsite st~an~~/-'~\dfPJpower sources (Train A and Train B diesel generator s} AsUA-t-sj ýAttkir~f) required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17, (Ref. -1), thepoý.kk(U ~ g N ~ A~~~ design -of the AC electrical power system providesC ia'5 E-6,1k~j< , QU) independence and redundancy to ensure an available source of
~ocxd. ~power to the Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems,.

Ol\t d The onsite Class 1E ACA'fstribution,(ystemi.. dlvidd into

~6ar~ ). ~being Perforicd Each trai hac Ggco 4.nncin to two
rte-piooea-se ____ ___

wtzncRetor (DG).

~~ ~ Offsite power i s suppl ied to -th fl. cyr~)fo h

+~ Md Soti S4 axila tranisformersi, to th: 1.16 kV ES uc Ad4)WV detailed description of the offsite Power network and ue-cf64 ~+. circuits to the Class- sf~dr~_~~ID~V 5*u.*owon beard -Re-t lsoud.

i st-"fl5Iý¶kers-. - transformers-,*SvftC*Os-i--intrupt4 ng -devee ei-ng-j and- cont-rols 5-~ c~p~)~t d$ t411 required-to transm4-t power-fromtefst- raj 0_+h onsite Clas-s-.IE-.ESF-4w*o&rbu-e C9e.
lead ak .p~w -si to

ý T~t~nfnc ull~ufdt u~ uti uie e It~ a l~I
4to 4\uD~Ar4K q' ad oddt cop h pore mito i tinaz

-t awn.~t~cc "07 ~ ~ r

W&I WO St O o- /~9 U.9
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6L)tJ ~ 4 DtisPe + AAC Sources -OperatingU10-01 o-fo~yi'B 3.8.1

BASES rconti'nuýed) ý- _O-LN'LK& St Ou.)rN boosd-r&Dý V OCC- n e-f,ý,h D1Y-.

A DG starts automatically on a safjetyinjection signal (SIS) (i.e., low pressurizer "pressure or
; igh co nt~ainmen res~sure ýsigna~ls,) or on an-ff&SF-- b-

o e otaeýr signal~c. After the dNere-~L-qe~e.ra-to.-has started, it will automatically tie to itsespec ive after offsite power is tri ped a-s a 4sO-o Aconse uence o f or egrae v tage,W~%indeperfiden o f or coincident with a :ft noto inl.eDGS will also start and operate in the standby mode' Swithout tieing to th R'ý on a sftile~l týalone. Following the trip of offslte power, +e-e efiei/.i'm(ýc ý6sýV ýsignaly.strips onon-permanent load"s fro'm _'the* --bu~s-. When the DG is tied the , loads are thensequentially- connected to their respec e by theautomatic +ot~d- sequencer. The equencing gic trols the,Permissive and starting signals to motorr br e rs to ~ventoverloading the DG by automatzic load application. NU~
(#A6A -_ýu bcxrc&sbaIn the event of a loss of preferred power, the~4F

ele~ri~l ad-s-are automatically connected to the fe1y,.-¶fi~tesin sufficient ti me to provide-for safe reactorshutdown and'td mitigate the consequences of a Design BasisAccident (OBA) such as.

Certain required loads ereun tosvce npredetermined seq~uelnce in %er to prevent overloading the k,.-DG in the process. VWithinn ~tteafter the initiating*signal is received, al _l.joaqs. needed to recover the is~ ormaintain it in a safe cndition are returned to service.7
Rtings for Trai nreId-fes-BDssatisfy the requirements

of Regulatory Guide 1.9, (Ref. 'r7 The continuous servicerating of each oef the-DG(i, kW with X,0j overload-permissible for up to 2 hours in- ny+ 24-hu eid hrES41oads that arepoedfrm e

SAET NAYSS a eittd a naye in the FSAR Chpte

Th6ýiniialconitins A. .;4%W(colnt iud

WOG STS
LI ~ . 05/19/92 2:59pe



INSERT 3.8.1-1

Control power for the DGs is provided by five DG battery systems, oneper DG. Each system is comprised of a battery, a battery charger,distribution center, cabling, and cable ways. The DG 125V DC controlpower and field-flash circuits have power supplied from their respective125V distribution panel. The normal supply of DC current is from theassociated charger. The battery provides control and field-flash powerwhen the charger is unavailable. The charger supplies the normal DCloads, maintains the battery in a fully charged condition, and recharges(480V AC available) the battery while supplying the required loadsregardless of the status of the unit. The batteries are physically andelectrically independent. The battery has sufficient capacity whenfully charged to supply required loads for a minimum of 30 minutesfollowing a loss of normal' power. Each battery is normally required tosupply loads during the time interval between loss of normal feed to itscharger and the receipt of emergency power. to the charger from itsrespective DG.



AC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.1.BASES (co ntinued)

sources are designed to provide sufficient capacity,
- capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure theavailability of necessary power to ESF systems so that thefuel, Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and containment designlimits are not exceeded. These limits are discussed in moredetail in the Bases for 4e4hftee±. Specifications +(Tit-3.2'%rPower Distribution LimitsyK' 3.4%'I-Qeactor CoolantSystemý', and 3.6"*Containment Systemsj4

The OPERABILITY of the AC electrical power sources isconsistent with the initial assumptions of the accidentanalyses and is based upon meeting the design basis of the0irft.. .This results in maintaining at least e-train of '+he-onieor offsite AC sources OPERABLE during acient~
~~\If~onitio in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of- all offsite power or all onsif e ACpower; and

b. A worst-case single failure.

AC sources ~r n3aIfies Criterion 3 of NRCPolicy Statement~as deseribed in ReFe-iere~s 1 A

LCO Two qualified circuits between th
-i'etwerIk-and the onsite Class 1E Distribution System;and

c4 .0separate and independent DGs for each train ensureavailability of the r~equired power to shutdown7 the reactor"AV Scf ýckoj~j.4Z4 and maintain it in a safe s *hutdown condition after an,5Q'~d\xrc~o a o\S~,ý* anticipated operational occurrence or apostulated-94.5..j.ý.Q~oS2-dirh( 49i Aeeddcnt-4 j (APO). .
Qulifedffjgcrut are those..,Atich are described in~Mtpt.~-~ -j~~ - tlw SAR, have been reviewed-and accepted by the NRC 'staff_; _.vjetng the requirements of GOC 1*7 and are part of the
!keaing basi's for the

f ~~ Each offsite circuit must be capable f anann ae
~ re~quency and voltage, and accepti required loads durnn
anacdnt hl onetdt teEFbu .n t .iE ~~ffl $.~~o n~ 4i'oinok~*~(+~Cir-f-oa ~ ff.Q .4.:1 rmvwl d\s1~~io T •oj'J (continued)_

WOG STS



U- r 9"tK'K. 0~-6-4 Ai ofE7-*BLE.

fzd tHrUgh breaker -. 024 pewering thc E&F tr44&foAempr.

04

4tc. A& moq44

Wda(90POMLE d
O5 h ~44 etc~ m

asxh0 af&r Dgp-'C31
has e i-JedxA,.c 0P PI;C

)Each DG must be cable o rig, accelerating traespeed and volt~a Z,and conetn to its wispectveS-is
on detection of. This will be accomplished

within.;t10]<seconds. Each DG must als& be capable of
accepting required loads within the assumed loading sequence
intervals, and continue to operate until offsite power can
be restored to the -S-b.~~. These~capabilities are
required to be met from a v' riety of initial conditions such
as: Du in staflGDY DUIG in standby ,and DG

SProper seqecn of b~aas,>fnc uding ripping of
non-essential loadsj is 'a. required function for DG
OPERABILITY.

The AC sources in onel t.ai must be separate and independent.
(to the extent possibl of the AC sources in the other
train. For the onsite Ies.+genierat~ors, the separation and
in ependence is compee

For the offsite/ C 'source~s, the -separation and independence
is to the extq4t practical. A circuit may be connected to
more than one-ESF--tt-,With fast-transfer capability to the
other circuit OPERABLE, and not violate separation criteria.
A circuit which is not connected to an-ESF-bu-s-- is required
to have. OPERABLE fast-transfer interlock mechanisms, toyat

least ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .tw 1-ts os ot PRBLT fta icit.

APPLICAi;~ The AC sources [Qnd seie11;ers] are required to be OPERABLE
MODE 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result
of antikipeted eperetionel eeewr"ný ýAOOsý,or
abnormal transients; and

(continued)

WOG SS B .8-405/19/92 2: 5 9 pmWOG STS B 3.8-4



AC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

b. Adequate core cooling is provided and containmentOPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintainedin the event Of A Postulated OBA.
AC power requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are covered in4Pe-4fi-efte~-3.8.2, "AC Sources -Shutdown."

ACTIONS LId

To ensure a highly reliable power source remains with oneoffsite circuit inoperable, it is-necessary to verify theOPERABILITY of the remaining required offsjte circuit-on amore frequent basis. Sinee the Required Action onlyA specifies I "performa.Ree-," a failure of SR.3.8.1.1 acceptancecriteria will not'result in a Required Action not met."However, if a second required circuit fails SR'3.8.1.1, thesecond offsite circuit is inoperable, and Condition C, irtwo offsite circuits inoperable, is entered.t

Requi~red Actiofn.2, which only applies if the train cannotbe powered from an'offsite source, is intended to provideassurance that n event coincident with a single failure ofthe associated'4 e`_ diýlgccowill not result in acomplete loss of safety function of cri~tical redundantrequired features. The sp fi~ !kt.e ~f- f eatures ý dtL~4owqdi'&,encompasse .eiw Required Action A. in accordancewihSecification 5. , SFD) These efe~atu~reas re hesfetr i ijýa i\ r-1--1-wepowered row tho-redundaht~.AC electrical poyterrainsf 7 Ths -nld~ no r:.-d tm- ixtary feedwaterpumpir- Sffngle 00ait syI Stf.4 s ý~as tui;;fne driven
auxiliary feedwater puumpMG -may not b4~uded.

TheC~petion Time for Required Action A.2 is intended toahythe operator time to evaluate and 'repair anyiscovered inoperabilities. 
TiCopeon 

Time alsoallows for an exception to the normal 'time zero' forbWginning the allowed outage time 'clock.' I" this Required* Action, the Completion Time only begins on discovery thatboth:

OLý. A'e train has no offsite power supplying it loads; and

(conti nued)

WOG STS
D a.0-0 05/19/92 2:59pa



AC Sources -operating
B 3.8.1. BASES (continued)

,a%. ""requi red feature (se Se Z ai~ F 5.3)Iel on the
other train is inoperable.

If at anytime during the existence of Condition A (oneoffsite circuit inoperable) a redundant required featuresubsequently becomes inoperable, this Completi-on Time would
begin to be tracked.

Discovering no offsite pbwer to one ýfinof t he onsite,/Ih ea~b~e.Class lE Power Distribution Syst-em one or more4Feqiiredsupport or supported features, or both, 44apopo"a.!e.thatf areýassociated with the other train that has offsite power,'resul~ts in starting the Completion Time's for the RequiredAction. Twenty-four hours is acceptable because itminimizes risk while allowing time for restoration beforesubjecting the 'ntYto transients associated with-shutdown.

The remaining OPERABLE offsite circuiland DGs a~rdequateto supply electrical power to Train and Train' IVFthjonsite Class IE Distribution System. The 24 hour Compl fttnTime takes ~Into account the component OPERABIL.ITY Of th Eredundant counterpart to the inoperable required featutr~Additionally, the 24 hourX Completion Time takes intoaccount the capacity and capability of the remaining AC

sources, reasonable time for repairs, and low poaityo~f-
a DBA occurring during this period.
Required features are-those that are designed Dwith
fucinlyrdnatsft-eae risEfhas a required feature that has no functionally relater~counterpart, that feature may not be required to beincluded-

ato~ Guide 1.93, "Aveflib~ility eF Eleetl Piz iroc

(Rf 4), operati orr may continue in Conditlon..A for...*4wod that should not exceed 72 hours. With one offsitecinultt inoperabl~e,. the reliability of the offsfte system isdgaded, and the potential for-a loss of offsltp power is-.nreased, with attendant potential for a challenge to the
safety systems. In th-is Condition, however, there~maining OPERABLE offsite circuit and DGs are adequate tosupply electrical power to the onsi~te Class lE Distribution

System.

(conti nued)
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B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

The ,e'ompl etionjime takes into account the capacity andcapability of the remaining AC sources, reasonable time forrepairs, and low probability of a DBA occurring during this
period. I
The second Completion Time for Required Action A.3establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for anycombination of required AC power sources to be inoperableduring any single cbntiguous occurrence of failing to meetthe LCO. If Condition A is entered while, for instance, aDG is inoperable and that DG is subsequently returnedOPERABLE, the 'LCO may alriady have-been not met for up to72 hours. This could lead to a total of 1 44 hours, -sinceinitial failure of the LCO, to restore the offsite circuit.At this time a DG could again become inoperabl-e, the circuitrestored OPERABLE, and an additional *72 hours allowed (for atotal of 9 days) prior to~complete restoration of the LCO.The 6 day Completion Time provides a limit on the timeallowed in A specified conditiolb after discovery of fai~vureto meet the LCO. Thit limit is considered reasonablefr
situations in which Conditions A and B are enteconcurrently. Th4'AND 1onnector between t72 W ano _WA 6 days-ý:4 i eteae- that both Completion Times apply
simultaneously'fand the more restrictive must be met.

r~av1S
As in Required Action A.2, the Completion Time allows for anexception to the normal '"time zero" for beginning theallowed-outage-time Oclock". This will result inestablishing the "time zero" at the time 44te-LCO wasinitially not met, instead of the time Condip on A was
entered.

To ensure a highly reliable'power sourceX remai with.~h
N 4 oez~- ' -, it is necessary to verify the availability ofthe offsite circuits-on a more frequent basis. Since the-*"Required Action only specifie 's "performtnee-," a failure ofSR -3.8.1.1 acceptance criteria will not result in a Required

__ Action not met. However, if a circuit fails to pass-R -3.8.1.1, it is inoperable., -Upon offslte circuit
inoperability, addition -al C-onditions and Required Actions
must then be enteredý.-*e--1aebfe*-ht--new.4 .... e-..

(conti nued)
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BASES (continued)

Required Act' nn 8.2 is intended to provide assurg lce that aloss of offs te power, during the period that a
-generee i inoperable, will not result in a complete loss
of safety f nction of critical systems. The pcA-f4c list'-'

-e*--redunda trequired features entcompassed by Required
Action B.2 is piev4 e.in accordance with Specification 5.8,

features are these whieh are ' designed with redundant safety
related trains. This -includes motor driven auxiliary
feedwater pumps. Single train systems, such asqrbine~
driven- auxiliary feedwater pump%, are not included.

~ ~~edndantrequired feature failures~Kconsis't'of inoperable
(>features 

___. associated'with a trainredundan to the Mrain wich has inoeal G'

The Completinn Time is intended 'to allow the operator time
to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This
Completion Time also allows for an exception to the no jal
"time zero" for beginning the allowed outage discovery ~hat
both:

0%.,~, n~erbl dio 3lgn~a exists; and

bZ 2 / required feature o hother train ±f11, nU tis inoperable. If at any

subsequently becomes inoperablle, this Completion Time

Discoverinq one reauired D inoperable or more
,(A T-,,iyy\ Y' requ re support or sppor ed features,' or both, no etyoc ~that are associated with the OPERABLE DG~s.), results instarting the Completion Time, for the Required Action.' Four

hours from the discovery of *these events existing
concur 'rently, is acceptable becau 'se it minimizes risk while
-allowing time for restoration before subjecting the No~ to
transients associated with shutdown.

Required features are those that are designed with
functionally redundant safety-related train. If a hasA a required feature that has no functionally redundarit
counterpart, that feature is not required to be included.

(continued)
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B 3.8.1

BASES (continued) niq6_ M k~4 ti

In this Condition, the remaainn ng OPERABLE OGf'sj(and offsite
circuits are adequate to supp y electrical power to the
onsite Class 1E Distribution System. TM~-s--, A a component
basis, we hayc kzt single- ailure' protectipn for 'the

r-__jauire feature's functio ,however, we have not lt
function. The 4 hour Completion Time takes into account the
OPERABILITY of the redundant counterpart to the inoperable
required feature. Additionally, the 4 hour Completion Time
takes into account the capacity and capability of the
remaining AC sources, reasonable time for repairs, and the
low probability o-f a OBA occurring during this period.-

B.3.1 and B.3.2

Required Action 8.3.1 provides a allowance to a void-
unnecessary testihig of OPERABLE2dczlgnc,1!. Ifi
can be determined that the cause of the inoperable-44es*4e4
geerator..~i does not exists on'the OPERABLE diczcl gnr
SR 3.8.1.2 (diege! qemr~zater stert) does not have to be
performed. If-the cause of inoperability existsontdiczcl acncrater(s)ýý the other izcgnrto( wUl b
declared inoperable upon disc~overy and Condition IEZI. [T m

LCO 3..1 emered.Once'the failure is r6ep aired, OTrcL
0athe common failure no longer exists, Required

Action B.3.1 is satisfied. If the cause of'the initialý
inoperabl-dee l ciat----annot~be confirmed 4e-not 'xist
on the remaining p~slg~eae . erformance o
SR 3.8.1.2 will'suffice to provide assurance of continued
OPERABILITY of th t o e 4 e e § ~ r t p s r
~PeiýVeneric~htter 84-15 (e , .,4ýhour iso'al
to confi i-r that the OPERABLE re noaffected by the same problem as the inoperabi ý

for conB.. cauefaiplues egad ls iC ofdi hon longthred The

___boperability persists.ho lnte'D

__ ~ (ontined)
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B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

41erk/egulatory etuide 1.93, (Ref. 4), operation may continuein Condition B for a period that should not exceed 72 hours.

In Condition B, the remaining OPERABLE DGr$K and offsite.circuits are adequate to supply electrical power to theonsite Class 1E Distribution Sys-tem. The 72-hour Compl~etionTime takes into accoun~t the capacity and capability of theremaining AC sources, reasonable time for repairs, and lowprobability of a OBA occurring during this period.

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.4establishes a limit on the 'maximum time allowed for anycombination of required AC power sources to be inoperableduring-any single contiguous occurrence of failing to-meetthe LCO. If Condition B is entered while, for instance, anoffsite~circuit is inope-rable and that circuit is tiLsubsequently returnedOPERABLE, the LýCDbe 
o e o t 2 mayrs aT yh

been ot m t for upto 72 ho rs. his lead t o a taof144 hours, since initial fiuef.e'.he LCO, to rest re
' the D At this time an offsite circuit could aagAinn bjomeno rabethe, D lestored OPERABLE, and an additional-~e~t

t 2 ors 4iew"(for a total *of 9 days), rior 6ocomp, eterestoration of the LCO. The 6 day Completion Time p~rovidesa limit on time allowed in a s pecified con 'dit'ion afterdiscovery of failure to meet the LCO. This limit isconsidered reasonable for situations in wh'ich'.e-4ditions Aand B are entered concurrently. - Thýf-1_ ý MU~uj and ab da~y~~~t~ that both Completion %4mes
multneoulyand the'more restrictive must be met.

As in Required Action B.2, the Completion Time allows forZ anexception to the normal 'time zero' for 'beginning theallowed time "clock.*' This will'result in establishing the"time zero" at the time MmAe4LCO was initially not met,instead of the time Condltib'n B was entered.
if At.

Required Action C.1, which applies when two offsite circuitsare inoperable, is intended to provide assurance that 'anevent with a coinciden 't single failure will not result in acomplete loss of redundant required safety functions. TheCompletion.Time for this failur o_ýf redundant required

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

features is reduced to 12 hours from that allowed -fle-- onetrain withq'ut offsite power (Required Action A.2). Therationale or the reduction to 12 hours is that Regulatory
Guide .93allows a Completion Time of 24 hours for two

required offsite circuits inoperable, based upon the-
assumption that two c~omplete s~afety trains are.OPERABLE.

~~ When a concurrent redundant required ftature failure exists,_10j
__M--4snot the case, and a shorter Completion Time of G12 hours is appropri~ate. The 3pcik it of-features! 44 rAQCencompassed by Required Action C.1.-4is T n accordance with,.,-
Specification 5.84Zft FuPtin ete~mimatien Progran
These features -rc these which are powered from redundant AC
safety trains.. This includes motor driven auxili~ary
feedwater pumps. Single train features, such-as turbine
driven auxiliary pump?%., are not included.

The Completion Time for Required-Action C.1 is intended to
allow the operator -time to evaluate and repai~r any
discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time also
allows for an exception to the normal '"time zero" 'for
beginning the allowed outage time "clock." fn this Req:i redAction the Completion Time only begins on discovery th4
both:

cV All required offsite circuits are inoperable; and

A required featureZPI LQý,ý. is inooerable.

0M

~ca D)(7 (5

If at an i me during the existence of Condition C
(two offsite circuits inoperable) and a required feature
becomes74s inoperable, this C~ompletion Time would begin to
be tracke-0.

-to ck~ &S"A#o.+ion41e#1e~guA1a~tro~rify Guide ilge,(Ref. 4 '), operation may continue
in Condition C for a p§.iod that should not exceed 24- hours.This derdt lee a that the.,offsite electrical
power system does not have the capability to effect a' safe
shutdown and to mitigate the effects of an accidient;
-however, the onsite AC source have 'not been Aegiraded. This

Ftlvlgeeal corresponds to a total loss of
thetel am ce ible offsite power sources.

Because of the normally high .availability of the offsite
sources, this level of degradation may- appear to be more
severe than other combinations of two AC sources inoperabi
that invol'.e ermz er mere 0C3 ineperebo However, two

(continued)
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B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

factors tend to decrease the severity of this de~g~ra4-j..w1 evel4--c' oQra~y+oy

a. The configuration of the redundant AC electrical powersystem that remains availab~le is not susceptible to asingle bus or switching failure; and
b. The time required to detect and restore an una 'vailableoffsite power source is generally much less than thatrequired to detect and restore an.unavailable onsiteAC source.

With. both of the required 'offsite'circuits inoperable,suffft'ient onsite AC sources are available to maintain the D"*W iasaesudwcondition in the event of a' fl-b-.ktransient.& Gdeai-.~ In-fact, a'simultaneous lossof offsite AC sources, a -LOCA, and a worst-case singlefailure were postulated as a part of the design *basis in thesafety analysis. Thus, the 24-hour,.6mpletiont¶me providesa period of time *to effect restoration of one of the 0 .sitecircuits commensu .rate with the importance of maintaini, anAC electrical power system capable of 'meeting its desitcriteria.

-Peý'fer~rcelA41,with the available offsite AC sourceh4wolless than required by the LCO, operat 'ion may continue for24 hours. If two offsite sources are restored within24 hours, unrestricted operation may continue. If only oneoffsite source is restored within 24 hours, power operationwould continue in accordance with .Condition A.

D.1 and 0.2

Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, ie Distribution System Ac±4eii! wouldntbe entered even if- 11 AC A'urces 'to it were inoperablereiulting in de-energi ation. Therefore,' the RequiredActions of Condition D *as-4sa4oojmodified by a Note to 109i-ndicate that when Condition 0 -is entered) 
Iec~zaGae-7RjmýConditions and Required Actions for LCO 3.8.9,iiýý - must be immediate.ly entered. This allows Condition D to "9provide requirements for the loss of 6ne offsite circuit .andone DG without regard to whether a train is de-energiz~ed..LCO 3*89 we.ul provid the 'appropriate restrictions for 4~s itwuatt i a n-4'ol':in- a -energized train.

(continued)
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B 3.8.1. BASES (continued)

-Pr'eg ulatory Gude 1.93, (Ref. 4), operation may continuenCondition X for a period that should not exceed -12 hours.
~In Condition.Djindi'vidual redundancy is lost in both theoffsite electrical'power system 'and the onsite AC electricalpower system. Since power system redundancy is provided bytwo diverse 'sources 6f power, however, the reliability ofthe power systems in this Condition'may appear higher thanthat in Condition C (loss of both required offsi~tecircuits). This difference in reliability is offset by thesuscept'ib 'ility of this power system configuration to asingle bus or switching failure. The .12-hour Comple 'tion Timetakes into account the capacity and capability of theremaining AC sources, reasonable time for repairs, and lowprobability of a OBA occurring during this period. T

E.1

orrn~w~with 016.Aa1 d0Os ceal, there are no remalnin
nLý of M00-standby AC source 's. Thus, with an ass-Umed loss of offs ef~0q K)i electrical power, insuffici-ent standby AC sources-are~~ available to power the minimum required ESF functions. ~I-ralfNSince the oaffsite' electrical power system is the only sourceof AC powe'r for this level of degradation, the riska&& amo(?-associated with continued operation for a very short timecould be less than that associated with an 'immediaterQj)%L{ Db (•.i' rýcontrolled shutdown (the immediate shutdown could cause gridinstability, which could result in a total loss'of ACT_- power). Since any inadvertent generator trip could alsoresult in a total -loss of offsite AC power, however', thetime allowed for continued operation is severely restricted.The intent here is to avoid the risk associated with animmediate controlled' shutdown and- to minimize the riskassociated with this level of degradation.

,-Per Reference 4, with bo.th D~s 1mapeerble operation may~ fQd~ V~ontinue for a period that should not exceed 2 hours.

Smust i OD in which the LCO does .nota ACl ee gtip 46ru~~cno

WOG STS
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B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

least MODE 3 within 6 hours and ~MODE 5 within 36 hours.
-The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on

operating experience related to &Le ameunt eF t'".e "4"irsto reach the require~ from full power in an orderly
manner and without c all eng ing ~a~systems'\

Condition G)ý_rrespondý( to a level of degradation ij wwhiichh
all redundancy in the A`C electrical power suppliess
.l-e.9. At this severely degraded level, any further losses
in the.AC electrical power system will cause a loss of
function. Therefore, no additional time is jus'tified for
continued operation. The ~~' srqie oclmec
controlled shutdown &-~ew.4by LCO, 3.0.3.

j

(continued)
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Con *tion H is one required (automatic load sequencer]
mnope le. The Required Action is to restore all re ed
[automati load sequencers] to OPERABLE status withi t ie
Completion ime of (12] hours.

The sequencer( is (are) an essential suppa system to
[both the offsite ircuit and the DG assoc ted with a given
ESF bus..] [Furthe re, the sequencer on the primary
success path for most ajar AC electr ally powered safety
systems powered-from th ss ociated SF bus.] Therefore,
loss of an [ESF bus's sequ cer]. fects every major ESF
system in the (division]. 2]-hour Completion Time
provides a period of time to rect the problem
commensurate with the impo ance maintaining sequencer
OPERABILITY. This time niod also nsures that the
probability of an accJ ent (requiring equencer OPERABILITY)
occurring during pe ads where the sequ cer is inoperable

This Conditi is preceded by a note that allo the
Condition- be deleted if the M design is su that any

sunc failure mode will only 7iffect the abilit of the
assoc ed diesel generator to power its r~espective s ety
loa under any conditions. Implicit in this note ist
c cept that the Condition must be retained if any sequen railure mode would result in the inability to start all or
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B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

EILLANCE The AC sources ar).1s igned to permit inspection andIREMENTS testing of all )¶portant areas and features,. especialthose that ha a standby function, i codnewt10 Q..F5 0 - ,GDC 18. (.Ref.'~ Periodic component tests are supplementedby extensive functional te-sts during refueling outages(under simulated accident conditions). The SRs for (i .0,~demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the DGs are in a ýor~daancewith the recommendations of Regulatory Guide- 1.9, RegulatoryGuide 1.108, (Ref..:K); and Regulatory Guide 1.137, (Ref. N)as addressed in therFSAR.

Where-the SRs discussed herein speci y volta~ge and freq4e.ncy

mo ors whose nimum'operati g voltage is spec'fled as

9g y o ade di00 rIbt tionsylostm foe v roltag ato t
m inamus of 400i moltores a S I n&f ame-dlt oatin voTa he specified minximum standy-maximu

e nasof the motois 588 andn ...-4 res etively

SR .8.1.
*This SR assures proper circuit continuity for .the offsite ACelectrical power supply to the onsite distribution networkand availability of offslte AC electrical power. The breaker

(continued)
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The specified minimum transient value of 6555 V is 95% of thenominal bus voltage of 6900 V and is the minimum voltage required
for the DG breaker to close -t-&'the 6.9 Ky Shutdown Board. Thespecified maximum transient value of 7260 V is 110% of the
nameplate rat ing of 6600 V motors.



AC Sources -operating
8 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

alignment verifie -s 16at each breaker is in its correct
Position to ensure distribution'buses and loads areconnected to their preferred power source, andj ndependence
of offsite circuits is maintained. The 7-day Frequency isadequate since breaker positio 'n is not likely to change
without the operator being aware of it and its status, is
displayed in the control room.

SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7A O J

.These SRs help to ensure the availability of the1 ýtandbyelectrical power supply to mitigat e~it-~istaset
and azcidont:s and, maintain the untin a safe shutdown
condition.

(> T miimiz th ~cr on mzvying part: that do met get
lubizacd..'znthe cnginc is not runn~ing, these SRs hav
bz~r.mzd Si-db a Nate (Note 2 FmrZ 3.0., N W" 1SR 3.8-147) to indieatc that all DC starts Fer the...

e 9S)N.6 ~fLJ 0Swr':cillanees may be preeedcd by an e:n~fnz prelub zj
KCL4 0r\Oi e-CC 0AiOAamd Felkawe by a wernti pe~ _r;~ to ila;g +

:5 ba For the purpse of 'hSR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7%esting,
the OGs shall be started from-standby corrdition's . tandiby
conditions for a DG means the diesel engine coolaýnt and oil~ \4~Q~ ~are being continuously circulated and temperature maintainedconsistent with manufacturer recommendations.

Wc'qfhAf QLI3 At0X0..yMI'S In order to r~rjce, strs and wear on diesel,enginespsome +4~*o-4d frorn- S~y{h manufacture ri recommenRJ: modified'start in wthich the
ýstarting speed of Dds is limited, w~rmup is limited to this

-

lower speed, and the DGs are grdal cclrtdt
syncr~nous speed prior to loading. This is the intent ofT&otle'X which is only applicable when such modified start
procedures are recommended by the manufacturer.

SR9.!3..8.1..7 requires that, on a 184-da'y Frequency,~~ DGstart from standby conditions and achiev reurdvltage
anid frequency within 10 seconds. The 10-second~ie *quirementsup .ports the assumptions in the design basis LOCA analysis
(Ref~~.'

SR 3.8.1..2 when a modified start proc~edure as de'scribed

(continued)
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S BASES (continued)

above is used. If a modfe sart is not used, 10-second
start requirement of SR -r.8"ý asipplies.

Since SR 3.8.1.7-,oe's r equirei 10 -second start, it is morerestrictive than SR 3.8.1.2, and it may be performed in lieuof SR 3.8.1.2. This is the intent of Note 1 of SR 3.8.1.2.
tL~J~&1-VThe normal 31-day Freq ncy for SR 3.8.1.2 (see DG:4e'st

l6{~bL\Qs eh4e.ue Table 3.8.1- is consistent with Regulatory
4*4 uolyvvGuide 1.9 (Ref. 2). The 18-A-day Frequency for SR 3.8.1.7 is

U0o. a reduct 'ion in cold jesting consistent with GenericLetter 84-15 (Ref. F . These Frequencies provide adequate
assurance of DG OP ABILITY, while minimizing degradation
resulting from tesW ing.-

SR 3.8.1.3

This,o~veillance 3ier-4fi-es that the DGs are capable of
synchronizing with the offslte'electrical system and
accept ing -loads greater than or equal to the equivalent.' f
the maxi -mum expected -accident loads'. A minimum-run tijof60 minutes--is required to stabilize engine temperatu~res,
while minimizing the time that the DG-is connected to-the
offsite source.
In order to £~.Tthat the DG is tested under loadconditions that are as close to design basis conditions as'
possible, testing shall be. performed using a power factor ~

k111 1.9.PS. iý power factor Pa@ is chosen to berepresentative of the actual design basis inductive loading
that the DG would experience. The load band is provided toavoid routine overloading of the DG. Routine over-loading
may result in M~ore frequent teardown inspections in,
accordance with vendor re'coimmendations .in order to maintain
DG OPERABILITY.

'The normal 31-day Frequency for this Surveillance (ste~e-DG
test sehedule ~(Table 3

.
8

.l-1)--i-s-consistent with Regulatory

Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2).

Note 1 modifies this Surveillance to indicate that diesel
engine runs for this Surveillance may include gradual
loading, as recommended by the manufacturer, so that.mechanical stress nd wear on the diesel engine are
minimized (Ref.

(conti nued)
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BASES (continued)

Note 2 modifies this Surveillance by stating that momentary
transients because of changing bus loads do not invalidate
this test. Similarly, momentaryPbwer~pactor transients
above the limit will not invalidate the test.

Note 3, es tht this Surveillance should g*Zy beconducted on tone DG at a time in order to avoid commnon cause
failures that might result from offsite circu~it or grid
perturbations.*

Note 4 stipulates a prerequisite requirement for performance
of this SR. A successful DG start must precede this te'st to
credit, satisfactory performance.

SR 3.8.1.4

This SR provides- verification that the level, of fuel oil in44 day tank [and emedin xaumted ta..ki is at or above the(~Kd-'~~4)level at which fuel oil is automatically added. The letelis-ii'er~al4y.-expres~sed as an equivalent volume in gallons,
and is selected to ensure adequate fuel oil for a minimum ofAi,&w hou'r of Diesel CZi-.zrator operation at full load plu's
10%.

The 31-day Frequency is adequate to entsui that a suffidient
supply of fuel oil is available, since low-level alarms 'are
provided and facility operators would be aware of-'any large
uses of fuel oil during this period.

SR 3.8.1.5

Microbiological fouling-is a major caus 'e of fuel -oil
degradation. There are numerous bacteria "~at can grow infuel oil and cause foul'ing, but all must have a water
environment in order to survive. Removal of wate om the
fuel-oil day [&F~d emiiie neumteJ] tanks "dincer y 31 ~dmaytswill eliminate the necessary environm~ent for urival. Thisis the most effective means of controlling microbiological
fouling. In addition, it will eliminate the potential for
water entrainment in the fuil 'oil during DG operation.
Water may. come from' any of several sources, incl~uding
condensation, ground water, rain water, contaminated fuel
oil, and 'from breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria.
Frequent checking for and removal of accumulated water will

(continued)
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B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

minimize fouling as well as provid i ta regarding thewatertight integrity of the fuel-oi system. The'Surveillance Frequencies are estab ished by RegulatoryGuide 1.137 (Ref. 7). This SRR iss reventative maintenance.The presence of water does not necessarily represent failureof this SRjprov ' ded the accumulated water ifs removed duringthe performanceo vilne

SR 3.8.1.6

This Surveillance demonstrates that each re uired fuel-oiltransfer pump operates and transfers fuel il from its-associated storage tank to its associated day tank.' This isrequired to support continuous operation of standby powersources. This Surveillance provides assurance that thefuel-oil transfer pump is OPERABLE, the fuel-oil pipingsystem is intact, the fuel-delivery piping is not'obstructed, and the controls and -control systems for
atomatic f~uel ttran grs stems are.OPERABLE A-frhe
ýrequency or tisSRi
___9c d-in ih Up0 to 0 2 daly intrye!. The 92-dý
Frequency .corresponds to the testing requirements for pumpsas contained in the ASME Section XI codeA.-hawever t-he-design of fuel tran~fcr systecms is :uoh thant pump: willeperatc autematieally er must be-start eduj M~ikultfly in. or-dtte maintain an edzquate .clurne ef fuel oil im the day Eand

such a ease a 31 day Frcgucney 49 apprepriate. &inc: preproperation of fuclý transfeir systems is an inheren t per fD

reflcct lndl'idual dcsign]

See SR 3.8.1.2.

.Transfer of each -4e.i 4&W ESF " power supply from thenormal offsite c ircuit to the alternate offsite ci-rcuit'demonstrates the OPERABILITY of the alternate circuit
distribution network to power the shutdown loads. The>[a8-month* Frequency of -the Surveillance is based on

(continued)
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engineering judgment taking into consideration the t
conditions required to perform the Surveillance, and is
intended to be consistent with expected fuel-cyc~le lengths.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the SR wheh performed on the 418-monthI4 Frequency.
Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from
a reliability standpoint.

This SR htrr-beefl modified by Note 1, whi4eh staes tht te.
SR MustA notL be pe rF11 d in MODE 1 er 2. The reason for 00oeA-
this-sis that during operation with the reactor crit~ical,

5Vie~i11&0'U -p-ertformance _ot thiV_-SRc~oul~d pate.44.aýl4 cause pert-urbations
to th'e electrical distribu 'tion systems that c-ould rclt i
-a-challenge 4-e- continued steady-state'operation and, as~a
result, +e untsafety systems.7N

Note 2 bi-included in this SR to acknowledge that
kiKý+')44 credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this

SR.

O)'40\tO4 SR 3.8.1.9 1.0' e0-NN

Each DG is provided with an ngin ov rspee trip to. prevent
damage to the engine. Re very'from the transient caused by

~e ~ ~ the loss of a large la could cause diesel engineVoverspeed, which,-if e essive, might result mna trip ofLtl\Mk 0-50ý 0 the engine. This Sur illance* demonstrates the DG load
0, ý 5 ' O response~characteris ics and capability to reject the

largest single loa'..ithout exceeding predetermined vol~tageI and. frequency and while. maintaininq a specified margin toCDPQvf .C VfL3 the overspeed trip. -ther singl lod,iaG eec.&-dc 4c Aa
required by IEEE -3 , he load rejection test is acceptabl'eYA&( -i.*. if the increase i di sel speed does not exceed 75ý of-the
-difference betwe sy chronous speed and the over'speed trip

*setpoint, or 15 abov synchronousý speed, whichever is

imvoltage, and frequency tolerances specified inWsS are derived from Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2)eatk C6 is r.e Icommendations for response during load-sequence Intervals.FP.U tGcu\ýria Uj~-)Dk pont The 3 seconds specified is equal to 60% of a typical
c~ ~5-second load sequence lnterval'associated wtith sequencing

of the largest load. The voltage and frequency specified
are consistent with the design range of the equipment

(continued)
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AC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

Powered by the DG. SR 3.8.1.9a corresponds to the maximumfrequency excursion,, while SR-3.8.1.9b and SR 3.8.1-.9c aresteady-state 'voltage and frequency values t4ht the- systemmust recover 4o. follow~ing load rejection. The [18-month]
Frequency is consistent with the recommendation of
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. .

In orer tothat teDG is tested under loadconditions that are as close-to design basis conditions aspossible', testing shall be performed using a power factor
r O.9 '1 This power factor i-ape is chosen to be

representative of the actual design basis inducti've loading
that the DG would experience.

This SR ha-Abeefi modified b N1C1 hc ttsta
SR mu~.st Icot be pe Fo111med in 4OD 1Bi m 2. The reasont
t"-r is that duringj operation with the reactor critical,performance of ths-5-&-could p6t~e~t4a1:4y cause perturbati~ons

~ D~ ~ to the electrical distribution, systems that ;ouetld ~iaslŽku 4QD(ýý a &V( a- challenge *e-continued steady-state operation and, as a
resut, .unV safety systems.

Note 2 to this SR to acknowledge that credit*op- OkC OAY may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.'

SU)

F(AD~t jsoA ýZ&44
*'%4Uct 5&~dO

This Surveillance demonstrates the Gcapability to reject a
fulload without overspeed tripp- g or exceeding ' the

predetermined voltage limits..T e DG fu'll-load rejection
may occur-because of a system. ult or inadvertent breaker
tripping. This Surveil lance'v.4U4o.s. proper.engine-generator lo~ad response under the simulated testconditions. This test -w+4- simulaieSthe loss of the totalconnected load that the ODG *+Heprec~floj ~ rQ_-f~ull.-load rejection and * fythat -t e -gwTn-oT Trip
upOn loss of the load.' These acceptance criteria provide
-....DG damage protection. W 'hile the DG is not expected toexperience this transient during an event and continue~to beavailable, this responise -4N &wethat the DG is not'degraded for future applicati ~Kincl'uding rec'onnection tothe bus if the tr'ip initiatorfearl bee corrected or iso'lated.

LLIS-1
In order to 2;44 that the DG is tested under load
conditions that are as close to design basis conditions as

SR 3.8. 1. 10

(continued)
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AC Sources -Operating
.B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

5xuw z \VNS e -s k

bcrkre r- 44ik~ I. cs
('ofq~ 0,r ,,*
b& ZvleAQ

bofkrr*.ed 0'U-+ 4

~~k~OA Wit t ~ -Lo

possible, testing shall be performed using a power factornA O.ý This power factor pemy is-chosen to berepresentative of the actual design basis inductive loadingthat the DG would experience.

The 18-month Frequency is cionsis~•i with the reconvnendationof Regulatory Guide 1.108'(Ref. and is intended to beconsistent with e~xpected fuel-cycle lengths.

This SR i4as-4aee4 modified b t, wth that 1hSýR miizt not he perforod- in MODE 1 or- 2. The reason for/4-
ti-hts is that during operation with the reactor critical,performance of this-Ift could petefi44a44' cause perturbation'0to the electrical istribution systems that could resý;jt int)-a-challdnge ke& c diud . y-state operation1
ote 2 e4- ee,--a e o thisý SR to acknowledge that credimay _be taken for unDlae evnstht ficfv +hic',ZD

O2~ &(~6W~1~ U~11 54~'C

/, SR 3.8.1.11

As required by Regulatory Guide .1.108 (Ref.A
paragraph 2..1,this Surveillance demonstrates theas-designed operation of the standby power sources duringloss of the offsite- source. This test verifies- all actionsencountered from the loss of offslte "power, including-
shedding of the non-essential loads-:and energization of theemergency buses and respective loads from the DG. 'Itfurther demonstrates the capability of the DG to
automatically achiev'e the required voltage and frequency
within the specified time.,

The DG automat4e start time of 10 seconds is derived fromrequirements of the accident analysis to respond to a designbasis large-break LOCA. The frequency should be restored towithin 2% of nominal following a load sequence step. TheSurveill'ance should be continued for a minimumt of 5 minutesin order to demonstrate that all starting transients havedecayed and stability ha~s been achieved.

The requirement to verify the connection and power supply ofpermanent and auto-connected loads-is intended tpsatisfactorily show the:-relationship of these loads to theDG loading logic._ In certain circumstances, many of theseloads can .not actually be connected or loaded without undue

(continued)
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AC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.1

*BASES (continued) 6ý lr výS4 r

.Ahardship potential for und9' ired operation,. o
- instance, icCS) injection val ~s are desired t*e-~notý Ce re~stroked open,.or high press e injecti on systemsý WXFýcpableSSý\Ou.)s of being operated at full f ow, or RHR systems performing adecay heat removal function ot desired to be realigned .toI, 1 the ECCS mode of operation. In lieu of actual de onstration

slsm t of t~wconnect~ikon and loading of.te P4 n
_4,QWýUr-aS eplab-le. This testing may include any series of

'l?0 ( L06~ The Frequency of [18 months] is consistent withz~_,Ap~4arx a \ ek icuý*0 reconmnefidations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.,j
CkAparagraph 2.a.(1), takes into consideration fii conditions

'~~ ~required to perform the Surveillance, and is 1htended to be+fzt-040 (4* S 1 +iA L O~l consistent with expected fuel-cycl-e l.eng-ths.

(x hi-s--iR
starts ma cpeoe b n-~icprelube aidt

£ f L Ao~~-io 0\LA 6 ,S minmiz e ar d tear on th D~s during te94it-n.-For eshtV4purpose, of this tes-OMtfr ýt DG~tlt+-be-s~ttrte4-fr :-
-~~ standby -condt-i-tons,- tVý-t is-, with-thte-engine--coo-1tn~-t-aui.~

cons iis-tn-t--w~th-mami-f-a-etumre reecommendat ion-s-

~ F~or-this- is that performi.ng the Stwould remve a required
offsite circuit from service, perturb the electricalf~v~a 44 ccdistribution system,' and challenge safety systems.

Azd kait Note ~-h beefr added to this SR to acknowledge that credit
bA U~k Df CFay be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

-~Q~k~lb CkTrfoL

(~VO 4~f~o
VO9(~ (bo+V M,+

SR 3.8.1.12

Th i. , Surveillance demonstrates that the DG automatically
s-tarfs and achieves the required voltage and frequency
within the specified t-ime C(10.l(seconds) from the design..basis actuation signal (LOCA signal) and operates 'for
I 5. minutes. The 5-minute -period provides sufficient time~toj'demonstrate stability. SR 3.8.1,.2d and SR 3.8.1.12e
ensure that permanentlýi connected loads and emergency loadsare energiz~ed from the offsite electrical power system on ar\
ESF signal without loss of offsite power.

(continued)
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AC Sources -Operating

B 3.8.1. BASES (continued)

~ The requirement to verify the connection of permanent and4 auto-connected loads is intended to satisfactorily-show the00414 relationship of these loads to the DG loading logic. -In~LI~ILA~tI~jcertain circumstances many of these loads can not actuallyC+ý o4t Uk be connected or boade' without_ undue hardship or potential1:5erný0 P 4rg)for undesired operation. .Aor Instance, ECCS injection
~i~er NS valves are desiredX. no be stroked open, or high pressure'A- f*-~kxd~&~,injection sys ems not capable of being operated at fullflow or RHR systems performing a decay heat removalunctio not desired to be realigned to the ECCS mode ofrv~roperation. In lieu of actual demonstration of'4te-4J Da s -6Cconnec ion and loading o44s-4e is acceptable.ýý*t CA ux1 N j'uklo This-testing may include'any series of sequential,

OL 5MV.overlapping, or total steps so that'the entire connection
S adloadin se uence isveied

4-vp ~ c~~ ~This SR modified b
DC tars my b przcdd b anengine pre! uba pr. to

minimizc Mcar ind tear on the ~ during *te~trg ForhVUN&C& purpose 'of this testing, the DGs shall be started from.f.~ T'0 M standby conditions, ta is wth he ngecolant a oil~S3X~. ~~~fL~s being contin *uously circulated and temperature maintain$
consistent with manufacturer reconunendationsýý

A The reason forij',bC±~1diA4 t~h4ýis that during op ation with the reactor critical,
toteeetia itiuinsses htcudr~lperformance of this could peteM.4ally~-cause perturbations

ONq a ýOý -e--challenge.Avcontinued 'steady-state oper-ation and, as a
result, t&U~1 safety systems.

c4~e(~*'o~ ~Note ~~~~~etadded to this SRto acknowledge that-credit
IL ý_ ? (00 may be ken fort satsf banne ev.

zThe Frequency of 18 months takes into consideration U-conditions required to perform the Surveillance and ~
tr~~~O~~ "tC~i~nded to be consistent'with the expectedfe-ceDKCX ot tengths. Operating experience has shown that thes..:.components usually pass the SR when performede

~1-month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded044C vr&,Iý .,o -tbe acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

(continued)
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(.tr lIZ4 _'ý AC Sources -Operating
rh~ee~7j#;M-rts ~8 3.8.1

az~ +koP.ci's lf C(%
csc

This Surveillance de onstrat that DG non-criticalprotective function os(e.g. high jacket water temperature)are bypassed on a oss-of oltage signal concurrent with anESF actuation test sig 'na and c-ritical protective functions-(ngn oerpedX. gene tor differential current).-n-o-
lub~eaingeilr.!..esw trip the DG to.avert substantialdamage to the O init hnon-critical trips are bypassed

dui B~ n an alarmn on an abnormal engine
conditon. iprovid 'es the operator wi'th sufficient timeto react appropriately. The DG availability to mitigate theOBA. s more critical than protecting the engine-against

minor problems that are not immediately detrimental toemergency operation of the DG-..

S1&aA t~ DJr a 16 The'18-month Frequency is based on engineering judgment,taking into' consideration trtconditions requir-ed tobztx.Z 44 tuoU + perform the Surveillanc-e, 'a-nd :is intended to be ýconsistent
shown that. these-components usually pass the SR when
performed Wthe (18-month] Frequency',< therefore, the

Freuecy ~sconcluded to be acceptable from~a reliabli itybDI .Itk~s U_+standpoin-\X
t N'IS' 

__ _ _ _4_ _~~~ ~The'SR +reýe-befmodified by vhih ttcth t th C,W mut 
,~o 

be 
.e 

endi MB 2 The reason for4OC4 t +JL -thi-s-is that performi~ng the-SR would remove a required-DG-(Jr v ci., eA-kt^£"Krfrom-ssrv ice ur*_116c tv
5tr NO 43 o Note 2 added to this SR to acknowledge that credit0ý+(Dpia-komay be taken for unplanned events' that satisfy this SR.S cA3 ý to

SR 3.8.1.1
'Xeuiaory G~uide 1.108 (Ref.~.,prgah2a() requires
'demqonstration once per 18 months that the DGs can start andýrun,`continuously at full-load capabili~ty for an interval of

not~lssthan 24 hours, 2 hours of whiqh is at a loadequivalent to 110% of the continuous duty raiting and, the"remainder of the time at a load equi'valent to the continuous
duty rating,.efLthe-DG.

the11C. R W ttirme e&erloedimg ma res~bin morie frequrttet

(continued)
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~~4i~roP~I. -io 4O~f~t~~vUC Sources..-Operating
O'eco.dt 44-d OC-. RD'a00Hair B 3.8.1
f~L~t i W-ko-frfqU-#M- 4Ctv'dýA, in~~i

%UI.IIU" 151 L I ry, '' I i

Me detill H i-de to, m a,,tallD B reRAII The DGstarts for this Surveillance can be performed either fromby o hot conditions. The provisions for''reu~byao.r..and w'armup, discussed in SR 3.8.1.2, and forgradual loading, dis-cussed in SR 3.8.1.3, are applicable tothis SR.

In order to assure that the OG is tested under loadconditions that are as close to design conditions as(-ýpossible, testing shall be performed using a power factor of< O.. This. power factor -range- is chosen to be
representative of the actual design basis inductive loading
that--- --- --- --- wn"A p~ iII.1thatth~nr~wr~,1r AVC1A

0 The 18-month Frequency is consistent wt therecommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 7),paragraph 2.a.(3), take's into consideration witconditions.required to perform the Surveillance~and is 'Gintended *t beconsistent with expected fuel-cycle lengths.
tcma beThis-Lr- ill.n--- ha- be*mdfd WYNt ethat momentary transients due to changing bus loads do not- c)Ut -~ bo4 ~ nvaldatethis test.: Similarly, momentary-P~a tra se+'*Aabove the P4-limit will not invalidate the tes p c tA-or

SR mu t MGE i a The reason for -(Jo- 0ý\O~~~1L+ ~ .i~l *isis that during oVation with the reactor critical,'V~ ~&i--o~IoAe&jJ 4~ performlance of this coul A ot P ete +y cause perturbations~ r r ~ jto the'electrical distribution sys 'tems that could resilt i-irchallenge 'ie- continued steady-state'operatio n and, as aarckeerxoci result t-o"N. safet systems
Note 3 t'ýhis SR to acknow~ledge ýtthat credit4ý 440ý6fC~trmay be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

Survillncedemostrte -hat the diesel engine canstart from a hot condition nd achieve the required.volage and frequency within 10. seconds. The 10-second time
-is derived from the requirements-of the accident'analysis torespond to'a design basis large-break LOCA. -fhe--r ru~eme,,,-

(continued). ~WOG STS -
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~Pi~ Boc. 3.8.1

BASES (cont inued ( k"0 A4tW ý -O i~A ~

full lead eamditiaens priar to pe. fermanee of thizs.{DQU~d.C~.{~A XLI:$~t gurv:4-44-ame is based en 5-uetr:' z f~eir a fr

SThe Stirvz~lamene demeznatres the DG capability to respaii

W\ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ,htdw frmnra urelac The 18-month FrequencyýU4  wj4*ii is consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory
~ ~ ~ & Guide 1.108 (Ref. par, r

This SR-hts-beenmodif ied b to hatthetes
is performed with the diesel sufficiently hot.,- omen ary

~'4. ~ S~s.)61Jtransients due to changing bus loads do ntinvalidate'this
ý 16 r A) ýJtest.

0a 6ML ball S stern -ay bee procdifidbyn nieprl o ridt
F~ ~~S hasmzo~~ and oi by thee 2,~o du Hn stoetting

-'to pieCA&t 4k mad

As required by Regulatory Guide 1.1 'p84Ref.*j(P
paragraph 2.a.(6), this Surveillanc~ a4-stese that the manual
synchronization and automatic load* ransfer from the DG to
the offsite source can be made a~nd~he DG can be returned to
ready-to-load status when offsite power is restored. It4qD(,,% L~eS~d~e& also ensures that the auto-start logic is reset to allow theWq &ý ubL~~ OG to reload if a subsequent loss of offsite power occurs.4kacej~trt&_ cf Voe /:f The DG is considered to '"be in' ready-to-load status when the
DG is at rated speed and voltage, the output breaker is open.omflo+ and can receive and a"Uto-close signal on-bus undervoltage,

W~4~o~&and the load sequence timers are reset.
uJLI~ tItf The Frequency of 18 Mon Iths is consis -tent with the (P

..i'c'lo 1fftf( recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.ýý
UY~~r ~paagap 2.1.(6), and takes into consideration ,

Pr4~o~ codtons required to perform the Surveillance.
Lw a~kii4: #U-fThfýS'.SR~-I, eemodifie bylllotdU A, "411h Sttc thait the

-'mut nt Pi- 11CU2 -, O 4iThe reason forOf 4 av 4-k 4i4 'is that perfvormTing the wuld remove a required1:ý offsite circuit from service, perturb the electricalkvr~oi~jý wdistribution system, and ch'allenge safety systes

(continued)
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AC Sources -Operating

B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

~Note 2 has eei added to this SR to acknowledge that creditmay be taken for unplanned dvents that satisfy this SR.

® R 3.8.1. 7
De nstration of the test mode override ensures that th Gavai* bility under accident conditions will not becompro ised as the result of testing and the DG willautomat ally reset to ready-to-load operation if OCAactuation ignal is received during operation in e testmode. Rea -to-load operation is defined as. th G runningat rated sp and voltage with the DG output eaker open.These provisio for automatic switchover ar required byIEEE-308 (Ref. ,paragraph 6.2.6(2).

.The requirement to utomatically energi the emergencyloads with offsite p er is essential identical to that ofSR 3.8.1.12. The inte in the req ement associated oithSR 3.8.1.18.b is to sho0 that t he ergency loading wai notaffected by the DG operat n in Stmode. In lieu of.1actual. demonstration of the- on ction and loading of 4keseloads, testing-which adequat shows thb capability or theemergency -loads to perform .efunctions is acceptable.'This testing may include a se s of sequential,overlapping, or to tal st s so th the entire connectionand loading sequence is erified.

The 18-month Freque y is consistent w h therecommendations of egulatory Guide 1.1 (R ef .7),paragraph 2.*a.(8 , takes into considerati im~conditionsrequired to pe orm the Surveillance, and i .ntended to be'consistent wi expected fuel-cycle lengths.

This SR h been modified by Note 1, which-state that the,SR must ot be performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. e reasonfor- th is that performing the SR would remove a r uiredo~ffs e circuit from service, perturb the electrical
.-i ibution system, and challenge safety systems.

ot 2 has been added to this SR to acknowledge that credima be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

(conti nued)
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BASES (continued)
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AC Sources -Operating

B 3.8.1

nvkiumopcý% 0
SR 3.8 1. W

As required by Regulatory Guide .108 (Ref. 7ý ( o fparagraph 2.a.(2), each DIG is equired to demonstrate properoperation for the OBA loadin sequence to ensure thatvoltage and frequenc~y are mn ntained within the requiredlimits. Under accident co itions, prior to connecting thebLTSdiczcl generatere-to their apprefpriate bms all loads areshed except load center feeders and those motor controlcenters that power-Class 1E lo~ads (referred to as
56--t""permanently connected" loads). Upon reaching of rateddvolta e frequency, the DGs are, then connected t 'o theirrespective-ý. Loads are then sequentially connected tot e by the"jautomatic load sequencerjI The sequ~.encingS logic controls the permissive and starting signalst oo

(~breakers to prevent overloading of the DGs due to highY'.Y3"_motor-starting currents. ThQ Na-eqecjm
intervaensures that sufficient time exists for~$44f~the DIG to restor6 frequency and voltage prior to applyV'gthe next load and that safety analysis assumptions reg dingJ ESF equipment time delay's are not violated. Reference; 5op Otei provides a summary of the automatic lod~~f

The Frequehcy of '[18 monthsj is consistenwiith~~
j~SCL Lrecommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (e.~{paragraph 2.a.(2), takes into consideration MIX- conditions(tc o(e) required to perform the Surveillance, and is 'n1'fended. to be

~ consistent with expected fuel-cycle lengths.

.4b-2 distrbto syst femad chllng sftysyts
adde toti S oaknweg that credi

komay ber~ t~ake fo unplange ievetswl thatv saif thqisred

tnthie evenut fof servcinciden t urwi thea elossof ffitepoer
the 1. r rqie to thsupply the anesarpowl erg toa ceSFt

systems so that the fuel, RCS, and containment design limits
are not exceeded.

(continued)
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AC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued) 
' r

A This Surv L lance demonstrates the DG operation, asdicse SR 3.8.1.11 &ev~e- during a loss Of offsite
NO CA 0 1 otUA~imPower actuation test signal in conjunction with an ESF0 &d60au 'zksowmactuation signal. In lieu of actual demonstration of ~heconnection and loading of these loads, testin .w 4 U

AD Df ~r ýrrnojk adequately shows the capability of the OG.&t±=,M~ttA
ýb +, t perormthese functionsjisý acceptable. This testing may~iCL kkbý include any series-of sequential-, overlapping;' or total.0.. O.d 'a~ ,a.J\L steps so that the entire connecti-on and loading sequence is

ý)l Cx .~i' verified.

FlYOrr rAM The Frequency of TUI monthslK takes into considerationnu~i
conitinsrequired to perform the Surveillance and isi

intended to be consistent with an expected fuel-cycle lengthof [18 months].

pq ie Ile £U+: This SR modified by'

BGstandby a b codi ionstha is, w&t te egine coln a ol

safe systems.

pTi urve-illances demostratsgha the DGs sa4Wstartingro
standbyeillance deonstrateis, wtha tea engine cooant achievroern speeduusl witincuthed spciid timperwenthre Dmsareai
ThU0-erFrqenyi consistent• with thefctre recommnendations oDG'
of Rgultor Gud 1.10 (Rxef. 4 paara*M2ba

_4i, (contin4ed)Os beGen meie bY2-ha h
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AC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.1

*~ BASES (coqntinued)

~1V.'~I tLst~q For the purpose of this testing, the
swaos be10 started. from standby conditions, that is, withA+Dtoe~+_1 the engine coolant and oil being continuously circulated andtemperature maintainbed consistent with manufacturert(I uLS 4J- edt d'. U&ýfr~ recommendat ions.

C* C,<,,OL(+eA stSchedu~e

(Orrýt~ara b4The DG test schedule (Table 3.8.1-1) implements therecommendations of Revision '3 to Regulatory Guide 1.9(Ref. 2). The purpose of this' test schedule is to provide
-5iGe4ytml h--sts aat salsconfidence level a~ssociat'ed with the goal to maintain' DG
reliability ab ae445-per demand.

4" Regulatory'u ide 1.9, Revision 3, each DG sj sho d betested at 1 ast once every 31 days. Whenever 'aO hs*epFi en-c edr~eetor more val id 'fail1ures i n the l astyeoAjja ....25:tests, the maximum time between tests is reduced to]-,a das Fufalrs in 2~ests is- a failure rateof 0.16, or the threshold of acceptable'DG performance, andhence may be an early indication of the degradation of Oreliability. When considered in the light of a long historyof t-est7s, howev-e-r'fzu fa il1ures i n the l ast 25.tests mayonly be a statistically probable distribution of randomevents. Increasing the test Frequency will allow for a moretimely accumulation of additional test data upon which tobase judgment of the reliability of the DG. The increasedtest Frequency must be maintained until seven consecutive,
failure-free tests have been performed..

The *Pquency for accelerated testing is 7 days, but notlJess than 24 hours. Therefore, the interval between tests.,shduld not be less than 24 hours, and noK more than 7 days.jA2ktessful test at an interval of less than 24 hours4-N~ &I'dd be considered an invalid test and not count towards~thseven consecutive failure free starts. A test intervalZ ~,~xcess of 7 days constitutes a failure to meet s,
- I &,e mms

(continued)
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INSERT

SR 3.8.1.20

This SR demonstrates that the DG 125V DC distribution panel and associated
charger are functioning properly, with all required circuit breakers
closed and buses energized from normal power. The 7 day Frequency takes
into account the redundant DG capability and other indications available
in the control room that will alert the.operator to system malfunctions.

SR 3.8.1.21

Verifying battery terminal voltage while on float charge for the DG
batteries helps to ensure the effectiveness of the charging system and the
ability of the batteries to perform their intended function.- Float charge
is the condition in which the charger is supplying the continuous charge
required to overcome the internal losses of a battery (or battery cell)
and maintain the battery (or a battery cell) in a fully charged state.
The voltage requirements are based on the critical cell voltage as

.specified by the manufacturer. The 7 day Frequency is consistent with the
manufacturers recommendations and IEEE-450 (Ref. 13.).

SR 3.8.1.22

Visual inspections to detect corrosion of the battery cells and
connections, or measurement of the resistance of each inter-cell, inter-
ra~ck, inter-tier, and terminal connections, provides an indication of
physical damage or abnormal deterioration that could potentially degrade
battery performance. thke- cZ_.._,1 Frtc~Jenc- L\- C QCAL) x Q5

SR 3.8.1.23

Visual inspection of the battery cells, cell plates, and battery racks
provides an indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration that
could potentially degrade battery performance. This SR is consistent with
IEEE-450 CRef.13), which recommends detailed visual inspection o -f cell
conditions and rack integrity on a yearly basis.

SR 3.8.1.24 and SR 3.8.1.25

Visual inspection and resistance measurements of inter-cell, inter-rack,
inter-tier, and terminal connections provides an indication of physical
damage or abnormal deterioration that could indicate degraded battery
condition. The anti-corrosion material is used to help ensure good
electrical connections and to reduce terminal deterioration. The visual
inspection for corrosion is not intended to require removal of and
inspection under each terminal connection. The Surveillance Frequency of
12 months is consistent with IEEE-450 (Re .13), which recommends cell-to-
cell and terminal connection resistanc~emeasurement on a yearly basis.

Ct 6 0-, M0g O
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INSERT (continued)

SR 3.8.1.26

A battery-service test is a special test of battery capability, "as
found," to satisfy the design requirements (battery duty cycle) of the DG
battery subsystem. The discharge rate and test length corresponds to the
design duty cycle requirements as specified in Reference 14. The
Surveillance Frequency of 18 months is consistent with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 15) and Regulatory Guide 1.129 (Ref. 16),
which state that the battery-service test should be performed during
refueling operations or at some other outage, with intervals between tests
not to exceed 18 months.

This SR is modified by three Notes. The reason for Note 1 is to allow the
once-per-60-months performance of SR 3.8.1.27 in lieu of SR 3.8.1.26.
This substitution is acceptable because SR 3.8.1.27 represents a more
severe test of battery capacity than SR 3.8.1.26. The reason-for Note 2
is that performing the Surveillance would remove a required DG battery
subsystem from service. Note 3 is added to this SR to acknowledge that
credit may be taken for unplanned events thaty..satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.27

A battery-performance test is a test of -consta 'nt current capacity of a
battery after having been in service, to detect any change in the capacity
determined by the acceptance test. The test is intended to determine
overall battery degradation due to age and usage.

The acceptance criteria for this Surveillance are consistent with IEEE-450
(Ref. 13) and IEEE-485 (Ref. 17). These references recommend that the
battery be replaced if its capacity is below 80% of the manufacturer's
rating. A capacity of 80% shows that the battery rate of deterioration is
increasing, even if there is ample capacity to meet the load requirements.

The Surveillance Frequency for this test is 60 months, or every 12 months
if the battery shows degradation or has reached 85% of its expected life.
However, if the battery has reached 85% of -its expected life, shows no
degradation, and retains 100% capacity, a Surveillance Frequency of 24
months is permitted. Degradation is indicated, according to IEEE-450
(Ref. 13), when the battery capacity drops by more than 10% relative to
its capacity on the previous performance test or when it is below the
manufacturer's rating. All these Frequencies are consistent with the
recommendations in IEEE-450 (Ref. 13).

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is that-
performing the Surveillance would remove a required DG battery subsystem
from service. Note 2 is added to this SR to acknowledge that credit may
be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.
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AC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (co ntinued)

REFERENCES 1.Ap;t 1, 4.d v- G-d-a feultriP t50
C~~.ncIrCC Dzzg Ci r in17, "Electric Power Systems."

e* oie FErAR, Chapter 3, "Eleetri-al".2

~ XRegulatory Guide 1.93, Rev. 0, "Availability ofElectric Power Sources,' December 1974.

Regulatory Guide 1.9, Rev. 3, "Selection, Desig n, andQualifitatlon of Diesel Generator LtWit"s Used as Onsite-Electric Power Systems at Nuclear owe~ VI~,
-Ht*~l W 2I(nuc-A)

5. Tho ... a E. Mtn ie- kh NC et~t~.S lu ~

"Nuel ear Stem- rupySs~i e~G WIf G
Application. afit4 eCINIH330l13 n's terini-flicyStatement Criteri it to bh.tand&M hhI;~
Speeifieatipna.

Applcatin,"datedN'.rb 17,iziig
MdcnUM 1, dated Api 10.

Cr.aalD;lg rlPM1 0 "Inspection and Testing
of El ectric. Power .Sy~stems."

(p~X. Regulato ry Guide~l 1.0 '81, Rev. 1, "Periodic Testing ofDiesel Generator ,,Used as Onsite Electric PowerSystems at.Nuclear wer .~s," August 1911.
RegulatoryýGu id69'41.J~ 'R e v ."Fuel Oil Systems forStandby Diesel 'Genier~ators," ~j'c

~Z ~Generic Letter 84-15 "Proposed Staff Actions to7 Improve and Maintain Diesel Generator Reliability,"
July 2,,1984.
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AC Sources -Oper .ating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

12. IEEE Standard 308-197g. "IEEE Standard Criteria for
Class 1E Power Systems for Nuclear Power Generating
Stations."
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&.Regulatory Guide 1.32, "Criteria for Safety-Related
Electric Power Systems for Nuclear Power Plants,"
February 1977, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
,,Regulatory Guide 1.129, "Maintenance Testing and
.Replacement of Large Lead Storage Batteries forGenerating Stations and Subsystems," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, December 1974.
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.8.1

Generic Justifications

A. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design.

B. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific terminology.

Specific Justifications

1 . Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design of onsite power system.
Watts Bar nominally has 4 OPERABLE D~s supplying two units. A fifth ismaintained as a spare. All four OPERABLE DGs are required for each unit.
Unit 1 requires both DG lA-A and DG 2A-A to supply power to its train Aemergency safeguards loads, and it requires DC lB-B and 2B-B to supply
.train B safeguards loads.

2. WBN system design does not require the sequencer to schedule loading ofthe shutdown boards when off site power is available. The sequences at WEN- are only required to support operability of the DGs. Therefore, their
exp'licit inclusion in the LCO is not required.

3. A Note has been added to reflect the fact that WBN design provides this
CS-DC which may be substituted for any required DC.

ý4. The use of the qualifier "required", in reference to offsite circuits hasbeen deleted. WBN design only includes two "qualified" circuits requiredby the LCO. Since both are required it is not necessary to uniquely
identify them as such with the adjective "required".

5. Completion Time for LCO 3.8.1 Required Actions B.3.1 and B.3.2 were agreed
to be 24 hours in final disposition meetings between the Industry and the
NRC.

6. WBN D~s have been modified with a soakback system that eliminates the need
for a prelube and warmup (see TVA January 12, 1984 letter to NRC, and SSER
3 section 9.-5.7).

7. Items c,d,and e are only operative during test mode so there are no bypassarrangements required for normal operation mode (see WBN ESAR section
8.3.1.1 page 8.3-12).

8. Modification has been made to reflect the fact that DC batteries are
separate from the batteries included in DC sources subsystem (i.e. LCO
3.8.4).

9. This information is given later in this section of the BASES. It is not
necessary to repeat it here.



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.8.1 (cont.)

10. FSAR table 8.3-3 provides a range rather than a single number for the
sequencer delay associated with a given safeguards load.

11. Reference to a "specific list of" features has been deleted since there is
no requirement, in accordance with the SFDP, to maintain such a list.

12. Modified to reflect WBN specific design. Specifically, the Condition of
three or more AC sources inoperable in the standard had to be modified to
reflect the fact that two DGs on the same train do not count separately in
determining the number of required sources inoperable before immediate
entry into LCO 3.0.3 is required.

13. The wording provided in the standard is specific to a certain plant design
and not consistent with WBN design. It has been replaced by wording that
is more appropriate for the WBN design..

14. The statement that all redundancy in electrical power suppli'es may not
have been lost in this condition is not strictly correct" for the WBN
design. Conditions C and H can be entered with some redundancy intact.
However, all redundancy in AC electrical supplies cannot be guaranteed.

15. Additional clarification has been provided to 'aid interpretation of
requirements.

16. Target reliability value has been changed from .95 in the standard to .975
to "comport with the reliability levels assumed in a licensees coping
analysis for Station Blackout", per SECY-92-025, resolution of Generic
Issue B-56 "Diesel Generator Reliability".

17. The BASES wording discussing the minimum voltage at which DGs -are
connected to their respective shutdown boards has been raised from 90%
rated voltage to a minimum of 95% rated voltage to more closely comply
with R.G. 1.9 (i.e. Requires that DGs be connected to their electrical bus
when they have reached rated voltage and frequency).

18. These changes reflect the comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
Proof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 - July 20,
1992.

19. The offsite power sources are not classified as 1E.

20. The steady state voltage values for D/G operation have not been
established but are expected to be much tighter than the + 10 tolerance
normally specified.



AC Sources -Shutdown
3.8.2

3.8. ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.2 AC Sources -Shutdown

LCD 3.8.2

APPLICABILITY:

The following AC electrical power sources shall be OPERABLE:

a. One qualified circuit between th offsite tran'smission
network and the onsite Class 1P powe~r sistrriibuttionn
subsystem(s) required by LCO 3.8.10 ! sr~ ~ ~ nSib >

b. uedee eertr( taal of supplying(h one
subsystem(s) require by LCO distibuton.

-><MODES 5 and 6.
During movement of irradiated fuel ass~emblies.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION ICOMPLETION TIME

A. One required qualified
offsite circuit
inoperable.

------------------NOTE..........--
WtI 1 an III ure dulf

applicabl Conditions and
Required Actions forVA~
4istribution subsystems,

Declare affected
required feature(s)
with no offsite power
available inoperable,

Reqguired Aetiens-of-
the LCO3 for- thez
ineperable reqguired-
-featue~s).

Immnedi ately

(cotined

WOG STS3.8-1
.05/13/92 10:33am
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AC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.2

ACTIONS_____________ 
___

REQUIRED ACTION

A. (continued)

A-2.5 Initiate action to
.restore required
offsite poweir circuit
to OPERABLE status.

CONDITION

(continued)

WOG STS 3.8-205/13/92 10:33am

Aý A. . Initiae acti
rr eired i
of r circuit

o OP ALOERABLE s

OR

A.2.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

AND

A.2.2 Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel
assembliles.

AND

A-2.3 Initiate action to
suspend operations
with a potential for
draining the reactor
vessel.

AND A
A.2.4 ,Suspend operations

involving positive
reactivity additions.

AND

COMPLETION TIME

-Immediately~

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

3.8-2



AC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.2

ACTIONS (continued)_______ 
_________

CONDITION

B. One required DG
inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION
+ -.-----------------

8.1

AND

Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

B.3

"ANDoý,0\ ý
8.4 Suspend operations

involving positive
.reactivity additions1

AND '

B.5 Initiate action to
restore required DO
to OPERABLE status.

Initiate action to
suspend operations.
with a potential for
draining the reactor
vessel.

COMPLETION TIME

Immedi ately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

WOG STS
3.8-305/13/92 10:33am3.8-3



AC Sources -Shutdown
3.8.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.2.1 For all .eq p-m-e*a required to be OPERABLE
the following S~s' are required to be met:

SR 3.8. 1 .1,
SR 3.8.1.5,

O SR 3.8.1.11;

SR 3.8.1.2,
SR 3.8.1.6,

5R B.SI. 1-;

SR 3.8. 1.4,
SR 3.8. 1.7,

FREQUENCY
I __________________

In accordance
with applicable
SRs

'$~z ~
~

WOG STS384
05/13/92 10:33am3.8-4



AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.2 AC Sources -Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the AC sources is provided in the Bases for
A Peeý44-eftt' "'3.8.1, "AC 'Sources -Operating."

APPLICABLE The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC sources .aP4 during M.~d?'SAFETY ANALYSES and 6 ensures that-TI]

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or
refueling condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is
available for monitoring and maintaining the ud
status; and

C. Adequate AC electrical power is-provided to mitigate
events postul~ated during shutdown, such as an
inadvertent draindown of the vessel or a fuel-handling
accident.

In general, when the igf is shut down-thel:iý!5 qpulrements
ensure that the jit has the capabil'ity to mitigate. the
consequences of :po~s~tulated accidents -. However, assuming a
single failure and concurrent loss of all offsite or all
onsite power is not required. The rationale for this is (~based on the fact that mayAsgAs ,atietý-!ýc
are analyzed in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. have no specific
analyses in MODES 5 and 6. Worst-case bounding events are
deemed not-credible in MODES 5 and 6 because the energy
contained within the reactor pressure boundary, reactorcoolant temperature and pressure, and the corresponding
stresses result in the probabilities of occurrence being
significantly reduced or eliminated, and 4wr minimal jh
consequences. These deyl vations from OBA analysis
assumptions and design requirements during shutdown
conditions-are allowed by the LCO for required systems.

During MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 various de ations from the
Aanalysis assumptions and design re rrements are allowedwitin he EQUREDACTIONS. This s in recognition that
certain testing and maintenance activities must be conducted

(continued)

WOG STSB 3.8-1
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES (continued)

Provided an acrta level of risk is not exceeded.
During MODES ýand Vperformance of a significant number ofrequired testing and maintenance activities is alsorequired. 1 .J Mhz thud 1~ plk-41At *cdt~ the .acti vi ties

A fo,~ arreeay lnein administratively controlled.
~ (' Relaxations from MODE 1, 2, 3 and 4 LCO requirements are

acceptable during shutdown MODES based on:

0,.,,4 The fact that time in an outage is limited. This is a
risk-prudent goal as well as a utility economic
consideration.

~2) Requiring appropriate compensatory measures for
certain conditions. These may include administrative
controls and/or'reliance on systems which do *notnecessarily meet typical design requirements appl 'ied
to systems credited in operating MODE analyses.

S Prudent utility consideration of the risk associated
with multiple activities which could affect multi ple
systems.

d~l Maintaining, to the extent practical, the ability toperform required functions (even if not meeting
MODE 1, 2, 3 and 4 OPERABILITY requirements) with
systems assumed to function during an event.

In the event of jýCaccident duriqn shutdown, h-C
'oro a"uwill assCOe- he capability to supportsystems necessar to avoid immedi'ate difficuilty .ef tht

ptassuming a loss of either all offsite power or a loss
fa~oCof a~ll onste DG) power. '-+ewevei--

a. Redundant amd ind~epetdeuit system3! are reurdto be
IJPERABLEiu

4hee- AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC inftýr--Policy

Statement (PIp N 1e..1 i

-~~ 

LLbM ~ ~ r~ s h i c ~ V
LCO One offsite circuit capable Of supplying the o site Class 1E

power distribution subsystem(s) of LCO 3.8.10 ensures thatCýEý&,'Etb-s all required loads are powered from offsi~te power. -An--OPEfRA~tf-~ , associated with a2IMstribution,,.8ýstem train
required,,DPERABLE by LCO 3.8.10, ensures a diverse power

(conti nued)
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES (continued)

source is available to provide electrical p wer support-+-
thc vcn 3fa snge failure eensrtin of the offsite

-circuit. Together, OPERABILITY of the required offsitei~o UYScircui ~an ensure the availability of sufficient AC'_Sý6urces to operate: the 4inasfmnnr ndt
~ 4ý mitigate the consequence fpostulated events duringr hton(e.g., fuel-hanoling acietXratrvessel~ £~xrli~o vA- =_( draindown). acidnstraco

00. (~ qualified offsite circuit must be capable ofmaintaining rated frequency and voltage, and acceptin4'21A43~r reuird ladsdurng n acident, while connected theJ, oti&F a:x. ss w Qualified offsite circuits are ths rer
ýClkk C i~wo ý'Zfcas' described in the FSAR, have been reviewed and accepted bythe staff as meeting the requirements of GDC 17, and are.,a p ~ d-O kart of the licensing basis for the'Sk* 0d AtIou~k&I(4.bl / f#1 Coensists of safpguards Transfr r which is uplied-J el' --froQm Swithyard Rus Badi fed thrmough breaker 52)powering the ESE traneom r XNBOJ which in Fun poar~ ~ ( ~the -4 EZF bustm uhit o-u fz7de bea- -Tit!

~ whic snr4l fed from eh Switchyar d BUS "At, anld

40 D
Sspeed antd oaltae nnec g to its respective -bion

-~ ~ ~detectiaof hsb aco lishewithin seconds. Each DG bus must be capable of
accepting required loads within the assume 'd loading sequenc
intervals, and continue to operate until offsite power canAbe restored to th X.r.These capabilit-ies arereý~iedto be met rm a variety of initial conditions suchas: DG in standb 1 -4e~t, DG in standby oprtnin parallel 'test ode. b
Proper sequencing of loads, includT tnripping of
nvn-essentlal loads, is a required function for DG.OPERABILITY. [Ifn addlu i ~~qe-ci prt~ aaintegral Pairt of effsite eireuit OPER ABIITYTr if itq

mainainincric any wzay reHipac o theBL 041y ttr

(continued)
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~ry~~ ~ ~- a~ o~ +k. ceu~~o-~.AC Sources -Shutdow

* BASES (continued7), re~ sdý&JSbe~

It is acceptable for trains to be cross tied during shutdownconditions allowing a single offsite power circuit to supply
alrequired trains..

APPLICABILITY The AC sources required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and-alse any timo during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies
provide assurance that:

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant li~toy aesu
are available for the irradiated fuel in the core in
case of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor
vessel;

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel-handling accident
are available;

c. ýSystems necessary to mitigate the effects of events
that can lead to core damage during shutdown -are
available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available
for monhitoring and maintaining the untin a cold
shutdown condition or refueling cond'ition.

AC power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 are covered in-Specifietto--4.8.10 "AC Soui;es Opeiatlng."

ACTIONS

An offsite circuit would be considered inoperable if it were,-~----~j~j not available to one required ESF train.
trains are required per LCO 3.8.10, Bist~;~; 5'ShutdownT- the one train with offsite power available may becapable of supporting sufficient required features to allowcontinuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuelimovement, andý*Coperations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.

ý B 44 the op~tion to declare required featuresinoperable with no offsite power available, appropriaterestrl-ctions will be implemented in accordance with the
affected required features LCOý" ACTIONS. N

- (continued)
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES (continued) A I.

* I 1o1 * 0 -4 ' 4
trains, the option would still e st to declare all required

undesired administrative efforts, the allowance for
suffi~ciently conservative actions is made'. W it h 44& _e e.4bkrrequired OG inoperable, the minimum required diversity of AC

wrour es is no It is, therefore, required to suspendAn M be CORE AALLTER , movement of irradiated fuel assemblies,
any activities that could potentially result in'inadvertent
draining of the reactor vessel,' and o erations involving

) suspend positive reactivity additions ddoes nnot preclude

Suspnsio of hes actvitis shll ot p recl ude cmltoofactions to esitabishX inrasae rctonsrvatves covndtion.
oc rec of potlae evets It is further reurd timmediathrel iniiae achtiown tmretrei the reqirtied.A

sourcesiand to continubtish actieonseuntie resoraition.i

accomplshed in order to provide the necessary AC power to
the tnt(sa~fety systems.

A A.1.2, A.2.5 and B.5' 41JV
Notwithstanding e,4-nspervative Required Actions, the

Sis still without sufficient AC power sources to operate
in a safe manner. Therefore, action must be initiated torestore the minimum required AC power sources and continue
until the LCO requirements are restored.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with theArequired times for actions requiring prompt attention. Therestoration of the requ'ired AC electrical power sources
should be completed as quickly as possible in order to
minimize the time~the OW t safe ,ty systems may be without
sufficient power. 'em/ (are
Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6., the2<stributlonslste ACTIONS wouldA ~~~ be entered even if all AC SOurces to. it w&*e- ioeal

.~resulting in deenergization. Therefore, the Required
Actions of Condition A h~aye-beeR. modified by A Note to

(continued)
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INSERT

Required Acitic'ns A precludeX operations inlvolving ssesta otilan enrge tvolu ns ofwit er (ie CV S, IS, and RWST) at reduced boronconentatins ithrespect to the RCS that could dilute the boronconcentration of the RCS to less than that req uired to maintain the SDM
requirements of LCO 3.1.2 in MODE 5 or less than *the boron concentrationspecified in the COLR in-MODE 6.- This Required Action does not precludepositive reactivity additions that cannot reduce the SON or boronconcentration to less than the limits specified in LCO 3.1.2 or the COLR. The
addition of water with a boron concentration greater than that required to
maintain the reactor shutdown ýithin the requirements of LCO 3.1.2 or the
COLR, but less than the RCS, is permitted. Positive reactivity additions such
as small volume chemical additions and normal plant cooldowns are alsopermitted as long as the SOM limits are met.



AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

BASES (continued)

A indicat' that whe -n Condition A is entered with no AC powerto one'S 64s ACTIONS for LCO 3.8.10 must be immediately
__ntered. This flows Condition A to provide requirements

Kb~pc/' for th-e loss of the' offsite circuit w=H4,u res;d t~i
whether is deenergized. LCO 3.8 10 weuid-provide:E

cy~ -'ac teapropriate restricti-ons for the 'sitpatio novn a
deenergized--rse'-

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.2.1
REQU IREMENTS

A SR 3.8.2.1 lists SRs from LCO 3.8.1 that' are required to be
performed. Refer to the corresponding Bases for
Speci-f-iet-i-+m 3.8.1-and 3.-8.-3for.a discussion of each SR.

REFERENCES I. 'FSAR, Sect ion elt nT3r-

-Apneix4i-x.--A- General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power

homas E. Murey eNC ert to W. S. gus fat

9,1988, forwarding the NRC Staff revie he
"Nudle teaim Supply System Vendor Groups'
Application e Commission's rim Policy
Statement Criteria he ard Technical
Specifications."

4. WCAP-11 , MERITS Program - Phase rl,-,ask 5,
C , Ia Application", dated November 198 , ldn
ddendum 1, dated April 1989.

(continued)
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.8.2

Generic Justifications

A. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design

B. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific terminology

Specific Justifications

1. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design of onsite power system.
Watts Bar nominally has 4 OPERABLE DGs supplying two units. A fifth is
maintained as a spare. All four OPERABLE D~s are required for each unit.
Unit 1 requires both DG lA-A and DG 2A-A to supply power to its train A
emergency safeguards loads, and it requires DG lB-B and 2B-B to supply
train B safeguards loads.

2. A Note has been added to reflect the fact that WBN design provides this
CS-DC which may be substituted for any.-required DG.

3. Modification has been made to refliect the fact that DC batteiies are
separate from the batteries included in-DC~sources subsystem (i.e. LCO
3.-8.4). 

-

4. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
Proof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 - July 20,
1992.

5. Editorial change for clarity. Two trains are not specifically required by
LCO 3.8.10, the only requirement in LCO 3.8.10 is for sufficient
distribution equipment to support required operable components. These may
be instances where two trains are required and that is the purpose of
Required Action A.l.



Diesel. FueJ, Lub~iet-i,, Oil, and Starting Air
Of - 3.8.3

P~3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
<Cd41

3.8.3 Diesel Fuel, Lub~-e4. Oil, and Starting Air

LCO 3.8.3 The stored diesel fuel oil, lubricating oil and starting airsubsystemX shall be within limits for each required diesel
generator

APPLICABILITY: When associated OG is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

------------------------------- NT--------NOE ----------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each DG.
------------------------------------------------------------ 

*------------

0 A. One or more DGs with A.1 Restore fuel oil/ 48 hours

~ 'T&~igal,4eFw, and
52A~~ ~~ a -a-2f] l4efti- i nstorage tank. A ~t W~44\ 11MýA4$

B. One,,,r more DGs with B.1 Restore lube oil 48 hoursILIu bxke&t4 o il inventory.
-3 inventory\...44[~ee ga14-o" and

[4'1- gal1 +a"~.

C. Onekor*ý more. DGý;ý.wi th C.1 Restore fuel oil. 7 dayssto*d'&fuel: o1iL total total particulate's
p a r~t-_j ates ~<1 gi

M 10 ./l: <1 g1

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel, Lubricating Oil, and Starting Air
3.8.3

ACTIONS (continued)_______ 
_________

.CONDITION

D. One or more DGs with
new fuel oil
properties not within
limits of the Diesel
Fuel Oil Testing
Program.

E. One or more DG:
starting air
pressure <® but Ž [,X_~

F. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

OR
Oý rr VOSWý
Diesel fuel oiý

ssubsy steem 
.e .e b e

u ysfor reasons other ta
Condition A, B, C

REQUIRED ACTION
4

Restore stored fuel
oil properties to
within limits.

E.1 Restore starting air
receiver pressure to.
>Ž aC--

.1~ ~ ~~ Delr 1sscae

©c~cO ~

'i Declare associated
Aiesel generator D(r

nter-

ino erable.1and 

ntert t e Applicable
D ' e

d Act i on s for
C onditions and

A 
1 i c 

b 1 e 
e

n 0 e r a

CRequired Actions forable DGDG ACinoper AC
Sources LCO 3.8.IjL CO 3 8 IJXPor 3.8.2

COMiPLETION TIME

30 days

I

48 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

- -. SURVEILLANCEFRQEC

SR 3 8.3'1 eiify each"'fuel storage tank contan 1dy
J444 1 g efrt-e of f uel.

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel, Lubricating oil, and Starting Air
3.8.3

DSURVEILLANC E REQUIREMENTS (continued)
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.3.2 Verify lu~-a*9oil 'inventory is 31 days

with, and maintained within the limits of. Fuel 011the Diesel Fuel Oil. Testing- Program. Testing Program

SR' 3.8.3.4 A Verify air start receiver pressure 31 days

SR 3.8.3.5 ý) Chec for kid remove accumulated water'from (31] dayseach uel torage tank. k-d~~.~~,. -4

SR 3... Fr uel oilk; em-. 10yer

a. Drain .e-e, fuel oil,

b. Remove the sediment)'P6Ný

C. Clean the 6te9eage tank.

Pecrn~~f WAS~eo~

leak ~ir i

WOG STS
3.8-305/19/92 10:28am3.8-3



Diesel Fue , Oil) and Starting Air
0oýr Lu B 3.8.3

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS ý 'NrUY C_ SOQ51
B 3.8.3 Die sel Fue~ Lub&c;a44ý Oil, and Starting Air n-$ (\&ito \BASES -o

BACKGROUND Each diesel ge rtr/13,oV'edwt -Seaetr vn
a fuel oil capacity sufficient o operate that diesel fbr aperiod of sey#em days while the deei-esrel rv is supplyingmaximum post~ss-of-tgoolant Accldent ý(LO0CcA) load demand
(Ref. 1). .The miaximum load deadIs calculated using. thSCQ* h 0 ke) assumption that a minimum of any two
available. This onsite fuel oil capacity is sufficient to~ ~ -~\operate the di::@-I goncp tz-Vifor longer than the time-4~-'.'~j~ 44e~eto replenish he onsite supply from outside

ub-is rasfer~r~eT76so rage tankSto 16ay tanksbyIMOPbic t wo Ri-et-her-f---t-wa-A-.fte, pump ,0tiatee+td- it ahsterege
c~v~ý " ias A tank. Redundancy of pumps and-piping precludes the-failureCf ~ Of One pump or the rupture of any pipe, vil~ve,or tankPreslti' M lss of more than "on5.Gý All 3ut-id tank:,

For proper-operation oT the standby dl~lgnrtr.it is
ý4S UPA+ýnecessary to ensure the'proper quality of the fuel oilK~r\&.CAj hJ( 0~ Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2) addresses the recormmended

~u.A-~c..cL~ ~fuel oil practices as supplemented by ANSI N195-1976
(Ref. 3).- The fuel oil propertiesgoerned byth~ese ~

laiiellne Requir-emnts are th %-eenten4, the kinematic viscosity, secific gravity*(or API4'ý_ ~grav ity*), 4-n+d i mpuri ty 1level pok;&rt-

The d i ese tcersta 1 lub~ lr , 5ytef is dealgred 11V1-J'JU~ provi~de Sufficintlubrcaio toeri rf peration of-rIML AA bL[as+.its seeo iated dio9--el-gcner-at OF unde I odingC~CU$OM~~1~h\L-Ij.) 69od~ietion The Systemn is reqi~ t::rult h:lb
:X-e33 za ~rarte by fietian during eperatlsn. Each~c~r'.u *, *.S_"1' ,nie31sm a --in an ir entcry eapable of-supporting-bea minmu of [;] days eperatlsn. ETh a si~te storage inaddition to the ongino oil cump 46 suffizinttoen+r(ic\ýNao dy cant nuou opcratien.]T pre*4des 6c-ifllciJant

~~~ c~~upply to.ls hcscas to replemiSh lu:31fro*-
e utsidc 9..urccs.

J&~T r to I 1'j ýý'I)QIZ -. L~ wr~
mohý j%4, t4 fwý L+AMSw~~tj*t -s6rt ard St 4 -f~4 IOLI.3-tk A

0(-P'ynfUO STS14 S B 3  8-1- +a~ojcL 05/15/92 7:52am
tP(c 0ir&4ti~t (I



Diesel Fuel, Lubricating Oil and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

BASES (continued)

fc~~E~ach h~~as an air start system w~i!tKeqate
capacity for -5-"uccessive start attempts on t4 ý-geneat-r-+without recharging the air start receiver(s).

APPLICABLE The initial condi ions f,4ign'lss s transient-an4-

sys ems are RABLE. The nrtr are esigned toprovide sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy Andreliability to ensure the availability of necessary power toESF systems so that fuel,,/r~actordcolant_,stem andcontainment design limits are not exceeded. These limitsare discussed in more detail in the Bases for LCD) ZSctt!01!1--- '-\Pw, Distribution Limits*e' 3.4V4eactor Coolant
System%ýnd 3.6 *Containment Systems.*f

Since Diesel Fuel, Lubeati Oil., andA~ir v(art ztibsystem*support the operation of-the standby AC power sources, lheysatisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC4nter4-m-Pol icy,sttatemendzs..
-it was applied te AG Sources (Ref. 4 and 5).

LCO Stored diesel fuel oil is required to have sufficient supplyfor 7 days of full load operation. It is also required 'tomeet specific Itandards for quality. Additionally,
sufficient lub~kstý oil supply must be available toensure the capability to operate at 'full load for 1 days.Tit-in conjunction with an ability to obtain replacement

f~q~r~u& upplies within this 1 days, supports the availability ofDGý)required to shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a (cA00)safe condition for an" anticipated operational occurrenc er,a otlt ý with loss of offsite
_powr. D ay tank fuel eqirements', as well as transfer~'aa11t rom the6%tor gt tank to thet~ay tank, are

address in LCO 3.8.1 ad

_ _ r 4The-starti~n ir Sys emi required to have a minimumcapacity for succe sive -e jnra start attemptswithout recharging e ai start receivers.

(continued)
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Each of the Mwiig ,in the fwsets is provided
part of *actlaf the five 4-diwl iaits. The pipingand' Couponiut s- forr the.-A &kd -WUi *11&tcttion sy -an arevendor supplied, safety-related, ANSI M31.1, SeismicCategory I. The diesel7 engine lubrication system for eachdiesel engine is a cosintatlon of four subsystems (Ref. 4):the main lubricating subsystem, the piston coolingsu~bsystem, and the scavenging oil subsystem and the motor-driven circulating pump, and soak back pump system. Themain lubricating subsystem supplies oil under pressure tothe various moving parts of the diesel engine. The pistoncooling subsystem supplies oil for piston cooling andlubrication of the piston pin bearing surfaces. Thescavenging oil subsystem supplies the other systems with.cooled and fil-tered oil. Oil is drawn from the engine sumpby the scavenging 'pump through a stra4ner in the strainerhousing located on the front side of the engine. From thestrainer the oil is pumped through- oil filters and a cooler.The filters are located on the accessory racks of the.engines. The oil is cooled in the lubie oil cooler bythe closed circuit cooling water system in order to maintainproper oil temperature during engine operation.

Each engine crankcase sump contains 330,4a#&..ofI ubf4etiHft9-oil, ample for at least -iev~en--days of -d+ete~-lDb--jeer~e~runit full load operation without requiringreplenishment. The established oil consumption rate is 0.83gal4op--per hour. An additional standby oil reserve ofapproximately 935 gal4.ene-is stored onsite to replenish theergines for 1 ~r periods. of set~ti and after theirperiodic tist operations.



Diesel Fuel, Lubricating Oil and Starting Air
B 3.8.3.

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY A AC Sources,ý lCO 3.8.1 and 3.8.2Z are required to ensure theavailability of the required power to shutdown the reactor
and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition after an Pooantiipa ed perational eccurrenee-or a postulated -Oe~s.4jR-a.eeQ --ee-4-e-nt rA)< Since stored diesel fuel oil,
lubýca4 Oil, and starting air subsystem.3(support A4-
-Seurccz Operat~in ;(LCO 3.8. 14 and AC_9A ioprz-ps- hutdownR
)XLCO 3.8.2-A, stored diesel fuel oil, lubýe~n- Oil and

6uVstartin aiýare required to be within limits when the
associated die-scl peonerater is required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS A.1

A in this Condition, the 7-day eel oil supply for a DG is notavailable. However, the Conn tion is restricted.to fuej oil
level reductions whe maintainn at least a i6-day .tsupply. These circumstances may be caused by events suc~h

~.'~~)-full load operation required after an ina~dverte'l.
start while at. minimum required level,, or-A-e -and-bleed
operations-which may be-necessitateid by increasing
particulate levels or any number of other oi.1 ul t&ý ou degradations. his ill ~1psufficient time'-9ta4.- the
requisite replacement-volume and perform he analyses

reuired nior to additia o the tank, A peridocA .AOil 48 hours is consi ere su fic'ient to complete restoration of
the required level prior to declaring the DG inoperable.
This period ts acceptable based on the remaining capacity
(>6 days), the fact that procedures will be initiated to
obtain replenishment, and the-low probability of an event
during this brief period.

~~ ~ luinventory 'es-~~~ aNel4e4 suffi cient
lub aim oil to support seven days of continuous,4~~e~
qaaee.a4.e6 operation at full load conditions may not be~
available. However, the Condition is re'stricted to--14 ,luhbu4.-tt oil volume reductions -' 3+-fanana
least a 6-day supply:' This "W*~ allow ufficient time toobtain the requi'site replac ment vol um.A period of48 hours is considered suf ficient to ctplete restoration of

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel, Lubricating Oil and Starting Air

B 3.8.3

BASES (continued)

the required volume prior to declaring the OG inoperable.This period is acceptable based on the remaining capacity(>6 days), the low rate of usage, the fact that procedureswill be initiated to obtain replenishment, and the lowprobability of an event during this brief period.

AThis Condition is entered as a result of a failure to meetthe acceptance criterion of SR 3.8.3.5. Normally, trendingof particulate levels allows sufficient time-to correct highparticulate levels 'p-rior to reaching the limit ofacceptability. Poor sample procedures (bottom sampling),contaminated sampling equipment, ancL*ý errors in laboratoryanalysis can produce failures'*4ki-t,.do not follow--a trend.(+-PSince the presence of particulate~doe-s not mean failure of~the fuel'oil to burn properly'in the diesel engine, andparticulate concentration is unlikely to changesignificantly between .zrveillance~eequency intervals,-.ndproper-engine performance has been recently demonftrat~(within 31 days), it is prudent to allow a brief pen l'Prior to declaring the associated DG inoperable. The 7:dayCompletion-Time .w~i-t al~low6for further evaluation,
resampling and reanalysis of the OG fuel oil..

D.1

With the new fuel oil p ppertie% defined in the Bases forSR 3.8.3.4 not withiin ee required limits, a period of30 days is allowed esto ~thee stored fuel oilproperties. This provides sufficient time to test thestored fuel oil to determine that the new fuel oil, whenmixed with previously stored fuel oil, remains acceptableandvC restore the stored fuel oil properties. Thisrest 'oration may involve feed-and-bleed procedures,~~ fl~tering, or combinations of these Ler~e. procedures. EvenAW R -~-~t start and load was required duringthstime interval and the fuel oil properties were outsideiitthere is a high likelihood that thgmeae.would still be capab'e of performing its (intended function.

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel, Lubricating Oil and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

BASES (continued)'

A With staring air receiver pressuree 1 ss thansufficient capacity for-5-'tccessiv diesel g~rt trattempts does not exist. However as long as t-he receiver
p .res -sure is greater than [W3 there is adequate
capacity'for at least one start attempt, and the-dhese1
-ge1era~te~i-can be considered OPERABLE while the air receiverpressure is restored to the required limit. A period of48 hours is considered sufficient to complete restoration tothe required pressure prior to declaring the di4esel-
,geferatei-inoperable. This period is acceptable based onthe remaining air start capacity, the fact that most id-tse+
-qefte-reeistarts are accomplished on the first attempt, and
the low probability of an event during this brief period.

F.11

A With a Required Acti n and associtated Completion Timemet, r Ji s fo s sfuel. oiI &r lu b~drei4*9 olJ'i twithin limits for r sons other th'an addressed by
Conditions A through the associated d~e eeao a
be incapable of performing its intended function and must be.immediately declared inoperable. This 1also requires entryinto Applicable Conditions and Required ctions for
LCO 3.8.1 or 38.2.

SURVEILLANCE SR. 3.8.3.1
REQU IREMENTS

AThis SR provides verificat~ionththeeiandque
inventory of fuel-oil in the storage tanks to support eachDGX operation for 7 days-at ull load. The 7-day period issufficient time to place the ain a safe shutdown
condition and to bring in replenishment fuel from an offsite
location.

_ - The 31-day Frequency is adequate to ensure that a sufficient
Supply of fuel oil is available, since low-level -al arms are'proy~ided and facility operators would be aware of any large
uses of fuel oil during this period.

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel, Lubricating Oil and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

S BASES (continued)

SR 3.8.3.20

'Yki ii7A~o1IThis Surveillance ensures that sufficient lube4 oilSinventory is available to support at least 7 ays -offull-load operation for each DG. The iie±~a reurmnW~V~oc~c,-e..is based on the DG manufacturer's consumption values'for the
t h Je se Implici :_~ tW ZRist

+kI h lurcaig ol f"r omt1 Oit storagee lon to t o the JG i
for 7 days of full load operati-n withu h*cvlrahn

ýb ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~h M -ýkntUM 4TTeM-an uf aeturcrs rcczrmnmrded ninini eye! .OA 3 day Feunyis adequate to ensure that a sufficient3lubýA-%4.R1..4i supply is onsite, since DG starts and runtime are closely monitored by the witstaff.

rv ~~SR 3.8.3.3 Pkxrka t)ivq60 D 0P
e-t ' The tests li Yed below are a means of determining whethd#

<hýfuel oil ¶s of the appropriate grade and has not been
contaminated with s~ubstances~that woul-d have an immiediate,
detrimental' impact on diesel engine combustiont~epe.4.t'e-If results from these tests are within acceptable limits,the fuel oil may be added to the storage tanks without(+ concern for contaminating the entire volume of fuel oil in

+rr~~ toaeta . The tests, limits, and applicableAmerican Society for Testing Materials (ASIM) standards are

A a. Sample the new fuel oil in accordance with ASTh

A b. Verif[/inacc diice with the te s spec fied~in ASThD975-[j9~oJb hat the sample ~a absol t specifi
gravity at 60/60*F of Ž 1. 0.8 o nAI D
gravity at 6*F of > 27' a ki\ a matic
viscosity at 40*C of > 1.9 centistokes~ : 4.1

Ac.-- Verify that the n.~w fuel oil has a clear and brightappearance with proper color when tested in accordancewith ASTM D417k htfor

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel, Lubricating Oil and Starting Air
B 3.8.3.BASES (continued)

Fa 4iluree tomestsayo h bv iisi as oreetn he new fuel toil bonuctedoesrnot rpento addfailureto~~~ metteLOcner sne dthe fuel oi is d no ad edtnnwfe othe torage tankss) buAn oc

wt-~-- 9 is analye d to. es ank b uts thata hlproer times speifeden Tabl of AM075a ct foge
fue oi whe teste in ao r nc e wi rth ASI 09 5 xetth t th a a yi s fo sulfurn aybner o d in ac o dn cwiheA e rAI 026 s Th 31da peio is1dys

Fifur the werent wiyofthin satoed limits, ioul ncavse anrimmedtiagthe neffeceol operabtidoneThs Sutrveilanesentalrestom~tthe ailabiit cofcr high-ualtye fuel oil fsor thded tos
Fuel-toiderade atinks duigln-erCtrg hosu a
presenc o3priclt d oes notlomean thnew fuel oi will ofouling of filtes analzd fu el-obih i thation( t Pebunproperlyit ieselpecengdin. Thel ofpT95articulte carncuew

Particulate cocnrain shul be forre nnfeoiwhntse inaccordance with ASTM D977 Mehd Ti m ethd xnvlest
a raietricM- dtrmiaStion6 of e total perticulateaccentration in the fuel oil andperhasalit of 10erst ev/en

if c theyl wter~el no l withi stted limiatair.:ud no thav arnorimmditer effctd t on cG oeatin.k Thust b urenideedandee~e
th paarlabiiy ef Frehquencty fue tois test takes into

cosdrtoFuel-oil1 degradation drnlogterendsthratgnae thos~oataprinculate con atcntationu iostulkly to chiatinge Te

fouling of nfiatlbtweesnd freuencyi injeternals.ent

Pathiscurveillancen4tration without b heraind ofth
a refi compressormuficaienoftta ai-sarticapactyfreahG

concntraionin te fel ol an ha a lm (o ntinued)l
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Diesel Fuel, Lubricating Oil and Starting Air

is available. The system design requirements provide for aminimum of~five~yengine start cycles without rechargi ng.The pressure specified in this SR is intended to r~eflect thelowest value at which the.*five-kstarts can be accomplished.

amdtir E i 3 -elrit4.ed

The 31-day Frequency takes into account the capacity,capability, redundancy, and diversity of the AC so-urces andother indications available in the control room, includingalarms, to alert the operator to below normal air-start
pressure.

SR 3.8.3.5 A ~ eco
Microbiological foulin is, a major cause of fuel-oil

________degradation. There e numerous bacteria that can grow infuel oil and cause uling., but all must have a water-4a(ý )OA Vi~o-l environment in ord r to survive. Removal of water from*:7the
11~~CThY ~tanks once' ever 31 days 444i-4 el iminatez~the necessary 4''SL~~ jSCr -environment for urvival. This is the most effective means-S.ir4- te rt 7 t-5 of controlling microbiological fouling. In addition, itJeF.c u~r\.t 2 ýe 4-w0+ S eliminate~the potential for wa 'ter entrainment in the0 J60 fuel oil during DG operatio~n. Water may come from any ofPC several sources, including condensation, ground water, rain0~uo Q l.f(a A U-Q 0.&*water, contaminated fuel oil", and from breakdown of the fuelCe oil by bacteria. Frequent checking for and removal of a-ý'L'L accumulated water w*+4minimizesfouling e4 _';ýiEtýiydata regarding the watertight integrity of the fuel-oil A+k 6, tUýJ' f '&Lq 16 system. The Surveillance Frequencies are established by'CY Alrý Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 7). This SR is ventative~~ ~ ~ maitnne The pres~ence of water does not necessarilyre Qlde represent failure of this SR provided the accumulated wateris removed during the performance ofsurveil] ance.

ý SR 3. 8. 3. 9'q

Draining of the fuel oil stored in the supply tanks, removalof accumulated sediment, -cnd tank cleaning are required at10-year interva b Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 9,1ý

in roduction o urfactants in the fuel system, the cleaning

OWOG STS D1
LI - 05/15/92 7:52am



Diesel Fuel, Lubricating Oil and Starting Air
B 3.8.3

BASES (continued)

should be accomplished using sodium hypochiorite solutions,S or their equivalent, rather than soap or detergents. This !ýýbr preventative maintenan 'ce 4R- The presence of sediment
does not necessarily represent a failure of this SR providedAn that accumulated sediment is removed during performance of.

REFERENCES 1.' 1ý A Section 51-

2. Regulatory Guide 1.137, "Fuel Oil Systems for Standby
* Diesel Generators."

3. ANSI N195-1976, "Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel
Generators," Appendix B.

* A 4. =94O 1466, "Teehnieal Speeifieetien Serzeenir

Nx.'cmber 1987. 71J

A 5. Thomas E. Murley (NRC) letter to Robert r. Ja"e"ee-

(BWOGz dotetd~~ Criteri 9, 41tand -e arldig4t TezNRG ta

Spec fi cti n-.

udx4e s eo& •%Q %At Cal

o~r~O~ Se.ebo~'\ ~o '~ ~rv~t\kc~(e& ~AeA1 ~ -

-q' /990

t155A- &U ~ 41'- 19(

(continued)
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.8.3

Generic Justifications

A. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design.

B. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific terminology.

Specific Justifications

1 . Modified to reflect the fact WBN design set driving a common generator
(see FSAR page 8.3-16 and Section 9.5.7).

2. Modified to include a Surveillance satisfying TVA commitment to resolveSER 9.5.4 '.1 concerns related to 10 year hydro test. This was accepted by
SSER 5, 9.5.4.1.

3. Since WBN lube oil sump is designed to hofd adequate inventory for 7 daysoperation, there is no implicit requirement to verify the capabi~lity totransfer lube oil from its storage location to the DG.

4. 'This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at theProof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 - July 20,
1992.

5. Change to correct error in t he STS. API gravity is given in degrees, but
specific gravity is' not.

6. From a Tech Spec standpoint, only fuel that is transferred to the 7-daystorage tank for each DC is considered "new fuel" consistent with theproposed fuel oil program, Specification 5.7.2.16, fuel received onsiteand stored for other purposes should not be required to meet Tech Spec
requirements.

7. The Watts Bar 7-day storage tanks were purchased as ASME, Section VIII asnoted in FSAR 9.5.4.1 Section XI is not applicable to these tanks.



DC Sources -Operating
3.8.4

ý3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

ý3.8.4 DC Sources -Operating

ILCD 3.8.4 The Train A and Train B DC-e4-e~e..ime~e.--power subsystems shall
be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

CONDITI

ýA. One required
electrical p
subsystem in

ON

DC
ower
operable.

ýB. Required Act-ion and-
Associated Completion

REQUIRED ACTION

Restore DC electrical
power subsystem to
OPERABLE status.

.4

B. 1 Be in MODE 3.

iime not met. [AND

~B.2 Be in MODE 5.

COMPLETION TIME

2 hours

6 hours

36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

ýSR 3.8.4 -.1 _ Ver~ify battery terminal voltage is
P4W on fl1oat charge. -

.1 FREQUENCY

7 days

(continued)0 ----- NOTE - -
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DC Sources -Operating
3.8.4

O ~ ~SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)_________

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4,Z7 Verify no visible corrosion at terminals 92 days5 and connectors.

Verify con to e es istance
440MC is < ohms] fo\ inter-cell
connectio , [Ox-e- ohms] pr
inteyr-rac connections, < E4 0-6-1O. hs
for inte -tier connections, and
!5~nt [ ohms-] for terminal

SR 3 12-SR .8..%' Verify cells, cell plates, and battery months

SR 3.8.4.7'" Remov isible terminal corrosion., verify [p]months
'5~ e onnections are clean AE_~ ý andcoa tmiilswith anti-corrosionQj1

SR 3.8.4.K! Verify connection re~sistance -{-[4 these- [i')d months
-4s-is :5 -6Sohmms] for inter-cell

connections, "1- I -4~ohms] for
inter-rc cnnc _Ts1~[--.. ohms]
for inter-tier co~rnectiqns, and

connecti ons.K

4 ~(conti nued)

SWOG STS
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DC Sources -Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS (continued)_________

-------------- NTES----------------

I.This Surveillance shall not be performed in

MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

.- >- -- - - -- - -- - -------- 
- - -

ve
4

y each t
t

ery cagrS

* ~~~mps atŽ i5'~~ o

ie-Eýhours. 
TVfo

------------ --
2

-NOTES----------

I~ . SR 3.8.4 )-nay be performed in lieu of
SR *3.8.4.) once per 60 months.

2. This Surveillance shall not be

performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

------------ 
--------------

Verify battery capacity is adequate to

supply, a'nd maintain in OPERABLE status,

the required -emergency loads for the design

Cduty cycle when subjected to a.

bbattery-service test.

FREQUENCY
I _______________

'Aq8 months~le

monthsij(

(continued)

ý.ue 'i~wt f m Q4 _M e Ac\.8r
46+S 4 -w~S-
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DC Sources -Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQRENT ?AYtnud
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4A - - - - - - - - -- NOTE&- --- - - - - - - -
I- This Surveillance shall not be performed in

ODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

----------------------------------

Verify battery capacity is Ž 4'&%/of the 60 months

manufacturer's rating when subijected to a

I'performance 
discharge test. 

AND

- - - - - - - - - - - ----- NOTE -----

Only applicable

when battery

shows

degradation or

has reached

C85%y'of the

expected life-

12 mo t.hs I

OV af P I L, 
~ 

(' -A e

ýA da Mt SAO

ý-&Zdew
eA,-PecJeA KA

z 100 `/o c-,, p-ý,4,ý,

-1-4 ykt-,4k.5
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-;Ator6--t7DP(04 c~t46t(01 DC Sources- OperatingiV4 d~ic1~-N&ýX( -tq~u~4S qUprr4it,;ý B 3.8.4

8 3.8 ELCTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS ta&d Uri c,%I0ý r M-0MA & O t?kZ P(® ýrrt`
WB3.8.4 DC Sources -Operating a -ý M~ t~ slto\ci-,

BASES V ,;,_ \ 5v-e t+ ý 51( 3 1Ce- 4 ýk `i

0BACKGROUND The station DC electrical power system provides the ACemergency power system with control power. It also provides'45rr\ both motive and control power to selected safety-relatedM V~p ý 44ý equipment -and preferred-AC-Vital Bus-power-(via inverters).1ýk4_ k- ýk, 1 rIA &W jK~:S As required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17 (Ref. 1), the
DC electrical power system is designed to have sufficientVMOS TFai1 y independence, redundancy', and testability to perform itsrq'iv t safet-y functions, assuming a single failure. The DC(DY6kS&- electrical power system also conforms to the recommendationsk_ýVr, ci~lk_- -S ba~*-f of Regulatory Guide 1.6 (Ref. 2) and IEEE-308 (Ref. 3).

U ~ The /-2-H~~ ~ electrical. poweyr system r
~o~.{o~o 14 irdecndi"t a~ d~atsFety-r..,..ed Class 1E

M electrical pew.er -subsjyztezm (ETrdirA nd Ea)chzub~~w1 cozizz .[two 125 We'd batteri:: [(eaeh battery,
e5% apaeity)], assceiated battery cherg-r(3 fc.j 4%1ach'S et~~c~A(CJ~A-,--,-c,ad~ all the asscited c..witt ul uipiutiiL aiid

uzc~fthc~p125 VA^d batci: onected- in eries.][Additiopnlly there is [ok paobttryhar go per
ýtý,e ubsystem, whi-1h p.ov id-z backup seryc in- Tt he e~cttaW~K A Yi~ Cau~poL G(kfle the proferred battery chargera is eut of servicc. f h~~ ~~ snars batoery chargcr iz zsub.tituted for ~z~ h

~ (~(~~ ~ rom tz batery hargers, wthe the battaremeflotin ef th
A\zzm Iný .caac tf aoz of nomaepwr o btt

ftetithe batteyeries. Flaige h

(T fli1 e'- E:H -H. -d DC El ectrical Power Subsystems provides44 Cu.A~e the control power for its associated Class 1E AC-power-load
Id A- ow.Lp( ~ ~grou ,kV switchgear, and [480] V load centers.; Tfie-p. q-et prvd DC electricalO4QCIY4.Q ~power to the-inverters, which in turn power'the AC'vitalo V-- - Q(ce buses.kuP iq' 4Qq 9j&._ot 4_ý orc~iu L

(continued)
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DC Sourc~es -Operating
B 3.8.4. BASES (continued)

The DC-power distribution s em is described in more detail.in Bases for .Spse4#4-eat+off".8 .9, "Distribution System
Operating," and 3.8.10, "Distribution System-Shutdown."

Each battery has adequate storage capacity to carr the

Each 125 V d~attery is separately housed in a ventilated
room apart from its charger and distribution centers.. Each
subsystem .is located in an area separated physically andelectrically from the other subsystem to ensure that asingle failure in one subsystem does not cause a failure ina redundant subsystem. There is no sharing between
redundant Class IE subsystems such as-batteries, battery
chargers, or distribution panels.

The batteries for Train A and B DC /lectrical/Oower
.2tbsystems.are sized to produqe re u ired,ctapacity at 80% ofnameplate rating corresponding to warranted capacity at7
en -o - iffe cycles vand the 1'00% design demand at ery siis aso q-uire cp'acity and, afe selection
of an avail-able conmmercial battery, results in a battery __ca ait 4na.Aerq e aa:ý evo tage limit is 2.13 V per cell, which corresponds'to a,,.total minimum voltage output of AS 8V~ per battery (Ref.
,~he criteria for sizing large.; 4ad storage bat~yie ar o-coWtSdefined in IEEE -485 (Ref. 5). A- i .

Each Train A and B DC electrical power subsystem has ampleN-j40,,* W4 power-output capacity for the'ste'ady-state operation of
j~*. ~connected loads required during'normal operation, while-atoeeidm- 10 1xithe same time maintaining its battery bank fully charged.5itd.4~o~oo~~ 5 Each battery, charger *.-sa has sufficient capacity to restorea 50MMiU:6_ AIL trkhe batery-rom the design minimu -m charge to its fully

\ __ c ar e9 Wit a.wile supplying normail
i A %WNsteady-state loadsytRef.

APPLICABLE The initial condition rnin
SAFETY ANALYSES aeeidek tanalyses in the SAChapter 6, "EnginceirdSafety

Features"~, and Chapter 15, 'Acciden A114lysvs-, assume that*ESF)systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system
provides normal and emergency DC electrical power for 4bhe

(continued)

WOG STSB3.2
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A L o 'Itýmd c Qh i~4l (0Viwks4 ,,- V' a-rflvC -4Li-5(JIo~e4WkV'&raj C Sources -Operating
es. H" 1 '4f, Ott) f boA~r4 Qanrvo± bt c&JowL Of-r&E k~

ASES (continuedl otk

I ® ~ %)-V66-, emergency auxiliaries, and control and switching during
''all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC sources is consistent with theinitial assumptions of the accident analyýses and is basedupon meeting the design basis of the wl. This includesmaintaining the DC. sources OPERABLE during accidentconditions in the event of:

a. An-assumed loss of all offsite AC power or all onsite
AC power; and

b.- *A. worst-case single failure.

A DC ;(ources epere,9-~19,-satisf4s Criterion 3 of the NRCl4tper.4m-Policy Statementi-es dcseri bed ~i 1kfe~e11e. 1

LCO Qb)5C electrical po e.,r subsysterX, (each consisting of
Sba ttery charger 'fe; eac batty and",theca_)Cf~r4buAý. "2 ý4= coantrol equipment and winterconnecting cablingwiin ~TW Pe+R are required to be OPERABLE to ensure theavailabil-ity of the requi~red power to shut down the reactorand maintain it in a safe conditioni after an anticipatedoperational occurrence (AOO) or a postulated Bes.+gn--BG,1+s-Aecied,* BAY, Loss of any tre+ft DC elcrcl

-9~~subsys does not prevent the minimum safety function frombeing performed (Ref'. 4).

An OPERABLE DC electrical power subsystem requies &4 r-reqirdbatteries and respective chargers to be operating~
aadconnected tolteir associated DC butsyr.

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources are req 'uired to be OPERABLE
t-n MODES 1, 2, 3, and4toesrsaeprtinndo
ensure that: 4t nuesf ntoeainadt
a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolantpressure boundary limits are'not exceeded as a resultof AD~s or abnormal transients; and

(continued)
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DC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES (continued)

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
integrity and other vita~l functions are maintained in
the event of a postulated OBA.

DC electrical power requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are
addressed in the Bases for 4&Q4.f4e~at~en 3.8.5, "DC Sources
Shutdown."

ACTIONS A.1

Condition A repres ts one rain with a loss of ability to
completely respon to an 'ent, and a potential loss of
ability to rem~ai energi ed during normal operation. It istherefore, impe tive t at the operator's attention focus onstabilizing the inimizing the potential for completeloss of DC power"t:~e ffected train.. The 2 hour' limit is~ ~ 4aconsistent with the allowed time for an inoperable DC

0(_j*4a5V Distribution System train.
e~r~G.-\?~'~ If one of the required DC electrical power subsystems is'
stt M-to 5inoperable (e.g., inoperablEf battery, inope'rable battery0,re F.$s chre~)-rioeal attery-charger and associated

)A vsnot inoperable battery), the remaining DC electrical powersubsystem has the capacity to support a safe shutdown and to
IS Y\ mitigate an accident condition. Since a subseque'nt

worst-case, sin le !fal~lur udhwv 1 reuti4

of 4cP~Rte' ~..~iyt~mxit attndat lessm of ESF f"cion-W146r1 continued
Completion Time is based on Regulatory Guid~el1.g3 (Ref. .6)and reflects a reasonable time to assess U~i.status as a
function of the inoperable DC electrical *powir subsystem
and, if the DC.electrical power subsystem is not restored toOPERABLE status, prepare to effect an orderly and safe ui
shutdown.

8.1and .2LZVI

If the inoperable DC electrl I power subsystem cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status-t-6t'- the .i) must bebro~tt)ýpacd lla MODE in which the* LCD does'not 4ap1T3i. 44s-

~ , leein, the iti t least MODE 3 with~In 6 hours
and i~v- MODE. 5 within 3hour The Completion Times are

ff wý;Q04'- 56_U_%(conti nued)

WOG STS8 3.8-4 05/15/92 1:52am
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DC Sources -Operating

BASES (continued)

reasonable, based on operating experience to81110airt OF thiie 'i91.2,e to reach the requiredrm
full power in an orderl~y manner and without challenging. ""ftsystems. The Completion Time to bring the witto MODE 5S1"isconsistent with-the time required in Regulatodry Guide 1.93(Ref. 6).

SURVEI LLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.4. 1

Verifying battery terminal voltage while on float charge forthe-'batteries helps' to ensurve the effectiveness of thecharging system and the ability of the batteries to perfor-mtheir intended function. Float charge is the condition in,Which the charger is supplying the continuous chargerequired to overcome the internal losses of a battery (orbattery cell) and maintain the battery (or a 'battery cell)in a fully charged state. The voltage requirements are.based on theS~IERG design voltage of the battery and areconsistent with the initial-voltages assumed in the batterysizing calculations. The 1-day Frequency is consistent. withmanufacturer's recogunendations and I.EEE-450 (Ref. 7).

SR 3.8.444"3

Visual inspection to detect corrosion of the battery cellsand connectionsý or measurement of the resistance of eachinter-cell, in'ter-rack, inter-tier, and terminal connection,provides an indication of physical damage or abnormaldeterioration that could-potentially degrade batteryperformance.

The Surveillance Frequency for these inspections, which candetect conditions that can cause power losses due toresistance heating, is 92 days. This Frequency isconsidered acceptable based on operating experience relatedto detecting corrosion trends.

AP aWAo oie~ada bvPm S-tb eacL& jooi's 0tn e~rSU (PeS 41a i06v~ is

( ' 1 fn "A IIM tntA 5 Cknjuy) I.V\t jr .& ,.c , (conti

IJ~f 15/92 7:52am
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DC Sources -operating
B 3.8.4

O BASES (continued)

SR 3..4

Visual inspection of the battery cells, cell plates, and'battery racks provides an indication of physical damage or
abnormal deterioration that could potentially degrade
;battery performance.

145SR ie znsistent with iEEE 45 (~Flc. 7,.hrccommcndz- dctailad ':l5ual inspeetion ojf eel! eenditin -and
___________ frikintagrit 4w a ya rybi:

SR 3,8.4JAnd SR 3.8.4ALI

Visual inspection and resistance measurements of inter-cell,inter-rack, inter-tier, and terminal connections provi'de an-indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration thatcould indicate degraded battery condition. Theanti-corrosion material is~used to'help ensure goodelectrical connections and to reduce terminal deterioration.The visual inspection'for corrosion is not intended torequire removal of and inspection under each terminal
connection. The removal of visible corrosion is apreventive maintenance SR., The presence of visible
corrosion does not necessarily represent a failure of thisFov- 4kt qvesI SR provided viisible corrosion is removed during performance

+ L~ 1 4f. .eI ,aJ of SR3.4

A1~W~c~ ~ore than 20% above the resistance as measure during~ po~ ~installation, or not above the ceiling vlalue establis
the manufacturer. 9
Th Se~il~~. aq&- FC no.it is consistent wi th-

This SR re e~s that each battery charge be capable oftsuk it9 11 In amps and [1250 for ! r hours- These
V:ýz " SP 5 - equirements are base on td& --- pG% tta

Ok-~ ~ ~ (' Af4 AC ' hre (Ref. 4). According to Reguatory Guide 1.32a-W 04(Ref. 8), the battery charger supply is required to be based

(continued)

WOG STS
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DC Sources -Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES (continued)

on the largest combined demands of the various steady-state1ýý ýýwloads and the charging capacity to restore the battery fromthe design minimum charge state to ...the fully charged state,irrespective of the status of the unit 'fduring these demand~ ~o.dl. occurrences. The minimum requiredampe'..."res and durationremove. a. rew4ensures that these requirements can be satisfied. -T4-
Qlt fi~ 3uIJj3te ta6N+ 1e - I -_ _7be~d r n pe,~ mp~ VV. mh ed.dr"9 o g
I-1edric~ dskaoA-r The Surveill1ance Frequency is acceptabl e, given the g$.A~Sk *m4. M) 0 00co Inditions required to perform the test and the other~administrative controls existing to ensure adequate chargerTo 4 .5 S +0performance during these 18-month intervals. In addition,Qkdd.&0 Oew- ro this Frequency is intended to be consistent with expectedI +tre4J4 fuel-cycle lengths.

6a f SR 3. 8. 4.Ze

£ A battery-service test is a special test of W batterygcapability, "as found," to stfy hedinrquremnt
(btey duty cycle) of the DC electrical power system. Thedischarge' rate and test'length shoe.d correspond~ to thedesign -duty cycle requirements- as specified in ýference/

The Surveillance.' Frequency of 18 months-is consistent withthe recommendations of:-Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 8) andRegulatory Guide 1.129 (Ref. 9), which state that thebattery-service test should be performed during refuelingoperations or at some other outage, with intervals betweentests not to exceed 18 months.

~ ~t~ R .0..7 llowX the oflce-per-60-monthI
prformance of SR 3.8.4. in Tite% of' 'SR 3.8.4zX Tis~sukstitution is accept.i le because SR 3.8.4.1 represents a

.1e severe test of b ttery capacity than SRV.8.4.'X
__ i~nd 6 sl. e it .auld Pre jui ~i De :&:Z" rclpwrrb~cp

2.ýS isi4 %5lry\ -F& &ipa+ w A 4k

£o U~ (\ ja&e.ZOPC-2.-cýSc; 
(continued)
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0C Sources -Operating
8B 3.8.4

BASES (continued)

i5 rrv-A'eb SR 3.8.4)K9
~ ~ ~ ~ cSQA battery-performance test is a test of constant cu rrent
-Poe L ok~s4- i~an~ capacity of a battery___

Surollao~c k~c QamM== after having been in service, to detect anyrQ~J If 14aQ change in the capacity determined by the acceptance test.(- o c4otk i uQd-)Q The test is intended to determine overall batteryel~e¶(.'ý4 91tjxA1x~ -5tb!i5*qti degradation due to age and usage.A

Q1Q~~~ ~et~'*or~ The acceptance criteria for this Surveillance RTconsistentwith IEEE-450 (Ref. 7) and IEEE-485 (Ref. 5)'~ These
references recommend that the battery be replaced if its'~ 5psAevrv. I 24C capacity is below 80%e of the manufacturer's rating. AM o4a dýt s4 ,+ capacity ' of 80% shows th~at the battery rate of deterioration

~ ~ is increasing, even if there is ample capacity to meet the
load requirements.

U(1Plcywl evtt6A The Surveillance Frequency for this test is 60 months., or
!5n*4 AVS ý_R.every 12 months if the battery shows degradation or hasreached '8S% of is@pctd jlife.1 Degradation is indicated,

A ccording to IEEE-450 (Ref. 1), when the battery capacitydrops by more than 10% relative to its capacity on theprevious performance test or when it is below the--
manufacturer's rating. All these Frequencies are consistent
.with the recommendations in IEEE-450 (Ref. 1).

This Surveillemee is requ~re to be pefzeiz iie url9 MODEs 5and &, ie~e 8t We"Id keq_*-z Ih L C - l~ri~ Ko
subsystem to be ifieperebl d-uring performanse ofthtot

REFERENCES. A 1.- Tt -1-A, ,It s* Appendtz A, General Designi Criterion W1, "Electric
ý *4t ýA~ Power System.'
YTA4 op1A.~ ;-is4 2. Regulatory Guide 1.6, "In dependence Between Redundantt'kpe AeA. ( 5 L'u5 Vv Standby (Onsite) Power Sources and Between Their

~erii~cq ~ ý mn ~-;S Distribution Systems," U.S. Nuclear Regulatoryi~o. ~SU~AA AI Commission, March 10, 1971.
F*iee 9 4r"4 3. IEEE-308 [4W4]&, "IEEE Standard.Criteria for Class 1E

V Pe;-A'~eJ Power Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stati~ons,"-institute of Electi-r-etl and-El-ectron-tc Engjireers.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

8. Regulatory Guide 1.32, "Criteria for Safety-Re lated
Electric Power Systems for Nuclear Power niS"
February 1977, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis'sion.

9.. Regulatory Guide 1.129, "Maintenance Testing and
Replacement of Large-Lead Storage Batteries for
Generating Stations and Subsystems,"'U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, December 1974.

.19. Thomas E. murle-0 letter to W.S. WPOW6 daGd
-001, 9, -he NRG Staff Re.iew
" -4 68 the
No leat - Fly Sys tem Vei der 9wmei 9 Gi oups,

Apy! itatiem the eenmiiisien's inberint P 11
stat %.I 116CI 1% to the Standard Technicti
Spiheations."

11 1.1 EA P 116iS, "MERITS Pregrem P0 -T-991k 5,
Gr4teM& Appliestiem", dated Noy'! ineled'Arldand", 4 A ý 1-014 -A 63

$ V 1I-I-

Oil. TVA Ca1cA.jJa1;;6, ~ecB -ms-7111 - 0003) [12S VDC V/x

(continued)
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1Q.1( '6AR, Section 15, "Accident Analysis" and Section 6,

Large Lead Storage Batteries for Generating Stations
and Substations," Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers*, June 1983.

6. Regulatory Guide 1.93, "Availability of Electric Power
Sources," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
December 1974.

7. IEEE-450 (1987], "IEEE Recommended Practice for
Maintenance Testing and Replacement of Large Lead
Storage Batteries for Generating Stations and
Subsystems," Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers.

kkký &-r ýSA K
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.8.4

Generic Justifications

A. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design.

B. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific terminology.

Specific Justifications

1. LCO modified to reflect WBN specific design of DC sources. A fifth 125v
DC Vital battery system is intended to serve as a temporary replacement
for any one of the four normal 125 VDC vital batteries (see FSAR
8.3:'2.1.1).

2. The WBN DC sources specifications include an additional Surveillance (i.e.
additional relative to the RSTS standard) to verify that the alternate
feeder breakers to each required battery charger are open. This proposed
change was intended to address SER 8.3.1.7 regarding alarm indications for
alternate feeders (see TVA letters to NRC dated 6/21/85 & 5/3/85).

3. The latest draft of IEEE Std 450 which has been approved by the IEEEBattery Working Group and is up for ballot to the IEEE Power Generation
Committee contains the following change to Section 5.2 of IEEE Std 450:

5.2 PERFORMANCE

Annual performance test of battery capacity should be given to
any battery that shows signs of degradation or has reached 85%
of the service life expected for the application.. However, if
the battery delivers a capacity of 100% or greater of the
manufacturer's. rated capacity, performance testing at two year
intervals is acceptable until the battery shows signs of
degradation. Degradation is indicated when the battery
capacity drops more than 10% from its capacity on the previous
performance test, or is below 90% of the manufacturer's
rating.

Based on this proposed change to IEEE Std. 450, the existing Surveillance
Frequency for SR 3.8.4.9 was modified to reflect this change.

4. TVA's reasons for proposing these test parameters are outlined in a March
24, 1985 letter from TVA (D.E. McCloud) to the NRC (E. Adensam). TVA's
position is that Tech. Spec. limits should be based on actual safety
requirements rather than on design capability of the chargers.

5. Information has been added to clarify and explain the specific design
features of the DC power system that provide for redundancy andseparation. This explanation is consistent with the FSAR and with general
understanding of plant personnel.



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.8.4 (cont.)

6. More accurate information explicitly describing the capacity of theBattery Charger has been added. This information is found in FSAR section
8.3.2.1.1 Page 8.3-58.

7. Modification has been made to reflect the fact that DG batteries Lreseparate from the batteries included in DC sources subsystem (i.e. LCO
3.8.4).

8. These modifications have been made to clarify:

1) Since there are 2 channels per train, the worst case single failure
would have to occur in one of the channels of the opposite train.

2) Even with a worst case failure, a complete loss of the remaining 125VDC electric power s~ubsystem would not necessarily result. A more
accurate description is that the ability to support ESF functions is
not assured

9. Reference added for plant specific design information.

10. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at theProof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 -'July 20,
1992.

11. In a normal inter-cell connection of this type, the typical in-ter-cell
connection 'resistance values are equal to approximately 30 x 10-6 ohms.A value of 80 X 10-6 ohms has been selected as an operability point for thebatteries. Based on this value, the maximum heat dissipation that theconnection would see would be 47 watts (at 885 amperes) for the first
minute of the duty cycle and approximately 15 watts (at 500 amperes) forthe remainder of the duty cycle. This heat is spread over four 1 inchsquare lead battery posts which will easily dissipate this minor amount ofthermal energy. For inter-tier connections, a value of 80 x 10O6 ohms hasbeen selected and for inter-rack and terminal connections, a value of 100X 10-6 ohms. The logic used to justify the inter-cell connections is thesame for the inter-tier, inter-rack and terminal connections.

For the purposes of trending, inter-cell and inter-tier connections aremeasured from battery post to battery post and inter-rack and terminalconneqctions are measured from the terminal lug to the battery post.



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.8.4 (cont.)

12. The phrase "and tight," has been removed from the Surveillance
Requirement. IEEE Std. 450-1987 removed the recommendation for annual
torquing -from the maintenance section of the standard. The reason for the
removal of this recommendation was that the industry had found that
detailed resistance measurements were a better indication of the batteries
ability to perform its intended function. The manufacturers of Class 1 E
batteries have accepted 450's recommendation and removed this
recommendation from their battery manuals. Also, the removal of the
annual torquing recommendation has removed a possible failure mode from
the batteries, shorting out a cell or group of cells if the torque wrench
is dropped. Dropping the annual torquing requirement will also reduce
cell post deformation caused by improper torquing of the electrical
connections.

13. Change to delete information not applicable to WBN design.



DC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.5

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.5 DC Sources -Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5 D(
ti.

APPLICABILITY:Aý 
~

CONDITION

A. One or more re
DC electrical
subsystems ino

electrical power subsystem shall be OPERABLE to support
ie DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required

LCO3..1

F, ODES 5 and 61)~
Iring movement of

qu ired
power
perabl e.

j~.

irradiated fuel assemblies.

I REQUIRED ACTION jCOMPLETION TIME
A.1,;< Declare affected

requi-red feature(s)
inoperable en

* 1noperable re uire

electrical power
subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

Immnedi ately

ALTERATIONS.

_________________________(continued)

WOG STS 05/13/92 10:33am
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DC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.5

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. (continued)

REQUIRED ACTION

A-2.2 Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel
assembl ies.

AND

A.2-3 Initiate action to
suspend operations
with a potential for
draining the reactor'
vessel.

AND
A tdioke 0ei 0A tA.2L.4 Zuspend operationsO involving positive

reactivity additions/

AND I:' U-03-1.1 ~ I.*'~

A-2.5 Initiate action to
restore required DC
e ,lectrical power
subsystems. to
OPERABLE status.

COMPLETION TIME

Immedia'tely

Immnedi ately

Immediately

Immnedi ately

I.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.5.1 Fo)k.a%-e4.pffent required to be OPERABLE In accordancethe following SRs are $cglrs tobcm : wthaplcal

SR 3.8.4.4, SR 3.8.4.5, SR 3.8.4.3,
.SR 3.8.4.7. •

WOG STS
3.8-205/13/92 10:33am
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DC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.5. B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.5 DC Sources -Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the DC sources is provided in the Bases-for
Spee4-fiea~tie*3.8.4, "DC Sources -Operating."

AR U20
APPLICABLE The initial cond on-s .11Si1g sis transient 4ei+SAFETY ANALYSES aoeidemt analyses in th FSAR,>ýC apter Wvgm_1 SetFeet~ure and Chapter 1 P-:idnt I~ysc:"), assume that

S(ESF')systems are.-OPERABLE. The DC jiectrical Ate,,seprovides normal and emergency DC electrical power fopw4kefe-t O.- emergency auxiliaries>Cand control and switching during
al MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with theinitial assumptions of the accident analyses and therequirements for the supported sy ste 1 OPERABILr

rinA nni I w io&A vThe OPERABILITY of thi minimum Ke ectrical power source
during MODE-S 5 and 6 nsures that -(ReF. ti)-

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or'refueling condition f~or extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability isavailable for monitoring and maintain~ing the ri
status; and

C. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to *mitigate
events postulated during shutdown, such as aninadvertent-draindown of the vessel or a-fuel-handling
accident.

The DCXo~urces satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC imteprm PolicySt atement.-(R94-,4 "d 9.,

LCD ,i DC electrical power subsystem ", each-sb.te consisting of*we~ b.g t tete- -- agc p-r b býttcrey and the-OL ~~ .-_q~qcorresponding control equipment and interconnecting cabling16,zOtii~a tw~'rýwithin the Ai'ti*n are required OPERABLE to support required

(continued)

WOG STS
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ce.. IQ OP~E6(LE. 4V4n)o1aa) DC Sources - Shutdown

B 38.

troa ins of /~is tribution System 4+vi~et required OPERABLE byLC 38.-1O*..rThis ensures the availability Of sufficient DCc r apower sources to operate the f in a safemanner and to mitigate the consequences of:ý postulated eventsduring shutdown (e.g., fuel-handling accidents, -inadvertentreactor vessel draindown). "4IT"

APPLICABILITY

ek1 Irq V 4NrA4 4 ýZui+4M(

Y~ieA Wbj~cg 1 , 40kwof)4

danvoelad O?Et.ABLE yv+iI,,,+
is Q0I\W4-+ee e1Pc_+r,'jq

The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE inMODES 5 and 6 and during movement of irradiated fuelassemblies, provide assurance that:

a. Required,;.6atures to provide adequate coolant
inventory makeup are'available for the irradiated fue4Jiln the core in case of an inadvertent drai~ndown of thereactor vessel;

b.- Required,.fatures needed to mitigate a fuel-handlingýaccident are available;

C. Requiredreatures necessary to mitiga te the effects ofevents that can lead to core damage during shutdown
are available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capabili~ty ..is availablefor monitoring and maintaining the 1'f in a coldshutdown condition or refueling conditifon.

DC electrlical power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 areýcovered in .Specfe+-.4eA.ef3.8.4. tGG geu.e -3 a;.;

ACTIONS A.I. A.2.1. A.2.2, A-2.3 ~b(A.2_43~rv4A-L

Ifto trains are required per LCO 3.8.10,-BDst1ilbut;iSystem~ Shutid the remaining train with DC poweravailable may be capable of supporting sufficient systems toallow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement,*<or operations with a potential for draining the reactorvessel. By allowing the option to declare required featuresinoperable with associated DC power so~urce(s) inoperable,appropriate restrictions will be implem'ented in accordancewith the affected required features LC~oxACTIONS. In manyinstances this woul.d- 4kee4- involve undesired administrative

(continued)

WOG STS
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DC Sources -Shutdown
B 3.8.5

BASES (continued)

efforts. Therefore,. the allowance for sufficientlyktW;4ýý conservative actions is made;(~ . t upedCRALTRATONS moemn otf irradiated fuel assemblies, and any~activities that could Potent+4.e- result in inadvertentdraining of the reactor vessel, and operations involvinggeuyuecL AthDS ný. he quire ction 1.ux'+ ,.s_4ý14 U14 wisuspen positive r c iions does not preclude
'LFleikýM ow~ractions to maintain )i increase reactor vessel inventor ('5Vr t rovided the regyulire hutdown margin is maintained.
OL- 0A ame. -N efi a, Suspension o f t es tivitles shall not preclude completionor-ioy Moi b_,146+d_ of actions to establish fe conservative condition.4-o Q!h(Q_44 niommumThese actions..w4.4 minimiz robability of the occurrence ofpostulated events. It is further required to immediatelyinitiate action to restore the required DC electrical poweray~d to~t*Eud\ULI4jj + subsystems and to continue thi~s action until restoration is'-toS j accomplished in order to provide the necesýsary DC electricalr power to the unit safety systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQ1UIREMENTS ,

Ine Lompletlon Tline Of ?lmmediately-1is consistent, with 'therequired times for actions requiring prompt attention. .' Therestoration of the required DC electrical powrsbytm
shold e cmpltedas..qu4ickly as possible in order tominimize the. time/,the un*"**"`'ý.. safety systems may beý withoutsufficient power.'~. 1 .~ J

rseR~r
.4-

SR 3.8.5.1 
0

SR .8..1 equires performance of all Surjv•11ancesrequired by SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4 .X' Therefore, seethe corresponding Bases for $peei~4t4..4.* 3.8.4 for adiscussion of each SR. Leo

REFE ENC S 4onREFERNCES )( -'SAR, Section 15, "Accident Analysis" and Section
"Engineered Safety Features."

-2TIm&E.,Mre (NRC1 letter to W 0 Lt'..

e~gc Or B. I L Lec~k't (continued)

*4rdngthe NRCtf S eview of the

8 3.8-305/15/92 10:16am
WOU~ SI 8 3.8-3
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Required Aciihrý* preclude)X5operations involving Systems that contain
large volumes of water (i.e. CVCs, SIS, and RWST) at reduced boroncconcentrations with respect to the RCS that could dilute the boron
concentration of the RCS to less than that required to maintain the SON
requirements of LCO 3.1.2 in MODE 5 or less than'the boron concentrationspecified in the COIR in MODE 6. This Required Action doe-s not precludePositive reactivity additions that' cannot reduce the SON or boronconcentration to less than the limits specified in LCO 3.1.2 or the COIR. The
addition of water with a boron concentration greater than that required to
maintain the reactor shutdown ii1thin the requirements of LCD 3.1.2 or the
COIR, but less than- the RCS, is permitted. Positive reactivity additions such
as small volume chemical additions and normal plant cooldowns are alsopermitted as-long as the SDM limits are met.

INSERT



DC Sources -Shutdown
B 3.8.5

BASES (continued)

(continued)
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.8.5

Generic Justifications

A. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design.

B. Modified to reflect WBN plant speci fic terminology.

Specific Justifications

1. LCO modified to reflect WBN specific design of DC sources. A fifth 125v
DC Vital battery system is intended to serve as a temporary replacement
for any one of, the four normal 125 VDC vital batteries (see FSAR
8.3.2.1.1).

2. The WBN DC sources specifications include an additional Surveillance (i.e.
additional relative to the RSTS standard) to verify that the alternate
feeder breakers to each required battery charger are open. This proposed
change was intended to address SER 8.3.1.7 regarding alarm indications for
alternate feeders (see TVA letters to NRC dated 6/21/85 & 5/3/85).

3. Modification has been made, to reflect the fact that DG batteries are
separate from the batteries included in DC source's subsystem (i.e. LCO
3.8.4).

4. Wording added to clarify the fact that an entire train of DC subsystem
channels is required to be OPERABLE.

5. Reference added for plant specific design information.

6. This. change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the Proof
and Review meeting in Irvine, CA, July 13 - July 20, 1992.



Battery Cell Parameters
3.8.6

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters 0@ ' ~AC~sLd a'

LCO 3.8.6 Battery cell parameters foren ETbatt~e.r-6shall be within'the' Cate-g-o-ry A and B limits of
Table 3.8.6-1. Lý

APPLICABILITY: When associated DC electrical power subsystems4..re requiredto be OPERABLE.- LCHe. a~ C 3.8.5d.

ACTIONS

-- -N T --- -- - A ------
S-e-pa-ra-t-e-C-on-d-it-io-n e-ntry 4'41owed for each/bittery.ý
------------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION

A. One or more batte ries
with one or more
battery cell.
parameters not within
limits.

REQUIRED ACTION

A. VAfyplocl
electrolyte level and
float voltage meet
Table 3.8.6-1
Category C- values.

AND

A.2 Verify battery cell
parameters meet
Table 3.8.6-1
Category C values.

AND

COMPLETION TIME

1 hour

24 hours

A.3 Restore battery cell 31 days
parameters to
Category A and~
limits of "-c! A o N
Table 3.8 .6-1. q

(continued)

WOG STS
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Battery Cell Parameters
3.8.6

ACTIONS (continued)________________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION jCOMPLETION TIME

B. Required Action and B.
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met.(

OR

One or more batteries
with average
electrolyte
temperature of the

OR

One or more batteries
with battery cell
parameters not within
Category C values.

1 eclare'4atter

Sand equired ctions

f DC eec ica

Immnedi ately

~*A ,'PIP
0 -6-1I f't

I _______________I. 
________

SURVEILLANCE REQU IREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.1 Verify battery cell parameters meet 7 days
Table 3.8.6-1 Category A limits.'

(continued)

WOG STS
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Battery Cell Parameters
3.8.6

SURVEI LLANCE
REOUIREMENTS IrnntinvnAl~ - -

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.6.2 Verify battery cell parameters meet
Table 3.8.6-1 Category B limits.

SR 3.8.6.3 Verify average
representative

electrolyte temperature of
cells is(-j)6 ý*F.

LA

FREQUENCY

92 days

AND

Once within
24 hours after
a battery
discharge V

ANDQ

Once within
24 hours after

-&-battery
overchargev

92 days

L744k,1*.s c71S
b ý .1.44hrke.s

WOG STS
3.8-305/19/92 10:28am3.8-3
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PARAMET ER

Electrolyte Level

Float Voltage

Gravityt b)(c)

Battery Cell Parameters
3.8.6

Table 3.8.6-1 (page 1 of 1)
Battery Cell Parameters Requirements Aný

-T F
CATEGORY A:

LIMITS FOR EACH
DESIGNATED PILOT

CELL

CATEGORY B:
LIMITS FOR EACH

CONNECTED CELL CflNNFCTFn 1'~'i II I -- I -~

CATEGORY C:
ALLOWABLE VALUE

FOR EACH

>Minimum level
indication mark,
and 1 1/4K bove
maximum 1 el
indi io
marka u

> Minimum level
indication mark,
and :5 1/4K.above
maximum le'4l
indi ~ion
marks a)

Above top of
plates, and not
overfilowing

-t i

>- 2.13 V

> (1.200]
Ž 2.13 V > 2.07 V

( 1.195]

IAverage of all
c~onnected cells
>(1.205]

Not more than
0.020 below
average of all.
connected cells

Average of all
connected cel~ls
Ž (1.195]

I. _______________ _______________

(a) It is, acceptable for the electroly-te level to temporarily increase abovethe specified maximum level during equalizing charges provided it is notoverflowing.

(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level. Level correction isnot required, however, when battery charging is < ;2 ; amps when on float

(c) Or battery charging current is < t'];Y'~mps-when on float chrge This is.acceptable only during a maximum of4 4a?4ay(following a batteryrecharge. 
-

WOG STS *0~0 / 9 9 02 a

> 2.13 V > 2.07 V

.0-4 05/19/92 10:28am



B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters

BASES

Battery Cell Parameters

B 3.8.6

~d*Guss; 0A 0ý 4 (6 U 6A46s Is

~cucý UP 0

BACKGROUND 3(..L~ a 0- . . btn " __ '-Qhra+& (D0) )
- tt .1ý%. ; m delineates the limits onelectrolyte temperature eve], float voltage and specificgravity for the DC,44we Seu,~ee batteries. A discussion of~i) *-. VyH0W~bhe~ batteries and their OPERABILITY requirements is Oprovided in the Bases *for LCO 3.8.41'-DC Sources -Operating,/

and LCO 3.8.5,%IDC Sources -Shutdown:1.0

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSI

The initial conditions ,4~signnýbtylis transient-ei't.
ES &G4o analyses in FSA Chapter 6,

Feat~-s and Chapter 15, 4.cdent Analyse3, assume SF)systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power systeSprovides normal and emergency DC electrical power for 01he-Me-6's, emergency auxiliaries and control and switching duringall MODES of operation. (_A -eý%Nrirec c
The OPERABILITY of the DC Xubsystems is consistent with theinitial assumptions of the accident anal~yses and it basedupon meeting the design basis of the This includesmaintaini 'ng at least one train of DCAXUrces OPERABLE during,accident conditions, in the event of:

Aa. ,Ail assumed loss
power;, and

of ffsite AC power or all onsite AC

Ab. ',r-o'rst -case single failure.

,Battery cell parameters sati~s~L th- oe -et f-SeWevct-on Criterion 3 of the NRC interi Policy Statement.-
app-14ed to OC Surir.

(A06)LCO Battery cell parameters must remain thin acceptable limi'tsto ensure availability of the requi d DC power to shutdownthe reactor and maintain it in a s ee condition after-an manticipated operational ocreera ostulatedgi"ý~4494i3 eeeident. Electrolyte.limits are conservatively
-established, allowing continued DC electrical systemfunction even with.Category A and, Biits not met.

_ _ (continued)

WOG STSB .3.8-1 .05/14/92 3:58pm
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

BASES (continued)

5WOSb4m sqa4 D&S Of ._APPLICABILITY The battery ce] parameters 4s'equired "Ie.le+ for the 0~support of the/associated DC electrical power subsystemsz<Therefore, ba tery electrolyte is only required when the DCPower I-So&P'~.. required to be OPERABLE. Refer to +*..LApplicability discussion in Base 's for CO 3.8.4r-gC-
.SIG4Qperaimtng- and LCO 3.8.5. "hulw.

ACTIONS A.I. A.2 and A.3

with one or more cells in one or more batteries not withinlimits (i.e.$, Category A limits not metý.or Category B limitsnot met or Category A and B limits not met) but within the,ailowabiee.Aetlue (Category C limits are met) specified inTable 3.8.6-1 ,oeration is permitted for a limited priosince sufAnc capacity exists to perform the intendedfunction. 'ZA Amfml' P0
The -i4-jot cell electrolyte level and float voltage arerequredtQ be verifi .ed to meet the Category CAllowable>&glues withrin Ph~our (Required Action A.1). This checkwill provide a quick indication of the status of theremainder of the battery cells. One hour provide-s time toinspect the electrolyte level and to confirm the floatvoltage of the -p-i-loti.-cel-ls. One hour is considered areasonable amount of time to perform the requiredverification.

Verification that the Category C/9llowable.4lues are met(Required Action A.2) provides assurance that during thetime needed to restore the parameters to the Category A andQAýr---> limits, the battery-will still be capable of performingits intended function. A period of 24 hours is all +owed tocomplete the required verification because specific gravitymeasurements must be obtained ¶or each connected cell.Taking into consideration the time required to perform therequired verification an ~he assurance that the batterycell parameters are not seyerel y degraded, this time is
i Nss RT considered reasonable. b

Continued operation is only permitted for 31 days before
Category A and B limits.e consideration that

(continued)

.WOG STS
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INSERT

In the event the battery cell param eter is out of limits and abattery recharge is desired as corrective action, footnote "c" ofTable 3.8.6-1 may be utilized in lieu of specific gravitymeasurements. In this event, once Required "ction A.2 has beensatisfied using float current in lieu of specific gravity, thefootnote does not require additional specific gravity testing.



Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

BASES (continued)

while battery capacity is degraded, sufficiegltcwapacity
exists to perform the intended function and Wilo time tofully restore the battery cell parameters to normal limits,this time is acceptable prior to declaring the;4ttery
i noperabl e.

B.1
With one or more batteries with one or more battery cell
parameters outside the Category Ceallowable alue for anyconnected cell, sufficient capacity to supply the maximum
expected load requirement is not as 'sured and the
corresponding DC electrical power subsyste ust be declaredinoperable. Additionally,. other potentiall1 extreme) conditibns, such as not completing the Req ired Actions ofCondition A within the required 'Completion Time or aver ageelectrolyte temperature of representative ells'falling-,~1.4~V' ~ below 60'F, will also be cause-for inunedi tely declaring the~A8S O ss c DC electrical power subsystem noperable.

oOr®
SURVEILLANCE
REQU IREM4ENTS

SR 3.8.6.1-

This SR verifies"ýategory A battery cell parameters are
consistent with IEEE'45O (Ref. 1); which recommends regularAbattery inspection; (at least one per month) including
voltage, specific gravity, and electrolyte temperature of

Ir, cells.I

The quarterly 1'npection of specifkr gravity and voltage isconsistent withi IEEE-450 (Ref. 1). -In addit on, within
24 hours of a battery discharge < 110 V or.-w battery
overcharge > f , the battery must be demonstrated to meetCategory B l imits. This inspection is also consistent withIEEE-450 (Ref. 1),;jwhich recommnends special inspections
following. asvrdischarge or overcharge, to ensure thatno significant degqadation- of the battery occurred 'as aconsequence of suc discharge or overcharge.

(1q5 Y A, 16.

(continued)
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8. 6

-r- s~v":
BASES (continued)

SR 3.8.6.3
4L This Surveillance verificat th~t the aver ge temperature

of representativeicells is tB 0 W, is consi ient with arecommendation of IEEE-450 (Ref. 1), whe tsthat thetemperature of electrolytes in representative cells shouldbe determined on a quarterly b,ý-sis.

Lower-than-normal temperatures act to inhibit or reducebattery capacity. This SR ensures that the operating
temperatures remain within an acceptable operating range.This limit is based on manufacturer's recommendations.

Table 3.8.6-1

This table delineates the limits on electrolyte level, floatvoltage, and specific gravity for three different
categories., The meaning of each category is discussed
below. 

(QsP*yCategory ~efines the nraparameter limit for eachL designý- d'4.t cell in each battery.' The cells selectedas cell arethos cel ls are those whose temperature, voltage andelectrolyte specific g~ravity approximate the state of chargeof the entire~battery.

The Category A limits specified for electrolyte level areSbased on manufacturer's reconmmendations and are- consistentwith the guidance i-n IEEE-450 (Ref' 1), with the extra i 4~rQallowance above the high-water-level indication foroperating margin to account for te 'mperatures and chargeeffects. In addition to this allowance, Footnote a. toTable 3.8.6--1 permits the electrolyte level to be above thespecified maximum level during equalizing charge, providedit is not overflowing. These limits ensure that'the platessuffer no physical damage, and that adequate electrontransfer cpmaintained in the, event of transient

-p bee at float charge for at least 72 hours. t
The Category A limit peci ied for float voltage is Ž 2.13 Vper cell. This val e is ae on the recommendations of

-IEEE-450 (Ref. 1), state that prolonged operation ofcells be+ow-2.13 V can reduce the life expectancy of cells.

(continued)
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

BASES (continued)

The Category A limit specified for specific gravity for eachA '-p4...ccell is > 1.200 (0.01-5 below the manufacturer's fullycharged nominal specific gravity or a battery chargingcurrent that had stabilized at a low value). This value ischaracteristic of a charged cell with adequate capacity.According to IEEE-450 (Ref. 1), the specific gravityreadings are based on a temperature of 177F (25:"C).

The specific gravity readings are corrected for actual
electrolyte temperature and level. For each 3*F (1.67*C)above 77*F (25*C), 1 point-(0.001) is added to the reading;1 point is subtracted for each 3*F below 77*F. The specificgravity of the electro~lyte in a cell will increase with aloss of water due to electrolysis or evaporation.
Footnote b. to Table 3.8.6-1 requires the above-mentioned
correction for electrolyte level and temperature, wi'th theexception that level correction' is not required when batterycharging cur 'rent is < '2 amps on float charge. This currentprovides, in general, an indication of overall batterycondition. 

I1 'Because of specific-gravity gradients t (t are producedduring-the recharging process, delay's of sveral days 4~-e-fmay occur while waiting for the specif c gravity tostabilize.. A stabilized charger curre/ t is an acceptablealternative to specific-gtavity measu 'ment, for determiningthe state * of charge of the designate~ cell. Th~isphenomenon is discussed. in IEEE-450 (Ref.1I). Footnote c.to Table 3.8.6-1 allows the float charge current to be usedas an alternate to specific gravity for up to 4-day 3t:;.rC3following a battery equalizing recharge.

Category B defines the normal parameter limits for eachconnected cell. The term "connected cell" excludes'anybattery cell. that may be jumpered out.

The Category B limits'specified for electrolyte level andAfloat voltage are the same as those specified for Category Aand have been discussed above. The Category B limitspecified for specific gravity for each connected*-cell isa 1.195 (0.020 below the manufacturer's fully charged,nominal specific gravity) with the average of all connectedceTTszlk 1.20.5 (0.010 below the manufacturer's fully charged,nomtinal specific gravity). These values are based onmanufacturer'ýrecommuendations. The minimum
specific-gravity value required for each cell ensures that

(continued)
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INSERT

Recharge as used in this footnote is synonymous with a battery
equalizing charge. The allowance to utilize charging current islimited to 31 days ~T1after thecompletion of the equalizing charge and return to f loat charge.The 31 days allows time for the specific 7ravity to stabilize and
is consistent with Required Action A.3.



Battery Cell Parameters,
B 3.8.6'

BASES (continued)

the effects of a highly charged or newly installed cell willnot mask overall degradation of the batt 'ery. Footnote b. toTable 3.8.6-1 requires correction of specific gravity for -electrolyte temperature-.and level. This level correction isnot required when battery charging current is < 2 amps'onfloat charge.

Category C defines the zflowable Y4E ues for each connectedAý cell. These 'values, although reduced, provide assurancethat sufficient capacity exists to perform the intendedfunction and maintain a margin of safety. When any" batteryparameter is outside the Category C.crfowableAlue, theassurance of sufficient capacity described above no longerexisfs a'nd the battery must be declared inoperabl~e.
.The Category Ca'llowable-W ues specified for electrolyteAlevel (above the top of the plates and not overflowing)ensure that the plates suffer no physical damage andmaint'ain. adequate electron transfer capability. TheCategory Cazflowable;Alue for float voltage is based onIEEE-450 (Re 'f. 1), which states that a cell voltage of .2.07 V or below, under float conditions and not caused byelevated temperature of the cell, indicates internal cellproblems and may require cell replacement.

The Category C~zT~owabley>g1ue of average specific gravity N\,19EAis based on manufacturer's reconunendations (-f5*@,(b0.020below the manufacturer's recommnended fully charged, nominalspecific gravity). In addition to-that limit, it isrequired that the specific gravity for each connected cell'must be no less than 0.020 below the average of allconnected cells. *This limit ensures that the effect of ahighly charged or new cell will not mask overall. degradationof the battery' The footnotes to Table 3.8.6-1 that applyto Category A specific gravity are also applicable toCategory C specific gravity.

4.'45 Pq 90
REFERENCES', 1. IEEE.ý96, "IEEE Reconmmended Practice for Maintenance,Testing, and Replacement of Large Lead Storage

Batteries for Generating Stations and Substations."

(continued)
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

BASES (continued)

2. IEE 308 !9;8, "IREEEStandardCior. o C1.if lPewer Systrems for Nucicar P.cr Cncstn wetpn.

(continued)
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.8.6

Generic Justifications

A. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design.

B. Modified to reflect WEN plant specific terminology.

Specific Justifications

1. Modification has been made to reflect the fact that DG batteries are
separate from the, batteries included in DC sources subsystem (i.e. LCO
3.8.4).

2. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the Proof
and Review meeting in Irvine, CA, July 13 - July 20, 1992.

3. Watts Bar is proposing a 31 day allowance for footnote "C" to Table 3.8.6-
1 which is consistent with Required Action A.3.

4. The words "an inadvertent" have been added to'the overcharge conditions
under the FREQUENCY column. -By strict Literal Interpretation of these
STS's, you would have to perform a complete quarterly inspection,
excluding resistance measurements, to declare the battery operable after
a lead-calcium battery is "High Level Equalized." The use of this type of
equalization is becoming more and more common on lead-calcium stationary
batteries to correct electrolyte problems. There are basically three
types of equalization that are applied to lead-calcium stationary
batteries. The table below shows these three types and their voltage
ranges.

Type of Voltage Range Voltage Range for
Battery Charge (volts per cell) a 60 cell Battery

__________________ on Equalization (vdc)

Normal Float 2.20 to 2.25 132.0 to 135.0
Low'Level Equalization 2.33 to 2.38 139.8 to 142.8
High Level Equalization 2.50 to 2.60 l50.0- to 160.0

When lead-calcium stationary, batteries are normally equalized, it is
performed on line and at the "low Level." However, due, to the high
internal impedance of the lead-calcium type of battery, it can take a
number of weeks of this type of equalization to provide any useful
results. Recently, manufacturer's have given a number of utilities
permission to perform "High Level Equalization" for limited time durations
on "their" lead-calcium stationary batteries to quickly correct
electrolyte problems with the batteries. This "High Level Equalization"



JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.8.6 (cont.)

can not be considered a "severe overcharge" because it is 1) recommended
.by the manufacturer, 2) is only used for limited time durations and 3) is

a controlled equalization of the battery. Therefore, by adding the words,"an inadvertent", this will eliminate this type of problem and only
require a full set of readings when -'here has been a problem with the
systems.

5. IEEE 450 does not require a 72 hour delay per Section 4.3.

6. "Representative. Cells" as used in IEEE-450 refers to the quarterly
temperature surveillance for every 6th cell (suggested) for the battery.
Category A limits in IEEE-450 are for a pilot cell, i.e., one single cellof a battery as specified by Section 4.3.1(8).



Inverters -Operating
3.8.7

.3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.7 Inverters -Operating

LCO 3.8.7

©@A.

The required Train A and Train B inverters shall be
OPERABLE.

[One/Tw inverters may be disconnected from [its! r]
associated us(es) for ý 24 hours to perfo n
equalizing charg [its/their] associat common]

a. The associated AC vita es (is/are] energized

b. All o r AC vital buses for both trains energized

44'~e ap~*.1 j~.
0c,ý U,0Lo3t

V""-

WOG STS 3.8-105/19/92 10:29am3.8-1



Inverters -Operating
3.8.7

ACTIONS (continued)________________

CONDITION. REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required Acti-on and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hoursassociated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 B- in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3. 8.7.1 Verify correct inverter voltage, idy
-rfrequencyt and alignment to required AC 7dy
vital u x.N

0 c~fOL y ~ok~'~o
60J1~r4bcaj8 CL Od4(60 V

56L&a-tkuar ba.cact.

WOG STS
3.8-205/19/92 10:29am3.8-2



Inverters - Operating
B 3.8.7

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

8 3.8.7 Inverters -Operating

BASES 4oýrt &I,4e. tQ0a Por Ar v*_ b0S nacljo

q)~ achieve in being -powered from the'120 V DC battery so 'urce.K~~J The function of the inverter is to convert DC electrical-power to AC electrical power, thus providing an'uninterruptible power source for the instrumentation andcontrols for the Reactor Protection System (RPS) and theEngineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS).Specific details on inverters and their operating..characteristics are found i J

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of resi a s i ftransiwnt-SAFETY ANALYSES &Gc44eait-analyses in~fhe _SA , ap er 6, £#g4.nea~eA
S~.fty Faturj,"and Chapter 15, ciot~ils:]

~r L ~assum SO~systems are OPERABLE.' The DC to AC invertersiý aredesigned to provide the required capacity, capability,'
redundancy,-and reliability to ensure the availability of-necessary power to-the RPS and ESFAS instrumentation andcontrols so that the fuel,'Reactor Coolant System (RCS), andcontainment design limits are not exceeded. These limitsare discussed in more detail in the Bases for -eehn4e-e4Specifications 3.2P*Power Distribution Limitsk;*3.4*kReactor
Coolant System);*and 3.6*~ontainment Systems~z'*

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with theinitial assumptions of the accid-ent analyses and is based onmeeting the design basis of the JiiM. This includesmaintaining required AC Vital' bus s OPERABLE during accidentconditions in the event of:
a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC electrical power or

all onsite AC electrical power; and

b. A worst-case sihgle failure.

Inverters are a part of the Distribution SystemS.ptetn*and as such satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Iffter'm Policyo-Statement.~ lp i-bedz len Rof rsnco 1 and 2.

(continued)

WOG STS 01-
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Inverters -Operating
B 3.8.7

~ BASES (continued)

LCO The inverters ensure the availability of AC electrical powerfor the systems instrumentation required to shut down thereactor and maintain it in a safe condition after ananticipated operational occurrence (AOO) or a postulated
OBA.

Maintaining the required inverters OPERABLE ensures that theredundancy incorporated into the design of the RPS and ESFASinstrumentation and controls is maintained. The -fmtreiiIbattery-powered inverters HEtw" pertain. e.....ensure anuninterruptible supply of AC electrical power to the AC~~.. .~ vital buses even if the buses ah, are0 i- t>xi04 de-energized. V6Fu±jdo,4n bmcLxdS
OPERABLE inverters requi e the associated AC vital bus to bepowered by the inver~te which has the correct DC voltage~~'4j-2~j.V) applied from a battery to the inverter input,.and(t/ inverter output AC voltage and frequency within tolerances.

s LCO is modified by a Note which allows [one/two]() inve -rs to be disconnected from a (common] battery:s24 ho . f the vital bus(es) is/are poweredf aClass'lE co ant voltage transformer during period andall other inve rs are operable. This al s an equalizingcharge to be place n one battery. If e inverters werenot disconnected, the ulting Vol e condition mightdamage the inverter(.s). se visions minimize the lossof equipment-that wou'l'd 0CC the event of a loss ofoffsite power. The 24-h time lad for the allowanceminimizes the time d ng which a lo of offsite powercould result in t loss of-equipment en ized from theaffected AC vnt bus while taking into con eration thetime requi to perform an equalizing charge o he batterybank Venuttilizing the allowance, if one or mor f hpr sions is not met (e.g., 24-hour time period excec.), LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.

(continued)
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Inverters -Operating
B 3.8.7

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY The inverters are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3,and 4 to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolantpressure boundary limits are iot exceeded as a resultof AO0s or abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate c ore cooling is provided, and containmentOPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained
in the event o,f a postulated OBA.

Inverter requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are covered in theBases for S-ec4'-_--eat+*-.8.8

ACTIONS L L k"AC.ws rJti~

With a re ired inverter i 'noperable, its associated AC vital
ksr~f)Ob~ bus beco s inoperable until it ist hanually;ýKre-energizedfom its1- re"tm- W ~ etaseSequired A-Tion A.]/al owsip to0n ~ printii

ST 2-hour Co letio im Is consis *h the 2-our__Cam etion Time an mnope le DC s, an an mnope ýabl4
,, 4 Al+ AC vit bus (see nciI

3 .1to ira e inverter and return it to service.The 24-hour limit is based upon engineering Judgment, takingr4,11AI into con'sideration the time required to repair an inverter*4LE. 5 ia~l and the additional- risk to which the unfi is exposed becauseof the inverter inoperability. This has _to-be balancedagainst the risk of an immediate shutdown, along 'with thepotential challenges to safety systems such a shutdown~mi htentail. When the AC vital bus is powered from its*a41.tae9e maeee, it is relying upon interruptible ACelectrical power sources (offsit'e and onsite). Theuninterruptible, battery-backed, inverter source to the ACvital buses is the preferred source for powering*instrumentation trip sietpoint devices.

(continued)
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Inverters -Operating
8 3.8.7

BASES (continued)

JLSB-1 and B.2 eed. OfIA

?T~e-1r~aMODE in which-tE eLCO doesnýo-taappl*i~ h in &Sp"rb:d'~~3~ ~, .*

w '19 least MODE 3within 6 hour? angcL#W MODE 5within"36 hours. The allowedCompletio6n 'Times are reasonable, based on operating'experence r~ltzj 0th:amunt -; tme requiredd to reachthe required-NQ9&S from ..full power in an orderly manner andwitho~ut ýcha enging u~4~systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.7.1t* O~v .'c ~V Lc4~4~~oREQUIREMENTS
This Surv llance verifies that the inverters arefunctio Ing properly with all required circuit breakers 'closed nd AC vital buses energized from the inverter. -Theverificat 'ion of proper voltage and frequency output ensurestha -t the required power is readily avail'able for theinstrumentation of the RPS and ESFAS connected to the AC,.vital buses. The 7-day Frequency takes Into account the.redundant c-apability &f the inverters and other indicationsavailable in the control room that will alert the operatorto- inverter malfunctions.

REFERENCES & j fýSAPw, E. iirlýy nRC d L% A. 3.og~ssen "'00,dd

Thuni(continu ed)
WOG STS 
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.8.7

Generic Justifications

A. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design.

B. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific terminology.

Specific Justifications

1 . Note indicating that inverters may be disconnected from associated DC
busses to perform equalizing charging is not necessary since the battery
boards associated with each charger are capable of maintaining 140 volts
during equalizing, charge periods. All loads can 'tolerate the 140 volt
equalizing voltage. (See FSAR section 8.3.2.1.1).

2. The word "required" has been deleted from Condition A since all inverters
are required (i.e. there are no spare inverters).

3. This modification was made by TVA to address NRC concerns about
interconnection of redundant power divisions (TVA 6/21/85 letter to NRC).

4. Modified to provide a reference for WBN specific design-info.

5. Modified to provide a reference for WBN specific Safety Analysis info.

6. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
Proof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July, 13 - July' 20,
1992.



Inverters - Shutdown
3.8.8

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.8 Inverters -Shutdown

LCO 3.8.8

APPLICABILITY:

Inverters shall be OPERABLE to support the onsite Class 1EAC vital bus electrical Power distribution subsystem(s)
required by LCO0 3.8.10

MODES 5 and 6.
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION, COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required
i nverters inoperable.

.1( Declare affected
required feature

ConditionsO and"Required Actions
of the LCOs for the
inoperable required

AND

(cniud

Immediately

Imedatl

Immnedi ately

WOG STS 3.8-105/13/92 10:33am

A
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Inverters - Shutdown
3.8.8

ACTIONS________________

CONDITION REQU IRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assembl ies.

AND

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immnediately
suspend operations
with a potential for
draining the reactor
vessel.

AND ~

A.2.4 .SFdspend operations Immediately
involving positive
reactivit~#adtos

iAND)

A.2.5 Initiate action to Immediately
restore, required
inverters to OPERABLE
status.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.8.1 Verify correct inverter voltage, 7 days
)Pr~equency,)ýJ and alignments to'required AC

WOG STS,38-
05/13/92 10:33am3.8-2



Inverters - Shutdown
8 3.8.8

* B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.8 Inverters -Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the inverters is provided in the Bases for
-&p4 i-fem4.l3. 8. 7, "Inverters -Operating."

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of esign-bls' rnient-a.4
SAFETY ANALYSES aGc4defl analyses in th AR C apter 6, AA ~at~es--a and Chapter 15, Accidt AnaLsses, assume EVSF)systems are OPERABLE. The DC to AC inverters are designedto provide the requi 'red capacity, capability, redundancy,

and reliability, to ensure the availability of necessarypower to th&%PS)an ..SFASý instrumentation and controls so

pthat the fuel, Rea or Coolant System (RCS), and containment.eýWwe So+4f design limits a not exceeded.
re~fýAcir~b S 54&n~ he Q~e~a'--~of the inverters is consistent with the

initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the
.requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.
The OPERABILITY of the' minimum inverters to each AC vital
bus during MODES 5 and 6 ensures that'fe-t
a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or

refueling condition for extended periods;ý
b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capabilifty isavailable for monitoring and mainaigth

status; andntiigheut

C. Adequate power is available to mitigate eventspostulated during shutdown, such as an finadvertentdraindown of the vessel or a fuel handling accident.
SThe inverters were previously ee d~~part of theDistribution,4stemh and as such, satisfy Criterion 3 of theNRC 4'n'teri Policy Statement..EReF..-!- .y4.nd

LCD The inverters ensure the availability of electrical power
for the instrumentation for systems required to shutdown the

(conti nued). ~ ~WOG STS 
-.--

U005i/92 10:16am-



A eters -Shutdown
CL miAm rn cr 4 . f~L- talkT_0BB 3.-8.8

BASES (continued) +0 tQpqa 4a dis4r,*)o+;? -se' k rWS

reactor and mainta~in i in a safe condition after ananticipated operation "occurrence or postulated OBA. Thebatt 'ery-powered inver ers provide uninterruptible supply of
__________ AC electrical power o the AC Vital buses -even if the(P~q J <,are deenergized. OPERABILITY-of theBCD risinverters re -uire that the AC vital bus be powered by theinverte .*his ensures thc Availability of'sufficiento.inverter power sources to operate the untin a safe manner0A a and to mitigate the consequences of postul'ated events duringshutdown (e.g.., fuel-handling accidentsy9Jnadvertent reactor~Or&i~dV~t.Jvessel draindown).bd-*-r( bmirx&.eed

APPLICABILITY The inverters required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 andduring movement o 'f irradiated fuel assemblies provide.
assurance that:

a., Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup
are available for the irradiated fuel in the core incase of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor
vessel;

b. Systems needed to mi~tigate a fuel-handling acci~dent
are available;

C. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events
that can lead- to core damage during shutdown are
available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is availablefor monitoring and maintaining the wit in a cold
shutdown condition or refueling condifton.

Inverter requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are coveredin Speei4-i-e,4#..8.7. "He-e 1 C .1n.
LW

ACTIONS MYA1r A'~c A.2.1, A-2.2. A.Z.3 *-A.2.4anA.5

If two trains are required per LCO 3.8.10,A9 Diktrit.utiSystent* Shut®,, 'the remaining OPERABLE A;iverteurvs may becapable of supporting sufficient required features to allow-continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, operationswith a potential for draining the reactor vessel Vtor

(continued)

WOG STS
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Inverters - Shutdown
8 3.8.8

BASES (continued)

o1perations with a potential for Positive reactivit JIUbpWu) frf fxrmtM additions.j11 Kequir eF Tion o se vi y adi ndos n preclude actions o m intaitjador in ase reacto ýessel in ntorytg a ed~'PIhiSTN~.L4J~.T shutdown rgin is matntained. y-~~WIT he option to AL5 5tVS4Qr Wt4(6 . ffiý ec are required eature perable with associated
Inverter(s) inoperable, appropriate restrictions will beOC5ý M AW. -~j-C(Qimplemented in accordance with the affected required YnLfeatures'LCOs" Required1 Actions. In many instances thisd' e(*ionwould44444e4.y involve undesired administrative efforts.to resvoQ. 14 mu~y~Therefore, the al~ owance for sufficiently conservative r''eg'requ% 4CLI jQ A jS.A&actions is madej .e., to suspend CORE ALEAINt

QCKýbYLA.LUtvhi 14 t of irradiated fuel activities that could potentially result-eq,_, m~S C~krectin inadvertentodratnn othe reactor vessel*, and
operations involviAe reactivity additions>
Suspension of these activities shall not precl~ude completion

joaT of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.These actions-wj-Hf minimize the probability of theoccurrence of postulated events. It is further required toimmediately initiate action 'to restore the required
inverters and to continue this action until restoration isaccompl-ished in order to provide the necessary inverteroer to the tmitsafety systems.

*The Completion Time of-fnunediately'l is consisten -t with therequired times for actions requiring prompt attention. Therestoration of the requi~red inverters should be complet *ed ast~ ~ I~O'i ft~ quickly as possible in order to minimize the time the wi(
*ýtrut&:ý owersafety systems may be without power or powered fro la_-.

NdU~r, 4t-OfoAk. par+k

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.e8.8.1 or4*OV:VUiA ~CSREQU IREMENTS elThis Sur eillance verifies that the inverters arefunctia ing properly with all required circuit breakersclosedj nd AC vital buses energized from the inverter. Theverification of proper voltage and frequency output ensuresthat the required power is readily available for theA F$ instrumentation of the-iRea etvr--P an Systi. -n--- KPSEninqccrcpd safct.', Feature Actuation Systcm- connected to theAC vital buses. The 7-day Frequency takes into account theredundant capability of the inverters and other indications

(conti nued)
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INSERT

Required Actjhr# precludej operations involving S Ystems that 'contain
large volumms Of water (i.e. CVCS, SIS,, and RWST) at reduced boron.concentrations with "respect to the RCS that reoulrd dlte thenbaronth O
conCehtration-of the RCS to less thanthtrqie tomnanteSMrequirements of LCO 3.1.2 in MODE 5 or less than'the boron concentrationspecified. in the COLR in MODE 6. This Required Action doe~s not precludepositive reactivity additions that cannot reduce the SDM or boronconcentration to less than the limits specitied in LCD 3.1.2 or the COIR. The
addition of water with a boron concentration greater than that required to
maintain the reactor shutdown iiithin the requirements of LCQ 3 .1.2 or the
COLR, but less than- the RCS, 'is permitted. Positive reactivity additions such
as small volume chemical additions and normal plant cooldowns are alsopermitted as long as the SDM limits are met.



Inverters - Shutdown
8 3.8.8

BASES (continued)

available in the control room that will alert the operator
to inverter malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. 1 USR Section 15, "Accident Analysis" and-Section 6"Engineered Safety Features".

May 9-, 1988, forwfrding the PNRG tf ci~o h"Nue4' ar Gtcam SupplY -6sytcm '!cndcr ownur Crouips,
-Appliation of the Coemmkon' Intor-4 Polcy_
Stst~effet Criterift te the 5Standard T:hnea

SpeAP HH8 "MEti P hnz. 1

C1 iter i Appl ;cat;i",1) iatd No embe197i ~ cudn
'Addcndum 1 ae pi 99

(continued)
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.8.8

Generic Justifications

A. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design.

B. Modified to reflect WEN plant specific terminology.

Specific Justifications

1 . This modification was made by TVA to address NRC concerns about
interconnection of redundant power divisions (TVA 6/21/85 letter to NRC).

2. Wording has been added to clarify the fact that channels I & III and II &
IV are associated with power trains A and B respectively and that a
minimum of one of these power trains is required to be OPERABLE to meet
requirements during shutdown.

3. Modified to provide a reference for WBN specific Safety Analysis info.

4. This change reflects the commen ts made by the industry to the NRC at the
Proof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine-, CA, July 13 - July 20,
1992.



Distribution Systems -Operating
3.8.9

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.9 Distribution Systems -Operating

LCD 3.8.9

APPLICABILITY:

power distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

CONDITION

A.- One &r r, Z

Q ~~Q :znters, motr nto
districbutio pncz
in -ele- AG power
distribut ! sbsyst~em
inoperable. ~ o

One AC vital bus
inoperable.

C. One E~ire4ulreqDc
electrical po~wer
distribution subsystem
inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION

. A
Restore req~4,d AC
electrical power
.distribution
subsystem to OPERABLE
status.

Restore fro a4-d'AC
vital bus subsystem
to.OPERABLE status.

A
Restore i-feq mired' -DCelectrical power
distribution
subsystem to OPERABLE
status.

CO0MPLETION TIME

8 hours

AND

16 hours from
discovery of
faiure to meet
3<LCO

2 hours

AND 
<

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
the LCO

2 hours

16 hours from
discovery of
faiure to meet

A C

(conti nued)

WOG STS
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Distribution Systems -Operating
3.8.9

ACTIONS (continued) _______________

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

0. Required Action and 0.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hoursas~sociated Completion
Time not met. AND

0.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 daysvoltage to required AC, DC, and AC vital
bus electrical1 power distribution
subsystems.

WOG STS
3.8-205/19/92 10:29am3.8-2



Distribution Systems -Operating
B 3.8.9

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.9 Distribution Systems -Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND -fVBW-&E~ew~~..The onsite Class 1E AC DC, and AC Vital.bisefectr~ic'alj~6wer 04~tributionsArteaSX .divided by train5into 4two4 redundant and independent AC, OC. and AC Vital'
.ýtIs electia poe - -triutiýon subsy~stems.

eme~rency, will supp y power 0 the .-16 kV ESPCon ro -power fomr the . ' V.-breakers is supplied from-t~fttClass 1E batteries. Addi onal description of this systemmay be found in the Base for Se4.e~n.381 
ASources-ý-Operating," and es Bases fIr384'DC'Sources -Operating.' 
3.8.4

The S~od~ AC epei4.a ewe 3qs butlion zfstem 4 -Fzize. trqin inzlujzp *h- ~e~,h~~ oad centratv

Table B 3.8.9-1.

The 120 Vacvital buses are arranged in-!"load 'roups-pf4~~.and are normally powered from the inverter . Thealternate'power suppy f rt e vital buse 1 r C0a f C3 ler1
.~** ~ ~urcc T-~r.fm-" powered from the samtrain as the associated inverte an 1u

~There are W independent 125,'4.6Vdc eleet*e..pw~

)"w ... The list of all required distribution buses is located in

-~'- ~~e~t~r.UPibn toýo \jo 1.. continue

C, ý+K ýe

c~r0 a. \
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Distribution Systems -Operating
B 3.8.9

BASES (continued) eq i f4

APPLIABLEThe initial conditions o signa~s's tran-sient ef4tdSAFETY ANALYSES aeei4ea4-analyses in FSAR hapter 6, Enginoorin9 Sef~et,Fea~tte- and Chapter 15, 'Accient An~aly~e, assumexE .systems are OPERABLE. The AC, DC, and AC Vital Bus,..etectrical ;Powe-Afstri but ion ..gstems are designed' toprovide sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy, andreliability to ensure the availability of necessary power toESF systems, so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System (RCS)and containment design limits are not exceeded.' Theselimits are discussed in more ~detail in the Bases for+eeh..K-tH iSpecifications 3.2\:4-Power Distribution Limits)'~,3.4 ýqeactor Coolant SystemK' and 3.64'containment Systemso~
The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AC Vital Bus Xfectrical,j6"wer.Adfstribution 4stem is consistent with the initialassumptions of the accident analys *e s and is' based uponmeeting the design basis of the 0mi.'-I This includesmaintaining power distribution systems OPERABLE duringaccident conditions in the event of:
a. An assumed loss of all offsite power-or all1 onsite AC

electrical power; and

b. A worst-case single failure.

Distribution SystemS~epera*iw gsatis44+.. Criterion 3 of theNRC Ii'rte, hiiPolicy Statement -c -4-,ccrid in Rofepecncs e

LCO The required ower distribution subsystems listed inTable B 3.8 * 1 ensure the availability of AC, DC, and ACVital Bus electrical power for the systems required to shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition afteran anticipated operational occurrence (AOO) or a postulatedOBA. 'The AC, DC, and AC Vital Bus electrical powerdistribution subsystems are required to be OPERABLE.

Maintaining the Train A and B AC, DC, and AC Vital Buselectrical power distribution subsystems OPERABLE ensuresthat the redundancy incorporated into the design of ESF is:.not defeated. Therefore, a single failure within any system

(continued)
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B 3.8.9

BASES (continued)

or within the electrical power distribution subsystems willnot prevent safe shutdown of the reactor.

OPERABLE AC, DC, and AC, (ital)4s electrical powerdistribution subsystems, require the associated buses, loadcenters, motor control centers, and distribution panels tobe energized to their proper voltages.

In addition, tie breakers between redundant safety relatedAC, DC, and AC Vital Bus power distribution subsystems, ifthey exist, must be open. This will prevent any electricalmalfunction in any power distribution subsystem frompropagating to the redundant subsystem which could cause thefailure of redundant subsystem and possibly cause a loss ofessential safety function(s). If any tie breakers areclosed, the affected redundant electrical-power distributionsubsystems are considered inope-rable. This applies to theonsite, safety related redundant electrical powerdistribution subsystems. It does not, however, precluderedundant-Glass 1E 4.'16 k' buafrom being powered from the,same offsite circuit.-

APPLICABILITY The elec 'trical power distribution subsystems are required tobe OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolantpressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a resultof AOOs or abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate core coo ling is provided, and containment
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintainedin the event of a postulated DBA.

Electrical power distribution subsystem requirements forAMODES 5 and 6 are covered in the Bases for

ACTI ONSLi ()JtrJ cfc 1 '\'1S 43

~~~-e eenterir.tm
eamtr~ eemters, or diistr"bta .. zh c~ccpt AC vitalb6-se, in tnc trai" inoperable the remaining AC electrical

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

Axd d\&tApower distribution subsystem in the ot r train is capableof supporting the minimum safety func on s necessary to shutdown the reactor and maintain it in safe shutdowncondition, assuming no single failu e. The overallreliability is reduced, however, b cause a single failure inthe remaining power distribution ubsystems could result inthe minimum required ESF functio nnot being supported.Therefore, the required AC buses, lad en~
conmtrol eztr, 1 4 distributien PanQ must be restored toOPERABLE status within 8 hours.

Condition A worst scenario is ortir~ without.AC pawer;K
0ie., no offsite power-to the d+~voti,+e a nd the associated OGinoerbl). In this condition, the uiismore vulnerableto a complete loss of AC power. f istherefore,imperative that the 4~ operatorf attention be focused on
-minimizing the potentialT for lo9s~s of power to the remaining")~rd~ivisiom by stabilizing the utand on restoring power tothe affected... 4iv4 1R. Te hur time'limit beforerequiring a u ~udwn in this condition is acceptablebecause: (i\

1. There is a potential for decreased s 'afety if theoperatoryf attention is diverted from theevaluations/actions necessary to restore power to theaffected. ... to the actions associated with
ttaking t tdtto. shutdown within this time limit.

2. The potential for an event in conjunction with asingle failure of a redundant component in the4+4~s4en with AC powier (the redundaiit component isv rified OPERABLE in accordance with Specification .S.8,)(Sfety Function Determination wProgram'l.)
The second Completion Time for Required Action A.1establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for an ycombination of required distribution subsystems to. beinoperable during any single contiguous occurrence offailing to meet the LCD. If Conditio 'n A is e~ntered while,for instance, a DC bus is inoperable and subsequentlyreturned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met forup to 2 hours. This could le'ad to a total of 10 hours,since initial failure of-the LCO, to restore the ACdistribution system. At 'this time a DC circuit could againbecome itnoperable, and AWdistribution restored OPERABLE.This could continue indefinitely.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

The Completion Time allows for an excepti on to the normalA"time zero" for beginning the allowed outige time "clock".This will result in establishing the "time zero" at the timethe LCO was initially not met, instead of the timeCondition A was entered. The 16-hour Completion Time is anacceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet-the
LCD indefinitely.

8.1
With one AC vital bus inoperable, the remaining OPERABLE ACvital buses are capable of supporting the minimum safetyfunctions necessary to shut down the uitand maintain it inthe safe shutdown condition. Overall reliability isreduced, however, since an additional single failure couldresult in the minimum required ESF functions not beingsupported. Therefore, the required AC vital bus must berestored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours.

Condition B represents one AC vital Bus with "Ipower;
potentially both the DC source and the asso a ted AC'sourcenon-functioning. In this situation the "'1 I~Ssignificantly more vulnerable to a compl .ete l ..oss of allnon-interruptible power. It is therefore,-imperative thatthe operator's attention focus on stabilizing the ,.ICf~minimizing the potential for loss of power to the "remaining.Vital Buses and restorlng power to the affected Vital. Bus.
This 2-hour limit i moree conservative than Completion Timesallowed for the va t majority of components which would bewithout adequate tal AC power. Taking exception toLCD 3.0.2 for co onents without adequate vital ACpower,which would have required Action Completion Times shorterthan 2 hours i 'f declared inoperable, is acceptable inconsideration of competing concerns:

0,. Ale potential foyo*`e~cr~eased safety by requiring achange in-p #~conditions (i.e., requiring ashutdown) and"'not allowing stable operations tocontinue;

b Afe*"potenti 'al for decreased safety by requiring entryinto numerous Applicabl *e Conditions and RequiredActions for components without ad 'equate vital AC powerand no~t providing sufficient time for the operators to

____________________(continued)
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B 3.8.9

BASES (continued)

perform the necessary evlain~tosto-restore
power to the affected d14

S,ti~e potential for an event in conjunction with asingle failure of a redundant component. -,Thi.sredundant component is verified OPERABLE in accordancewith Specification 5.8*.-E"G.Q.p

The 2-hour Completion Time takes into account the importanceto safety of restoring the AC vital bus to OPERABLE status,the redundant capability afforded by-the other OPERABLEvital buses, and the low probability of a DBA occurringduring this period.

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.1establishes a limit on the maximum allowed for anycombination of required distribution subsystems to beinoperable during any single contiguous occurrence offailing to meet the LCO. If Condition B 'is entered while,for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and subsequentlyreturned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have bee~n not met forup to 8 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours,since initial failure of the LCO, .to restore the Vital Busedistribution .s-ystem. At this time an AC r '-~f couldagain become inoperable, and Vital Bus distrib4 ion restoredOPERABLE. This could continue indefinitely.
This Completion time allows for an exc 'eption to the normal."time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock".This will result in establishing the "time zero" at the".timethe LCO was initially not met, instead of the time.Condition B was entered. The 16-hour Completion Time is anacceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the-LCO indefin~itely.

fit h IC obus4 (do* iR @e 't -,o+i.noperable the remaining DCelectrical power distribution subsystems is capable ofsupporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown*condition, assuming no single failure. The overallreliability'is reduced, however, because a single failure in...the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystemcould result in the minimum required ESF functions'not being

(continued)
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B 3.8.9

BASES (continued)

supported. Therefore, the required DC buses must beA restored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours.
Condition C represents *one without adequate DCpower; potentially both the battery significantly degradedand the associated charger non-functioning. In thissituation the4 is significantly more vulnerable to acomplete loss 6falDC power. It is)teeoe iprtv
that the operator's attention focus of stabilizing the

haminimizing the potential for loss of power to thereaning d-- ýse. and restoring-power to the affected
d~ivr-4
This 2-hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times.allowed for the vast majority of components which would bewithout power. Taki 'ng exception to LCO 3.0.2 for-componentswithout adequate DC power, which would have Required ActionCompletion Times shorter than 2 hours, is acceptable in.consideration of competing concerns:.

K .e potent ia) or decreased safety by requiring achange in-p~~ conditions (i.e., requiring ashutdown) and: ot allowing stable operations tocontinue;

poeta fo erae aeyb eurn nrinto numerous Applicable Conditions and RequiredActions for components without DC power and not.providing sufficient time for the operators to performthe necessary evaluation~octions to restore power tothe affected I4 teR -
~,AIre potential for an event in conjunction with asingle failure of a redundant component. '{Thisredundant component is assured OPERABLE in accordancewith Specification 5.8. &F84P).,

The 2-hour Completion Time for DC buses is consistent withRegulatory Guide 1.93, (Ref. 1).

The second Completion Time for Required Action C.1establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for anycombination of required distribution subsystems to beinoperable during any single contiguous occurrence offaiingto meet the LCO. If Condition C is entered while,for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and subsequently

(continued)
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B 3.8.9

BASES (continued)

returned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met forup to 8 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours,A.. ce initial failure of the LCD, to restore the DCs4tribution ,.sstem. At this'time an AC A4,.~ cold'ainbecome inoperable, and DC distribution retr OPRABLE.
This could continue indefinitely. ý

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal"time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock".This will result in establishing the "time zero" at the timethe LCO was initially not met, instead of the timeCondi'tion C was entered. The 16-hour.Completion Time is anacceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet theLCO indefinitely.

0.1 and 0.2' 1+4 \jA'(t bo -b wu( k
is4M e "Jil must be p~ao..4 MODE in which t e-LCO does notI)4-ced apply 4

within 6 hours and 4;'VODE 5 wit~hin 3, hours-. -The allowedCompletion -Times are reasonable, based on operatingexperience related-t3 th: am-surt Oftccrequired to reach-the required from full power in an orderly manner and.
+ without ch enging in systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.71.
REQU IREMENTS

Thjs Surveillance v rifies that the AC, AC Vital bus, and DCdelctricalAKwer Astrribution systems are functioningproperly, with all the required circuit breakers closed andthe buses energized-from normal power. The verification ofproper voltage availability on the buses ensures that therequired power is readily available for motive as'well ascontrol functions for critical system loads connected tothese buses. The 7-day Frequency takes into account theredundant capability of the AC, AC Vital bus, and DCelectrical power distribution subsystems, and otherindications available in the control room that will alertthe operator to subsystem malfunctions.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide .1.93, "Availability of Electric PowerSources," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commnission,
December 1974.

2. Thomas E. Murley (NRC) letter to W. S. Wilgus datedMay 9, 1989, forwarding the NRC Staff review of the"Nuclear Steam Supply System Vender Owners Groups'Application of the Commission's Interim PolicyStatement Criteria to the Standard Technical
Speci ficati ons.

3. WCAP - 11618, "MERITS Pro gram - Phase II, Task 5,Criteria Applicatio-n", dated November 1981, includingAddendum 1, dated April 1989.

o Vik &1! o

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

AC ad 0Table B 3.8.9-1 (page 1 of 1)AC nd C Electrical Power Distribution System
TYPE VOLTAGE Train A* Train B*

AC safety [4160 V] fESF Bus] fNBOl] [S u](~?
buses 

EFBs[N0f 480 V] oad Centers oad CenterGOI, NGO GO2, NGO
[480 V] Mot Co rol. Moto Co trolCe rs Ce rs .~fNGOI NGOII, [NG02 G021, 

jjicNG01 1 03C, NG02 , 04C,NG it NG Di NGO 1, NG 01

Each train
subsystem. AC and DC electrical power distribution system is a

B 3.8-1005/14/92 3:58pm
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Table B 3.8.9-1 (page 1 of 1)

AC and DC Electrical Power Distribution System
TYPE VOLTAGE Train A *Train B

AC safety 6900 V Shdn Bd lA-A Shdn Bd 18-8buses 2A-A- 28-B
480 V Shdn Bd Shdn Sd

1A-A,. 1A-A 181-B, 3B2-8
2AI-A, 2A-A 28-B., 282-B

DC buses 125 V Board I from Board II from
Vital Battery Vital Battery

Bank Ilt Bank II*x

Board III from Board IV from
Vital Batter Vital.-Battery

Bank I II ~ Bank IVr--

AC vital 120 V Vital channel. 1-1 Vital channel 1-IIbuses Vital channel 2-I Vital channel 2-11
from inverter from inverter
and DC Board I and DC Board II

Vital channel Vital channel
1-Ill 1 -IV

Vital channel Vital channel
2-Ill 2-IV
from from

inverter and inverter and
DC Board III DC Board IV

* Each train of
subsystem.

the AC and DC electrical power distribution system is a

V mayi L. S1~494v-W ir 41 4g 4e "U14-v4iIM . Aiz
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.8.9

Generic Justifications

A. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific design.

B. Modified to reflect WEN plant specific terminology.

Specific Justifications

1. Condition A is modified to remove the partial (or example) list of AC
Power distribution system elements provided in the RSTS standard. This
modification makes Condition A consistent with the LCO and Required Action
A.l. The BASES Table 3.8.9-1 provides a more appropriate list of elements
to be included in an AC Electrical Power Distribution Subsystem.

2. The word "required" has been deleted from Condition A and Condition C
since all AC and DC Electrical Power Distribution Subsystems are required
to be OPERABLE.

3. Wording in the RSTS standard that attempts to list the elements of a train
of 'an electric power subsystem has been removed from this paragraph (i. e.second paragraph)". . The paragraph that f ollows (i. e. third, paragraph) andTable B.3.8.9-1 include information on what is included in an AC
Electrical Power Distribution system.

4. Modified to provide a reference for WBN specific Safety Analysis info.

5. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at theProof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 -July 20,
1992.



Distribution Systems - Shutdown
3.8.10

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.10 Distribution Systems -Shutdown

LCO 3.8. 10 The necessary portion of AC, DC, and AC vital bus electricalpower distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE to support
equipment required .to be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY:
A
)XMOOES 5 and 6.
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TM

A. One or more required A.1)< Declare associated Immnediately.AC,' DC, or AC vital spotdrqie
bus electrical power feasupprteds rnoequired
distribution fetue p)inprbe
subsystems inoperable. Conditions and

- the LCOs for the
noperable required

electrical power
* distribution

AND

_________________________(continued)
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Distribution Systems - Shutdown
3.8.10

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCEFRQEC

SR 3.8.10.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 daysvoltage to required AC,. DC, and AC vital
bus electrical power distribution
subsystems.

- arc

WOG STS
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Distribution System -Shutdown.
B 3.8.10

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.10 Distribution System -Shutdown

BASES e-Asiryon dEa4k
4 f'4a~urQs

C. Adequate power is provided to mitigate eventspostulated during shutdown, such as an inadvertentdraindown of the vessel or a fuel-handling accident.
The AC and DC *rctricall...pwer,~4stribution system satisfiesCriterion 3 of the NRC +fttei-I Policy Statement.-tk~-.2

(continued)

WOG STS O O

BACKGROUND A description of the AC, DC and AC Xftalbb6s Atectrical
,~W~er,4Wstribution c%'stems is provided in the Bases forSpe- 3.8.% f "Distribution SysteinF Operating..

Lk.oT

APPLICABLE The initial csnditi~tý,of sign*411' transient znd-SAFETY ANALYSES as~- analyses in FSAR ~apter 6,' Enginweorc -Z*r'y /iRet and Chapter 15, A.:cido"nalyes, assume;ýSF)systems are OPERABLE. The AC, DC and AC >rta1....as_*ýcr apWr4T~tibtio.Otm are designed toprovide sufficient capacity, capability, redundahncy,.andreliability to ensure the availabili~ty of necessary power toESF systems so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System (RCS)and containment design limits are not exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AC,ýtal,.Ws,*4-6ctrical
_4i-pwer4-Tstribution4fstem is consistent with the initialassumptions of the-accident analyses and the requirementsfor the supported systems'*OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC, DC and AC vital bus,electrical power distribution subsystems during MODES 5and 6, ensures that -(Re*. -*:

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown orrefuelirgg condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability isavailable for monitoring and maintaining the
status; and

05/15/92 10:16am
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BASES (continued)

LCO Various combina k4ons of subsystems, e Oment, andA components wil C be required OPERABLVby other Te~chnicalSpecification *tCOs, depend'ing on to4 specificcondition. Implici 't in those reqjA rements is th.e r .equiredOPERABILITY of necessary supportlr equired features. TheDistribution System-Shutdown LCO explicitly requiresenergizatlon of the portions of the electrical distributionsystem necessary to support OPERABILITYofe'.ie.1.--Spc4iic-n+tA.n required systems, equipmentancmoet
4m1 e~-t specifically addressed ~ CO, and Implicitlyrequired via the definitlo ofOPERABILITY.

JA~e34\Maintaining these portions of the distribution systemAenergized will ensure the availability of sufficient power-to operate the untin a safe manner to mitigate theconsequences of p:o stulated events during shutdown (e.g.,fuel-handling accidents, nadvertent reactor vesseldraindown).

APPLICABILITY The AC and-DC electrical, power distribution subsystemsrequired to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and during movementof i~rradiated fuel assemblies provide assurance that:
a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeupare available for the irradiated fuel in the core incase of 'an inadvertent draindown of-the reactor

vessel;

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel-handling Accident
are available;

C. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of eventsthat can lead to core damage during shutdown are
available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is availablefor monitoring and maintaining the in a coldshutdown condition and refueling coi lf~ion.

A-i~k AC., DC, and--AC -vit-al1bus electrical power distributionsubsystem requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 are

(continued)
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ADi'stribu System -Shutdow~Pfý&Y-)f~ M) .*.Ik% pt- opS_0De'ES, LootR 5I led) L&O 3. B 3.8.10
r-ca on)P LWS-&E) 0 o~r ,"ki L'YU0 3. q -5 arJ tim1,00Jt lo7,w6ýlr

BASES (continued) LUbW4 L0-46t1 `UAi LW~ 31( *-f#I p,6

ncvered in .Spee.444.e-e4e 3.8.9, "Distribution
ASystem -.Operating."

ACTIONS A.1*<A7+:-e. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. A.2.5 and A.2.6

Although redundant required features may require redundanttrains of electrical power distribution subsystems to be
YQ ml OPERABLE, one OPERABLE distribution subsystem train may beco*e~v.t VA_ capable of supporting sufficient required features to allow
D*A. cotinutio of OREALTRATINSfuelmovment an~s.

Reqtiuirdactions on many ALEAIONStances thsmoulden likely
invove ndesredadmiistativ eforts Threoth

44. U.Ainadverainwthaptentia o draining o the realctor vessel,.~-peain
p~ar

By ledwiate Intiae action to delrestrequthed reqtuiredsCn

AZ o1\ V~ejeýT~qm ak reasstoatewioofthea rOequired distribution subsystemsehol

N-S~es This Survillancopiae v rifestht'ithen ACillan AC vmip ntal bus,rc D p~a_+p_ I, 0 aele act rical power afce distribution subsystems arLuctonin

(con 1t inudO WOG fT i J.Q-3 5159 101a m
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Distribution System -Shutdown

B 3.8.10

BASES (continued)

properly, with the buses energized. The verification ofproper voltage availability-on the buses ensures that therequired power is readily available for motive as well ascontrol functions foe critical system loads connected tothese buses. The 7-day Frequency takes into account thecapability of the electrical power distribution subsystems,as well as other indications available in the control roomthat will alert the operator to subsystem malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. M"1811G SRSetof ftejL-

Ma 9, H0600, 4 ti. Mncztrr tim-"Nueler Ste~ &upy sytc Vcndor G~neps Crope:'--
State ..et c1 ;te1 ia to the "allUCT-9 I Ctn`+h1*;+

Spccifiptifi3.

Arde~u 1,daedatl12

(continued)
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AC Sources-Shutdown
B 3.8.2

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.2 AC Sources-Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the AC sources is provided in the Bases for
LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources- Operating."

APPLICABLE - The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC Sources during MODES 5
SAFETY ANALYSIS and ~ensures that:

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown-or
refueling condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit
status; and

c. Adequate AC electrical power is provided to mitigate
events postulated during shutdown, such as an
inadvertent draindown of the vessel or a fuel-handling
accident.

In general,-when the unit is shut down, the Technical
Specification requirements ensure that the unit has the
capability to mitigate the consequences of postulated
accidents. However, assuming a single failure and
concurrent loss of all offsite or loss of all onsite power
is not required. The-rationale for this is based on the
fact that many Design Basis Accideiits (DBAs), which are
analyzed in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 have no specific analyses
in MODES 5 and-6. Worst-case bounding events are-deemed
not-credible in MODES 5 and 6 because the energy contained
within the reactor pressure boundary, reactor coolant
temperature and pressure, and the corresponding stresses
result in the probabilities of occurrence being
significantly reduced or eliminated, and minimal in
consequences. These deviations from DBA analysis
assumptions and design requirements during shutdown
conditions are allowed by the*LCD for required systems.

During MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 various deviations from the
analysis assumptions and design requirements are allowed
within the Required.Actions. This allowance is in
recognition that certain testing and maintenance activities

(conti nued)
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.8.10

Generic Justifications

A. Modified to reflect WEN plant specific design.

B. Modified to reflect WBN plant specific terminology.

Specific Justifications

1. This paragraph describing requirements to initiate action to restore the
minimum required systems to OPERABLE status has been deleted because it
contains essentially the same information as the paragraph being added as
an outcome of the MEREX meeting.

2. Modified to provide a reference for WBN ý;pecific Safety Analysis info.

3. This change reflects the comments made by the industry to the NRC at the
Proof and Review meeting on the RSTS in Irvine, CA, July 13 - July 20,
1992.



Boron Concentration

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.1 Boron Concentration

LCO 3.9. 1

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

Boron concentrations of the Reactor Coolant System, therefueling canal, and the refueling cavity shall bemaintained within the limit specified in the COLR.

MODE 6.

CONDITION

A. Boron concentration
not within limit.

I _________________

A. 1

AND

A.2

AND

A. 3

REQUIRED ACTION

Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

Suspend positive
reactivity additions.

Initiate actions
to restore boron
concentration to
within limits.

COMPLETION TIME

Immediately

Immnedi ately

immediately

SURVEI LLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.1.1 Verify boron concentration is within limit 72 hours
Sspecified in COLR.

3.9-103/18/92 1:54pm

Rev. 0
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Boron Concentration
B 3.9.1

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.1 Boron Concentration

BASES

BACKGROUND The limit on the boron concentrations of the Reactor CoolantSystem (RCS), the refueling canal, and the refueling cavityduring refueling ensures that the reactor remainssubcritical during MODE 6. Refueling boron concentration is* the soluble boron concentration in the coolant in each ofthese volumes having direct access to the reactor core
during refueling.

The soluble boron concentration offsets the core reactivityand is measured by chemical analysis of a representative
sample of the coolant in each of the volumes. The refuelingboron concentration limit is specified in the COLR. Plantprocedures ensure the specified boron concentration in orderto maintain an overall core reactivity of K~ff 5 0.95 during* fuel handling, with control rods and fuel assemblies assumedto be in the most adverse configuration (least negativereactivity) allowed by plant procedures.

GOC 26 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, requires that twoindependent reactivity control systems of different design*principles be provided (Ref. 1). One of these systems mustbe capable of holding the reactor core subcritical undercold conditions. The Chemical and Volume Control System(CVCS) is the system capable of maintaining the reactor
subcritical in cold conditions by maintaining the boron
concentration.

The reactor is brough~t to shutdown conditions beforebeginning operations'to open the reactor vessel forrefueling. After the RCS is cooled and depressurized andthe vessel head is unbolted, the head is slowly removed toform the refueling cavity. The refueling canal and therefueling cavity are then flooded with borated water fromthe refueling water storage tank through the open reactorvessel by gravity feeding or by the use of the Residual HeatRemoval (RHR) System pumps.

0 /During refueli~ij the water volume in the RCS, ttwi'Srefueling car 1, and the refueli cavity are c niguous.~

(continued)
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Boron Concentration
8 3.9.1

BASES

BACKGROUN However, t soluble boroj concentration i ot necess ily(continued) the same fn each volume If additions olf/oon are r quired
during efueling, the VCS makes ho h

The pumping action of the RHR System in the RCS, and thenatural circulation due to thermal driving heads in thereactor vessel and refueling cavity mix the added
concentrated boric acid with the water in the refuelingcanal. The RHR System is in operation during refueling (.seeLCD 3.9.5 and LCO 3.9.6) to provide forced circulation inthe RCS and assist in maintaining the boron concentrations
in the RCS, the refueling canal, and the refueling cavity
above the COLR limit.

APPLICABLE During refueling operations, the reactivity condition of theSAFETY ANALYSES core is consistent with the initial conditions assumed forthe boron dilution accident in the accident analysis and isconservative for MODE 6. The boron concentration limitspecified in the COLR is based on the core reactivity at thebeginning of each fuel cycle (the end of refueling) andincludes an uncertainty allowance.

The required boron concentration and the plant refuelingprocedures that verify the correct fuel-loading plan(including full-core mapping) ensure that the K~f of thecore will remain < 0.95 during the refueling operation.Hence, at least a 5% Ak/k margin of safety-is established
during refueling.

During refueling, the water volume in the spent fuel pool,the transfer canal, the refueling canal, the refuelingcavity and the reactor vessel form a single mass. As aresult, the soluble boron concentration is the same in eachof these volumes~ .(

The limiti ng Foron dilution accident analyzed occurs inMODE 5 (Ref. z1). A detailed discussion of this event isprovided in Bases B 3.1.2, "SHUTDOWN MARGIN-Tavg ý 200*F.'

The RCS boron concentration satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRCPolicy Statement.

(conti nued)
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Boron Concentration

B 3.9.1

BASES (continued)

LCD The LCO requires that a minimum boron concentrati~o bemaintained in the RCS, the refueling canal, and therefueling cavity while in MODE 6. The boron concentrationlimit specified in the COLR ensures that a core Kefi Ofý 0.95 is maintained during fuel-handling operations.
Violation of the LCD could lead to an inadvertent
criticality during MODE 6.

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODE 6 to ensure that the fuel inthe reactor vessel will remain subcritical. The requiredboron concentration ensures a K < 0.95. Above MODE 6,LCD 3.1.1 and LCO 3.1.2,,"SHUTD8VN MAR*GIN," ensure that anadequate amount of negative reactivity is available to shutdown the reactor and maintain it subcritical.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivityadditions (including actions to reduce boron concentration)is contingent upon maintaining the plant in compliance withthe LCO. If the boron concentration of any coolant-volumein the RCS, the refuelipg canal, or the refueling cavity isless than its limit, all operations involving COREALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions must be
suspended immediately.

Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivityadditions shall not prec~lude moving a component to a safe
position.

A.3

In addition to immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS orpositive reactivity additions, boration to restore theconcentration must be initiated immediately.

In determining the required combination of boration flowrate-and.concentration, no unique design basis event must besatisfied. The only requirement is to restore the boronconcentration to its required value as soon as possible. In

(continued)
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Boron Concentration
B 3.9.1

BASES

A-3 (continued)

order to raise the boron concentration as soon as possible,the operator should begin boration with the best source
available for plant conditions.
Once - - iiitd( mus be continued until the
boron concentration is restored. The restoration timedepends on the amount of boron that must be injected toreach the required concentration.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.9.-1.1

This SR ensures that the coolant bor .on concentration in theRCS, the refueling canal, and the refueling cavity is withinthe COLR limits. The boron concentration of the coolant ineach volume is determined periodically by chemical analysis.

A minimum Frequency of once every 72 hours is a reasonableamount of time to verify the boron concentration ofrepresentative samples '. The Frequency is based on operatingexperience, which has shown: 72 hours to be adequate.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GOC 26~,, ex v4

3. LFSAR, Section (15,'"AtJw A',[~i.
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM4 RSTS 3.9.1

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTS
P&R review meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - 20, 1992.

1. This paragraph deleted since it is an error in the standard and conflicts
with the third paragraph in "Applicable Safe ty Analysis". Westinghouse
has acknowledged the error and notified NRC.

2. Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded references format..

3. A number of actions are acceptable to restore boron concentration
including either batch or continuous boration, depending on plant
conditions. The bases as currently worded imply "continuous boration",
however, the Required Action does not require this. It only requires that
"Actions" be initiated and continued.



Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves
3.9.-2

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.2 Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves

LCD 3.9.2

APPLICABILITY:

secured in the closed position.

MODE 6.

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each unborated water source isolationvalve.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION

A.---------- NOTE --------
Required Action A.3
must be completed
whenever Condition A
is entered.
---------------

One or more valves

secured in closed

position.

I REQUIRED ACTION

A. I

AND

A. 2

AND

A.3

Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

Initiate actions.-to
secure valve in
closed-position.

Perform SR 3.9.1.1,
boron concentration
verification.

COMPLETION TIME

Immediately

Immiedi ately

4 hours

L ______________ 
________

WOG STS
3.9 03/18/92 2:13pm
Rev. 0
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Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves
3.9.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.2.1 Verify each valve that isolates 31 days
unborated water sources is secured in the
closed position.

WOG STS
03/18/92 2:13pm
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Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves
B 3.9.2

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.2 Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPL ICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

During MODE 6 operations, all isolation valves for reactormakeup water sources containing unborated water that areconnected to the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) must be closedto prevent unplanned boron dilution of the reactor coolant.The isolation valves must be secured in the closed position.

The Chemical and Volume Control System is capable ofsupplying borated and unborated water to the RCS throughvarious flow paths. Since a positive reactivity additionmade by reducing the boron concentration is inappropriate
during MODE 6, isolation of all unborated water sourcesprevents an unplanned boron dilution.

The possibility of an inadvertent boron dilution event(Ref. 1) occurring during MODE 6 refueling operations isprecluded by adherence to this LCO, which requires thatpotential dilution sources be isolated. Closing therequired valves during refueling operations prevents theflow of unborated water to the filled portion'of the RCS.The valves are used to isolate unborated water sources.These valves have the potential to indirectly-~allow dilutionof the RCS boron concentration in MODE 6. By isolatingunborated water sources, a safety analysis for anuncontrolled boron dilution accident in accordance with theStandard Review Plan (Ref. 2) is not required for MODE 6.

The RCS boron concentration satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRCPolicy Statement.

This LCO requires that flow paths to the RCS from unboratedwater sources be isolated to prevent unplanned borondilution during MODE 6 and, thus, avoid a~reduction inSHUTDOWN MARGIN.

B 3.9~1-<b

(conti nued)
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Unborated Water Source Isolation Valves
B 3.9.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODE 6, this LCO is applicable to prevent an inadvertent
boron dilution event by ensuring isolation of all-sources ofunborated water to the RCS.

For all other MODES, the boron dilution accident wasanalyzed and was found to be capable of being mitigated.

ACTIONS The ACTIONS Table has been modified by a Note which allowsseparate Condition entry for each unborated water source
isolation valve.

A-1

Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS is contingent uponmaintaining the unit in compliance with this LCD. With anyvalve used to isolate unborated water sources not secured inthe closed position, all operations involving COREALTERATIONS must be suspended immediately. The CompletionTime of "immediately" for performance of Required ActionA.1, shall not preclude moving a component to a safe
position.

Condition A has been. modified by 'a Note to require thatRe~quired Action A.3 must be completed whenever Condition Ais entered.

A-2

Preventing inadvertent dilution of the reactor coolant boronconcentration is dependent on maintaining the unboratedwater isolation valves secured closed. Securing the valvesin the closed position ensures that the valves cannot beinadvertently opened. The Completion Time of "immediately"requires an operator to initiate actions to close aft openvalve and secure the isolation valve in the closed positionimmediately. Once actions are initiated, they must becontinued until the valves are secured in the closed
position.

(continued)
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.9.2

1.Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded reference section format.



Nuclear Instrumentation
3.9.3

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.3 Nuclear Instrumentation

LCO 3.9.3

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

Two source range neutron'flux monitors shall be OPERABLE.

MODE 6.

CONDITION

One source range
neutron flux.monitor
inoperable.

B. Two source range
neutron flux monitors
inoperable.

REQUIREDIO ACTIO COPETO TMI

A.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

AND I'sY -

A-2 Suspend positive

reactivity additions.

to OPERABLE status.

Immediately

Immediately

I I
Initiate actions to
restore one source
range neutron flux
monitor to OPERABLE
status.

AND

Perform SR 3.9.1.1,
boron conceAtration
verification.

Immediately

4 hours

AND

Once per
12 hours
thereafter

WOG STS
03/18/92 2:13pm
Rev. 0
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INSERT 1-1.

Suspend all operations involving positive. reactivity additions thatwould reduce the baron concentration to less than the.i limit
specified in the COLR.



Nuclear Instrumentation
3.9.3
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Nuclear Instrumentation
B 3.9.3

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.3 Nuclear Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUIND The source range neutron flux monitors are used during
refueling operations to monitor the core reactivity

The installed source range neutron flux monitors
are part of the (12X-m~eTV hsdetectors are located externa to the reactor vessel and
detect neutrons leaking from the core.

The installed V-oure range neutron flux monitors are fý

as -in-tr a 9 1The detectors
monitor the neutron flux in counts per second. The
instrument range covers six eae of neutron flux
(1E+6 cps). cur . The detectorsalso provide continuous visual indication in the controlroam and an audible alarm to alert operators to a possibledilution accident. Thec~aS'is designed in accordance withthe criteria presented in'Reference 1.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Two OPERABLE source range neutron flux .monit ors are requiredto provide a signal to alert the operator to unexpected
changes in core reactivity such as with a boron dilut~ionaccident (Ref. 2) or an improperly loaded fuel assembly.*The need for a safety analysis for an Uncontrolled -borondilution accident is eliminated by isolating all unborated
water sources as required by LCO 3.9.2.

The source range neutron flux monitors satisfy Criterion 3of the NRC Policy Statement.

This LCO requires that two source range neutron flux
monitors must be OPERABLE to ensure that redundant
monitorjng capability is available to detect changes
reactivity. in core

(conti nued)
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Nuclear Instrumentation
B 3.9.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODE 6, the source range neutron flux monitors-must beOPERABLE to determine changes in core reactivity. Thereare no other direct means available to check corereactivity levels. In MODES 2, 3, 4, and 5, these sameinstalled source range detectors and circuitry are alsorequired to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.3.1,, "Reactor Trip SystemInstrumentation."

ACTIONS A.1 and A-2 +4d P rt.~u.4

With only one source range neutron flux monitor OPERABLE,redundancy has been lost. Since these instruments are theonly direct means of monitoring core reactivity conditions,CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity addiltions mus ee
A~l suspended immediately. Performance of Required Action A.1shall not preclude moving a component to a safe position.

t nactionn shall be initiated to restore the inoperable monitor
reasonable time in which corrective actions-must beinitiated considering the 72-hour boron sampling Frequencyof SR 3.9.1.1, the suspension of CORE'ALTERATIONS per.Required Action A.1, and positive-reactivity changes perRequired Action A.2 above. Corrective actions, oncesta~rted, must be continued until the monitor is restored toOPERABLE status.

B.1

With no source range neutron flux monitor OPERABLE, actionsto restore a monitor to OPERABLE status shall be initiatedimmediately. Once initiated, actions shall be continueduntil a source range neutron flux monitor is restored toOPERABLE status.

+k~ pýVe. (continued)
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Nuclear Instrumentation
B 3.9.3

BASES

ACTIONS
(continued)

B.2

With no source range neutron flux monitor OPERABLE, there isno direct means of detecting changes in core reactivity.
However, since CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity
additions are not to be made, the core reactivity condition
is stabilized until the source range neutron flux monitorsare OPERABLE. This stabilized condition is determined byperforming SR 3.9.1.1 to ensure that the required boron
concentration exists.

The Completion Time of 4 hours is sufficient to obtain andanalyze a reactor coolant sample for boron concentration.
The Frequency of once per 12 hours ensures that unplanned
changes in boron concentration would be identified. The12-hour Frequency is reasonable, considering the lowprobability of a change in core reactivity during this time
period.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.9.3.1

SR 3..9.3.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK, which is acomparison of the parameter indicated on one channel to a.similar parameter on other channels. It is based on the
assumption that the two indication channels should beconsistent with core conditions. Changes in fuel loadingand core geometry can result in significant differences
between source range channels, but each channel should becons~istent with its local conditions.

The Frequency of 12 hours is consistent with the CHANNELCHECK Frequency specified similarly for the same ins 'trumentsin LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor Trip System Instrumentation."

I r~i The performance of a NAOG) CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TESTensures that the ana og process control equipment and trip
_____setpoints are within limits. The 7-day Frequency has beenshown through operating experience to..be conservative,9

aonsderisg ourterajutingfied bcaueay maalfunchstpions wudribeconsdering oprterajutingfistor deatsean maforctheitont drft

(continued)
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INSERT

SR 3.9.3.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every 18months. This SR is modified by a Note stating that neutrondetectors are excluded from the. CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The CHANNELCALIBRATION for the source range neutron flux monitor consists of

evaluatin -..-- e eurves and eemparinq the eurves with manif aeture-reelata. The 18-month Frequency is based on the need to perform thisSurveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant outage.operating experience has shown that these components usually passthe Surveillance when performed on the 18-month Frequency.



Nuclear Instrumentation
B 3.9.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREM~J1

(nj)I

SR 3.9.3.2 (continued)

,detected during the CHANNEL CHECK, which is performed every12 hours.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, pendix A, GDC ,GOC 26, GDC ý8, and
GOC 29.

E2. F A8, Section kl.2.4]._

1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Pl ants:"

GDC 13, "Instrumentation and Control,"

GOC 26, "Reactivity Contr *ol System Redundancy.
and*Capability,"

GOC 28, "Reactivity Limits," and

GDC 29, "Protection Agains~t' Anticipated
Operational Occurrences."

2. Watts Bar FSAR t, Section 15.2.4, "Uncontrolled
Boron Dilution."
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.9.3

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTS
P&R review meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - 20, 1992.

1. Change to reflect plant specific terminology.

2. Editorial change. "Changes" to core reactivity are monitored by the
source range monitors. "Condition" implies a reactivity meter.

3. Watts Bar has replaced the primary installed BF3 detectors with fission
chambers.

4. The accuracy of the source range detector is not relevant to the function
it provides in this LCO. The key parameter is the change in count rates
which is monitored to determine changes in core reactivity.

.5. Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded reference section format.

6. ACOT has been changed to COT to reflect the-use of digital systems, such
as Eagle-21. Westinghouse is making this change to the RSTS.

7. LCO 3.9.3 Required Action A.2 which specifies suspension of positive
reactivity additions has been revised to only apply to positive reactivity
additions which would reduce the boron concentration. This change will
permit addition of water with a boron concentration lower than that
currently in the RCS, but greater than the COLR boron concentration limit.
This change. will also permit positive reactivity additions such as small
volume chemikcal additions and normal plant cool down. Positive reactivity
additions due to removal of control elements continue to be suspended in
accordance wi~th Required Action A.l.

8. LCO 3.9.3, Required Action A.3 which specifies that action be initiated to
restore the source range neutron monitor within 7 days has been deleted.
Completion of Required Actions A.1 and A.2 places the plant in a condition
which effectively eliminates the possibility for a criticality event forwhich the source range neutron flux monitors are assumed to function. It
is not considered that the additional Required Action to restore the
monitor is necessary under these conditions. Further, since tiormal plant
operating practice is to restore compliance with the LCO, Required Action
A.3 is not needed.

9. SR 3.9.3.2 has been revised to specify performance of a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION for the source range neutron flux monitors. The CHANNEL
OPERATIONAL TEST is not appropriate in MODE 6, since the only function of
the monitors is to provide information to the operator. Performance of
the COT confirms that the channel will initiate equipment actuation, which
are not required in MODE 6. In conjunction with the specification of the
CHANNEL CALIBRATION, a note to the SR is needed to exclude the neutron
detectors from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION. This note is required since it is
not possible to perform the CHANNEL CALIBRATION on the detector. This
note is specified for the same SR in LCO 3.3.1.



Containment Penetrations
3.9.4

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.4 Containment Penetrations

LCO 3.9.4

APPLICABILITY:

The containment penetrations shall be in the following
status:

a. The equipment hatch c losed and held in place by EtfourX
bolts;/

b. One door in each airlock closed; and

C. Each penetration p roviding direct access from the 0containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere eitheýD
1. closed by a manual or automatic isolation valve,

blind flange, or equivalent, or

2. ýca able of being closed by an OPERABLE Containment
Pur an jER atus 'Ilsolation System.

During CORE ALTERATIONS,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within

containment.

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. One or more
contai nment
penetrations not in
required status.

REQUIRED ACTION

A. 1

AND

Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel
assemblies within
.containment.

COMPLETION TIME

Immedi ately

Immedi ately

I ________

3./
03/18/92 2:14pm
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Containment Penetrations
3.9.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FR -EQUENCY

SR 3.9.4.1 Verify each required containment -btz2 .ri)7 ay
penetration is in the required status.

SR 3.9.4.2 Verify each required containmenttý~ (181 months
.ehj~tý valve actuates to the isolation
position on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.

WOG STS
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.4 Containment Penetrations

BAS ES

BACKGROUND During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuelassemblies within containment, a release of fission-procI~ict
radioactivity within containment will be restricted fromescaping to the environment when the LCO requirements are-met. In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, this is accomplished bymaintaining containment OPERABLE as described in LCO 3.6.1,"Containment." In MODE 6, the potential for containmentpressurization as a result of an accident is not likely;therefore, requirements to isolate the containment from theoutside atmosphere can be less stringent. The LCOrequirements are referred to as "containment closure" rather
than "containment OPERABILITY." Containment closure meansthat all potential escape paths are closed or capable ofbeing closed. Since there is no potential for containmentpressurization, the Appendix J leakage criteria and testsare not required.

The containment serves to contain fission-product
radioactivity that may be released from the reactor corefollowing an accident, such that offsite radiation exposuresare maintained well within the' requirements of 10 CFR 100.Additionally,, the containment provides radiation shieldingfrom the fission products that may be present in thecontainment atmosphere following accident conditions.

The containment equipment hatch, which is part of thecontainment pressure boundary, provi~des a means for movinglarge equipment and components into and out of containment.During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irrad 'iated fuelassemblies within containment, the equipment hatch must beheld in place by at least four bolts. Good engineeringpractice dictates that the bolts required by this LCO beapproximately equally spaced.

The containment air locks, which are also part of thecontainment pressure boundary, provide a means for personnelaccess during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 unit operation inaccordance with LCO 3.6.2, ".Containment Air Locks." Eachair lock has a door at bot 'h ends. The doors are normallyinterlocked to prevent simultaneous opening when containment

(continued)
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4

BASES

BACKGROUND
(continud

LIJ 76T =*A

J)

(DN

OPERABILITY is required. During periods of unit shutdownwhen containment closure is not required, the door interlockmechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors of an airlock to remain open for extended periods when frequentcontainment entry is necessary. During CORE ALTERATIONS ormovement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment,containment closure is required; therefore, the doorinterlock mechanism may remain disabled, but one air lockdoor must always remain closed.

The requirements for containment penetration closure ensurethat a release of fission-product radioactivity withincontainment will be restricted from escaping to theenvironment. The closure restrictions are sufficient torestrict fission-product radioactivity release fromcontainment due to a fuel-handling accident during
refueling.

The Containment Purge and Exhaust System includes -tw-oNsubsystems. The normal subsystem includes a 42-inch purge,pelnetration and a 42-inch exhaust penetration. The second
su ubsstem, a mini-purge system, includes an 8-inch purgdpenetration and an 8-inch exhaust penetration. DuriryMODES 1>2, 3, and 4, the two valves in each of the' normalpurge an'd exhaust penetrations are secured in t 'he? closedposition. Th'e~two valves in each of the two mini-purgepenetrations cah be opened intermittently,,b66t are closedautomaticall y by the Engineered Safety Feie~tures Actuation

Sytm(ESFAS). Neither of the subsys-tems is subject to aSpecification in MODE'

In OD 5,lage irexchners are necessary to conductrefueling operations. The n~ohnal 42-inch purge system isused for this purpose, aný(all pour valves are closed by th~eESFAS in accordance w-ith LCO 3.3.2.\

The mini-purge system remains operation'al in MODE 6,and all four ~valves are also closed by thýESFAS.

or

The Imini-purge system is not used in MODE 6. All faur\8-nhvalves are secured in the closed position.

(continued)
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The Reactor Building Purge Ventilation System operates tosupply outside air into the containment for ventilation andcooling or heating, to equalize internal and externalpressures, and to reduce the concentration of noble gaseswithin containment prior to and during personnel access.The supply and exhaust lines each contain two isolationvalves. Because of their large size, the 24-inchcontainment lower compartment purge valves are physicallyrestricted to :s 50 degrees open. The Reactor Building Purgeand Ventilation System valves can be opened in MODES 5and 6, but are closed automatically by the Engineered SafetyFeatures Actuation System (ESFAS). In MODE 6, large airexchanges are necessary to conduct refueling operations.The normal 24-inch purge'system is used fo r this purpose.The ventilation system must be either-isolated or capable ofbeing automatically isolated upon detection of highradiation levels within containment.



Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4

BASES

BACKGROUND
(cont inudd)

The other containment penetrations that provide dijtectaccess from containment atmosphere to outside atmosphere
must be isolated on at least one side. Isolation may beachieved by an OPERABLE automatic isolation valve, or by amanual isolation valve, blind flange, or equivalent.
Equivalent isolation methods must bekapproved and mayinclude use of a material that can pr-ovTde a iem~porai;YI_,-T)'atmospheric pressure, ventilation barrier for the othercontainment penetrations during fuel movements (Ref. 1).

APPLICABLE During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuelSAFETY ANALYSES assemblies within containment, the most severe radiological
consequences result from a fuel-handling accident. Thefuel-handling accident is a postulated event that involvesdamage to irradiated fuel (Ref. 2). Fuel-handling
accidents, analyzed in Reference 3, include dropping asingle irradiated fuel assembly and handling tool or a heavyobject onto other irradiated fuel assemblies. Therequirements of LCO 3.9.7, "Refueling Cavity Water Level,"and the minimum decay time of 100 hours'prior to COREALTERATIONS ensure that the release of fission-product
radioactivity, subsequent to a fuel-handling accident,results in doses that are well w -ithin the guideline valuesspecified in 10 CFR 100. Standard Review Plan

f~-...-.~ection 15..7.4, Rev. 1 'Ref.~) defines "well within"'~~-' 0CFR 100 to be.25% or less of the 10 CFR 100 values. Theacceptance limits for offsite radiation exposure will be 25%of 10 CFR 100 values or the NRC staff-approved lic~nsingbasis (e.g., a specified fraction of 10 CFR 100 limits).

Containment penetrations satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
r~e~~Policy Statement.

LCO This LCD limits the consequences of a fuel-handling accidentin containment by limiting the potential escape paths forfission-product radioactivity released within containment.The LCO requires any penetration providing direct accessfrom the containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere tobe closed except for the OPERABLE (CD~ m'er - urge and(exF* ~t'penetrations. For the OP____con. urgeandd A-tssjpenet rations, this LCD ensures that thes u -

Pe 4 1. in' 
(continued)
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4

BASES

LCO
(con tinfu ed)

APPLICABILITY

(.i~eneration are isolable by'th
Dpeetrt on ae iso ab eby heContai nment

fý Isolation System. The OPERABILITY requiremients for
this LCO ensure that the automatic purge and exhaust valve
closure times specified in the FSAR can be achieved and,
therefore, meet the assumptions used in the safety analysis
to ensure that releases through the valves are terminated,
such that radiological doses are within the acceptince
limit.

The containment penetration requirements are applicable
during CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies within containment because this is when there is
a potential for a fuel-handling accident. In MODES 1, 2, 3,and 4, containment penetration requirements are addressed byLCD 3.6.1, "Containment." In MODES 5 and 6, when COREALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies withincontainment are not being conducted, the potential for afuel-handling accident does not exist. Therefore, under
these conditions no requirements are placed on containment
penetration status.

*ACTIONS- A.1 and A.2

If the containment equipment hatch, air locks, or any
containment penetration that provides direct access from the,,containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere is not inthe required status, including the CotimnýMf3f~
.Estrat Isolation System not capable of-automatic actuationwhen the purge and exhaust valves are open, the plant must
be placed in a condition where the isolation function is notneeded. Thi.s is accomplished by immediately suspending COREALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel assemblieswithin containment. Performance of these actions shall notpreclude moving a component to a safe position.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.9.4.1

This surveillance demonstrates that each of the containment
penetrations required to be in its closed position is in

(conti nued)
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4. BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.4.1 (continued)
REQU IREMENTS

that position. The surveillance on the open purge and
exhaust valves will demonstrate that the valves are notýblocked from closing. Also the surveillance will
demonstrate that each valve operator has motive power, whichwill ensure that each valve is capable of being closed by anilOPERABLE automatic containment isolation K~signal.

The surveillance is performed every 7 days during COREALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies withincontainment. The surveillance interval is selected to becommensurate with the normal duration of time to completefuel- an ling operations. s-rvei~l -abfrrce te s t'arrof efueV ~g opera ions will p qv ide two or thre e\,surv illanc verifil,,tions durin, the app icable period fr
I..t~b~ .A such tis~urve1lanc-e ensuresta
postulated fuel-handling accident that releases
fission-product radioactivity within the containment willnot result in a release of fission-product radioactivity to
the environment.

SR 3.9.4.2

This surveillance demonstrates that each containment purgeand exhaust valve actuates to its isolation position onmanual initiation or on an actual or simulated highradiation s ignal. The 18-month Frequency maintains
consistency with other similar ESFAS instrumentation and

V, ý (ata~fnmen-t -urgeIzCs' a~o -S requires a CHANNELCHECK ever--0 and an(AWAIOC\ CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST
__ /~Pery 31 days to ensur the c annel OPERABILITY during

* 7 refueling operations. Every 18 months a CHANNEL CALIBRATIONis performed. The system actuation response time isdemonstrated every 18 months, during refueling, on aSAGGERED TEST BASIS. SR 3.6.3.5 demonstrates that theisolation time of each valve is in accordance with theInservice Testing Program requirements. These surveillancesperformed during MODE 6 will ensure that the valves arecapable of closing after a postulated fuel-handling accident

(continued)
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.9.4.2 (conti nued)

to limit a release of fission-product radioactivity from thecontainment.

1. "Use of silicone Sealant to Maintain Containment.
Integrity - ITS," GPU Nuclear Safety Evaluation SE-0002000-001, Rev. 0, May 20, 1988.

2. Watts Bar FSAR!~ Seto'1..,"Design Basis
Fuel Handling Accidents."

3. NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan, Section 15.7.4,"fRadiological Consequences of Fuel Handli~ng
Accidents,"1 Rev. 1, July 1981.
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.9.4

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at thie RSTS
P&R review meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - 20, 1992.

1. Change to reflect plant specific terminology.

2. Change to reflect plant specific system design/operation.

3. Changes to correct errors in the RSTS. Westinghouse has acknowledged the
errors and has notified NRC

4. Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded reference section format.

5. The number of times the SR is performed is dependent on the length of theoutage, however sentence deleted since it provides no useful information
about why the surveillance is required.

6. ACOT has been changed to COT to reflect the use of digital systems such asEagle-21. Westinghouse is making this change to the RSTS.

7. Editorial change for clarification.



RHR and Coolant Circulation- High Water Level

3.9.5

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.5 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation -High Water Level

LCO 3. 9. 5

APPLICABILITY:

One RHR loop shall be OPERABLE and in operation.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - --NO T E - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
The required RHR loop may be removed from operationfa< 1l hour oer 8-hour perIi~odduring the perform,,.nce o f CORE

ALTERTION in v~icinity of the reactor vessel hot legsprovided no operations are permitep hat would cause
dilution of the Reactor Coolant System boron concentration.... .. .. ... .. ...z--- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- --- - .-- -.

MODE 6 with the water level > 23 ft ab ove the top of reactor
.vessel flange.

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. RHR loop requirements
not met.

REQUIRED ACTION

Suspend operations
involving, a reduction
in reactor coolant
boron concentration.

AND

A. 2 Suspend loading
irradiated fuel
assemblies in the
core.

AND

Initiate action to
satisfy RHR loop
requirements.

AND

FCOMPLETION TIME

Immedi ately

Immedi ately

Immedi ately

(conti nued)
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RHR and Coolant Circulation -.High Water Level
3.9.5

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. (continued)

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
, -~-------~ 

I __-

A. 4 Close all containment
penetrations
providing direct
access from
containment
atmosphere to outside
atmosphere.

.SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.5.1 Verify one RHR loop is in opera tion and 12 hours
circulating reactor coolant at a flow rate
of Ž(2! r~e gpm.

sit 1@
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RHR and Coolant Circulation -High Water Level
B 3.9.5

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.5 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation -High WaterLevel

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE'
SAFETY ANALYSES

The purposes of the RHR System in MODE 6 :,re to remove decayheat and sensible heat from the Reactor Coolant System(RCS), as required by GOC 34, to provide mixing of boratedcoolant, and to prevent boron stratification (Ref. 1). Heatis removed from the RCS by circulating reactor coolantthrough the RHR heat exchanger(s), where the heat istransferred to the Component Cooling Water System. Thecoolant is then returned to the RCS via the RCS cold leg(s).Operation of the RHR System for normal cooldown or decayheat removal is manually,.accomplished from the control room.The heat removal rate-is adjusted by controlling the flow ofreactor coolant through the RHR heat exchanger(s) and the.bypass. Mixing of the reactor coolant is maintained by thiscontinuous circulation of reactor coolant through the RHRSystem.

If the reactor coolant temperature is not maintained below200*.F, boiling of the reactor coolant could result. Thiscould lead to a loss of coolant in the reactor vessel..Additionally, boiling of the reactor coolant could lead -to areduction in boron concentration in the coolant due to boron-eplating out on-components n~ar the areas of the boiling.activity. The loss of reactor coolant and the reduction ofboron concentration in the reactor coolant would eventuallychallenge the integrity of the fuel cladding which is afission-product barrier. One train of the RHR System isrequired to be operational in MODE 6, with the water levelŽý 23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel flange, toprevent this challenge. The LCO does permit de-energizingthe RHR pump for short durations,-under the condition that,the boron concentration is not diluted. This conditionalde-energizing of the RHR pump does not result in a challengeto the fis~ion-producit barrier.

Although the RHR System does not meet a specific criterionof the NRC Policy Statement, it was identified in the NRCPolicy Statement as an important contributor to risk

(conti nued)
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RHR and Coolant Circulation -High Water Level
B 3.9.5

BASES

APPLICABLE reduction. Therefore, the RHR System is retained as aSAFETY ANALYSES Specification.
(continued)

LCD Only one RHR loop is required for decay heat removal inMODE 6, with the water level Ž 23 ft above the top of thereactor vessel flange. Only one RHR loop is required to beOPERABLE because the volume of water above the reactorvessel flange provides backup decay heat removal capability.At least one RHR loop must be OPERABLE and in operation to
provide:

a. Removal of decay heat;

b. Mixing of borated coolant to minimize the possibility
of criticality; and

C. Indication of reactor coolant temperature.

An OPERABLE RHR loop includes an RHR pump, a heat exchanger,valves, piping, instruments, and controls to ensure anOPERABLE flow path and to determine the low-end tempe~rature.'The flow path starts in one of the RCS hot legs and isreturned to the RCS col-d legs.

The LCD is modified by a Note that allows the requiredoperating RHR loop to be removed from service for uptC hur pL-,r 8 -hour per iod. Muri trnglhe-pe rformance of COREALTERATF Si ity Vof re11"tnr UnocalhtlesI
~¶Is permnits operations such as core mapping or alterationsin the vicinity of the reactor vessel hot-leg nozzles, andRCS-to-RHR isolation valve testing. During this 1-hourperiod, decay heat is removed by natural convection to thelarge mass of water in the refueling cavity.

APPLICABILITY One RHR loop must be OPERABLE and in operation in MODE 6,with the water level > 23 ft above the top of the reactorvessel flange, to provide decay heat removal. The 23-ftwater level was selected because it corresponds to the 23-ftrequirement established for fuel movement in LCD 3.9.7,"Refueling Cavity Water Level." Requirements for the RHR

(continued)
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RHR and Coolant Circulation -High Water Level
B 3.9.5

BASES

APPLICABILITY System in other MODES are covered by LCOs in Sect-ion 3.4,(continued) "Reactor Coolant System," and in Section 3.5, "EmergencyCore Cooling Systems." RHR loop requirements in MODE 6,with the water level < 23 ft, are located in LCO 3.9.6,"Residual Heat Removal and Coolant Circulation -Low Water
Level.

ACTIONS RHR loop requirements are met by having one RHR loopOPERABLE and in operation, except as permitted in the Noteto the LCD.

If RHR loop requirements are not met, there will be noforced circulation to provide mixing to establish uniformboron concentrations. Reduced boron concentrations cannotoccur by the addition of water with a lower boronconcentration than that contained in the RCS because all of.unborated water sources are isolated.LReduced bo/ron concentrationv can occur by th-ý addition o-f,,water wiith lower boron conc/entration than, that contained/inJ:D the RCS. Therefore-, actiodns that reslt/in an unplanne'dLboronr~dil'ution shall be ,suspended immediiately.

A.2

If RHR loop requirements are not met, actions shall be takenimmediately to suspend loading irradiated fuel assemblies inthe core. With no forced circulation cooling, decay heatremoval from the core occurs by natural-convection to theheat sink provided by the water above the core. A minimumrefueling water level of 23 ft above the reactor vesselflange provides an adequate available heat sink. Suspendingany operation that would increase decay heat load, such asloading a fuel assembly, is a prudent action under thiscondition..

(continued)
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RHR and Coolant Circulation -High Water Level
B 3.9.5

BASES

ACTIONS
(conti nued)

A.3

If RHR loop requirements are not met, actions shall beinitiated and continued in order to satisfy RHR looprequirements. With the unit in MODE 6 and the refuelingwater level >_ 23 ft above the top of the reactor vesselflange, corrective actions shall be initiated immediate~y.

A. 4

If RHR loop requirements are not met, all containmentpenetrations providing direct access from the containmentatmosphere to the outside atmosphere must be closed within4 hours. With the RHR loop requirements not met, 'thepotential exists for the coolant to boil and ' releaseradioactive gas to the containment atmosphere. Closingcontainment penetrations that are open to the outsideatmosphere ensures dose limits are not exceeded.

The Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based on thelow probability of the coolant boiling in that time.

SURVEILLANCE
REQU IREM ENTS

SR 3. 9.5.

This sur *veillance demonstrates that the RHR loop is inoperation and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate *isdetermined by the flow rate necessary to provide -sufficientdecay heat removal capability and to-prevent thermal andboron stratification in the core. The Frequency of 12 hoursis sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pumpcontrol, and alarm indications available to the operator inthe control room for monitoring the RHR System.

REFERENCES 1 FAScin r 5 R5.76)
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.9.5

A. This chanige reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTS.
P&R review meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - 20, 1992.

1. Change to reflect plant specific parameter value.

2. Change to correct error in the RSTS. This paragraph is contradictory to
the preceding sentence and is not consistent with Bases 3.9.6.

3. Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded reference section format.

4. The LCO 3.9.5 note has been revised to delete "during the performance of
CORE ALTERATIONS in the vicinity of the reactor vessel hot legs." The
note allowance to remove the required R.HR loop from operation is based on
the ROS heat-up rate without the RHR loop in operation, which 'applies to
all MODE 6 operations (except during boron dilution operations, which are
excluded by the note). There is no technical basis for restricting this
allowance to just during CORE ALTERATIONS in the vicinity of the hot legs.
This restriction is not specified in W-STS, Revision 4a.



RHR and Coolant Circulation -Low Water Level
3.9.6

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.6 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation -Low WaterLevel

LCO 3.9.6 Two RHR loops shall be OPERABLE, and one RHR loop shall bein operation.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 with the water level < 23 ft above the top of reactor
vessel flange.

ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. Fewer than the
required number of RHR
loops OPERABLE.

B. No RHR loop in
operation.

REQUIRED ACTION

A.1 Initiate action to
restore required RHR
loops to OPERABLE
status.

A. 2 Initiate actions to
establish > 23 ft of
water above the top
of reactor vessel
flange.

Suspend operations
involving a reduction
in reactor.coolant
boron concentration.

AND

Initiate action
restore one RHR
to operation.

to
l oop

AND

COMPLETION TIME

Immedi ately

Immedi ately

Immediately

Immedi ately

I (continued)
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IN~SERT 1-2.

Prior to initial'criticality, the required RHR loop
may be removed from operation for < I hour-per
8 haour period provided no operations are permitted
that would cause dilution of the Reactor Coolant
System boron concentration.
----------------------------------------------



RHR and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
3.9.6

ACTIONS 
________________

CONDITION

B. (continued)

REQUIRED ACTION

Close all containment
penetrations
providing direct
access from
contai nment
atmosphere to outside
atmosphere.

COMPLETION TIME

4 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.6.1 Verify one RHR loop is in operation and 12 hourscirculating reactor coolant at a flow rate
of Ž2.-0Igpm.

A

200o
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RHR and Coolant Circulation- Low Water Level
B 3.9.6

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.6 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation -Low Wat-er Level

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

WOG STS

The purposes of the RHR System in MODE 6 are to remove decayheat and sensible heat from the Reactor Co-lant System(RCS), as required by GOC 34, to provide mixing of boratedcoolant, and to prevent boron stratification (Ref. 1). Heatis removed from the RCS by circulating reactor coolant
through the RHR heat exchangers where the heat istransferred to the Component Cooling Water System. Thecoolant is then returned to the RCS via the RCS cold leg(s).Operation of the RHR System for normal cooldown decay heatremoval is manually accomplished from the control room. Theheat removal rate is adjusted by controlling the f low ofreactor coolant through the RHR heat exchanger(s) and thebypass lines. Mixing of the reactor coolant is maintainedby this continuous circulation of reactor coolant through
the RHR System.

If the reactor coolant temperature,,i~s not, maintained below200*F, boiling of the reactor c-oolant could result.. Thiscould lead to a loss of coolant in the reactor vessel.'Additionally, boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to areductio,, in boron concentration in the coolant due to the
.boron plating out on components near the areas of theboiling activity. The loss of-reactor coolant and thereduction of boron concentration in the reactor coolant willeventually challenge the integrity of the fuel cladding,which is a fission-product barrier. Two trains of the RHRSystem are required to be OPERABLE, and one train inoperation, in order to prevent this challenge.

Although the RHR System does not meet a specific criterionof the NRC Policy Statement, it was identified in the NRCPolicy Statement as an important contributor to riskreduction. Therefore, the RHR system is retained as a
Specification.

(continued)
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RHR and Coolant Circulation -Low Water Level
B 3.9.6

. BASES (continued)
LCO I In MODE 6, with the water level < 23 ft above the top of thereactor vessel flange, both RHR loops must be OPERABLE.<Tlje 7 L,-U i so ~4; V ý Z Additionally, one loop of RHR must be in operation in ordera M.4 i allWs. 0-n' to provide:

)prj,, ?rý 4,tht.. a. Removal of decay heat;
Tke I.a~~ 4 o b. Mixing of borated coolant to minimize the possibility

i.e_~V mmw4A-5ri'LPf -1 of criticality; and

C. Indication of reactor coolant temperature.

*~l An OPERABLE RHR loop consists of an RHR pump, a heat~ ~t.Lexchanger, valves, piping, instruments and controls topr~.x ~ 1 ý I ensure an OPERABLE flow path and to determine'the low-end*k4" CrJ.9I LS~ ,, temperature. The flow path starts in one of the RCS hot
4c legs and is returned to t-he RCS cold legs.

L APPLICABILITY
Two RHR loops are required to be OPERABLE, and one RHR loopmust be in operation in MODE 6, with the water level < 23 ftabove the top of the reactor vessel flange, to provide decayheat removal. Requirements for the RHR System in otherMODES are covered by LCOs in Section 3.4, "Reactor CoolantSystem," and in Section 3.5, "Emergency Core CoolingSystems." RHR loop requirements in MODE 6, with the waterlevel > 23 ft, are located in LCO 3.9.5, "Residual HeatRemoval and Coolant Circulation -High Water Level."

ACTIONS A-1 and A-2

If fewer than the required number of RHR loops are OPERABLE,actions shall be immediately initiated and continued untilthe RHR loop is restored to OPERABLE status and tooperation, or until > 23 ft of water level is establishedabove the reactor vessel flange. When the water level isŽ 23 ft above the reactor vessel flange, the Applicabilitychanges to that of LCO 3.9.5, "Residual Heat Removal andCoolant Circulation -.High Water Level," and only one RHRloop is required to be OPERABLE and in operation. Animmediate Completion Time is necessary for an operator toinitiate corrective actions.

(continued)
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RHR and Coolant Circulation -Low Water Level
B 3.9.6

BASES

ACTIONS 8.1
(conti nued)

If no RHR loop is in operation, there will be no forcedcirculation to provide mixing to establish uniform boronconcentrations. Reduced boron concentrations cannot occurby the addition of water with a lower boron concentrationthan that contained in the RCS because Pl1 of the unboratedwater sources are isolated.

8.2

If no RHR loop is in operation, actions shall be initiatedimmediately and continued to restore one RHR loop tooperation. Since the unit is in Conditions A and Bconcurrently, the restoration of two OPERABLE RHR loops andone operating RHR loop should be accomplished expeditiously.

8.3

If no RHR loop is in operation, all containment penetrationsproviding direct access from the containment atmosphere tothe outside atmosphere must be closed within 4 hours. Withthe RHR loop requirements not met, the potential exists forthe coolant to boil and release radioactive gas to the~containment Atmosphere. Closing conta-inment penetrationsthat are open to the outside atmosphere ensures that doselimits are not exceeded.

The Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based on thelow probability of the coolant boiling in that time.

SURVEILLANCE SR, 3.9.6.1
REQU IREM ENTS

This surveillance demonstrates that one RHR loop is inoperation and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate isdetermined by the flow-rate necessary to provide sufficientdecay heat remoeval capability, and to prevent thermal andboron stratification in the core. In addition, duringoperation of the RHR loop, with the water level in thevicinity of the reactor vessel nozzles, the RHR pump suctionrequirements must be met. The Frequency of 12 hours is

(continued)
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RHR and Coolant Circulation -Low Water Level
B 3.9.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.6.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump control,
and alarm indications available to the operator for
monitoring the RHR System in the control room.

REFERENCES 1. CFSAR, Section ý5.5.76jttZ;'nua 5etAýsj~tp.
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.9.6

A. This chang'e reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at t-he RSTS
P&R review meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - 20, 1992.

1. A NOTE has been added to LCO 3.9.6 which only requires one OPERABLE RHR
loop and which permits removal of the required R.HR loop from operation
prior to initial criticality except during boron dilution operations.
Even with the low water level (< 23 ft), there is insufficient decay heat
in a new core, prior to initial criticality, to cause excessive RCS heat-
up with the RHR loop removed from service. This NOTE has been added
consistent with the existing STS NUREG-0452 for NTOL plants. The Note is
only applicable for prior to initial criticality which affects Watts Bar.

2. Change to reflect plant specific parameter value.

3. Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded reference section format.



Refueling Cavity Water Level
3.9.7

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.7 Refueling Cavity Water Level

LCD 3.9.7

APPLICABIL:

Refueling cavity water level shall be maintained Ž 23
above the top of reactor vessel flange.
-~:D.3-:-- - -~ - - - - - --

ITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within

-contai nment.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Refueling cavity water A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
level not within ALTERATIONS.
limit.

AND

A.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
as'sembl ies within
containment.

AND

A.3 Initiate actions to Immediately
& restore refueling

Gana~ water to within

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.7.1 Verify refueling cavity water level is 24 hours
Ž 23 ft above the top of reactor vessel
flange.

WOG STS 3.9-1 03/18/92 2:15pm
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Refueling Cavity Water Level

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.7 Refueling Cavity Water Level

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

WOG STS

The movement of irradiated fuel assemb~lies or performance ofCORE ALTERATIONS within containment requires a minimum waterlevel of 23 ft above the top of the. reactor vessel flange.During refueling, this maintains sufficient water level inthe containment, refueling canal, fuel transfer canal,refueling cavity, and spent fuel pool. Sufficient water isnecessary to retain iodine fission-product activity in thewater in the event of a fuel-handling accident (Refs. 1and 2). Sufficient iodine activity would be retained tolimit offsite doses from the accident to < 25% of 10 CFR 100limits, as provided by the guidance of Reference 3.

During CORE ALTERATIONS and during movement of irradiate .dfuel assemblies, the water level in the refueling canal andthe refueling cavity is an initial condition designParameter in the analysis of a fuel-handling accident incontainment, as postulated by Regulatory Guide 1.25(Ref. 1). -A minimum water level of 23 ft.(RegulatoryPosition C.1.c of Ref. 1) allows a decontamination factor of100 (Regulatory Position C.1.g of Ref. 1) to be used in theaccident analysis for iodine. This relates to theassumption that 99% of the total iodine released from thepellet to cladding gap of all the dropped fuel-assembly rodsis retained by the refueling cavity water. The'fuel pelletto cladding gap is assumed to contain 10% of the totalfuel-rod iodine inventory (Ref. 1).

The fuel-handling accident analysis inside containment isdescribed in Reference 2. With a minimum water level of23 ft and a minimum decay time of 100 hours prior to fuelhandling, the analysis and test programs demonstrate thatthe iodine release due to a postulated fuel-handlingaccident is adequately captured by the water and offsitedoses are maintained within allowable limits (Ref. 4 and 5).
Refueling cavity water level satisfies Criterion 2 of theNRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
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Refueling Cavity Water Level
B 3.9.7

BASES (continued)

LCO A minimum refueling cavity water level of 23 ft above the
reactor vessel flange is required to ensure that The
radiological consequences of a postulated fuel-handling
accident inside containment are within acceptable limits, as
provided by the guidance of Reference 3.

APPLICABILITY LCO 3.9.7 "Refueling Cavity Water Level," is applicable
during CORE ALTERATIONS and when moving irradiated fuel
assemblies within containment. The LCO minimizes the
possibility of a fuel-handling accident in containment that
is beyond the assumptions of the- safety analysis. If
irradiated fuel assemblies are not present in containment,
there can be no significant radioactivity release as a
result of a postulated fuel-handling accident. Requirements
for fuel -"handling accidents in the spent-fuel pool are
covered by LCO 3.7.Xf, "Fuel Storage Pool Water Level."

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With a water level of < 23 ft above the top of the reactor
vessel flange, all operations-involving CORE ALTERATIONS or
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies~within-the
containment shall be suspended immediately to ensure that a
fuel-handling accident cannot occur.

The suspensiPon of CORE ALTERATIONS and,' fuel movement shall
not preclude moving a component to ~a safe position.

A.3

In addition to immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS or
movement of irradiated fuel, actions to restore refueling0 palwater level must be initiated immediately.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.7.1
REQU IREMENTS

Verification of a minimum water level of 23. ft above the top
of the reactor vessel flange ensures that the design basis

(continued)
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W INSERT

A Note has been added which states that the LCO is not applicable
for the initial core loading. In this specif ic case, the fuel
assemblies and core components are not irradiated and the
postulated fuel handling accident is not credible. The water level
in the initial fuel loading will be maintained just below the
reactor vessel flange to allow the refueling cavity and spent fuel
pool to remain dry.



Refueling Cavity Water Level
B 3.9.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.7.1 (continued)
REQU IREMENTS

for the analysis of the postulated fuel-handling accident
during refueling operations is met. Water at the required
level above the top of the reactor vessel flange limits theconsequences of damaged fuel rods that are postulated to
result from a fuel-handling accident inside containment
(Ref. 2).

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on engineering judgment
and is considered adequate in view of the large volume of
water and the normal procedural controls of valve positions,
which make significant unplanned level changes unlikely.

REFERENCES 1. Re latory Guid 1.25, March ,1972

2. SAR, Sectio [15.4.5].

5. -Malinowski, 0. 0., Bell, M. J., Ouhn, E., and Locante,
J., WCAP-8.28, Radiological Consequences of a Fuel.
Handling Accident, December 1971'.

1. Regulatory Guide 1.25, "Assumptions Used for
Evaluating the Potential Radiological Consequences ofa Fuel-Handling Accident in the Fuel Handling andStorage Facility -for Boiling and Pressurized Water
Reactors," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
March 23, 1972.

2. Watts Bar FSAR (Unit 1), Section 15.4.5 "Fuel Handling
Accident."

3.. NUREG-O800, "Standard Review Plan," Section 15.7.4,
"Radiological Consequences of Fuel -Handl ing
Accidents," U1.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

4. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 20.101(a),
"Radiation Dose Standards for Individuals in
Restricted Areas."
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM RSTS 3.9.7

A. This change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTS
P&R review meeting held in Irvine, CA July 13 - 20, 1992.

1. Change to correct error in the standard.

2. Change to reflect Watts Bar plant specific refirence.

3. Watts Bar prefers to use the expanded reference section format.

4. The current STS Revision 4a only requires this specification when the fuel
assemblies or control rods have been irradiated. The new STS added "Core
Alteration" to the applicability as a simplification to the previous
wording. However, this change now makes the LCO applicable during
movement of core components whether they are irradiated or not. This goes
beyond the basis for the LCO which is to mitigate a FHA when moving
irradiated fuel/components. Watts Bar needs this change to permit the
initial core loading water level to remain below the reactor vessel,
flange. This will ensure the refueling cavity and spent fuel area remain
dry to support the proposed installation of new racks during Cycle 1.



3/4. 9.13 REACTO R BUILDING PURGE VEN T1 N, AI
LIMITING CONDITION FO OPERATIOAP

~~ The Reactor Building Purge ~.i

7t- cor ttý.,$ n tY. During CORE A LTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel within

a. With one Reactor Buildin Purge' 
e inpeabe OR

ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiat:ed fu~elwithhn the containmCOREmay proceed provided th OPERABLn eco ulig ugetlto
System is ca
b. WithPERAno Reactor Building Purge OPRBE, Ssendiltio
Ve t l t on S s e -5 i s o e r est o red tol OP9L - tatn

.9. 3 he abo e eq ir~ R ac orBuilding PurgeVe t l io Sy t m sh l b
d statel operatinBLE..Z@~i4fZ~jOEAL 

upna. lestonc pe dasIng aOR ALTAGEREDT ESTBASS bymvmeto i rradiating
fuelwithiCntrol rootimen fowthrug athleas oneA filters anldn Purgcoe
adsorb atondvrfigtath System isrsoeoOPERABEsates.fra 

es
onthnHP fitrorO eca al a _4orb er h usngso r (2 foal loin

,913 heainting feqire, oRec cheiclding Purge nyVentilation Zn
u m-,tacdOmmuniAting 

Syitem 
the7 sytb

1) or"ý,n V erifying that the stem Satifes ther a c pe tr io.i ~ an bypass leas eocetnce ce ts ri()ateria oftrecthranl-maindeac

onth H -E A fi lter or~ 4•~ i.-a a] adsorbe +Y~s * or()folwn
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SURVILLNCE RE ITREMENTS (Continued)

anal*in ays after removal that a laboratory___

of.R~egul-atory Position, C.5.a Of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revrisinanrch .1978, for a methyl iodide Pene tr t o ofes st han ' 10%;

3) Vrify1 ga system~ flow rate' f1,0 f 10 u~gS~eopera ic w en t sted in a cordance with ANSI N.51o lc. After every 720 hojurs Of charcoal adsorber .operato , b 7,ysveifinwithin 31 days afte removal, htalbrtr 
nlssorepr sent tiv c r on sample obtained in ac or a / with Regua t rPosition C.6.b of Reg toryrd Gude.2 eiin2 ac 98

met th aboratory tes ng criterwato Regul~atory oi 0 ,C.aOf Regulatory Guide 1.52, evisi-nriodide penetrati-on of less t~hanS10%;2' March .78, f orsimthyl C -6Id. At least once per 18 months by:
1) Verifying that-the pesr rfitrs and charcoal adsore 

ea cobie HWate Gage hil opratbe~~)~is 
less than 6 in~ches

2) Veiyngta on an ai h g eRadiation test atas lwiherteo
e After each complete oprilreplacementofa 

eAfitr-bny
verifying, that oh enp partial 

ofe ah in-A flaepnterbatinb
and bypass Teaka&J system satisiste n-lc petrio

te'aesting acceptance criteria of les than 1% in
accordance wit /ANSI NSIO-19

75 for a DOp test aerosol w ile operatingthe syste~m ýa a flow rate of 14,000 cfm ±10o%; and\eAfter ea~c complete or partial replacement of a charcoa ad ber
'ank ,,Iy verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the i-pi

penp-ration and bypass leakage testing acceptance criteria of letteehn 1% in accordance with ANSI N510-1975 for a halogenated hydro-
Carbon refrigerant test gas while operating- the system *at a flow

L/rate of 24,000 c'fm ±10%.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

BASES

3/4.9.10 and 3/4.9.2.1 WATER LEVEL - REACTOR VESSEL-and STORAGE POOL

'esurictons on minimum water level ensure that sufficient water
depth is available to remove 99-" Of the assumed i0,oz iodine gap activitreleased from the rupture of an irradiated fuel assembly. The minimum waterdept isconsistent with the assumptions of the safety analysis.

3/4.9.12 AUXILIARY BUIL1iNG~ G-AS TREATMENT SYSTEM
The limitations on'the Auxi'liary Building Gas Treatmenit System ensure

that all radioactive materi'al released from an irradiated fuel assembly will
be filtered through the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorber prior to dischargeto the atmosphere. Operation of the system with the heaters operating to
maintain low humidity (< 70%) for at least 10 continuous hours in a 31-day
period is sufficient to-reduce the buildup of moisture on the adsorbers and
HEPA filters. The OPERABILITY of this system and the resulting iodine removal
capacity are consistent with the assumptions of the accident analyses. AN~SIN501975 will be used as a procedural guide for surveillance testing.
3/ 4.9.13 REACTOR BUILDING PURGE VENTILATION SYSTEM

The limitations on the Reactor Building Purge Ventilation System ensure
that all radioactive material released from an irradiated fuel assembly inside
containment will be filtered through the I4EPA fil ters and charcoal adsorbersprior to discharge to the atmosphere. The OPERABILITY of this system and the
resulting iodine removal capacity are consistent with the assumption of the
safety analyses. ANSI N510-1975 will be used as a procedural guide forsurveillance testing.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1
B 3/4 9-3
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR-DEVIATIONS

NOTE: THIS SPECIFICATION IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE NUREG-1431 STANDARD TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS FOR WESTINGHOUSE PLANTS. THIS SPECIFICATION HAS-BEEN
ADDED BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE CRITERIA APPLICATION REPORT FOR WATTS
BAR. THE JUSTIFICATIONS DENOTE CHANGES FROM THE 1985 DRAFT TS FO-R WATTS
BAR AND THE CONVERSION TO THE NEW RSTS FORMIAT.

1. Action a. was modified into Conditions and Required Actions (A.1 and A.2)
consistent with the standard RSTS format. The Reactor Building purge fans
are not safety related and do not receive 1E power. Isolation of the
inoperable purge air filter performs the required safety function.
Therefore references to the "ventilation system" have been replaced by
"tair cleanup units."

Immediately was added as a completion time consistent with standard RSTS
format and is consistent with the required actions for the Fuel Building
Air cleanup system during movement of irradiated fuel (STS LCO 3.7.13).

2. Action b. was modified into Conditions and Required Actions (B.1 and B.2)
consistent with the standard RSTS format.

3. Action c. has been deleted. Since the actions allow for unlimited
operation, an exception to the new TR 3.0.4 is no longer necessary.

-4. The requirements of SR 4 .9..13.a and b. have been combined into a singld
surveillance requirement 3.9.5.1 which requires testing in accordance with
the Ventilation Filter Testing Programi, Section 5.7.2. Only the air
cleanup filters perform a safety function and, therefore, verification of
fan operation is not required.

5.- The old format ' Bases have bden expanded consistent with the Bases sections
of the RSTS.



Design Features

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES

4.1 .Site

4.1.1 Site and Exclusion Boundaries

'ýP ýýThe site and exclusion boudaiesrhl ea C 'doý
shown in Figure 4.are1-hllb

4.1.2Low Population Zone (LPZ)

,N The LPIZ rtall be as shw in Figure 4.1-24-1($J (wA~~te 3-mile Chic/e).

4.2 Reactor Core 
. bTm Alloy@

~1Fuel Assemblies

e___ýT.he reactor shall contain F-1-57 fuel,4assemblies. Each assemblyshall consist of a matrix ofI.-W 1 fuel rods with an
WJOrinitial composition of natural *-'ea slightly enr~iched uranium

ANJ dioxide (UO,) as fuel material. 'T Limited substitutions ofzirconium alloy or stainless steel filler rods for fuel rods, in0 accordance with approved applications of fuel rod configurations,may be used. Fuel assemblies shall be limited to those fuel.designs that have been analyzed with applicable NRC staff-approvedcodes and methods and shown by tests or an~lyses to comply withall fuel safety design bases.. A limited number of lead testassemblies that have not completed representat~ivets gmybplaced in non-limiting core regions..vetsngmyb

4.. roto Rodd3'ssemblies Iotord 1 smle

The reactor core shall contain ;SL cnrlrd-sebisThe control material shall be~t~-du ..J.;.. boroncarbide)( 20pP-Ov2 l l-t-NC

(continued)
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Design Features

4.0
(continued)

4.3 Fuel Storage

)(iiDCriticality
4... The spent fuel storage racks are designed and shall. be maintainedwith:

3.15a. Fuel assemblies having a maximum U-235 enrichment of E.&4-5j
weight percent;

b. Keff no greater than 0.95 if fully flooded with unboratedwater, which includes an allowance for uncertainties asdescribed in /Section 9.1 of the FSAR/
1DO.7I .1 TI/

'.Jc. A nominal j9rti-5]-inch ceinter-to-center distance between fuel

e. Nwopatal spn fulassemblies wlcdi h ihdn it h aue dischrarge acl
[d.uAnupmina the9c "acptbe rnge" may ben dsalloed unestitwednstrael sebispae in (either]it fuel storage racks-s);and

[f. New or partially spent assemblies with a discharge burnup, inthe "unacceptable range" will be stored in compliance withthe [FSAR, approved procedures, Licensee Controlled
4.~2 Specification, or etc.].]

4.3 1.2 The new fuel storage racks are designed and shall be maintained
with:

a. Fuel assemblies having a maximum U-235 enrichment of [..4.5]~weight percent;

b*. Keff no greater than 0.95 if fully flooded with unboratedwater, which includes an allowance for uncertainties asdescribed inSection 9.1 of the FSAR];

C. K ff no greater than 0.98 if moderated by aqueous foam,wich includes an allowance for uncertainties as described
,,;JSection 9.1 of the FSAR]; and

(continued)
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Design Features
4.0

4 . 3ý.f- 2

4. 0-X3

5
03/19/92 8:58am

Rev. 0
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(continued) (:
d. A nominal Ef+O-9& -inch center- to -center distance between

.fuel assemblies placed in the storage racks.

Drainage

..The spent fuel storage pool is designed and shall be maintained to
prevent inadvertent draining of the pool below elevation

CapacitYQ

.The spent fuel storage pool is designed- and shall be maintainedwith a storage capacity limited to no more than fuelassemblies.0



Design Features
4.0

(continued)
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Design Features
4.0

(continued)
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 4.0

1. Values changed for Watts Bar specific design.

2. Center to center spacing value changed to agree with nominal value for
Watts Bar design.

3. Deleted non - Watts Bar wording.

4. Change to provide WBN specific figures for Site and Exclusion Area
Boundary, and Low Population Zone.

5. Change to add clarifying phrase that specifies only the 3 -mile circle from
a new "10-mile" figure encompasses the low population zone.

6. Change to reflect Watts Bar specific terminology.

7. Editorial change for enhanced clarity.

8. Value changed for Watts Bar specific design and to account for
uncertainties in the analysis described in IE Notice 92-21, "Spent Fuel
Pool Reactivity Calculations," dated March 24, 1992.'

9. Change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTS Proof
and Review meeting held in.Irvine, CA in July, 1992.



Responsibility
5.1

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.1 Responsibility

5.1.2 T~~he gt Supervisor (-)salbe responsible for the 'control
room command function. A management directive to this effect,
sindby the -Ljwh i on of'4 arorsx.t: 1- jic tr1mr~~
shall be issued annually to all station personnel. During any
absence of the .&S+,from the control room while the unit is in

MOD 1,2, , o 4,an individual with a valid Senior Reactor
,,--prtr SO ies shall be designated to assumefthe controlSOS room command function.* During any absence of the-jiia from the

control room while the unit is in MODE 5 or 6, an individual with
a valid SRO license or Reactor Operator license shall be
designated to assume the control room command function.

The[ Cýit e Vicee esiden'trshall be responsible for overall
activities of the- site, while the Plant Manager shall beresponsible for overall unit operation.. The Site Vice Presidentand Plant Manager shall delegate in writing the- succession to
this responsibility during their absence.

The PIAmf M M AA n5 1: rp0 iCrc C ksa "I

0

W-seog

4OS

With, ArfD~oved AcrnJNl'-sIY-Ak'Ve pr-aceciureS., SWI) App roVe.
eAcj poropoSeJ ýer o- ekpec.rnex- Aii.lC/ profo-ee/

eAAJm~r h 4-Pec/-ý mutc/eARP SAPe-y P(RI .

N
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 5.1

1. Change to reflect Watts Bar specific management titles/terminology.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. Change to reflect Watts Bar's utilization of both a Site Vice President
and a Plant Manager, and their respective responsibilities-



Organization
5.2

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.2 Organiz,ation

5.2.1 Onsite and Offsite Org~anizations

Onsite and offsite organizations shall be established for unit
operation and corporate management, respectively. The onsite andoffsite organizations shall include the positions for activities

affectin he safety of the nuclear pg r plnt

a. Lines of authority, responsibily• yand commurvication shallbe defined and established 6- ighetmnget
\/levels, thi-eug intermediate levels ', i~wand ias di19 alloperating organization positions. These relationships shallbe documented and updated, as appropriate, in - (.9organization charts, functional descriptions of departmental

responsibilities and relationships, and job descriptions forkey personnel positions, or in equivalent forms ofO documentation. These requirements shall be documented in
theji;j 9MAclEARt Fowep. Ovre:M~iow, 7p/*.,cPJI &epooa- (TVA-NP0iDSi-R 1'

bFNThe z Cuprintaacnt shall be responsible for overall
safe operation of the plant and shall have control overthose onsite activities necessary for safe operation and
maintenance of the plant;

c.: The W / eP e o:iidurr-'- inpniti shall have"66PP;9"responsibility for overall plant nuclear safety
an Id shall take any measures needed-to ensure acceptable
performance of the staff-in operating, maintaining, and
providing technical support to the plant to ensure nuclear
safety; and

d. The individuals who train the operating staff, carry out
or perform quality assurance functions mayreport to~the appropriate onsite manager; however,A*

shall hhavee sufficient organizational freedom to ensure their

(9%eSe ,J#cvaljIARS

(continued)

05/05/92 2:44pm
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Organization

5.2
(continued)

5.2.2 Unit Staff

The unit staff organization shall be as follows:

a. Each on-duty shift shall be composed of at least the minimum
shift crew composition shown in Table 5.2.2-1.

b. At least one licensed Reactor Operator CR0) shall be present
-in the control room when fuel is in the reactor. In
addition, while the unit is in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, at leastone licensed Senior-Reactor Operator (SRO) shall be present
in the control room.

C. A - - g scniagshalll be on site when fuel isin the reactor. The position may be vacant for not morethan 2 hours, in order to provide for unexpected absence,
provided immediate action is taken to fill the required
position..

d. Either a licensed SRO or licensed SRO limited to fuel
handling who has no concurrent responsibilities during this(~operation shall be present during fuel handling and shall

-directly supervise all CORE ALTERATIONS.

(f
r~co Io'~

comifee~ S

* C1m cptjs

eW

U

- IcZ
Administrative procedures 'shall be developed and implementedZ
to limit the working hours of unit staff who perform safety-
related functions (e.g., licensed SROs, licensed ROs, he~h.@.s- auxiliary operators.; and key maintenance
personnel). IQR1.

Adequate shift coverage shall be mai'?f ed without routineheavy use of overtime. The sojci hall be to haveoperating personnel work an hhour dday, nominal40-hour week while the unit is operating. However, in theevent that unforeseen problems require substantial amountsof overtime to be used, or during extended periods ofshutdown for refueling, major maintenance, or major plantmodification, on a temporary basis the following guidelines
shall be followed:

1. An individual should not be permitted to work more
than 16 hours straight, excluding shift turnover time

(conti nued)
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Organization
5.2

5.2.2 Unit Staff (continued)

2. An individual should not be permitted to work more3 than 16 hours in any 24-hour period, nor more than
24 hours in any 48-hour period, nor more than 72 hours
in any 7-day period, all excluding shift turnover
time;

3. A break of at least 8 hours should be allowed between
work periods, including shift turnover time;

4. Except during extended shutdown periods,- the use of
overtime should be considered- on an individual basis
and noý._or the entire staff on a shift.

Anydevatin'fom he oveýuielines shall be authorizedin advance by the Plant,,N eP@m@qor his designee, in
accordance with approved administrative procedures, or by
higher levels of management, in accordance with established
procedures and with documentation of the basis for granting
the deviation. AAe ®
Controls shall b included in the procedures such thatl0individual over *me shall be reviewed monthly by the 'Plant

V~wPe~i4A~-.Aor his designee to ensure that excessivehours.khave not been assigned. Routine deviation from the
Labove guidelines, is not authorized.

g. The Shifnt Tfehnical Adiorke (S A) i shall provi eravsor
of teromialehydruis relate uctior s e hagineeringmfan d p ant
aonarolysi with regardanto-wthe safe opeaion ofathmen unit

0 r I

Jbdw Q? f i~cI~ "L~v'~J 4~3 {'O eA JS okn hour (gnei Lete 8212)
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Organization
5.2

I-i/o Table 5.2.2-1 (page 1 of 1)
Minimum Shift Crew Compositionca)

POS ITION 1b1 MINIMUM CREW NUMBER

UNIT IN MODE UNIT IN MODE
1, 2, 3,OR 4 5OR 6

SRO @ 1 N6b eRO 2-.1

STA(c) 1None

(a) The shift crew composition may be one less than the minimum requirements of Table 5.2.2-1 for not morethan 2 hours to accommodate unexpected absences of on-duty shift crew members *provided immnediate actionis taken to restore the shift crew composition to within the minimuma requirements of Table 5.2.2-1.This provision does not permit any shift crew position to be unmaned pnsitcag u oaoncoming shift crewman being Late or absent. ne pnsitcag u oa

(b)TableNlota ti 0Ofl

SOS 0a1* N iftsueriorwith a Senior Reactor Operator License;
SRO- r iiviua wtha SeirReactor Operator License;RO - Individual with a Reactor perator liense;

AAUO.A* - Auxi Liaryioperator;
-~STA - Shift Technical Advisor.

(c) The STA position may be f i lLed by an on-shif~t 4or SRO provided the individual meets the CommissionPol icy statement on Engineering Expertise on Shift.

WOG STS
5.0-505/05/92 2:44pm5.0-5



© Organization
5.2

Table 5.2.2-1 (page 1 of 1)(a
Minimum Shift Crew Composition~a

[Two Units With a Common Control Room]
(Totals for Both Units)

POSITIO b)MINIMUM CREW NUMBER

ONE UNIT IN
MODE 1, 2, 3, OR

\ EACH UNIT IN 4, AND ONE UNIT EACH UNIT IN
MODE 1, 2, IN MODE 5, MODE MODE 5 OR 6 OR
3, OR 4 6, OR DEFUELED -DEFUELED

SS11
SRO 1 1 NoneRO I 3 3 2AO 3 3 3STA(c) 1 1 None

(a) The shift crew compoosition may be one Less than the mini equirements of Table 5.2.2-1 for not morethan 2 hours to accommodate unexpected absence of on-duty ,sh t crew memrbers, provided immnediate actionis taken to restore the shift crew comrposition to within the m imun requirements of Table 5.2.2-1.This provision does not permit Any shift crew position to be e pnsitcag u oaoncoming shift crewman being Late or.absent. e pnsitcag u oa

(b) Table Notation:

SS 7 Shift Supervisor] with a Senior Reactor Operator License for each it whose reactor containsfuel.
.SRO - Individual with a Senior Reactor Operator License for each unit whose ctor contains fuel.otherwise, provide an individuaL for each unit who holds a senior Reacto Operatfor License forthe unit assigned. During CORE ALTERATIONS on either unit at Least one Li sed SRO or LicensedSRO Limited to fuel handling, who has no other concurrent responsibitities, st be present.RD - Individual with a Reactor Operator License or a Senior Reactor Operator L icens for unitassigned. At Least one RD shalL be assigned to each unit whose reactor contains uel and one RO.Shalt be assigned as relief operator for unit(s) in MODE 1, 2, or 3. Individuals ting asrelief operators shaLL hold a License for both units. otherwise, for each unit, pr ide arelief operator who holds a License for the unit assigned.AD - At least ome auxiliary operator shalt be assigned to each unit whose reactor contains f L.STA - Shift Technical Advisor.

(c) "The STA position may be filled by an on-shift SS or SRO provided the individual meets the CommissionPotlicy Statement on Engineering Expertise on Shift.

WOG STS 5.0-605/05/92 2:44pm5.0-6



I
Table 5.2.2-1 (page 1 of 1)(a

Minimum Shift Crew Composition~a
[Two Units With Two Control Rooms]

.(Numbers for Each Unit)

ZX~T
POSITION b)'N

UNIT MODE
1, 2, 3ý,OIR 4

1(d)

2
2
1 (d)

____________________________ J.

MINIMUM CREW NUMBER

UNIT IN MODE
5 OR 6

1(d)

.None

ne

UNIT IN MODE
1, 2, 3, OR
4, OTHER UNIT
IN MODE 5 OR

6 OR DEFUELED

(Cd)

2
2
1

UNIT IN MODE
5 OR 6, OTHER
UNIT IN MODE
5 OR 6 OR

- DEFUELED

1C(d)

None
1
2 Ce)

None

(a) The shift crew COM~osition may be one less than the minimum r irements of Table 5.2.2-1 fo r not morethan 2 hours in order to accommodate unexpected absence of on-du shift crew members providedimmnediate action is taken to restore the shift crew composition to ithin the minimuit requirements ofTable 5.2.2-1. This provision does not permit any shift crew positi to be unmanned upon shift changedue to an oncoming shift crewman being Late or absent.

(b) Table Notation:

SS - [Shift Supervisor] with a Senior Reactor Operator license;SRO - Individual. with a Senior Reactor Operator license;
RO - Individual with a Reactor Operator License;
AO - Auxiliary Operator;
STA -Shift Technical. Advisor.

Cc) The STA position may be filled by an on-shift SS or SRO provided the individual meets the amissionPolicy Statement on Engineering Expertise on Shift.

(d) Individual. may fill. the same position on the other unit if Licensed for both.

(e) One of the two required individuals may fill the same position on the other unit.

WOG STS
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SS
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AO
S TA Cc )
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 5.2

1. TVA utilizes the Nuclear Power Organization Topical Report, instead of
the FSAR, to describe the management "chain-of-command",
responsibilities, etc.

2. Change to reflect Watts Bar specific management titles/terminology.

3. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specif-ic

information/values.

4. Change to reflect WBN specific parameter value.

5. Change to delete "either/or" text since WBN chooses to specify overtime
policy requirements in the Administrative Controls using the first
bracketed option.

6. WBN will utilize the "single unit facility" minimum shift crew
composition table for these technical specifications.

7. WEN will require a minimum of four AUOs on shift to satisfy manpower
requirements for an Appendix R shutdown.

8. Change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTS
Proof and Review meeting held in Irvine, CA in July, 1992.



Unit Staff Qualifications
5.3

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.3 Unit Staff Qualifications

5ff reqirngmpeia qualifications sta ecauses of teui tf

unique organizational structures..
A~fOR C~~AA 61e po~iIIONS AS Spec;Fief~he TVA NqcJle~a QLAAlily ASSM4RAANCe PIAN

ES.-2+ Each member \f, the unit staff shall meet or exceed the minimum
qualification e4 Eflguia-tory Gui:e i.8, Reyiiizem ý, t987, zr mlr:.wr5.3.ki .4 t AbCrcccnt- rckzinc or!.Meee~rd~zptetbie-to te-01-IFf.-

I, r-- Q * . 4- kl n . I .~ aa *~j -3 L 1
in'.. .. s.s1 5 SItS L~VU

.~J .&L..
. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,ru% eaOE toUSMNF wIm~ w w ROW W0 - ,WMA

the Shift Technical Advisor shall mee
specified by the Commission Policy St
Expertise on Shift.

to NG 94W-)mIn addition,n
t the qualifications
aternent on Engineering

S(TYA-NQA-PLN9*1A.
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 5.3

1. Delete bracketed information intended to be followed as a guide only,not technical specification text.

2. Change to reflect deletion of original Step 5.3.1.

3. Change to reflect personnel qualification requirements specified in the
Nuclear Quality Assurance Plan.



Training
5.4

,5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.4 Training PIA~tIN

5.4.1 A retraining and replacement training pr yram forithe unit staffshall be maintained under the direction the %46j
and shall meet or exceed the requirements,4and-roimidtpz:

AW i2
include fain
experience.

OF /

uWd, f61r apup -it ;ogstipe2 shall1
iliarization with relevant industry operational

CFR SS
C 9-. P

(WJTVA -NdýcQ.Q - :c
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 5.4

1. Change to reflect WBN specific management titles/terminology.

2. Change to reflect personnel training requirements specified in the
Nuclear Quality Assurance Plan.



Reviews and Audits
5.5

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.5 Reviews. and Audits G

e licensee shall describe the method(s) established to conduct independent
re ws and audits. The methods may take a range of forms acceptable to eNRC. ese methods may include creating an organizational unit or a ndingor ad hoc mmittee, or assigning individuals capable of conductin hesereviews and its. When an individual performs a review f ,unc n, a cross-.disciplinary re I determination is necessary. If deemed essary, suchreviews-shall be pe rmed by the review personnel of t appropriate
discipline. Individua eviewers shall not review t r own work. Regardlessof the method used, the li see shall specify t unctions, organizational
arrangement, responsibilities , propriate AN NS 3.1-1981 qualifications,
and reporting requirements of- ac functio element or unit that contributes

Reviews and audits of activities fectin nt safety have two distinctelements. The first element *the reviewgs pe rmed by plant staff personnelto ensure that day-to-day tivities are conducte *a safe manner. Thesereviews are described Section 5.5.1. The second e ent, described inSection 5.5.2, is [offs.ite] reviews and audits of uni activities andSprograms affect* nuclear safety that are performed indepen t of the plantstaff. The fsite] reviews and audits should provide integra of thereviews audits into .a cohesive program that provides senior 1ev utilitymana nt with an assessment of -facility operation-and recommends act s toi ove nuclear safety and plant reliability. It should include an assess tfthe effectiveness of reviews conducted according to Section 5.5.1.

5.5.1' Plant Reviews

FROM~ pA~pS (rganzation, re" or11:jlý
5.0-10A , ad ersnne qaification.

5.5.1.1 Functions

o..The kpimi-~'~ '-',.~~+tA~orf-~~np:f~t~i~ ~shall;

jY. Adviste oln _, &n all matters rela'ted to
nuclear saf ty;AlA& ogJ* erp ef

Y. Recommend ý0•'th~Plant 6 0 6 tvapproval or
- disapproval of items considered under

Z___R~ecommend to the Pl-a-n't -Ma-nag-e-r-, -o-r 'his designee, approval _+or
disapproval of procedures that delegate review responsibilities of:.items considered under RAO;p-~t~.. Specifications

WOG STS ss12. 1 d5713; 5.0-10 05/05/92 2:44pm



551Plant Reviews kw~ow/ec/~eAL1e. iW +ke- 9WL~ect :At1:er)

The items in Specification 5.5.'1.2 receive varying degrees of
review, before final approval or use, as specified in approved
administrative procedures. The degree of review shall be
commensur te with the potential to affect nuclear safety. As aminimum e h item shall be reviewed by at least one m*e69
individual,,and a e~;rint: 2.nzf~'cross-dsilnr
revi ew(s). shall be obt ai ne bfre approval. -

4.-.. AS N eed
Theapor staff shall provide technical and cross-disciplinary
reviews. These reviews shall be governed by administrative
procedures for items considered under Specification 5.5.1.2.. Thesponsor of each itm hlberso le for the conduct of all

r eviewsAln ewrocdrs shall be choen w b y the dicPlne

Operations Reviewer assmi gneed the) responsiblit for rveingitfor~~~ ~~ 10 CF 50.5 reureet shl ree etanng itiproes Reviewer ak et h eemnto s shal nth reviewa t hirn of eiwnwor. T e dteminiu qulfcton reureet shl re asrec ~ i ommenedi Setio 4 of NS 18119

1. Organt izmation vewPocs

Eahsupervisors is presosbeform tehiarvensbsuriong that
-RON4@ eviewers areav iabedterso ibly for reviewsio h qim nt,

sycstes, progr9ams, pRoieedres sandnothe areasinde theirfw
sup.Tervision m qa lifict ion re quiws reent shagllbe asreomnddi Sectio n 4 o NIN1.-91

2. ReOrgnztion

r eviewers rrvalbepfort toteviesfr supervisrorpmRCent

all activities and findings. The signed document
processing form(s) shall serve as the reviewer's approval
recommendation to the designated Approval. Authority.

I C: QA,



b. Plant Operations Review Committee (PORC)

The PORC shall be 6h@Pt...!i b p:- ppsi-soiiwr -am the onsite
review committee. The committee shall function as a
mul ti -di sci pl inary revi ew body f or- items wh ich af fect pl ant
nuclear safety. PORC shall be organized and shall conduct
business as described below:

1. Composition

Chairman:
Member:
Member:
Member:
Member:
Member:
Member:

Plant Manager
Operations Manager
Maintenance Manager
Technical Support Manager
Quality Assurance Representative
Site Radiological Control Manager
Site Nuclear Engineering Representative

Individuals performing the duties and
official capacity of the above titled
be considered, if qualified, the PORC
purposes.

serving in the
member positions may
Member for quorum

The qualifications required to serve as a member or
alternate member shall be specified with the minimum
qualifications as recommended in Section 4 of ANSI
N18.1-1971, exceptf Por fho S;e R~Adj'oloq*CAI CGN~rOI
wh~o býmt~s v-eef Mhe kF11Aa CA .bo~jr DpF?'ReQIAiov

2. Alternates (Re\.1Z ll

AIJ, alternate members shall be :appointed in writing by the
PORC Chairman to serve on a temporary basis; however, no
more than two alternates shall participate as voting
members in PORC *activities at any one time.

3. Meeting Frequency

The PORO shall meet on an as needed- basis as convened by
the PORC Chairman or his designated alternate.

4. Quorum

'The PORC quorum shall consist of the Chairman or his
designated alternate and four members of which two may be
al ternates.

5. Reporting

The PORC reports to the Plant Manager on all activities and
findings. The meeting minutes shall serve as the official
correspondence from PORC to the Plant Manager. PORO
recommendations shall be recorded in the minutes and
submitted to the Plant Manager by'the PORC Chairman.

CS'03 to a
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INSERT

The plant-staff organization provides reviews of day-to-day activities to ensurethey are conducted in a safe manner. The Plant Operations Review Committee(PORC) is a multi -disciplined committee responsible for providing an oversightreview of documents required for the safe operation of the plant. The PORCadvises the Plant Manager on all matters related to nuclear safety. Also,Technical Reviewers provide for reviews of procedure changes and proposed changesto structures, systems, and components that affect nuclear safety in their areaof expertise. These technical reviews determine the need for a cross-disciplinary review and whether or not an unreviewed safety question is involved.
The Nuclear Assurance organization provides independent technical revi-ews andaudits of activities effecting nuclear plant safety. The Nuclear Safety ReviewBoard (NSRB). is an off site committee which provides senior level oversight ofTVA's nuclear program with respect to nuclear safety. The NSRB reviews includethe activities of the line organizations, as well as other review, audit andverification organizations. The NSRB advises the Senior Vice President, NuclearPower -(SVP,NP), on the adequacy and implementation of TVAs nuclear safetypolicies and programs. The NSRB also provides senior level management with anassessment of facility operations and recommendations to improve nuclear safetyand plant reliability.

. S - -/ D C



5.5.1.1

PA 3 e
5.0-11A

a,. The [7'A&A: is.. U ~ 4C a-r_: 4.:F: 1 is

i ~.) ReSpONSBLE F-oR. -h4 RqeView oF:
-,' 811M- ~ procedures required by Specification 5.7.1.1

'V. Ai * jv;fRve- and changes thereto; PoJs~'fos-o

zx progr 'ams required by Specification 5.7.2 and
changes thereto;

3 p. All proposed changes and modifications to unit systems or
equipment that affect nuclear safety;

f All proposed tests and experiments that affect nuclear

5g Al prpoe chne7oteeTcnclSeiiain T)

safety; and

1

their Bases, and the Operating License.

(continued)

05/05/92 2:44pm
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Reviews and Audits
5.5

.Functions (continued) cLI

Specifications 5.5.1.2'ý.a~th rough 5-.5.,1.24.g prior to their
implementation, exc~t',as provided in Speci1fication 5.7.1.3;

Obtain approval from te~at~rno~~-o i
designee, in accordance with approved administrativer i
procedures, for eeachh proposed test or experiment and
proposed changes and modifications to unit systems or
equipment that aaffect nnuclear safety prior to

'I. Determine whether each item considered undej,,.- I
Specifications 5.5.1.2.a.ithrough 5.5.1.2.M' constitutes an )unrvgd s -aft usinas defined in 10 CFR 50.59; and

qev ifesf AusinJ~ i-he NAcleAR, S1~fety Review BoAARJ(N5. Notify th~ie Prsden
safety-signi f icant disagreement etween the +**w or? D

nqan tePa within 24 hours. However,
111'theýPlat &peim4*4**+sh 1 have responsibility for

reso ution of-such di agreeme s pursuant to
Specification 5.1.1. AIe

Pc~cnnncAhA LPRw
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b. The ke q*64ýRevi ewer(s) shall:

1 . Advise his supervisor and/or PORC on all matters related to
nuclear safety;

2. Determine the need for additional reviews by other -

disciplines and ensure that identified reviews are
conducted for items considered under Specification
5.5.1.2.b prior to their implementation, except as provided
in Specification 5.7.1.3;

3. Recommend to the designated Approval Authority, approval or
disapproval of items considered under Specification
5.5.1.2.b prior to their implementation, except as provided
in Specification 5.7.1.3;AJCJ

4. Ensure PORC reviews those items designated V procedures as)
r requiring a PORC review.;_ý

141 P1" Determine whether each item co~nss ered under Specifications
5.5.1.2.b.1 through 5.5.1.2.b. constitutes an unreviewed
safety question as defined in 10 CFR 5O.59X..m"

-s o- t, A



Mec-N~f C 41I.P
b. The Reviewers shall be responsible for the

technical review of:

I. Proposed procedures required by Specification 5.7.1.1 andchanges thereto;

2. Proposed programs required by Specification 5.7.2 andchanges thereto;

3. Proposed changes and modifications to unit systems orequipment that affect nuclear safety;

4. Proposed tests and experiments that affect nuclear safety;and

5. Proposed changes to these Technical Specifications (TS),their Bases, and the Operating License.



Reviews and Audits
5.5

(continued) (O)
5.5.2

5.0-12A4
©D

5.5.2.1

?"bffsited6Rview and Audit

maintained. Th nical] review responsi S
Spcf ... ,shall include several indivi cated

Functions 3

The j&,8
SeMja, shall1, as'a mi nimum-, _inco'r'p*or-at-ethe

following function that:
A.dAise thVice ,XNc are~a on all

matters reited to nuclear safety;

b. Advise the ýmanagemento~f the audited organization, and [its
Corporate-Management and Vice President -Nuclear
Operations], .of the audit results as they relate to nuclearafety;

Recomend o SeW jO, 'Vice Rfe side~vt Mu1cle1QR Po'wep,,
a ny corrective action to improv e nuclear

safety-and plant oji ration; and
(25 Se~t . jrPoa

CNotify the4 V~ice (P.r~esidentNula of anysafety significant disagreement between the ap~im WSRBO

and he o rgan sti or function being reviwd within

5.5.2.2 Review Responsibilities

The 662ni~t~-' -rt-i-Q64 in s~nifiOaticn 6..&w shall beresponsible for the review of:

a.

0
0

6"ecz~ty ealuýIW44R&i for -c!~aHgo@ t: i ' p

The. /0 CFS.S .4~ety EYA/&Afh, PoRAM

(conti nued)
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/ kr; C- RL

Offsite Review and Audit

The Nuclear Safety Review Board (NSRB) shall function to providefor independent review as specified in Specification 5.5.2.2 andoversight of the audits and technical reviews as specif'ied i-n5.5.2.3 and 5.5.2.4.

The Chairman, members, and alternate members of the NSRB shallmeet the qualification requirements of ANSI 18.7, 1976/ANS 3.2Section 4.3.1.

Nuclear Assurance- (NA) shall function to provide audits andonsite'technical reviews as specified in Specifications 5.5.2.3and 5.5.2.4.

NA audit personnel shall meet the qualification requirements ascommitted to the NRC in TVA's Nuclear Quality Assurance Plan(TVA-NQA-PLN89-A).

NA onsite technical review personnel shall have a bachelors'sdegree in engineering or equivalent and two- to four years-experience in their field, includi'ng one to two years nuclearexperience.

5,0- U.A



Reviews and Audits

MSR~ 5.5

5.5.2.2 RRe view Responsibilities (continued)

b. Proposed changes to procedures, equipment, or systems that
involve an unreviewed safety question as defined in
10 CFR 50.59;

C. Proposed tests or experiments that involve an ur..-eviewed
safety question as defined in 10 CFR 50.59;

d. Proposed changes to TS and the Operating License;

e. Violations of codes, regulations, orders, liciinse
requirements, and internal procedures or instructions having
nuclear safety significance;

f. All Licensee Event Reports required by 10 CFR.50.73;

g. Plant staff performance;

h. Indications of unanticipated deficiencies in any aspect of
design or operation of structures, systems, or components
that could affect nuclear safety;

i. Significant accidental, unplanned, or uncontrolled
-- radioactive releases, including corrective action to prevent

recurrence;

j. Significant operating abnormalities or deviations from
normal and expected performance of equipment that affect
nuclear safety; and /3

k. Q-' P~ifri'- of the corrective action "s

k&eports -op .~of these reviews shall be forwarded to the SewioR@'Ný A &~ice President -Nucle'ar Qos~a" within 30 days following(completion of thle review. we
FO- NtAce~p FAssL~rAJCC

5.5.2.3 A udit Responsibilities
A IVL4dcknn /AssuRANCe 1'. tMexn~oro'1jJ ý0 +kne AL%4 4 pror'Aft a.Jo~ore-TWýui responsibilities shall encompass:

a. The conformance of unit operation to provisions contained
within the TS and applicable license conditions;

b. The training and qualifications of the unit staff;

(conti nued)

W M,4&aeS 6F CAcjk NSRB mveeh'N ogAJJ
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Ph~e .5.c5-ThA here
Reviews and Audits

5.5

5.5.2.3
Arc/w, Assu*wice (2
AAudit Responsibilities (continued)

e~e. The implementation of all programs required by
Specification 5.7.2;

t..d' Actions taken to correct deficiencies occurring in
equipment, structures, systems, components, or method of
operation that affect nuclear safety; and SN

R1. Other activities and documents as requested by the, Vice
Pres ident.-Y Nu clear-f ---06 -- - :F_ . C3

NLcep~Reports or records of these audits shall be forwarded to theAl icE
A sstAR~oce President,*Nuclear Quarationc]-s'witin 0Jyoflo r f

Powe~AJ 4 ALWd~ed uqsJ~(
. COMM7,Med fo 1Ai AIIt,7A# Re Aluclejqit LA15.5.2.4 fe Tc h~ni ca~Review Responsibilities fASSLARAjNCe PA

gtehiae eiwrsosblte shall encompass:

. SSLRraa~ Is

5.5.3

a. Plant operating chiaracteristics, NRC issuances, industry
advisories, Licensee Event Reports, and other sources that
may indicate areas for improving plant safety;

b.- -Plant operations, modifications, maintenance, and
surveillance to verify independently that these activities
are performed safely and correctly and that human errors 'are
reduced as much as practical;

C. Internal and external operational experience information
that may indicate areas ..for improv . plant safety; and

d. Making detailed recommendations through theA ice
President- -,.1 for revising procedures,
equipment modifications or other means of improving nuclear
safety and plant reliability.

Records

Written records of reviews and audits shall be maintained.
minimum these records shall include: As a

Section 5.5;

(conti nued)
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c . Safety evaluations for changes to procedures, equipment orsystems, and tests or experiments completed under theprovisions of 10 CFR 50.59, to verify that such action-s do notconstitute an unreviewed safety question;

d. The advisement to management of the audited 1.organization, andappropriate senior management, of the audit results. as theyrelate to nuclear safety;



Reviews and Audits

5.5

5.5.3 *Records (continued)

b. Recommendations to the management of the organization being
audited;

C. An assessment of the safety significance-of the review or
audit findings;

d. Recommended approval or disapproval of items consideredO ~ ~under Specifications 5.5..1.2.a thog -..1.2.y; and

e. Determination whether eachj/'item considered under
Specifications 5.5.1.2 *a.athrough S.5.l.2./ýconstitutes an
unreviewed safety question as defined int ~CFR 50.59.

WOG STS z n-1 ir
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 5.5

1. Change to delete general guidelines for text development.

2. Change to reflect WBN specific plant information.

3. Change to reflect WBN specific organizations or management titles.

4. Format change to delete brackets that-identify plant specific
information.

5. Change to referenced specification numbers due to renumbering of
specifications.

6. WBN utilizes a Technical Reviewer in addition to the PORC for plant
reviews.

7. At WBN, this function/responsibility is performed by the organization
responsible for auditing, not the organization responsible for
independent reviews.

8. Change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTS
Proof and Review meeting held in Irvine, CA in July, 1992.



Technical Specifications (TS) Bases Control
5.6

) 5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.6 Technic~al Specifications (IS) Bases Control

5.6.1 Changes to the Bases of the TS shall be made under appropriate
administrative controls and reviewed according to
Specification 5.5.1.

5.6.2 Licensees may make changes to Bases without prior NRC approval
provided the changes do not involve either of the following:

a. A change in the TS incorpotkted in the license; or

b. 'A change to the updated FSAR (USRor Bases that involves
an unreviewed safety question as e mned in 10 CFR 50.59.

5.6.3 The Bases Control Program shall contain provis)ions to e nsure that
the Bases are maintained consistent with the (SAR.

ký: Spec ý-CA+iO-Y -S.G.2-5.6.4 Proposed changes that meet the criteria ofA4Qi) -r(b Tzý shall
be reviewed and approved by the NRC prior to implementation.
*Changes to the Bases implemented without prior NRC approval-shall
be .provided to the NRC--l2t n2-1O roeLec coN$S9SIff
with /0 CFR 5_0.7/. -- 2 ©

WOG STS 
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 5.6

1. Change to correct STS editorial error.

2. Change reflects comments made by the industry to the f'RC at the RSTS
Proof and Review meeting held in Irvine, CA in July, 1992.

.--c



Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.7

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.7 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals

5.7.1 Procedures

5.7.1.1 Scope

Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and
maintained covering the following activities:

a. The applicable procedures recommended in Regul-atory
Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A, February 1978;

b. The emergency operating procedures required to implement the
requirements of NUREG-0737 and toNUREG-0737, Supplement 1,
as stated in Gneric Letter 82-33t

C. Security p implementation;

d.. Emergency plan implementation;

e. -Quality assurance for effluent and environmental monitoring;

f- f Fire-Protection Program implementation; and

g. All programs specified in Specification 5. .2

5.7.1.2 0 Review and Approval M~4gR 0 0 xei -S npc~ec 'i2

SA 
Sc ~ h ~ 

e.7 , s
Each procedure of Secification 5.7.1.1, and changes thereto,shall ~e reviewed jnaccordance with Specification 5.5.1, ap roved
by the ~Plant .~mpnsm]or his designee in accordan'c with-i~vc~.approved administrative procedures prior to implementationAandreviewed periodically as set forth in administrative procedures.

5.7.1.3 A Zm!.earaipChanges

chne to procedures of Specification 5.7.1 may be madeprovided:A

a. The intent of the existing procedure is not altered;

b. The change is approved by two members of the plant
management staff, at least one of whom holds a Senior
Reactor Operator license on the unit affected; and~-

(conti nued)
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.7

- I

Jeo"9P0
5.7.1.3 1

~Ahk" APP,-oaVead
~ Changes (continued)

C. The change is documented and reviewed in accordance with
,-~Specification 5.5.1 and approved by the tPlant N1AMASSMQ(&wp)P4 aie~m~an43 or his designee in accordance with approved

administrative procedures within 14 days of implementation.

Programs and Manuals

The following programs shall be established, implemented, and
maintained.

5.7.2.1 Radiation Protection Program

Procedures for personnel radiation protection shall be prepared
consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 20 and shall be
approved, maintained,-and adhered to for all operations involving
personnel radiation exposure.

5.7.2.2 Process Control Program (PCP)
Je .-_C a 6e +-k e pvzoý A% r,,,

ant,~ddtimnton nb -z oesr that processing andpackagi ng of sol id radi oactive wastes will1 be accompl ished 4o- <STE&T
~, ozur-moplin~zWith 10 CFR 20, 10 CFR 61, and 10 CFR 71; state'STET regulations; burial ground requirements; and other requirements

governing the disposal of solid radioactive~waste.

Licensee-initiated changes to the PCP:

a. Shall be documented and records of re *views performed shall
be retained. This documentation shall contain:

1. Sufficient information to support the change(s) and
appropriate analyses or evaluations justifying the
change(s); and

2. A-determination that the change(s) maintain the
- overall conformance of the solidified waste product tb

the existing requirements o~f Federal, State, or other
~applicable regulations.

b_ Shall be effective after review and acceptance by the PORC
[~-o'it~:mtod of. &,&A+tir 55-~~ and the approval of

the9Plant Mjpe

@ _VMANPeR %(continued)
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.7

5.7.2 -Programs and Manuals (continued)

5.7.2.3 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (00CM)

a. The 00CM shall contain the methodology and parameters used
in the calculation of offsite doses resulting from
radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents, in the calculation
of gaseous and liquid effluent monitoring alarm and trip
setpoints, and in the conduct of the Radiological
Environmental Monitoring Program; 5 N ,7 .

b. The 00CM shall also contain t Radioactive Effluent
Controls and Radiological5 Env* onmental Monitoring programs
required by Specification .@1.L, and descriptions of the
information that should be included in the Annual
Radiological Environmental Operating, and (em nntuarts
Radioactive Effluent Release Reports required by
Specification R5961.3N and Specification §9.1.4pý.

Licensee-initiated changes to the 00CM:

a. Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shall
be retained.. This documentation shall contain:

1. Sufficient information to support the'change(s)

-together with the appropriate analyses or evaluations
justifying the change(s),-

2. A determination that the change(s) mainrtain the levels
of radioactive effluent control required by
10 CFR 20.106, 40 CFR 190, 10 CFR 50.36a, and
10 CFR 50, Appendix I, and not adversely impact the
accuracy or reliability of effluent, dose, or setpoint
calculations.

- b. Shall become effective after review and acceptance by thePORCLA- [re'v:1thed zjf 5psfc i,.50--j.- and the approval of

.. Shall be submitted to the NRC in the form of a complete,
legible cop of the entire 00CM as a part of or concurrent
with theo miannual Radioactive'Effluent Release Report forthe period o e report in which any change in the 00CM wasmade. Each hangee shall be identified by markings in themargin of the affected pages, clearly indicating the area of

(conti nued)
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.7

-Cke*rnl'AI A4Y Vo/u~me CoJ04i0o,
5.7.2.3 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) (continued)

the page that was changed, and shall indicate the date
(i.e., month and year) the change was implemented.

5.7.2.4 Primary Coolant Sources Outside Coptainment

This program provides contr is to minimize leakage from those
~ portions of systems outside containment that could contain high ly~

radioactive fluids during a erious transient oroaccident to
level s aas l ow as practi cabl e. The systems i ncl ude -Mhe 4 Ot~m~

&o-Bl :c-Im 6C"rc S p ray, 44Iigh PR ae -_ io Cr. -G a- i: a j Residual Heat (~
Removal, ~u~ oc ~ Cilnh'-~nronrz

RC w sampling, and Ot~b Gas i~ftma4 The program shall
include the fol lowing:

a. Preventive maintenance and periodic visual inspecti~on
requi rementsý; and

b. Integrated leak test requirements for each system at
refueling cycle intervals or less.

5.7.2.5. In-Plant Radiation.Monitoring

This program provides controls to ensure the capability to
accurately determine the airborne iodine concentration in vital
areas under accident conditions. This program shall include the
following:

a. Training of personnel;

b. Procedures for monitoring; and

C. Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis
equipment.

5.7.2.6 Post-*Accident Sampling0

This program provides controls that ensure the capability to
obtain and analyze reactor coolant, radioactive gases, and
particulates in plant gaseous effluents and containment atmosphere
samples under accident conditions. The program shall include the
following:

a. Training of personnel;

(continued)
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5.7.2.6 Post-Accident Sampling (continued)

b. Procedures for sampling 'and analysis; and

C. 'Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysi~s
equi pment.,

5.7.2.7 Radioactive Effluent Controls Program

This program conforms to 10 CFR 50.36a for the control of
radioactive effluents and for maintaining the doses to members ofthe public from radioactive effluents as low as rea~onablyO achievable. The program shall be contained in the 00CM, shall beimplemented by oeratinq proce~dures, and shall include remedialactions tto be[ aen w e never the program limits are exceeded. Theprogram shall iclude the following elements:

a. Limitations on the functional capability of radioactive
liquid and gaseous monitoring instrumentation including
surveillance tests and setpoint determination in accordance
with the methodology in the 00CM;

b. -Limitations on the concentrations of radioactive material
released in liquid effluents to unrestricted areas,
conforming to 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 2;

C. Monitoring, sampling, and analysis of radioactive liquid andgaseous effluents in accordance with 10 CFR 20.10& and withthe methodology and parameters in the ODCM; 132
d. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses or dose

commitment to a member of the public from radioactive
materials in liquid effluents released from each unit to
unrestricted areas, conforming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix 1;

e. Determination of cumulative and projected dose contributions
from radioactive effluents for the current calendar quarterand current calendar year in accordance with the methodology
and parameters in the ODCM at least-every 31 days;

f. Limitations on the functional capability and use of theliquid and gaseous effluent treatment systems to ensure that
appropriate portions of these systems are used to reduce
ýreleases of radioactivity when the projected doses in aperiod of 31 days would exceed 2% of the guidelines for the

____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___(conti nued)
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5.7

5.7.2.7 *Radioactive Effluent Controls Prog ram (continued)

annual dose or dose commitment, conforming to 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I;

g. Limitations on the dose rate resulting from radioactive
material released in gaseous efiluents to areas beyond thesite boundary conforming to the dose associated with
10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 1;

h. Limitations on the annual and quarterly air doses resulting
from noble gases released in gaseous effluents from each
unit to areas beyond the site boundary, conforming to
10 CFR 50, Appendix I;

i. Limitations on the annual .and quarterly doses to a member ofthe public from iodine-131, iodine-133, tritium, and all
radionuclides in particulate form with half-lives greater
than 8 days in gaseous effluents released from each unit toareas beyond the site boundary, conforming to 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I; and

j. -Limitations on the annual dose or dose commitment to anymember of the public due to releases-of radioactivity and toradiation from uranium fuel cycle sources, conforming to
40 CFR 190.

5.7.2.8 Radiological Env-ironmental.Monitoring Program

This program is for monitoring the radiation and radionuclides inthe environs of the plant. The program shall provide
representative measurements of radioactivity in the highest
potential exposure pathways and verification of the accuracy ofthe effluent monitoring program and modeling-of environmentalexposure pathways. The program shall be contained in the 00CM,shall conform to the guidance of 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, and shall
include the following:

a. Monitoring, sampling, analysis, and reporting of radiationand. radionuclides in the environment in accordance with the
methodology and parameters in the ODCM;

b. A Land Use Census to ensure that changes in the use of areas
at and beyond the site boundary are identified and thatmodifications to the monitoring-program are made if required
by the results of this census; and

(conti nued)
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5.7.2.8 'Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program (continued)

C. Participation in an Interlaboratory Comparison Program toensure that independent checks on the precision and accuracy
of the measurements of radioactive materials inenvironmental sample matrices are performed as part of thequality assurance program for environmental monitoring.

5.7.2.9 Component Cyclic or Transient Limit

This program provides controls to track the FSAR Section 1 5
cyclic and transient occurrences to ensure that components aremaintained within the design limits.

.2.10 Containment Leakage Rate Test Program

This. -program provides controls to ensure that the cont ent
age rate tests are performed to maintain conta* ntOPE ITY. The program shall include the fo ing

surveilla s required by 10 CFR 50, Appe J

a. Type A test verall inte ed containment leakage rate).;

b. -Type B tests (loca eration leak rates).;_
C. Type C tes containment is ion valve leakage rates);

d. A* ock seal leakage and air lock ov 11 leakage rates;

Isolation valve and channel weld pressurizati stem
pressure verifications; and

f. [ ]-inch purge supply and exhaust leakage rates.

baseline measurements ini tialI operations. The Tendon
Surveillance Pr s all inclu least the following:

a endon lift-off to check tendon force;

b. The number of tendons inspected for each tendon group;

(conti nued)
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7.2.11 Pre-stressed Concrete Containment Tendon Surveillance Program
(continued)

C. Tendon wire samples taken to check physical condit'
tensile strength, and elongation;

d. G se samples taken to check c' emical perties, physical
appea nce, and presence of free wat

e. Measurement grease voids;

f. Visual inspection e anchorage and containiiient exterior
surface for cracki a grease leakage;

g. Procedures f establishing ection frequencies;

h. Acce ce criteria;

i. he content and frequency of reporting; an

j. Remedial actions when one or more of the acceptan criteria
are not met.

[Key elements to be provided-.]

5.7.2.1kO Inservice Inspection Program

This program provides controls for-inservice inspection of ASME
Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components, including applicable supports.
The program shall include the following:

a. Provisions that inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1,
2, and 3 components shall be performed in accordance with
ASME Boiler .and Pressure Vessel Code and Addenda,
Section XI, as required by 10 CFR 50.55a(g), except where
relief has been requested from the NRC pursuant to
10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(i) and 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3);

b. The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the frequencies
for performing inservice inspection activities;

r A- I- -- -- - r- 4 - __ 4 A--4 4 4 .j ~ l
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5.7.2.140 *Inservice Inspection Program (continued)

C -iP-4in1cuhdi Cn-i otr~ 0. ri -'---

~~.~1t:9 &z~~o P*1O~yed by-4-hG NRC &t-hff in-I

d. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code shall be
construed to supersede the requirements of any TS.

Inservice Testing Program

This program provides controls for inservice testingq of ASME CodeClass 1, 2, and 3 components including applicable supports. Theprogram shall include the following:

a. Provisions that inservice testing of ASME Code Class 1, 2,and 3 pumps, valves, and snubbers shall be performed inaccordance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code and applic 'able Addenda as required by10 CFR 50.55a(g), except where relief has been requested
from them6@mm'4.." pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(i) and

CFR 55aaJa)(), or as provided in GL89-04;
b. Testing frequencies specified in Section XI o f

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable
-. follows:

the ASME
Addenda as

ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code and
applicabyle Addenda
terminology for
inservice testing
activities

Weekly
Monthly
Quarterly or every

3 months
Semiannually or

every 6 months
Every .9 months
Yearly or annually
Biennially or every

2 years

Required frequencies
for performing inservice
testing activities

At least once per 7 days
At least once per 31 days

At least once per 92 days

least
l east
l east

once
once
once

per
per
per

184 days
276 days
366 days

At least once per 731 days

(continued)
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5.7.2. 1\1

5. 7.2. ý

PAO e

.Inservice Testing Program (continued)

C. The provisions of SR 3.0.1 are applicable to the above
required Frequencies for performing inservice testing
activities;

d. The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to inservice
testing activities;- and

e. Nothing in the ASME Bailer and Pressure Vessel Code shall be
construed to supersede the requirements of any TS.

Steam Generator (SG) Tube Surveillance Pro9Y*Arv^

by its meeting the
and by an appro vh
that includ t least the

alom4nt toL 0mata- n ni dad"

Secondary Water Chemistry 'Pr-ojr~rmj

This program provides controls for monitoring s econdary waterchemistry to inhibit SG tube degradation and low pressure turbinedisc stress corrosion cracking. The program shall include:

a. Identification of a sampling schedule for the criticalvariables and control points for these variables;

b. Identification of the procedures used to measure the valuesof the critical variables;

(conti nued)
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Each SG shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by perforrmance....of -an inservice
inspection program. The program shall include the following:

a. SG tube sample size selection, sample -size expansion, and inspection
result classification criteria. Sample selection and testing shall be in
accordance wit egulatory Guide 1. 83, Revision +mpa]

b. The establishment of SG tube inspection frequency dependent upon
inspection result classification. Inspection frequency shall be in
accordance w .egulatory Guide 1,83, Revisionu~i

C. SG. tube plugging/repair limits. These limits shall be 40%@ of the"
nominal tube wall thickniess consistent with rRegulato Guide 1,83,
Revision a+ap q 9'

I IT~y 19 7s.
d. Specific definitions and limits for steam generator tube inservice

inspection acceptance criteria consistent-with ~egulatory Guide 1,83,& ~ ~Revision G Z eAik+ Ieeiv~ia -IL.q7 5A.1ifl

The content and frequency of written reports shall be in accordance with
Specification 5.9.2.

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to Steam Generator Tube Surveillance
Program inspection. frequencies except those established by _Category C-3
inspection results.

R ~a dissimedm pj -p9 .j~4pA
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5. 7. 2. 1 \-

5. 7. 2. 1

.50O-27A
fo -27C

-Secondary Water Chemistry (continued)

C. Identification of proces's sampling points which shall
include monitoring the discharge of the condensate pumps for
evidence of condenser in-leakage;

d. Procedures for the recoriing and management of data;

e. Procedures defining corrective actions for all off-control
- point chemistry conditions; and

f. A procedure identifying the authority responsible for the
Interpretation of the data and the sequence and timing of
administrative events, which is required to initiate
corrective action.

Ventil ation Filter Testing Program

Tr N-s-n 446o~tir &nd b-~r 4'-rcrht PrJ~~~

a

q -*~~~~ -n r~urir

5.7.2.1 S Explosive Gas and Storage Ta Radioactivity Moniringroji

This program provides cont 9 is for potentially exp0•i ye gas V(mixtures contained in the waste gas holdup systenJ theo
of radioactivity contained in gas storage tanks, and'sthe quantity
of radioactivity contained in unprotected outdoor liquid storage

)~U~mI_.ý. The gaseous radioactivity (
quanitis sallb~di~mnedfollwin th rnth~oloy iranch Technical

Position (B3TP) ETS8 1 1-5, Postulated Radioactive Release due to Waste Gas System
Leak or Fail urel2Th e liquid radwaste quantities shall be determined in accordance!

ith Istandard Review Plan Section 15.7.3t 'Postulated Radioactive Release due toý

Ik Fflurs-I(continued

WOG STS r'--- n 1

hý4 iodide palReb 9b -L-OfINQ &"Q;&UO
r1l .L - __ -1

- - - . , . I
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5.7.2.lq Ventilation Filter Testing Program

A program shall be established to implement the following required
testing of ESE filter ventilation systems at the frequencies
'specified in, and in accordance with, Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, and ASME N510-1989.

1. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems
of the HEPA filters shows a penetration
within acceptance criterion when tested
1.52, Revision 2 and ASME N510-1989 at
specifi d below.

that an inplace test
and system bypass
in accordance with RG

the system flowrate

ACCEPTANCE T FLOW
ESF VENTILATION SYSTEM CRITERIA j RATE

Reactor Buildinq Purge
(2fans to ether

Less than 1.00% k4r*C f m t±10O7'

Emergency Gas Less than 0.05% 4,000 cfm + 10%
Treatment

Auxiliary Building Gas Less than 0.05% 9,000 cfm + 10%
Treatment

Control Room Emergency Less than 1.00% 4,000 cfm.+ 10%

2. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that an inplace test
of the charcoal adsorber shows a-pene'tration and system bypass
within acceptance criterion when tested in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2 and ASME N510-1989 at the
system flowrate specified below.

ACCEPTANCE IFLOW
ESF VENTILATION SYSTEM CRITERIA RATE

.Reactor Buildinq Purge
(2fans tog-et Fe-rwl

Less than 1.00% ~4~cfm ± /0%

Emergency Gas Less than 0.05% 4,000 cfm + 10%
Treatment

Auxiliary Building Gas Less than 0.05% 9,000 cfm + 10%
Treatment

Control Room Emergency Less than 1.00% 4,000 cfm +10%

'5, 0 -2-7A



3. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that a laboratory testof a sample of the charcoal adsorber, when obtained asdescribed in Regulatory Guide 1.52', Revision 2, shows themethyl iodide penetration less than the value specified belowwhen tested in accordance with ASTM D3803-1989 at atemperature of < 30*C and greater than or equal to therelative humidity specified belnw.

Demons *trate for each, of the ESF systems that the pressure drop
A~hrcol ~sorzr~is less than the value 'specified below whentested in accordance with Regulatory 1.52,. Revision 2 and ASMEN510-1989 at the-system flow rate specified bel ow.

Reactor Buildina IPurge Less than 4-*(2 ans toget er)) inches water

`'; 0 -271S



5. Demonstrate that the heaters for each of the ESF systemsdissipate the value specified below when tested in accordancewith ASME N510-1989.

The provisions of SR 3:0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to theVentilation Filter Testing Program test frequencies.
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5.72.ý*'ý' Explosive Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program
(continued)

0

7

0.

-The- -het q~ L uoit. `iar44MR ORS ;;irt~~ viet1
rot~di u~ o ztd:t~z-b-nk-c~-~r16---,r-

-p-r-Jr ýs P- en~:t: ii:-

*Diesel Fuel1 Oil Testing Program~ O +he ;j Sto
Adiesel fuel'oil ~testing p ogram to imp7 ement required testing of4@4-ofuel oil-wqstore N ~~~shall be established. Theprogram shall include sampling and testing requirements, andacceptance criteria, all in accordance with applicable ASTM f7standards. The purpose of the program .is to establish the 4"fol lowing: 

ýk -dA
a. Acceptability of new fuel oil for use prior to addition oA.storage tanks by determining that the fuel oil has:

1. An API gravity or an absolute specific gravity within
limits;

2. A flash point and kinematic viscosity within limits
for ASTM 2D fuel -o il;

3. A clear and bright appearance with proper color.
b. Other rrope ties for ASTM 2D fuel oil are within limitswithi 3i 3~d ys following sampling and addition to storagetanks .+e 7 d y

(conti nued)

WOG STS
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The program s~ll include:

a. The 1*mits for the roncentra ~ons of hydrogen and oxygen iithe iaste Gas Holdup Systeei and a surveillance program t,ensure the limits are maintained. Such limits shall beappropriate to the system's design criteria (i.e., whetheror not the syste is designed to withstand a hydrogen
expl1o s ion)* V

__/,
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b. A surveillance program to ensure that the quantity of radioactivity contained'
.e -•lneach gas storage tank 414 a~ 099- -h Afg tojWerno-'ta~---j is less than'the amount that would result in a whole body exposure of > 0-5 rem to any;individual in an unrestricted area, in the event of jnuncontrolled release of

the,-tan'k's content& ad

c. A surveillance program to ensure that the quantity of radioactivity contained
in all outdoor liquid radwaste tanks that are not surrounded by liners, dikes,or walls, capable of holding the tanks' contents and that do not have tankoverflows and surrounding area drains connected to the &quid RadwasteTreatment Systen-r)is less than the amount that would result in concentrations t

so th 01 the rimits, of 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Table 11, Column 2 at the

Lnearest po-table, water supply and the nearest surface water supply in anunrestricted area, in. the event of an uncontrolled release of the tank's

The provisions of SIR 3.0.2 and SR ' .0.3 are applicable to the Explosive Gas and'Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program surveillance frequencies.
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c. Ttal artculae cocenratin o thefuel~j 1 j~ wthi

limitsa whentesulted cnevery3daysion acch lordance withiAST
0-2276, Method A-2 or A-3.

0

WOG STS 5.0-2905/05/92 2:44pm
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'I'hi.s prograin provides controls to ensure that appropriate fire protection measures
are maintained to protect the plant from fire and to ensure the capability to
achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the event of a fire is maintained.
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 5.7

* 1. Format change to delete brackets that~identify plant specific
information/values.

.2. Change to reflect WBN specific management titles/terminology.

3; Change to correct vague specification number reference.

4. Change to reflect WBN specific review organization.

5. Change to specify WBN specific systems.

6. Change to specify WBN specific information.

7. WBN does not have pre-stressed concrete containment tendons due to itsannular containment/shield building interspace design.

8. Format change to incorporate latest NRC -approved text of program
description.

9. Change to correct editorial error in STS.

10. Change reflects most recent 10 CFR 20 references. -

(NOTE: Justification Number 11 was not utilized.)

12. Temporarily approved changes are not approved by the Plant Manager prior
to implementation.

13. At WBN, the PCP does not contain the detail specified by the STS.

14. Editorial change to more accurately specify the exact Specification
5.7.2 steps requiring the Radioactivg Effluent Controls and Radiological
Environmental Monitoring programs.

15. Change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTSProof and Review meeting held in Irvine, CA in July, 1992.

16. Change to enhance editorial clarity.

17. At WBN, fuel'oil is tested prior to transfer to the 7-day EDO storage
tanks, not prior to fuel truck unloading of new fuel.

18. Change to correct inconsistency with time limit described in
Specification 3.8.3; SR 3.8.3.3 Bases.

19. Due to ongoing discussions between the NRC and the industry concerningdeletion of the requirement to provide details of the Steam GeneratorTube Surveillance Program, WBN elects to delete this bracketed sentence
at this time.



SFDP
5.8

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.8 Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP)

5.8.1 This program ensures loss of safety function is detected andappropriate actions taken. Upon failure to meet two or more LCOsat the same time, an .;valuation shall be made to determine if lossof safety function exists. Additionally, other appropriatelimitations and remedial or compensatory actions may be identifiedto be taken as a result of the support system inoperability and.corresponding exception to entering supported system Condition andRequired Actions. This program implements the requirements of
LCO 3.0.6.

5.8.2 The S.DP shall contain the following:-

a. Provisions for cross-train checks to ensure a loss of the
capability to perform the safety function assumed in the
accident analysis does not go undetected.

b. Provisions for ensuring the plant is maintained in a safe
condition if a loss of fu~nction condition exists.

c.- Provisions to ensure that an inoperable supported system's
Completion Time is not inappropriately extended as a result
of multiple support system inoperabilities.

d. Other appropriate limitations and remedial or compensatory.
actions.

5.8.3 A loss of safety function exists when, assuming no concurrentsingle failure, a safety function assumed in the accident analysiscannot be performed. For the purpose of this program, a loss ofsafety function may exist when a support system is inoperable,
and:

a. A required system redundant to system(s) supported by theinoperable support system is also inoperable- r) (4
b. 'A required system-redundant to system(s) in turn supported

by the inoperable supported system is also inoperable- or
t~ (CASPEC. A required system redundant to support system(s) for the

supported systems (a) and (b) above is also inoperable

~(CASe c)
(conti nued)
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5.8.3 (continued)

Generic Example:

Train A

System i

System ii
4,

System iii

System iv

Trai n B

System i *-Case c

4-(Support System
Inoperabl e)

4yte, i

System iii
--Case a

System iv *-Case b

The Safety Function Determination Program identifies where a loss
of safety function exists. -If a loss of safety function is
determined to exist by this program, the appropriate Conditions
and Required Actions of the LCO in which the loss of safety
function exists are required to be entered.

WOG STS 
503 05/05/92 2:44pm
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 5.8

1. Change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTS
Proof and Review meeting held in Irvine, CA in July, 1992.



Reporting Requi rements
5.9

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.9 Reporti'ng Requirements

5.9.1 Routine-Reports

The following reports shall be submitted in accordance with
10 CFR 50.4.

5.9.1.1 Startup Report

A summary report of plant startup and power escalation testing
shall be submitted following:

a. Receipt of an Operating License;

b. Amendment to the license involving a planned increase in
power level;

C. Installation of fuel that has a different design or has been
manufactured by-a different fuel supplier; and

d. -Modifications that may have significantly altered the
nuclear, thermal, or hydraulic performance of the-unit.

inital tarup (haladresseac ofPoweiR FsceNSJON1
The iiilSatpReport ha adesecho h.set testsidentified in FSAR, Chapter 1 4 , and shall include a description
of the measured values of the operating conditions or
characteristics obtained during the test 'program and a coniparison
of these values with design predictions and specifications. Any
corrective actions that were required to obtain satisfactory
operation shall also be described. Any additional specific
details r*equired in license conditions based on other commitments
shall be included in this report. Subsequent Startup Reports
shall address startup tests that are necessary to demonstrate the
acceptability of changes and modifications.

IPwRAscemsi~m
Startup Reports shall je7sL'mitt ed within 90 days following
completion of the ~*~~est Program; 90 days following
resumption or commencement of commercial power operation; or
9 months following initial criticality, whichever is earliest. Ifthe Startup Report dosnt cover all three events (i.e., initial
criticality, completion of-ka Test Program, and resumption orcommencement of commercial operation), supplementary reports shallbe submitted at least every 3 months until all three events have
been completed.

(continued)
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Reporting Requirements
5.9

5.9.1 -Routine Reports (continued)

5.9.1.2 Annual Reports

--- -- ---- -- - --- --- --- ---NOT E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SA single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The

station.
--- -----------------------------

Annual Reports covering thee act vities of the unit as described

below for the previous calendar year shall be submitted by

March 31 of each year-6 Jhe~in'a report shall b subitted by

March 31 of the year fol1owinginitial criticalityv

Reports required on an annual basis include:

a. Occupational Radiationi Exposure Report

A tabulation on an annual basis of the number of station,

utility, and other personnel (including contractors)

receiving-exposures greater than 100 mrem/yr and their

associated man-rem exposure according to work and job

functions (e.g., reactor operations and surveillance,

inservice inspection, routine maintenance,.special

()maint~enance [
4

n "N'~ - waste processing, and

K..'refueling). This tabulation supplements the req'uirements of

10 CFR 20.40i. The dose Assignments to various dutyn

funt
fuctions may be estimated based op pocket dosimeter,

!z206 umermo uminescent dosimeter (TLD), or film badge

measurements. Small exposures totalling less than 20% of

the individual total dose need not be accounted for. In the

aggregate, at least 80% of the total whole-body dose

received from external sources should be assigned to

specific major work functions(ta-d.

® [b. ~ny ~t or uni uniquc roportc rzgtw-4'ed-3 . -ar.& a l-a -- i-bas ]-

C W A S A C AC ~v e V ~ S ;K 
vy1o ,

4
Jýis J6ive- AIO i ,oiq szr&J xj -, ce .

S1AVi4eJ o Iz

(conti nued)
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Reporting Requirements

5.9

-Routine Reports (continued)5.9.1

5.9.1.3

(conti nued)
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Annual'Radiological Environmental Operating Report

submittal should combine sections common to all units at the

Asigesbitlmybmaeframliluntstation. 
Ih

-----------------------------------------------------------
The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report covering
the operation of the unit during the previous calendar year shall

,be submitted by May 15 of each year. The report shall include

summaries, interpretations, and analyses of trends of the results
of the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program for the
reporting period. The material provided shall be consistent with
the objectives outlined in the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual
(ODCM), and in 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, Sections IV.B.2, IV.B.3, and

Iv.C.

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report shall
include the results of analyses of all radiological environmental-

samples and of all environmental radiation measurements taken

-during the period pursuant to the locations specified in the table
and figures in the ODCM, as well as su 'mmarized and tabulated
results'of these analyses and measurements in the format of the
table in the Radiological Assessment Branch Technical Position,

.Revision 1, November 1979 "The report shall identify the
9thermoluminescent 

dosimeter TLD) results that represent

collocated dosimeters in relation to the NRC TLD program and the
exposure period associated with each result.@V In the event that
some individual results are not available for inclusion with the
report, the report shall be submitted noting and explaining the
reasons for the missing results. The missing data shall be

,submitted in a supplementary report as soon as possible.

~efi~r~tv~'Radioactive 
Effluent Release Report(1

------------------------
NOTE----------------

A single submittal may be made for a multiple unit station. The
submittal should combine sections common to all units at the
sstation; however, for units with separate radwaste systems, the
s ubmittal shall specify the releases of radioactive material from

[each unit.

---------------------------------------------------

(

5.9.1.4
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Reporting Requi rements
5.9

bYV.1_. 0i -ef~en Racfioact~ive Effluent Release Report -(continued)

The &m~**QA Radioactive Effluent Release Report covering the
operation of the unjit during the previous 6 months of operation
shall be subrnitted444ih~m 6O day> akftz ;IA!*@!- 61nd! ul ef

NJhe report shall include a summary of the quantities
of radioactiv:e liquid and gaseous effluents and solid waste
released from the unit. The material provided shall be consistent
.with the objectives outlined in the ODCM and Process Control
Program (PCP) and in conformance with 10 CFR 50.36a and 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I, Section IV.B.1.

5.9.1.5 Monthly Operating Reports tSAR%&

Routine reports of operatin tatistics nd shu own experience
including documentation of 11 challenges to tepwroeae

relef ales PO~s) .r afety valves, shall be submitted onamonthly basis no later than the 15th ofleach month following the
calendar month covered by the report. W

5.9.1.6 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORTA ICOR)S
a. Core operating limits Thal be esta5Tis ed prior to each

reload cycle, or prior toAany remaining portion of a reload
cycle, and shall be documented in the COLR for the
following:

sob. The aR~alytical methods used to determine the core operating5.3.5A limits shall. be those previously reviewed and approved by
the NRC, specifically those described in the following
documents:

RR ~ C. The core operating limits shall be determined such that all
PA '_3SBapplicable limits (e.g., fuel thermal-mechanical limits,

34 core thermal hydraulic limits, Emergency Core Cooling
System (ECCS) limits, nuclear limits such as SDM, transient
analysis limits, and accident analysis limits) of the safety
analysis are met.

(conti nued)
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LCD 3.1.4 Moderator Temperature Coefficient.
LCD 3.1.6 Shutdown Bank Insertion Limit /
LCO-3.1.7 Control Bank Insertion Limits.
LCD 3.2.1 Heat .Fl~u.x HotChannel _Factor
LCD 3'.2.2 Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channelý

Factor
LCD 3.2.3 Axial Flux Difference
LCD 3.9.1 Boron Concentration

-5.0 -3SA



AS E RT

I. WCAP-9272-P-A, WESTINGHOUSE RELOAD SAFETY
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY", July 1985(.
Proprietary).

(Methodology for Specifications 3.1.4-
,Moderator Temperature Coefficient,.3*.1.6-
Shutdown Bank Insertion Limit, 3.1L7 -Control Bank Insertion Limits, 3.2.1 - Heat'
Flux Hot Channel Factor, 3.2.2.- Nuclear
Enthaiphy Rise ,Hot.Channel Factor, and
3.9.1 -Boron Concentration.

2. WCAP-102 66-P-A Rev. 2, "THE 1981 VERSION OF,WESTINGHOUSE EVALUATION MODEL USING BASH CODE"
March 1987, (X4 Proprietary)..

(Methodology for Specification 3.2.1 - Heat
Flux Hot Channel Factor).

3. WCAP-10216-P-A, "RELAXATION OF CONSTANT AXIAL OFFSET
CONTROL F(Q) SURVEILLANCE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION",
June 1983 .(X Proprietary).-

(methodology for Specification s 3.2.1 - Heat Flux
Hot Channel Factor (14(Z) Surveillance Requirements
For.F(Q) Methodology) and 3.2.3 - Axial Flux
Difference (Relaxed Axial Offset Control).)

5. 0- 35S7IS



CAP-7924i-A "W1ESTINGHOUSE BASIS FOR HEATUP AND COOLDOWN RprigRqieet
LIMIT CURVES, April 1975, or Regulatory Guide

1.9, evsin 2, "Radiation Embrittlement of 5.9! Reaco Vessel Material, May 1988.

5.9.1.6 'CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR) (continued)

a. mne UULK, including any mid-cycle revisions or supplements,
shall be provided 4qw~'. issuance for each reload cycle to the
NRC. (Z) -w$,,X, 30cdAys of

5.9.1.7 RCS PRESSUJJ AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS REPORT (PTLR)

RCS pressure 46 temperature limits, including heatup and cooldown
rates, criticality, and hydrostatic and leak test limits, shall be
established and documented in the PTLR. [TLh 4Wt

G)/ t "tl 1j0@ 4rolimtS-M'd t&L- J-4 P, ani se.9ldeom: iato: ma;-s
The analytical methods used to determine the

pressure and temperature limits including the heatup and cooldown
r es. shall be those previously review~ed and approved by the NRC

iflln,~~a i6~"-(). nmir 7 ti1t-bAnd PRG M146f appro'ge
4/ ~ L..6P¶1 II' Tho r'an,-+rn vacical

and temperature limits, including those for heatup and cooldown
,rates, shall be determined so that all applicable limits (e.g.,
heatup @"limits, cooldown limits, and inservice leak and
hydrostatic testing limits) of the analysis are met. The PTLR,including revisions or.supplements thereto, shall be provided 44m
issuance.for each reaetz er-ese Fluency-peried.

5.9.2 Special Re'norts ~Wi~ 43a~~s~~

Special Repiorts may be required covering' inspection, test, and
maintenance activities. These special reports are determined onc~Ean individual basis for each unit and their preparation and
submittal aaree designated in the Technical Specifications.

Special Reports shall be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4
within the time period specified for each report.

Thefollowing Special Reports shall be submitted:

a. (.JIn the event anfECC i's a~ct~uated and injects water into the
RCS in MODE 1 ,a Special Report shall be prepared and
submitted within 90 days describing the circumstances of the
actuation and the total accumulated actuation cycles to
date. The current value of the usage factor for each
affected safety injection nozzle shall be provided in this
Special Report whenever its value exceeds 0.70;

(continued)

WOG STS 503 05/05/92 2:44pm
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Reporting Requi rements
5.9

5.9.2 .S-ecial Reports (continued)~0

b. If an individ W emergency diesel generator (EDG) 20
expeienes or more valid failures in the last,@F demands,

these failures and any non-valid failures experienced by
0 'ý tthat EDG in that time period shall be reported within

'70 days. Reports on EDG failures shall include the
information recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3,

[Regulatory Position C.5, or existing Regulatory Guide 1.108

Post AccicJexv eporting requirement; an 1) or _ j
M014 toc. When eca l R 41ýeport is required by Conaition oLC3. rpr shall be submitted withi 4 days. a+up

-. L- - .2 -ýtPeqw*e& The report sha~ 1 outlinethe preplann d alternate method of monitoring th cause of
the inoperab lity, and the plans and schedule fo', restoring
the instrum tation channels of the uinction tofOPERABLE

4.Program, the num-ber of tubes plugged and tubes ssleevedd inn
-each steam generator shall be reported to the NRC within 15

days.

The complete results of the steam generator tube inservice*"
inspection shall be submitted to the NRC within 12 months
following the completion of the inspection. The report shall.
include:

1. Number and

2. Location and
for each indi

3. Identification

Results of steam generat
Category C-3 shall be repo
of plant operation. This r
investigations conducted
degradation and correctC
re currernice.

extent of tubes in~spected.

percent of wall-thickness penetration
cation of an imperfection.

of tubes plugged and tubes sleeved.

or tube inspections which fall into
rtdd to the NRC prior to resumption
e~ort shall provide a description of
to determine cause of the tube
ive measures taken' to prevent~

05/05/92 2:44pm
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 5.9

1. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

2. Change to reflect WBN specific information.

3. Deleted bracketed text since WBN options not to reference individual
specifications that address reactor vessel pressure and tempeý'ature
limits or RCS heatup and cooldown rates.

4. Change to correct editorial error in STS.

5. Deleted unnecessary bracketed text that only provides guidance on what
information should be included under Special Reports.

6. Deleted bracketed text since WBN has no other unique reports required on
an annual basis.

7. Deleted bracketed text since special maintenance could encompass any
non-routine maintenance activity.

8. Change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTS
Proof and Review meeting held. in Irvine, CA in July, 1992.

9'. Change reflects WBN un~ique position of an unlicensed plant requesting
.relief from initial reporting requirements.

10. Change to enhance editorial clarity.

11. Change reflects latest draft 4.eg. Guide 1.9 failure criterion.

12. Change provides a defined time limit which to submit the COLR and PTLR
to the NRC. WBN believes this time limit removes any questions
concerning when these reports must be submitted. Additionally, the last
phrase was deleted because the PTLR is prepared to cover multiple
fluency periods and is not revised each cycle as the wording implies.

13. Change reflects new 10 CFR 20 paragraph that will become effective in
January, 1994.



Record Retention
5.10

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

5.10 Record Retention

5.10.1 The following records shall be ret 'ained for at least 3 years:'?a. All License Event Reports required by 10 CFR 5.3 M

b. Records of chan ges-made to the procedures required by

I~ ~. Records of radioactive sh~ipments.

5.10.2 The following records shall be retained for at least 5 years:

Sa. .7Tjfecords and logs of unit operation covering time intervals(~) at each power level;

b. a cords and logs of principal maintenance activities(:)inspections, repair, and replacement of principal items ofequipment related to nuclear safety;

C. Records of survei 'llance activi~ties,.inspections, and
ýaibrations required by the Technical Specifications (TS)
Wan te FreProtection Prog~~

d. Records of sealed source and fissi-on detector teak tests and
results; and

e. Records of annual physical inventory of all sealed source
material of record.

5.10.3 The following records shall be retained for the duration of the
unit Operating License:

a.. Records and drawing changes reflecting unit designmodifications made to systems and equipment described in the
FSAR;

b. Records of new and irradiated fuel inventory, fuel
transfers, and assembly burnup histories;

c. Records of radiation exposure for all individuals entering
radiation control areas;

(continued)
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Record Retention
5.10T

* ec~vqj'CA) ReowRem a+ (TI?) 3.7.3, N1~ p.s"

10.3 (continued)

d. Records of gaseous and liquid radioactive material released
to the environs;

e. Records of transient or operational cycles for tjb~se unit
components identified in[FSAR, Section U;7 (1Q)

10,11% C5.Z-.LS
f. Records of reactor testis and experiments;0

g. Records of training and qualification to( members of
the unit staff;

h. Records of inservice in iospromdpursuant t h
h. TS; inPIyo PeromeAo h

i. Records of quality assurance activ~ies~.eguired by the
Operational Quality Assurance (QA)46Mwa ,ot listed in
Specification 5.10.1 and which are classified as permanen
.~rpcords by applicable reeIations, codes, and standards~

j.~ Records ?f eviews performed,%for changes made to rocedures,

k. Records of t 'he reviews and-*audits required by
Specification 5.5.1 and Specification 5.5.2;

1. Records of the service lives of all hydraulic and mechanicalO sn ubbers required by [oiit:u~ gi~u.
0 including the date at which the service life
commences, and associated installation and maintenance
records; of~ l 9"eP-Ffo1 ?Afl~n ndwtre-lt;~
Records o4___n*esmIn n ae ult;--

n. Records of analyses required by the Radiological
Environmental Monitoring Program that would permit
evaluation of the accuracy of the analysis at a later date.

These records should include procedures effective at
specified times and QA records showing that these procedures
were foll1owed;

o. Records of reviews performed for changes made to the Offsite
Dose Calculation Manual and the Process Control Program; A,3d

(conti nued)
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Record Retention
5.10

5.10.3 (continued)

?.-'q" Records of steam generator tube survei11ances.&-eI -

WOG STS 
504 05/05/92 2:44pm
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 5.10

1. Change to reflect WBN specific information.

2. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

3. WBN does not have pre-stressed concrete containment tendons due to its
annular containment/shield building interspace design.

4. Change reflects comments made by the industry to the NRC at the RSTS
Proof and Review meeting held in Irvine, CA in July, 1992.

5. WBN believes that "secondary water" is too broad. Steam generator
records are applicable to pressure boundary integrity which WBN believes
are adequate.

6. Change to enhance editorial clarity.

7. At WEN, procedure changes are controlled by Specifications 5.10.3j and
k, which have a longer record retention requirement than Specification
5.10.1.b.



~igh Radiation Area~

S 5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLSIGI

R5.11 High.Radiation Area&..&.

9 :oIO/60(C)5.11.1 Pursuant to 10 CFR 20, paragt ph 44 in lieu of the
requirements of 10 CFR 20.4~o, each high radiation area, asdefined in 10 CFR 20, in which the intensity of radiation is > 100mrem/hr but < 1000 mrem/hr, shall be barricaded and conspicuously.cý posted as a high radiation area and entrance thereto shall be>4j controlled by requiring issuance of a Radiation Work Permit (RWP)..0 Individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures (e.g.,

A Technicians;3)"Tor personnel continuousl y escorted@by such individuals may be exempt from the RWP issuance
requirement during the performance of their assigned duties inhigh radiation areas with exposure rates 5 1000 mrem/hr, providedthey are otherwise following plant radiation protection procedures
for entry into such high radiation areas.

Any individual or group of individuals permitted' to enter suchareas shall be provided with or accompanied by \one or more of the
following:

a. A radiation monitoring device that continuously i-ndicates
the radiation dose rate in the area.

b. A radiation monitoring device that continuously integrates
the radiation dose rate in the area and alarms when a preset
integrated dose is received. Entry into such areas with
this iuonitoring device may be made after the dose rate
levels in the area have been established and personnel are
aware of them.

C. An individual qualified in radiation protection procedures
with a radiation dose rate monitoring device, who is
responsible for providing positive control over the
activities within the area and shall perform periodicO radiation sur'~eillance at the frequency specified by the--&Manager$ in$eRP

5.11.2 In addition to the requireme-nts of Specification 5.11.1, areas,Nwith radiation levels a: 1000 mrem/hr szhall be provided with lockedA® K~~?Wontinuously guarded oars to prevent unauthorizedf entry andthe keys shall be maintaine under the administrative control ofthe Shift Pei-me, on duty or ý@il '~e supervision. Doors
ý1A'JO3I0ýCpkI CONA1Ih

6(p~foisS~~~R (continued)
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~igh Radiation Are

5.11.2 (continued)

shall remain locked except during periods of access by personnel
under an. approved RWP that shall specify the dose rate levels inthe immediate work areas and the maximum allowable stay times for
individuals in those areas. In lieu of the stay time
specification of tije RWP, direct or remote (such as closed circuit
TV cameras) continuous surveillance may be made by personnel
qualified in radiation protection procedures to provide positive
exposure control over the activities being performed within the
area.

5.11.3 For individual high radiation areas with radiation level~s of
> 1000 m *rem/hr, accessible to personnel, that are located within
large areas such as reactor containment, where no enclosure existsfor purposes, of locking, or that cannot be continuously guarded,
and where no enclosure can be reasonably constructed around theindividual area, that individual area shall be barricaded and
conspicuously posted. aint fa nLE!p V:,L k11 hi Ap;t. 6L a!-

~zrin~daki~es H-owevelr, 6ArtRiCAASe Will Mo* Le /ef'j *A(Gýf4,e 'reAC+or COPA~iarn~e-y clypy'Ala ooweiz opeykAfs6AI.
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JUSTIFICATIONS FOR DEVIATIONS FROM NRC STS 5.11

1. Format change to delete brackets that identify plant specific
information/values.

2. Change to reflect WBN specific terminology.

3. Change to enhance editorial clarity.

4. Change to reflect methodolgy utilized at WEN for warning personnel of
large-area, high radiation areas.

5. Change to reflect new lOCFR2O.
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT

CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT

UNIT I

SAMPLE DRAFT

AUGUST 1992



SAMPLE COLR FOR WATTS BAR UNIT 1 CYCLE 1

1.0 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT

This Core Operating Limits Report (COLR) for Watts Bar Unit 1 Cycle 1 has beenprepared in accordance with the requirements of Technical S~ecification (TS)
5.8.1.6.

The TSs affected by this report are listed below:

3.1.4 Moderator Temperature Coefficient
3.1.6 Shutdown Rod Insertion Limit
3.1.7 Control Rod Insertion Limits
3.2.1 Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor
3.2.2 Nuclear Enthalpy Hot Channel Factor
3.2.3 Axial Flux Difference
3.9.1 Boron Concentration

2.0 OPERATING LIMITS

The cycle-specific parameter limits for the specifications listed in Section
1.0 are presented in the following subsections. These limits have beendeveloped using the NRC-approved methodologies specified in TS 5.8.1.6.

' 1 Moderator Temperature Coefficient (LCO 3.1.4)

2.1.1 The Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC) limits are:

The BOL/ARO/HZP-MTC shall be less positive than 0 8k/k/*F.

The EOL/ARO/RTP-MTC shall be less negative than -4.0 x 10-4 Ak/k/0F.

2.1.2 The 300 ppm surveillance limit is:

The measured 300 ppm/ARO/RTP-MTC should be less negative than or equal
to 3.1 X 10-4 Ak/k/*F.

2.1.3 The 60 PPM surveillance limit is:

The measured 60 ppm/ARO/RTP-MTC should be less negative than or equal
to [ I k/k/0 F.

where: BOL stands for Beginning of Cycle Life
ARO stands for ALL Rods Out
HZP stands for Hot Zero THERMAL POWER
EOL stands for End of Cycle Life
RTP stands for RATED THERMAL POWER

Unit 1 2 of 11 Revision AWATTS BAR Draft 08/9 2
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SAMPLE COLR FOR WATTS BAR UNIT 1 CYCLE 1

2.2 Shutdown Rod Insertion Limit (LCO 3.1.6)

2.2.1 The shutdown rods shall be withdrawn to a position ai defined below:

Cycle Burnup (MWD/MTU)

< 2,000

> 2,000 TO < 14,000

> 14, 000

Steps Withdrawn

> 226 TO < 231

> 222 TO < 231

> 226 TO < 231

2.3 Control Rod Insertion Limit (LCO 3.1.7)ý

in Figure 1.

2.4 HetFu Hot Channel Factor

shall be limited in physical insertion as shown

- F Q(Z) (LCO 3.2.1)

C FQ
F Q(Z) <ý

P
* K (Z)

CFQ
F Q(Z) -__ * K(Z)

0.5

TH
where P

RATED

2.4.1 CFQ. = 2.303

for P > 0.5

for P < 0.5

ERMAL POWER

THERMAL POWER

2.4.2 K(Z) is provided in Figure 2.

3 of 11 Revision A
Draft 08/92
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SAMPLE COLR FOR WATTS BAR UNIT 1 CYCLE 1

2.4.3 FQW(Z) = FQ (Z) + W(Z)

where W(Z) values are obtained for Figures 4 through*7.

2.5 Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor - FN 8

FNA

(LCD 3.2.2)

< FRTP'N * (I + PF 6 * [1 - P])

where P=
THERMAL POWER

RATED THERMAL POWER

F RIP LH=1.49

PF.H=02

S6 Axial flux difference - (LCD 3.2.3)

2.6.1 The Axial Flux Difference (AFD) Limits are provided in Figure 3.

2.7 Refueling Boron Concentration - (LCD 3.9.1)

2.7.1 The refueling boron concentration shall be > [2000] ppm.

Unit 1
WATTS BAR

4 of 11 Revision A
Draft 08/92



SAMPLE COLR FOR WAITS BAR UNIT 1 CYCLE 1

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8(Fulfly
Inserted) Fraction of Rated Thermral Power

Rod Bank Insertion Limits Versus Thermal Power
Four Loop Operation

5 of 11 Revision A
Draft 08/92

231
226

200

160

120

FIGURE 1:

Unit 1
WATTS BAR



SAMPLE COLR FOR WATTS BAR UNIT 1 CYCLE 1

1.2

N
0 0.9

e

F
0O.5

*Core Height K(Z)
0.000 '1.000

P0.

1 0.,ý00 i0.940
e . 2.000o 0.925

0.2

0.1

0
0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Core Height (Feet)

FIGURE 2: K(Z) -Normalized FQ (Z) as a Function of Core Height
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p SAMPLE COLR FOR WATTS BAR UNIT 1 CYCLE 1

120

110 - ----

% (6,1.00)

RUnacceptfable' I Unacceptable
a 0 Operation Operat'ion

t

T 60
h
e

a

10

0

-50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50

Flux Difference (A)%

FIGURE 3: AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE Acceptable Operation Limits
as a Function of RATED THERMAL POWER (RAOC)

Unit 1 7 of 11 Revision AWATTS BAR 
Draft 08/92



SAMPLE COLR FOR WATTS BAR UNIT 1 CYCLE 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 g
CaK HIICK (FET)

10 11 12

TOP

FIGURE 4: RAOC SUMMARY OF MAX W(Z) AT 150 MWD/MTU

8 of 11 Revision A
Draft 08/92

I in

'.1.2D
0

Height
(Feet)

0.000
0.200
0.400
0.600
0.800
1.000
1.200
1 .400

1 .600
1.800
2.000
2.200
2.400
2.600
2.800
3.000
3.200
3. 400
3.600
3.800
4.000
4.200
4.400
4.500
4. 800
5.000
5.200
5.400
5.800
5.800
6.000
5.200
5.400
86500
8.800
7.000
7.200
7.400
7.600
7.800
8.000
8 .200
8.400
8.600
8.800
9.000
9.200
9.400
9.600
9.800

10.000
10.200
10. 400
10.500
10. 800
11.000
11 .200
11.400
11 .500
.11. 800
12.000

MAX
W(Z)

1 .0000
1 .0000
1.0000
1 .0000
1 .0000
1.10000
1.0000
1 .0000

1 .0000
1.2337
1.2148
1. 1958
1. 1771
1. 1584
1. 1385
1. 1272
1. 1250
1. 1257
1.1282
1.1301
1.12S7
1 .1320

1.1365
1. 1388
1. 1411
1. 1436
1. 1540
1. 1704
1. 1868
1 .2034
1.2177
1.2306
1.2434
1.2S33
1.2614
1.2669

12729
1. 2782
1.2814
1. 2833
1.280S
1.2759
1.2688
1 .2570

1 .2518
1.2536
1 .2581
1.2574
1.2587
1.2597
1.2693
1. 2855
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

BOTTOM

Unit 1
WATTS BAR



SAMPLE COLR FOR WATTS BAR UNIT 1 CYCLE 1

~~ TL

100 1 2 .3

BOTTOM

FIGURE 5:

5 6 7
M IE HIGHT (FET)

I to 11

TOP

RAOC SUMMARY OF MAX W(Z) AT 4,000 MWD/MTU

Unit 1
WATTS BAR

9 of 11Revision A
Draft 08/92

I inl

Hei6ght
(Feet)I

0.000
0.200
0.400
0.600
0.800
1.000
1.200

1400
1 .600
1.800

2.000
2.200
2.400
2.600
2.800
3.000
3.200
3. 400
3.600
3.800
4.000
4.200
4.400
4.600
4.800
5.000
5.200
5.400
5.600
5.800
6.000
5.200
13.400
8.600
6.800
7.000
7.200
7.400
7.8a00
7.800
8.000
8.200
8.400
8.600
8.800
9.000
9.200
9.400
9.600
9.800

10.000
.10.200
10.400
10.600
10. 800
11.000
11 .200
11.400
11.800
11.800
12.000

MAX
W(Z)

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.2609

1.2391
1.2184
1. 1967
1. 1765
1. 1535
1. 1405
1.1384
1. 1369
1.1339
1. 1311
1. 1285
I %1288
1.1309
1. 1320
1. 1330
1. 1350
1.1414
1.1525
1. 1680
1. 1826
1. 1947
1.2069
1. 2177
1.2270:
1. 2349
1.2392
1. 2441
1. 2493
1. 2509
1.2518
1.2484
1.2455
1.2459
1.2479
1.2469
1.2485
1.2S34
1.2551
1.2630
1.2760
1 .2906

1.3045
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
T. 0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
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SAMPLE COLR FOR WATTS BAR UNIT 1 CYCLE 1

U ~

0

U2

2 3 4 5 5 7 8
C0K NOVQ (FEET)

9 10 11

TOP

FIGURE 6: RAOC SUMMARY OF MAX W(Z) AT 7,000 MWD/MTU

Height
(Feet)

0.000
0.200
0.400
0.600
0.800
1.000
1.200
1 .400
1.600
1.800
2.000
2.200
2.400
2.600
2.800
3.000
3.200
3.400
3.600
3.800
4.000
4.200
4.400
4.600
4.800
5.000
5.200
5.400
5.800
5.800
6.000
6.200
6.400
6.600
6.800
7.000
7.200
7.400
7.600
7.800
8.000
8.200
8.400
8.600
8.800
9.000
9.200
9.400
9.600
9.800

10.000
10. 200
10.400
10.800
10.800
11.000
11 .200
11.400
11.800
11.800
12.000
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*MAX
W( Z)

1 .0000
1.0000
1 .0000

1 .0000
1 .0000
1.0000
1.0000

1.0000
1.0000
1.2785
1.26 19
1.2465
1.2314
1.2160
1. 1993
1. 1885
1. 1847
1. 1824
1. 1786
1. 1750
1. 1106
1. 1689
1. 1692
1. 1683
1. 1664
1.1638
1. 1626
1.1691
1.1824
1. 1948
1. 2052
1.2147
1. 2226
1. 2290
1. 2336
1.2363
1.2373
1.2354
1.232S
1.2271
1.2178
1. 2078
1. 1952
1.1817
1. 1716
1. 1887
1. 1678
1. 1693
1. 1789
1. 1898
1.2038
1 .2213
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

,.ccL
0

BOTTOM



.0 Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program

The reactor vessel material irradiation surveillance specimens shall be removed
and examined to determine changes in material properties. The removal schedule
is provided in Table 4.0-1. The results of these examinations shall be used to
update Figures 2.1-1, 2.1-2, and 3.1-1.

The pressure vessel steel surveillance program (Ref. 4) is in compliance with
Appendix H to 10 CFR 50, entitled "Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Program
Requirements". The material test requirements and the acceptance standard
utilize the reference nil-ductility temperature, RTNDT, which is determined in
accordance with ASTM E208. The empirical relationship between RTNDTI and the
fracture toughness of the reactor vessel steel is developed in accordance with
Appendix G, "Protection Against Non-Ductile Failure", to section III of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. The surveillance capsule removal schedule
meets the requirements of ASTM E185-73. The removal schedule is provided in
Table 4.0-1.

REFERENCES

1. TVA Calculation WBN-MTB-027, "Pressure-Temperature Limits Based on
Regulatory Guide 1.99 Revision 2 for Submittal to NRC," (B46890501559).

2. Westinghouse letter to TVA, WAT-D-8376, "Reactor Coolant System
Accelerated Cooldown", November 5, 1990.

3. WCAP-13461, "Summary Report Process Protection System EAGLE 211" Upgrade
Watts Bar."

4. Davidson, J.A., "Tennessee Valley Authority Watts Bar Unit No. 1 Reactor
Vessel Radiation Surveillance Program",
WCAP-9298, July, 1978.
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MATERIAL PROPERTY BASIS - WBN UNIT 1. ----~- ----------- I----1--

CONTROLLING MATERIAL: FORGED METAL ----- ------- J. -------
COPPER CONTENT 0.I17 WTx -%--I - I- r--4 ---- -NICKEL CONTENT 0.230 WT%
INITIAL RTNO L7 -.-- ~.

RNOTAFTER 7 EFPY 1/L4T, 18LI.27 -F E. -

A~~ -- A -- -

n -I LEA TEST!---------.. -- l '-- - -. --. LEA TS- --- ---- I
j L -- --------- LIMIT ..

--- ----- -- -- - -- ------------- --I 4 --.------.------- +--
---- --- --- --- --- --- --- 4----- - --. -..............

-L -- L-I----+-1- --- - CRITICALITY LIMIT
~~~--------- ---. ' RAESI------- .---- ---- --

---- ,'------- HE T P-T-- O 6 FH
L- I -- L -

----------- U -T------ ~ .------------ i 3.
3 I H A U

__I--- ---- -j----- --- - -- --- -----------------
M I

SL. L-- - --- . . j -- ------ L.--L
-- ----- ----- ---------- ------- 44---- -' -p.---

HEATUP RATES -- 4--.-~+------I-- --- - -~------
UP TO 100 'F/HR L-L-4-.. L 4..

100 200 300
T-COLD (*F)

HL0 0 500

Figure 2.1-1

Reactor Coolant System
Heatup Limitations

Applicable Up to 7 EFPY

(Plotted data (Ref. 1) provided on next pages)
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UNIT 1 HEATUP LIMITS
(Data (Ref. 1) plotted on Fig 2.1-1)

_______INDICATED PRESSURE, PSIG

RCS FLUID CRITICALITY CRITICALITY
TEMPERATURE 60 100 LEAK TEST 60 100

(DEG OF) (0 F/HR) (0F/HR) LIMITS (OF/HR) (OF/HR)

100

105

110

115

120 472

125 472

130 472

135 474

140 478

145 482

150 487

155 494 419

160 501 1420

165 509 422

170 519 424

175 530 428

180 541 433

185 554 438

190 568 445

195 584 453

200 601 461

205 619 471

210 638 483

215 660 495

220 683 509

225 708 524

230 735 540

Unit 1 Watts Bar
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UNIT 1 HEATUP LIMITS
(Data (Ref. 1) plotted on Fig 2.1-1)

___________INDICATED PRESSURE, PSIG

RCS FLUID ICRITICALITY CRITICALITY
TEMPERATURE 60 100 LEAK TEST 60 100

(DEG OF) (OF/HR) (OF/HR) LIMITS (0 FIHR) (OF/HR)

235 764 558

240 795 578

245 829 599

250 866 622

255 906 647

260 948 674

265 994 704

270 1043 736

275 1096 770

280 1153 807

285 1214 847

290 1280 890 2050

295 1350 936 2155

300 1426 986 2268

305 1508 1040 2390

310 1596 1098 2521 1043 734

315 1690 1161 2661 1096 770

320 1792 1228 1153 807

325 1901 1300 1214 847

330 2018 -1378 1280 890

335 2129 1462 1350 936

340 2239 1552 1426 986

345 2357 1649 1516 1040

350 2484 1754 1596 1098

355 2620 1866 1690 1161

360 27.67 1987 1792 1228

365 2116 1901 1300

Unit 1 Watts Bar
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UNIT 1 HEATUP LIMITS
(Data (Ref. 1) plotted on Fig 2..1-1)

___________INDICATED PRESSURE, PSIG

RICS FLUID CRITICALITY CRITICALITY
TEMPERATURE 60 100 LEAK TEST 60 100

(DEG 0 F) (0F/HR) (0FIHR) LIMITS (OF/HR) (OF/HR)

370 2257 2018 1378

375 2409 2129 1462

380 2572 2239 1552

385 2357 1649

390 2484 1754
395 2620 1866

400 1987

405 _________2116

410 2257

415 2409

Unit 1 Watts Bar
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MATERIAL PROPERTY BASIS - WBN UNIT I I ---- --I-- --I-' ------ -
4 ~ --- -- ---- 4 -- 4-- 4 --- -

CONTROLLINC MATERIAL: FORCED METAL ----- --- --- - - -

COPPER CONTENT : 0.1 IT
NICKEL CONTENT :0.80 WTX-
INITIAL RTNOT I7*F
RTNOT AFTER 7 EFPY :I/4T, 1134.2 -F ±

3/'4T, 150.8 F

-----------------------------------------a.).-------

- - - - - - - - - -- - - ------- T + 4

4 L.......I-......±... ... ---- ----- 444 4L -- 4 - - L - - L - - - - - - - - - -I - - - -

F/HRL ------ L -qL
-- -- --- ----- ---- ----- ----

------- -------------

s E -- f--+ --- -- +-----F 44-
--- I------ ---~ 4 -

--------------- -- ----- - .----

100 200 300
T-COLD (*F)

L400 500

Figure 2.1-2

Reactor Coolant System
Cooldown Limitations

.Applicable Up to 7 EFPY

(Plotted data (Ref. 1) provided on next page)
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UNIT 1 COOLDOWN LIMITS
(Data (Ref. 1) plotted on Fig 2.1-2)

__________________INDICATED PRESSURE, PSIG

RCS FLUID
TEMPERATURE 100 60 40 20 0

(DEG OF) (OF/HR) (0F/HR) (OFIHR) (0 F/HR) (0 F/HR)

70 241 313 386 460 535

75 246 1 318 390 464 538

80 251 323 395 467 541

85 257 328 399 472 545

90 264 334 404 474 549

95 271 340 410 481. 554

100 278 346 416 486 558

105 286 353 422 492 563

110 294 361 429 498 568

115 303 369 436 505 575

120 313 378 444 512 581

125 324 387 452 519 588

130 335 397 462 527 595

135 r347 408 471 538 603

140 360 419 482 545 611

145 374 433 493 556 620

150 389 446 505 566 629

155 406 461 518 578 640

160 423 476 532 591 652

165 442 493 547 604 664

170 462 511 562 619 677

175 484 531 581 634 691

180 507 552 600 651 706

185 532 574 620 667 722

190 559 598 641 688 739

195 588 624 665 709 758

200 620 652 690 731 778
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UNIT 1 COOLDOWN LIMITS
(Data (Ref. 1) plotted on Fig 2.1-2)

_______INDICATED PRESSURE, PSiG

RCS FLUID
TEMPERATURE 100 60 40 20 0

(DEG OF) (0F/HR) (0 F/HR) (OFHR) (0F/HR) (0 F/HR)

205 653 682 716 756 799

210 689 714 745 781 822

215 728 749 778 809 847

220 770 -J 786 810 839 874

225 815 827 846 871 903

230 863 870 884 906 934

235 915 916 926 943 967

240 970 966 971 983 1003

245 1030 1020 1019 1026 1041

250 1082 1077
1070 1072

1127
1171126 1 1917i~~ -- 1 14

1083

260 1175 1175 1175 1175 1175
265 1228 1226 1220 1226 1226
270 1281 1281 1281 1281 1281

275 1341 1341 1341 1341 1341

3250 22405 22405 22405 22405 22405

330 2437 2437 2437 2437727

335 2190 2190 2190 2190 2190

Unit 1 Watts Bar
Revision 0
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Figure 3.1-1

PORV Setpoint vs RCS Temperature

(Plotted data (Ref. 3) provided on next page)
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PORV SETPOINT vs TEMPERATURE
(Data (Ref. 3) plotted on Fig 3.1-1)

PORV Setpoint (psig)

RCS
Temperature PCV-68- PCV-68-334

(0 F) 340A

70 485 515

100 485 515

150 490 520

200 520 555

250 580 625

275 615 665

300 652 702

350 693 748

450 2350 2350 1

Unit 1 Watts Bar Revision 0



Table 4.0-1
Surveillance Capsule Removal Schedule

Removal Time (a)

1.2

4

12

24

*Estimated
F] uence
(n/CM2)

4. 29X10"'

1. 43xl0'9

3.58X1019

7.16xl0' 9

Stand-By

Stand -By

(a) Effective Full Power Years (EFPY.) from plant startup.

Unit 1 Watts Bar Revision 0

Capsul e Vessel
Location
(deg. )

Capsule
Lead
Factor

3.6

3.6

3.0

3.0

.3.6

3.6

56.0*

236.00

58.50

238. 50

124.00*

304.00



SAMPLE COLR FOR WATTS BAR UNIT 1 CYCLE 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
COW IEIQff (FEET)

FIGURE 7: RAOC SUMMARY OF MAX W(Z), AT 10,000 MWD/MTU
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uI- 1.2
0

I m~

Height
(Feet)

0.000
0.200
0.400
0.800
0.800
1.000
1 .200
1 .400

1.600
1.800
2.000
2.200
2.400
2.600
2.800
3.000
3.200
3.400
3.600
3.800
4.000
4.200
.4.400
4.600
4.800
5.000
5.200
5.400
5.600
5.800
6.000
6.200
8.400
5.600
6.800
7.000
7.200
7.400
7.600
7.800
8.000
8.200
8.400
8.600
8.8Soo
9.000
9.200
9.400
9.600
9.800

10.000
10.200
10.400
10.600
10.800
11.000
11.200
11.400
1 1.800
11.800
12.000

MAX
W(Z)

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1 .0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.2827
1.2690
1. 2S68
1. 2447
1.2333
1. 2194
1.2105
1.2073
1.2090
1.2078
1. 2082
I..2053
1. 2038
1.2047
1 .2029
1 .2013
1. 1963
1.1921
1. 1983
1.2114
1. 2232
1.2330
1.2411
1.2482
1.2507
1.2532
1.2523
1.2501
1.2437
1.23S9
1.2242
1.2098
1. 1923
1.1721
1. 1488
1.1341
1.1271
1. 1229
1.1217
1.1291
1. 1345
1. 14S4
1. 1624
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

1.00L
0

BOTTOM
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F RCS PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS REPORT FOR WATTS BAR UNIT 1

1.0 RCS Pressure and Temperature Limits Report (PTLR)

This PTLR for Watts Bar Unit 1 has been prepared in accordahnce with the
requirements of Technical Specification 5.9.1.7. Revisions to the PTLR shall be
provided to the NRC within 30 days of issuance.

The Technical Specifications affected by this report are listed below:

LCO 3.4.3. RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits
LCO 3.4.12 Cold Overpressure Mitigation System (COMS)

2.0 RCS Pressure and Temperature Limits

The limits for LCO 3.4.3 are presented in the subsection which follows. These
limits have been developed (Ref. 1) using the NRC-approved methodologies
specified in Specification 5.9.1.7.-

2.1 RCS Pressure and Temperature (PIT) Limits (LCD 3.4.3)

2.1.1 The RCS temperature rate-of-change limits are (Ref. 2):

a. A maximum heatup Rate 100*F per hour.

I b. A maximum cooldown Rate 1000F per hour.

C. A maximum temperature change of :5 10*F in any 1-hour period during
inservice hydrostatic and leak testing operations above the heatup and
cooldown limit curves.

2.1.2 The RCS P/T limits for heatup, cooldown, inservice hydrostatic and leak testing,
and criticality are specified by Figures 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 (Ref. 1).

3.0 Cold Overpressure Mitigation System (LCD 3.4.12)

The lift setting limits for the pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)
are presented in the subsection which follows. These lift setting limits havebeen developed using the NRC-approved methodologies specified in Specific~tioll
5.9.1.7.

3.1 Pressurizer PORV Lift Setting Limits

The pressurizer PORV lift setting limits are specified. by Figure 3.1-1 (Ref. 3).

Unit 1 Watts Bar Revision 0


